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Executive Summary

Worldwide, catastrophic wildfires and the ongoing climate crisis are catalyzing Indigenous peoples to re-assert jurisdiction to lands and waters by leading the recovery and restoration of their/our territories. ‘Mega-fires’ are increasingly burning landscapes that have been degraded by over a century of colonial state-driven forest (mis)management and a paradigm – and paradox – of fire suppression. Simultaneously, many settler-colonial governments are stating their commitments to ‘reconciliation’ and implementation of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Together, these two trends point to the critical need to uphold Indigenous rights and stewardship systems through Indigenous-led transformation of forest and (wild)fire management.

These ecological and socio-political shifts provided the context for the 2017 ‘Elephant Hill’ wildfire in British Columbia (BC), Canada, which burned close to 200,000 hectares throughout Secwépemcúl̓ecw – the traditional and unceded territory of the Secwépemc Nation. In the immediate wake of this fire, and the significant and interconnected social, cultural, economic and ecological impacts that are still ongoing, affected Secwépemc First Nations advocated for Secwépemc leadership in the recovery and regeneration of their territories in the months, years and decades to come.

Supported by a newly-elected provincial government with a mandate to advance reconciliation, and a provincial review that recommended "establish[ing] Indigenous Peoples as true partners and leaders in emergency management", Secwépemc communities partnered with the provincial government to forge a new collaborative approach to land-based wildfire recovery.

The Elephant Hill wildfire, and the joint recovery process that followed, is the focus of this report. We draw on in-depth interviews with Secwépemc elected leadership and staff from communities and the provincial government, as well as ongoing work and action research with the Secwepemcúlc̓ecw Restoration and Stewardship Society, to provide a detailed account of this example of contemporary Indigenous leadership in wildfire management and land-based recovery.

This study was framed by a number of broad questions:

→ How did Secwépemc communities experience and respond to the 2017 wildfires in their territories?
→ How was the ‘joint leadership’ approach to wildfire recovery established, negotiated and understood by those involved?
→ What are the ‘lessons’ – the successes, strengths and challenges – from Elephant Hill, and how can these guide ongoing and future collaborations?
→ What are the persistent barriers to achieving true partnerships and Indigenous leadership in (wild)fire management, and how can these be overcome?
→ What are Secwépemc priorities for (wild)fire and emergency management, and for the restoration of fire-affected and fire-adapted Secwepemcúl̓ecw?

To highlight these lessons and demonstrate the need for transformative change, the story of the Elephant Hill wildfire and the joint leadership approach to wildfire recovery is told in four Parts:

→ PART 1: THE ELEPHANT HILL WILDFIRE (CHAPTERS 1–4)
An overview of the record-breaking 2017 wildfire season in British Columbia; the experiences and responses of Secwépemc First Nations and government agencies; and the impacts of these wildfires on Secwépemc territories and communities.

→ PART 2: THE PROCESS FOR JOINT WILDFIRE RECOVERY (CHAPTERS 5–7)
Understanding the drivers for collaboration; the process of negotiating the scope and governance of joint wildfire recovery; and a summary of land-based recovery activities and outcomes on Elephant Hill.
Part 2: The joint process of wildfire recovery

The scale and significance of impacts of the Elephant Hill wildfire, along with a newly elected provincial government with stated commitments to implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, created a ‘window of opportunity’ for change. However, it was the strong leadership and advocacy from Secwépemc communities that catalyzed the collaborative approach to wildfire recovery.

Commitments to joint leadership were enacted through a Joint Leadership Council, Joint Technical Committee and sub-committees that emerged following the fire. Nevertheless, the limited mandates or decision-making authority of provincial government representatives at these tables, and challenges in accessing higher-level decision-makers, posed a barrier to advancing Secwépemc recovery priorities and interconnected stewardship goals.

In their letter to Premier Horgan, and over the months and years following the Elephant Hill wildfire, Kukukpi7 (Chiefs) emphasized that ‘healing the land’ and actioning commitments to reconciliation requires addressing the cumulative impacts and pressures that form the broader context for land-based recovery, and supporting Secwépemc leadership “in the months, years and decades to come”. This vision conflicted with a narrower focus on ‘recovery’ that was defined by short-term funding, a lack of strategic or landscape-level planning, and the ‘three great goals’ of fireguard rehabilitation, range recovery and salvage harvesting.

Part 3: Reflections on ‘success’ and lessons learned

Overall, the majority of Secwépemc and provincial government representatives we spoke to felt that the joint process of wildfire recovery was a success. While the lack of clearly defined recovery goals posed a challenge to evaluating the success of land-based recovery, ‘success’ was largely defined in terms of less tangible outcomes such as confidence in the ability to work together. The value of this process was seen in terms of new relationships and trust; promoting collaboration and a united voice amongst Secwépemc communities; economic and training opportunities; and supporting First Nations-led archaeology.
These successes were made possible by the strong leadership and coordination from both Secwépemc communities and FLNRORD Natural Resource Regions and Districts; flexibility and willingness to work outside of usual policies and processes; a strong governance structure, co-designed by communities and the provincial government; spending time to develop shared understandings and identify shared values; and open, honest communication in communities to build trust. Jointly making decisions about land-based recovery requires getting together on the land and bringing together – rather than siloing – multiple communities and jurisdictions.

Key challenges related to capacity; a lack of strategic or landscape-level planning; conflicting perspectives as to the scope of ‘wildfire recovery’; ensuring adequate and appropriate participation; and jurisdictional silos and conflicts within government. Many of these challenges have not been overcome and pose potential barriers to future collaboration.

There remains a disconnect between high-level government’s stated commitments to reconciliation, and (inadequate) provision of funding, resourcing and access to decision-authorities to advance First Nation priorities or cede management authority to Indigenous peoples – particularly in the context of (wild)fire management and land-based recovery.

The Elephant Hill ‘model’ has created new expectations for joint leadership and government-to-government technical collaboration. However, for Secwépemc communities, it was just the first step along a pathway to true co-management.

Part 4: Beyond Elephant Hill

The provincial government, and BC Wildfire Service specifically, highlight substantial progress and changes since 2017, in particular improved public communication, funding for mitigation, and strategic agreements. However, Secwépemc community representatives experience persistent barriers to active involvement in wildfire management and remain frustrated at a lack of consistent and meaningful engagement.

Conflicting understandings of when and how ‘engagement’ should take place, combined with an unwillingness within BC Wildfire Service to explicitly direct operational staff or address views that devalue Indigenous knowledge and fire expertise, mean that on-ground engagement during fire seasons still depends on the particular Incident Commander/operational staff, posing a barrier to widespread change. As such, ‘shared responsibility’ and ‘equal partnerships’ remain largely confined to the mitigation, preparation and recovery phases of wildfire management. During wildfire events, BC Wildfire Service effectively retains or assumes control and responsibility for response.

Priorities for advancing Secwépemc leadership in (wild)fire management include establishing community-based emergency management offices and territorial patrols; strengthening the role of First Nation liaison officers; promoting collaboration in prescribed and cultural burning; and asserting sovereignty and leadership in managing and protecting cultural heritage.

Building on the ‘model’ of Elephant Hill means First Nations determine the approach to wildfire recovery and associated government-to-government collaboration in their territories. Simultaneously, the provincial government must spend time developing shared understandings, principles and goals with local First Nations; invest in long-term capacity building; address legacies and ongoing processes of resource extraction and forest (mis)management; and support First Nations decision-making and ‘doing the work’ of recovering their territories in months, years and decades to come.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This report highlights 30 recommendations – framed as ‘calls to action’ – for advancing First Nation leadership and true partnerships in all phases of wildfire and emergency management.
These recommendations – categorized across the four pillars of emergency management – are targeted to the Canadian and BC provincial governments (in particular, the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development – including BC Wildfire Service – and its Natural Resource Regions and Districts); and Secwépemc communities.

→ **Mitigation and preparation:** 13 recommendations to strengthen First Nations emergency management and wildfire response planning; pre-season fire engagement; resource sharing; management of archaeology and cultural heritage; prescribed and cultural burning; and wildfire recovery planning.

→ **Response:** 4 recommendations to strengthen First Nations engagement and participation in wildfire response.

→ **Recovery:** 13 recommendations for improved recovery governance and planning; stakeholder engagement; funding and resources; and to support and build capacity for First Nations-led archaeology.

As ‘operational’ calls to action, these recommendations must be viewed alongside the 70 key findings which, together with the voices shared in this report, provide the pathway to guide ongoing collaboration in recovery, restoration and stewardship throughout Secwepemcúlecw. Without this context, there is a risk that ‘Elephant Hill’ will be distilled into a generalized process that prioritizes ‘operational’ outcomes and ‘efficiency’ over meaningful collaboration and joint decision-making.

---

**Towards True Partnerships and Secwépemc Leadership in Secwepemcúlecw**

In the summer of 2021, wildfires once again devastated Indigenous communities, impacting Secwepemcúlecw and other Indigenous territories throughout BC.

Recurring mega-fires clearly indicate that advancing First Nations leadership and capacities in emergency and (wild)fire management is about more than upholding Indigenous rights or governments’ commitments to ‘true partnerships’ and ‘reconciliation’. It is about confronting the underlying issues of unsustainable resource extraction and land and fire management that have created the conditions for these ‘unprecedented mega-fires’. It is about strengthening Indigenous stewardship to revitalize ecologies and cultures and mitigate the impacts of the climate crisis that we collectively face.

In the words of former Kukpi7 Ron Ignace: “To move forward, we need to know where we come from.” In looking back on Elephant Hill, and in looking ahead to the enormity and significance of the challenges we face – of recovering the land and communities after another wildfire season, of mitigating and adapting to climate change, of meaningfully implementing UNDRIP – it is our hope that this report offers insights to guide a new way forward.

By highlighting the incredible strengths and capacities within Indigenous communities; the persistent challenges faced by Indigenous communities in ensuring equal partnerships and leadership in (wild)fire management, and upholding their roles and rights as decision-makers within their territories; as well as key findings, principles and recommendations, this report shows the critical role that Indigenous peoples can and should play in leading the work of recovering and restoring their territories.

Elephant Hill was just the beginning.
Preface

“We have an important word x7ensq’t. And that word means that if you don’t respect the land, look after the land properly, the land will turn on you. And we see that today, that people are not honouring the land, and respecting the land. So we’re seeing great fires burning...the land is turning on us

– FORMER KUKPI7 RONALD E. IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND
In the summer of 2017, wildfires burned a record-breaking 1.2 million hectares throughout the province of British Columbia, Canada, driven by the combined impacts of climate change and the past century’s legacy of fire suppression and forest management.

Among the largest was the ‘Elephant Hill’ mega-fire, which burned approximately 192,000 hectares throughout the heartland of the Secwépemc Nation, Secwepemcúlecw – a vast area of high cultural and ecological diversity extending over 150,000 km² throughout the southern and central parts of what is now known as British Columbia (BC). This fire caused large scale evacuations, and significant impacts to ecological and human health and wellbeing that are still ongoing.

As Secwépemc people witnessed the devastation to their territories – wildfire impacts exceeding the memories of their oldest Elders – Indigenous communities were already starkly aware of how a lack of intact ecologies that produce their foods, medicines and thus security are connected to what Secwépemc Elders call q’wempúl’ecw: the land, in its holistic dimension of landscape, ecology and all its living beings, had become barren due to human activity, impoverishing their wellbeing and existence in their homelands.

From the vantage point of Indigenous communities, western state-driven, timber-focussed forest management had failed. In the words of former Kukpi7 (Chief) Ron Ignace, the provincial government had lost the moral authority to manage the forests.

The scale of this fire and its devastating impacts to Secwépemc communities and territories catalyzed these communities to action: to advocate for Indigenous-led processes of wildfire recovery. Supported by a newly elected provincial government with a mandate to implement the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) and stated commitments to advancing reconciliation, eight Secwépemc First Nations came together to partner with the Province of BC in joint leadership for wildfire recovery, forming the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council and Technical Committees. The subsequent provincial review into the 2017 flood and fire season1 Addressing the New Normal: 21st Century Disaster Management in British Columbia (Abbott and Chapman, 2018; hereafter referred to as the ‘Flood and Fire Review’) provided a further catalyst for advancing these forms of Indigenous leadership in wildfire management, with the first recommendation to “establish Indigenous Peoples as true partners and leaders in emergency management by including First Nations from the beginning and at all levels of planning, decision-making and implementation”.

As then-Kukpi7 Ryan Day of the Secwépemc community St̓uxwtéws (Bonaparte First Nation) wrote in a letter to the Premier of BC in the immediate wake of these fires:

“We see the process of rehabilitation and regeneration as an immense opportunity to learn from the errors of the past; it is an opportunity to use Indigenous Traditional Ecological Knowledge and the wealth of research in forest science to restore the forest not only for its timber value, but as a source of wealth in cultural heritage, ecological diversity, and the education of young people of how to live as a member of an ecosystem...there can be no greater opportunity to action this commitment [to reconciliation with Indigenous peoples] than by supporting Secwépemc People’s leadership in the regeneration of the ecosystem affected by the Elephant Hill wildfire over the months, years and decades to come”.

By sharing Secwépemc community voices alongside those of community staff and provincial government representatives, this report tells the story of this fire, and of the challenges, opportunities, impacts and lessons learned as Secwépemc communities and the BC provincial government forged a new approach for land-based wildfire recovery. In the wake of another devastating wildfire season throughout Secwepemcúlecw in the summer of 2021, there is a critical need to identify and share these lessons to guide ongoing and future Indigenous-led fire management and wildfire recovery.

---

Introduction and project overview

OUR JOURNEY TO ELEPHANT HILL

Sarah

I first witnessed the impacts of the Elephant Hill wildfire in the summer of 2018. I had arrived in Vancouver from Australia barely three weeks earlier, just days before a thick haze of smoke descended on the city from wildfires burning throughout BC. I was here to start my PhD at the University of British Columbia, and with the hope of bridging my background – as a settler scholar and practitioner in ecology and social sciences – in the context of community-based (wild)fire management. Given the two back-to-back record-breaking fire seasons in BC, it was clear to me that there was a critical need to transform approaches to fire and forest management and for Indigenous communities to lead this process throughout their territories.

On a cool late August day I flew from Vancouver to Williams Lake – our tiny plane cruising low over the Coast Mountains and landscapes shrouded in wildfire smoke – to join my supervisor Dr. Lori Daniels for the final days of UBC’s forestry fall camp. On the last day, after saying our goodbyes to the students, we jumped in a truck and began making our way south through Secwépemc territory. After hours driving – and at times getting lost – on the maze of dusty forest service roads and through a landscape of endless scorched trees, we found ourselves back on the highway heading south towards Cache Creek. Looking out the window as we passed the Village of Clinton, I caught the first glimpses of the edges of the Elephant Hill wildfire. It was only later that I realized the true extent of devastation hidden behind those rolling hills.

Soon after, we once again turned off the highway and made our way up the steep hills of sagebrush and open grasslands. Pulling up on the side of the road, we walked out across the ridgetop through blackened trees – kicking up dusty soil and watching for treacherous holes where the fire had burnt out trees, roots and all – to get a view back down to Cache Creek. Further below, by the Thompson River, we could see Ashcroft: ground zero of Elephant Hill. It was only then that I began to understand the true extent of this mega-fire that would, unbeknownst to me at the time, come to define my work here in BC in the years to come.

Over the following years I continued to return to Secwepemcúl̓ecw: first as a student in Dr. Marianne Ignace’s ethnobotany course, briefly as a consultant, and finally as a research partner. My pathway to conducting this research has been anything but direct; my connections to this territory and its people growing organically as I continued to listen and learn, and to understand my place and potential contributions as a settler scholar. Under the guidance of my dissertation committee members Kukpi7 Ron Ignace and Dr. Marianne Ignace, and building on established partnerships between the UBC Tree-Ring Lab and Bonaparte First Nation, I have studied how Secwépemc communities and territories are recovering from the Elephant Hill wildfire. Throughout this process – from sitting in on meetings of the Elephant Hill wildfire recovery and First Nations tables, to supporting SRSS projects, to spending summers in the field with Bonaparte staff monitoring understory plant recovery – I have looked to these community partners to understand how collaborative research can help advance Secwépemc stewardship goals. With permission from the Secwepemcúl̓ecw Restoration and Stewardship Society’s Board of Directors, we embarked on this project to tell the story of this fire and its impacts, and to continue to advocate for Secwépemc leadership in (wild)fire management.

Char

My name is Char John, and I am from the Stʼátʼimc community of Tsal’alh. My family was directly affected by the Elephant Hill wildfire: both during the fire, and by the flooding that came after.

In that summer of 2017, I was pregnant with my youngest daughter. When the fire first started, we had been travelling to Ashcroft from our home in Marble Canyon (one of Ts’kw’aylaxw First Nation’s reserves, where we reside) to renew our insurance for our
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Vehicle. We noticed the fire but thought that it would be put out sooner rather than later. But when we could not get to Ashcroft, and the gas station pumps were closed due to no power, we decided to travel to the Big Sky Gas Station to gas up. At the gas station, we decided that we were that close to Kamloops, and we may as well go and buy our insurance in Kamloops. On the way there, the highway was shut down. We were optimistic that everything was going to be okay and the highway would be opened sooner than later. We were wrong. Of all the days for our three teenagers to decide to stay home, we ended up stranded with no place to stay as Kamloops and Merritt had been fully booked by the many evacuees. We were very fortunate that we were able to find a place to bunker down for the night and other family were able to come and pick up the kids.

Then, on August 2, we were suddenly evacuated from Marble Canyon. Allida was born on August 3, 2017. Even though we were staying closer to the hospital, it remained a high-stress situation because I felt we did not have the opportunity to go home. Our family spent the first couple of weeks after Allida was born in the hospital and hotel in Lillooet.

The following year, in the summer of 2018, our family decided to take a trip to Kamloops to go and check out the ‘Hot Night in the City’ car show event. While we were enjoying the festivity, we were notified that the highway home was closed due to multiple floods throughout Highway 1 and the 99 North. Once again, we were stranded on the wrong side.

Two years later, in September of 2020, I joined the Secwépemcúlècew Restoration and Stewardship Society as the natural resource community coordinator. I have been fortunate to be working with Sarah Dickson-Hoyle on this ‘lessons learned’ project. We have listened to many people’s stories on how the 2017 Elephant Hill wildfire impacted their lives, from the wake of the fire to during the fire and post-fire efforts. It is and has been a pleasure working for the SRSS. It is amazing to see the collaborative effort by communities for the rehabilitation and recovery of the land.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

This project aims to document both Secwépemc community and provincial government agency experiences of the 2017 Elephant Hill wildfire and the subsequent joint leadership approach to wildfire recovery. This fire directly impacted the traditional territories of eight of the seventeen contemporary communities within the Secwépemc Nation: Stuxw téws (Bonaparte First Nation); Llenleney’ten (High Bar First Nation); Skítsesten (Skeetchestn Indian Band); Stl’iqw/Pelltíq’t (Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band); Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation; Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc First Nation; Ts’kw’aylaxw First Nation; and Tsq’escen’ (Canim Lake Indian Band). As this report describes, these communities subsequently partnered with the provincial government, establishing the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council (JLC) to jointly lead wildfire recovery across their territories.
This report offers an in-depth examination of the drivers for this new approach, the challenges and lessons learned, diverse perspectives on ‘success’ and visions for ongoing collaboration in recovery, restoration and stewardship throughout Secwepemcúlecw.

Specifically, this report provides insights and calls to action to:

→ provide policymakers, provincial government and fire/emergency management agency staff with a deeper understanding of the impacts of this fire on Secwépemc communities and territories, and of the capacity and expertise within Secwépemc communities to lead wildfire preparedness, response and recovery;

→ promote more meaningful Indigenous engagement and collaboration in (wild)fire management;

→ address persistent capacity, trust and institutional barriers to Indigenous leadership in wildfire response;

→ inform ongoing and future planning and implementation of joint land-based recovery efforts; and

→ advance Secwépemc goals for the stewardship and restoration of fire-affected and fire-adapted territories.

Many of the findings and recommendations outlined in this report apply more broadly throughout British Columbia, Canada and other settler-colonial jurisdictions around the world that are similarly facing the dual challenges of mitigating and adapting to increasing wildfire risk and meaningfully advancing reconciliation with Indigenous peoples. Further, by sharing the voices of Secwépemc staff, leadership and community members alongside provincial government staff, as well as photos of both people and place, we hope to make this experience of implementing collaborative wildfire recovery visible and meaningful to a broader audience, as a place-based example of contemporary Indigenous leadership in wildfire management, restoration and land-based recovery.

**Methodology**

This research was designed with input from the Secwepemcúlecw Restoration and Stewardship Society’s (SRSS) First Nations Technical Table, which comprises natural resource and cultural heritage staff from the eight Secwépemc communities impacted by the Elephant Hill wildfire, as well as key contacts within the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD). This involved:

- two scoping meetings with representatives of the SRSS First Nations Technical Table in June and July 2020 to determine project approach and methods (including identification of key topics/themes);
- discussions with staff from FLNRORD regarding project objectives; and
- regular updates and check ins at monthly SRSS First Nations Technical Table meetings, including to review preliminary themes and recommendations.

From October 2020 through to the summer of 2021 we conducted 48 interviews with 54 key participants (and to a limited extent, external stakeholders) in the Elephant Hill wildfire response and recovery processes:

- Secwépemc elected leadership (Kukukpi7 and Counselors) (n=3);
- Natural resource/stewardship and cultural heritage staff (both Indigenous and non-Indigenous) from five SRSS member Secwépemc communities (n=18);
- Staff from the provincial Natural Resource Districts and Regions (District of Thompson Rivers, DTR; District of 100 Mile House, DMH; and Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region) (n=14);
- BC Wildfire Service (BCWS) staff (Directors, staff from the Kamloops Fire Centre, Kamloops Fire Zone and 100 Mile House Fire Zone, and rehabilitation supervisors) (n=8);

---

2 Bonaparte First Nation; High Bar First Nation; Skeetchestn Indian Band; Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band; and Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation
• Emergency Management BC (EMBC) staff (n=3);
• an employee from the First Nations Emergency Services Society (FNESS) (n=1);
• a New South Wales (Australian) Rural Fire Service firefighter who was deployed on Elephant Hill (n=1); and
• representatives of key stakeholder groups (forest industry licensees, forestry consultants and local ranchers) (n=6).

Of the provincial government, fire agency (excluding FNESS), and stakeholder representatives interviewed, none self-identified as Indigenous. A full list of the interviewees who chose to be named in this report is included in Appendix 1.

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic the majority of interviews were conducted virtually, over Zoom or phone. Some interviews conducted in summer 2021 took place in person at interviewees’ homes.

Interviews ranged between approximately 20 minutes and 3 hours 15 minutes, with the majority between 1 hour and 1 hour 30 minutes. The interviews covered topics such as experiences of the 2017 wildfires, including post-wildfire impacts; agency and community wildfire response to Elephant Hill; priorities for restoration and recovery; establishment of the joint recovery process; involvement in recovery activities; views on success of these initiatives; and perceived challenges and opportunities for improving First Nation collaboration and engagement in wildfire management. These interviews were recorded and then transcribed, and transcripts shared with interviewees for review. We used Nvivo 12 qualitative data analysis software to analyze these interviews and identify key themes, messages and recommendations, as well as the supporting quotes presented in this report.

This report also draws on observation and participation in SRSS meetings, planning sessions and project activities between 2019 and 2021. This involved participating in meetings of the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council, Joint Technical Committee, First Nations Technical Table and Collaborative Monitoring sub-committee; SRSS Board and strategic planning meetings; community engagement sessions; and field surveys. In addition, we reviewed minutes of Elephant Hill wildfire recovery meetings dating back to the first meeting in October 2017, as well as other relevant information such as political and stakeholder communications and recovery/management documents. Finally, we have drawn upon discussions with Bonaparte First Nation members and field staff held during collaborative fieldwork on Elephant Hill throughout the summer of 2021.

In July 2021, in the midst of another devastating wildfire season impacting Secwepemcúl̓ecw, former Kukpi7 Ron Ignace from Skeetchestn Indian Band conducted a series of interviews with Skeetchestn leadership and staff, as well as BCWS staff, to document Skeetchestn’s response to the Sparks Lake wildfire and the collaboration between Skeetchestn and BCWS that followed. These interview recordings were shared with us and inform the discussion of lessons learned and changes since 2017 described in Chapter 11.

The quotes here are primarily excerpts from these interviews, with additional text drawn from meeting minutes. Some participants have asked us to use their names and/or positions, while others prefer to remain anonymous. When quoting a participant for the first time we use their name and full position title (if they chose to be identified). Subsequently, we simply include their name and affiliation relevant to their position. We have worked with participants to adjust their quotes if requested, and to ensure we have accurately captured their intentions. In some cases, we have stitched together interview excerpts from a single interview, or removed repetitive language, to best express their ideas, while also remaining true to participants’ words and avoiding quoting people out of context. In all contexts, our aim has been to centre Indigenous voices (as well as those of people working with and for Secwépemc communities) as we put these in dialogue with the perspectives from provincial government, fire agencies and other stakeholders.
This report draws on these diverse voices to tell the story of the Elephant Hill wildfire and subsequent wildfire recovery. It is important to acknowledge the diversity of perspectives within and between the Secwépemc communities (as well as provincial agencies/jurisdictions) who took part in this project, and to note that this report is not intended to speak for the Secwépemc Nation as a whole. Instead, the diverse views presented in this report are those shared with us by key individuals who, in various ways, represented their communities or the provincial government through their involvement in the process of Elephant Hill wildfire response and recovery.

The findings of this report were reviewed by the SRSS Board of Directors on September 24, 2021 and the report was approved by the SRSS First Nations Technical Table on October 7, 2021.

Overview of this report

This report is written for diverse audiences, including Secwépemc community members; other Indigenous Nations and organizations; fire and emergency management agencies; and other provincial and federal government policy makers and staff. Following this introduction, the story of the Elephant Hill wildfire and subsequent recovery is told in four Parts:

→ Part 1 'The Elephant Hill wildfire' (Chapters 1 – 4): the 2017 wildfires in BC, the experiences and responses of Secwépemc communities and government agencies, and impacts to Secwépemc communities and territories

→ Part 2 'The process for joint wildfire recovery' (Chapters 5 – 7): drivers for collaboration, negotiating the scope and process for joint recovery, and an summary of land-based recovery activities and outcomes

→ Part 3 'Reflections on 'success' and lessons learned' (Chapters 8 – 10): reflections on successes, strengths, challenges and unresolved issues

→ Part 4 'Beyond Elephant Hill' (Chapters 11 – 13): persistent barriers and priorities for advancing equal partnerships and First Nations leadership in wildfire management, and Secwépemc visions for recovery, restoration and stewardship beyond Elephant Hill

→ Summary of findings and recommendations

Each Part comprises between three and four chapters that contain interview excerpts and discussion of events, themes and findings.

At the end of each Chapter, we highlight key findings. The report concludes with a summary of these findings alongside calls to action for supporting Secwépemc – and First Nations more broadly – leadership and engagement across wildfire preparedness, response and recovery.

Note: in this report we use the terms 'Secwépemc First Nation(s)' and 'Secwépemc community/ies' interchangeably. In doing so we are referring to 'First Nation' as one of the three distinct Indigenous groups recognized by the Constitution of Canada (along with Métis and Inuit) and the fact that First Nations elected ‘band councils’ are a recognized level of government within Canada and make decisions that affect their communities. At the same time, the term 'Secwépemc community/ies' is often preferred and refers to the historical and contemporary communities of the Secwépemc Nation that now constitute 'First Nations'.
INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT OVERVIEW

TIMELINE OF KEY EVENTS

JULY 6
Elephant Hill wildfire first reported

SEPTEMBER 5
Secwépemc Kukúpí7 (elected Chiefs) deliver a letter to Premier Horgan at the BC Cabinet and First Nations Leaders Gathering in Vancouver

OCTOBER 17
First meeting between Secwépemc Kukúpí7 and managers from the FLNRORD District of 100 Mile House, District of Thompson Rivers, and the Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region (held at Skeetchestn)

JANUARY
First meeting of Secwépemc and provincial technical staff, to develop common principles for timber salvage across Elephant Hill

APRIL
Report and findings of the BC Flood and Fire Review released

MAY
Section 58 Order (motorized vehicle closure for Elephant Hill) signed by District Managers of DTR and DMH and comes into effect

JULY
Secwépemc territory morel harvest emergency land management program (morel mushroom permit program) implemented

SEPTEMBER
Helicopter flight over Elephant Hill with Rachael Pollard, Kukúpí7 Ron Ignace, Kukúpí7 Ryan Day, Rob Schweitzer

OCTOBER
‘Elephant Hill Initiative Agreement’ signed between the Province of BC and the eight participating Secwépemc communities, allocating $500,000 in recovery funding to the joint recovery process

OCTOBER
First meeting between Secwépemc Kukúpí7 and managers from the FLNRORD District of 100 Mile House, District of Thompson Rivers, and the Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region (held at Skeetchestn)

JUNE
‘Elephant Hill Initiative Agreement’ signed between the Province of BC and the eight participating Secwépemc communities, allocating $500,000 in recovery funding to the joint recovery process

FEBRUARY
‘Timber salvage principles for Elephant Hill wildfire’ shared by FLNRORD Natural Resource District Managers with forest licensees operating in the Kamloops and 100 Mile House Timber Supply Areas

AUGUST
‘Silviculture and reforestation principles for Elephant Hill wildfire’ shared by FLNRORD Natural Resource District Managers with forest licensees operating in the Kamloops and 100 Mile House Timber Supply Areas

JANUARY
Section 58 Order (motorized vehicle closure for Elephant Hill and Allie Lake) takes effect until December 31, 2020

JUNE
Standing monthly meetings of the SRSS ‘First Nations Technical Table’ commence (continue to present)

JUNE
Last meeting of JTC

SEPTEMBER
The Province of BC and Secwépemc communities begin discussing joint recovery from the 2021 wildfires

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
**WILDFIRE AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT IN SECWEPEMCÚLECW – KEY ACTORS**

**Secwépemc Nation**

The Secwépemc (Anglicized to ‘Shuswap’) Nation comprises 17 contemporary Secwépemc communities (First Nations governments or ‘Indian Bands’). With the term ‘Secwépemc’ meaning ‘the spread out people’, the unceded and traditional territory and homeland of the Secwépemc people, Secwepemcúlecw, extends approximately 150,000 km² throughout the southern and central parts of what is now known as British Columbia. Most Secwépemc First Nations are represented by either the Shuswap Nation Tribal Council or the Northern Secwépemc te Qelmucw (Northern Shuswap Tribal Council, currently in final stages of modern treaty negotiation); five additional communities are not represented by these councils. Secwépemc people and First Nations continue to assert their rights and title, and revitalize Secwépemc laws and governance processes, throughout Secwepemcúlecw.

**Elephant Hill Joint Leadership Council (JLC)**

The Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery JLC was established as a formal governance structure to guide the direction for collaborative wildfire recovery across the Elephant Hill wildfire area. It comprised elected Chiefs of the eight Secwépemc communities directly impacted by the Elephant Hill wildfire (Bonaparte First Nation, High Bar First Nation, Sketchestn Indian Band, Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band, Stswečem’c Xgat’tem First Nation, Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc First Nation, Ts’kw’aylaxw First Nation, and Canim Lake Indian Band); the District Managers of the 100 Mile House and Thompson Rivers Natural Resource Districts (DMH and DTR, respectively); the BC Wildfire Service Manager of the Kamloops Fire Centre; and the Director of Resource Management, Thompson-Okanagan Natural Resource District.

**Elephant Hill Joint Technical Committee (JTC)**

The Elephant Hill Wildfire Joint Technical Committee (JTC) was a distinct committee that sat beneath the JLC. It comprised ‘technical’ (i.e., natural resource, cultural heritage, stewardship and other scientific/research) staff from the eight participating Secwépemc communities as well as from FLNRORD Regions, Districts and BCWS. The JTC was established to make recommendations and provide technical expertise to inform operational planning and implementation of wildfire recovery across the Elephant Hill wildfire area.

**Secwepemcúlecw Restoration and Stewardship Society (SRSS)**

The SRSS is an incorporated society founded in 2019 by the eight Secwépemc First Nations directly impacted by the Elephant Hill wildfire. Initially established to receive and manage wildfire recovery funding, the SRSS continues to support monitoring, restoration and stewardship initiatives across the Elephant Hill wildfire area and more broadly throughout Secwepemcúlecw through accessing funding, coordinating collaborative projects and facilitating partnerships with provincial and federal agencies and external stakeholders. The SRSS is guided by a Board of Directors comprising elected Chiefs or nominated representatives of member communities, and the First Nations Technical Table comprising Secwépemc natural resource and cultural heritage staff.
Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD)

The BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD) is responsible (under Crown legislation) for the stewardship of provincial 'Crown' land, including the management of forests, wildlife, water and other land-based resources. This includes management of resource tenures (e.g., forest, range) and authorizing associated rights (e.g., to harvest timber or graze cattle) on Crown land. FLNRORD Natural Resource Regions and Natural Resource Districts (formerly referred to as Forest Regions and Forest Districts) are administrative jurisdictions within the overarching Ministry, for the administration of provincial Crown lands (e.g., administration of forest and range licenses, silviculture, construction and maintenance of forest service roads, wildlife management etc.). The Elephant Hill wildfire occurred within the boundaries of the District of Thompson Rivers (DTR, within the Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region) and District of 100 Mile House (DMH, within the Cariboo Natural Resource Region).

BC Wildfire Service (BCWS)

As part of FLNRORD, the BCWS is mandated to oversee wildfire management on provincial Crown land, federal Crown land, Treaty Settlement lands, and private lands outside of fire protection areas. Although infrequent and uncommon, the BCWS also has management responsibilities of Crown land within local government areas. BCWS is tasked with managing wildfires through a combination of wildfire prevention, mitigation and suppression strategies. BCWS holds authority for approving and implementing prescribed burns and, under the Wildfire Act, to implement fire bans or restrictions. Through the 2017 Wildfire Services Agreement between the Province of BC (BCWS) and Canada (Indigenous Services Canada), BCWS also provides wildfire response and suppression services on 'Indian Reserve' lands (i.e., First Nation reserves).

Emergency Management BC (EMBC)

EMBC is the Province of British Columbia's leading emergency management agency for all emergency management activities, including planning, training, testing and exercising, and coordinating BC's response to emergencies and disasters. EMBC's emergency management activities are organized across six regions, each of which include a Regional Office and a Provincial Regional Emergency Operation Centre (PREOC) available for immediate activation in response to an emergency or disaster. EMBC provides coordination support to local governments and First Nations during emergencies such as wildfire through additional activities including through 24/7 emergency coordination centres; coordination of volunteer or technical supports; coordination of emergency support services; dissemination of warning and alert communications; and facilitating reimbursement of emergency response expense claims.

First Nations Emergency Services Society (FNESS)

FNESS is an incorporated society established to assist First Nations in BC through emergency planning, training, response and recovery; fire training, education and prevention; forest fuel and wildfire management; and leadership and collaborative relationships. FNESS's three core program areas are 1) fire services (training, capacity building and resources to support First Nations fire protection and preparedness); 2) forest fuel management (working with First Nation communities and provincial and federal agencies to support access to funding for fuels mitigation and other wildfire prevention activities, such as FireSmart); and 3) emergency management (risk analyses, support to First Nations during responses to emergency events e.g., as liaisons and advisors, and training).
PART 1

The Elephant Hill wildfire

“We just watched the fire that night, burn up the hill...even in that first night we were already feeling the sorrow of what was happening to our land

- FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION
CHAPTER 1
‘A perfect storm’: The 2017 wildfire season in British Columbia

THE 2017 WILDFIRES AND DRIVERS OF ‘MEGA-FIRES’ IN BC

For many British Columbians, the summer of 2017 will be remembered as one of the worst wildfire seasons in the province's history.

That year, over 1,300 wildfires (42% of which were human caused) burned a record-breaking 1.2 million hectares (ha) (or 12,000 km²) throughout the province, resulting in a 71 day long Provincial State of Emergency from July 7 through until September 15 – the longest, at that time, in the province’s history – and the evacuation of over 65,000 people. By the end of the season total costs for fire suppression had exceeded $649M, with direct losses as well as indirect costs to local economies, environments and health far greater.

Following an ‘unusually quiet’ spring wildfire season, fire danger across many regions in B.C. rose significantly throughout June 2017. The Cariboo region in the central interior experienced particularly hot and dry conditions. Then, between July 6 and 8, a series of widespread thunderstorms resulted in over 190 new wildfire starts, the majority concentrated in the Cariboo and in areas close to communities such as Williams Lake, 100 Mile House and Cache Creek. Jamie Jeffreys, Director of Partnerships and Indigenous Relations for BC Wildfire Service (BCWS), described these conditions by saying:

“It was kind of a perfect storm, in my mind...it had been a number of years with not a lot of fire activity... and you had those conditions out there as well, the conditions where we had a wet winter, and [then] we had that unusually dry spring. And so when July came about, and the lightning storms that always happened...it was the perfect situation for some big catastrophic fires to start.”

John Liscomb, forester with Stswećem’c Xgat’tem First Nation’s development corporation (SXDC), highlighted the challenges faced when this lightning storm hit:

“2017, it was a one of those once in a lifetime kind of things. I like to say that if a terrorist wanted to hit us, that’s the perfect way to hit us. The 100 Mile fire started on Thursday even though it was man made. But the Forest Service sent all their resource to 100 Mile that Thursday. Then all of a sudden when the lightning strikes hit Williams Lake on the weekend, the resources weren’t available here. And then the first lighting strikes hit the airport and shut the airport down, and then they hit along the highway corridor. You couldn’t have planned it better any other way.”

While BCWS resources were being deployed to the Cariboo, on July 6, what was soon to become known as the ‘Elephant Hill wildfire’ was first reported near the Village of Ashcroft and Ashcroft Indian Band’s reserve, located within the BCWS Kamloops Fire Zone and Kamloops Fire Centre and the Thompson Rivers Natural Resource District (DTR). Within 24 hours this fire grew to over 1,000 ha in size and burned through Ashcroft’s reserve. As it headed north over Elephant Hill Provincial Park, the fire destroyed 45 homes in the Boston Flats mobile home park and was soon burning right to the edge of Stúxwtéws (Bonaparte First Nation’s) ‘Indian Reserve’ (IR) 3. Over the following months, this wildfire continued to burn north throughout Bonaparte’s and neighbouring Secwépemc communities’ territories, prompting the evacuations of the Villages of Cache Creek and Clinton (as well as multiple Secwépemc First Nations) and eventually burning close to 192,000 ha – the third largest fire in the province that year.

3 BC Wildfire Service. 2017 wildfire season summary
Looking back, Darcy LeBourdais from Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band reflected on the multiple factors contributing to this ‘unprecedented’ mega-fire:

“The sad part is the vastness of the burn. And the intensity. Which is unprecedented, for many reasons. Mostly the province has done a fantastic job of suppressing fires for a hundred years, causing fuel loading, and climate change is causing hotter drier summers.”

Fire suppression and high fuel loadings were noted by multiple people as a primary contributor to wildfire behaviour and ongoing fire risk. Bert William (Senior Archaeological Advisor, Bonaparte First Nation) similarly attributed the intensity of Elephant Hill to the history of fire suppression in BC:

“You know all those years of putting fires out. The fuel just built up, built up, built up. And when that happened, this freak fire came along...they couldn’t stop it. They couldn’t do nothing with it. It just got bigger and bigger and bigger. They didn’t know how to handle it.”

This concern about high fuel loadings was also raised by one BCWS Director, who acknowledged “the lack of prevention work that had been happening or fuel management out there on the land base” as a key reason the fires “behaved the way they did and spread the way they did”. Others, such as David Majcher (Stewardship Officer, FLNRORD – 100 Mile House Natural Resource District (DMH)) spoke to the impacts of fire suppression on ecosystem structure and processes, and the need to restore ‘resilience’ across BC’s interior dry forests:

“These large landscape fires are a result of climate change but also they burned in this way because the forests are out of balance with their natural processes. Our Dry Belt Douglas-fir forests are too thick, we need hundreds of hectares spaced and thinned and harvested in a way that will put the forest back into a more resilient and healthier condition.”

However, many Secwépemc leaders and community members firmly placed responsibility for these fires, and the subsequent devastation to their territories, on the provincial government and its historic and ongoing role in the timber-focussed ‘mismanagement’ of the forests of Secwepemcúlecw:

“It’s a direct result of forest practices and being excluded from decision-making... there’s a long history of it, but basically the provincial governments past and more importantly present, who are the decision-makers now, are responsible for that destruction. Whether they were in power or not, they’re in power now, so they’re responsible for the destruction of that forest. And the fire never should have been that big, there shouldn’t have been the fuel that there was.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

This speaks to the fact that timber-focussed forest management practices, as well as fire suppression, have contributed to the high fuel loads and loss of ecosystem resilience. Kukpi7 Day’s view was reflected, to varying degrees, by a number of provincial District staff. One manager put it simply, acknowledging that:

“Those fires of 2017...the extent to which they happened and damaged the resources, the environment, was magnified by the fact that we screwed this up. We got our priorities wrong.”

Photo p.14: Elephant Hill wildfire. Photo credit: Paul Simakoff-Ellims

1 KEY FINDINGS

1.1 There is widespread recognition, amongst both Secwépemc and provincial government representatives, of the multiple drivers of the record-breaking 2017 wildfire season: in particular, the impacts of climate change combined with the legacies of close to a century of fire suppression and industrial forest management.

1.2 Secwépemc leadership placed the responsibility for these fires on the provincial government due to their role in promoting a timber-focused ‘mismanagement’ of the forests of Secwepemcúlecw. This view – and the failings of both historical and contemporary forest management approaches – was echoed by multiple provincial staff.
CHAPTER 2

‘A real feeling of having to do it yourself’: The experiences of Secwépemc communities

THE EXPERIENCES OF SECWÉPEMC COMMUNITIES

Almost everyone we spoke to remembers the moment they first became aware of the Elephant Hill wildfire; when they realized that this fire was like nothing they had experienced before.

Some, living in Kamloops, described the city immediately filling with smoke and the experience of watching the news and “holding our breaths around the evacuations”. Others recalled being diverted by highway closures and seeing plumes of smoke rising over the hills in the direction of their homes; in one case, seeing people “just driving through the flames” as the fire jumped Highway 97 near Cache Creek. Don Ignace, from Skeetchestn Indian Band, remembers getting calls from family and friends from the Ashcroft reserve, and hearing the devastating news of homes already lost. But for community members from Bonaparte First Nation, perhaps more than anyone, the day of July 7, 2017 will be one they will never forget.

That morning, Bert William had driven with his mom from their home on Bonaparte’s ‘Indian Reserve 1’ on Highway 99 down to Cache Creek to run some errands. As they came down into town they saw smoke in the distance, and he remembers thinking “there’s a fire, a fire coming from Ashcroft! Is it here already?!”. Power was already going out in town; when they couldn’t get gas at the Shell due to the power outages they began to panic, saying “let’s get home before they shut the roads off!”. By that time, the fire had already jumped the highway:

“If it was starting to burn up on the hills as we were coming back from Cache Creek. And between Cache Creek and Bonaparte (IR3), there were little spot fires that appeared on the hillsides, out of nowhere. Within minutes they would just blow up and take right off over the mountain. So I picked up my brother and came back to Bonaparte and by the time we got back down, that whole country was on fire. You could see flames at the top of the hill, way up the air. It was candling in the trees, and the fire was just roaring. There was so much smoke in the air, and so much confusion, like a war zone. There were sirens going off everywhere, there’s choppers in the air, and the planes – it was just bedlam!”

– BERT WILLIAM, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

As the wind drove the fire up the valley and through the dry sagebrush and grasslands above Bonaparte’s IR3, and with the Village of Cache Creek already under evacuation order, Bonaparte began to evacuate their reserve under the direction of their Chief and Council. However, for the 60 or so Bonaparte community members who stayed behind to protect their community, the enormity of what they were facing, and the impacts to their land, was already sinking in:

“We set up at our band hall because it was kind of the only central place, and it’s right on the highway, so that’s where we set up our kind of command center. And then we just watched the fire that night, burn up the hill and burn up towards the high-tension power lines, which was spectacular to see. And we could see the pine trees that have tonnes of pitch in the top, they were just exploding at night, all the really, really deep red colours – it was pretty surreal to see. I think generally Indigenous people deal with things, deal with emergencies, pretty calmly, so we weren’t panicking in that way. But to see the whole hillside, right above the community, get burnt...even in that first night we were already feeling the sorrow of what was happening to our land.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

“There were sirens going off everywhere, there’s choppers in the air, and the planes – it was just bedlam!”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

There were sirens going off everywhere, there’s choppers in the air, and the planes – it was just bedlam!

“[There were] sirens going off everywhere, there’s choppers in the air, and the planes – it was just bedlam!”

– BERT WILLIAM, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION
As news started spreading of communities under evacuation and losses to homes and structures, other people described a sense of collective anxiety building across their communities:

"I remember it smelling smoky, and just that kind of thing in the back of your head that says something’s wrong, something’s really really wrong. But I had experienced smoky air before and thought, it’s usually containable, it’s usually far away even if it smells like it’s really close. But then all the locals started getting more and more concerned, and so it was kind of like the entire community’s anxiety was heightening all as one."

- HIGH BAR FIRST NATION STAFF

Similarly, to the north, Secwépemc communities such as T’exelc (Williams Lake First Nation), Xat’sull First Nation and Tsq’escenemc (Canim Lake Indian Band) were under evacuation order or alert due to a number of out-of-control wildfires in the Cariboo region. One staff member from the Thompson Rivers Natural Resource District (DTR) remembers phoning a contact in Canim Lake, who were cut off from an already-evacuated 100 Mile, and:

"...having quite a long conversation, which I did not expect. Because I knew that they were under orders. But the person on the other end just needed to tell me, ‘this is brutal, we’re scared, people are worried, roads are blocked, there’s one way in, that way is under threat. There’s one way out and that’s blocked and there’s a caravan of vehicles, they can’t move’. It was that kind of conversation. And I just sat there and listened for 45 minutes. And I just listened in awe! I could just feel myself there in his community with him facing this emergency."

- MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FORMER FIRST NATIONS ADVISOR, FLNRORD – DTR

Angie Kane, who at that time was the band, lands and natural resource manager at High Bar First Nation, remembered a similar feeling of helplessness as the fires began closing in and more and more roads were closed. She had been in Kamloops on July 7 and was diverted over an hour (via Highway 5 and 24) to get back to her home in Clinton:

“Luckily we got through just in time because within about a half hour after we got through, they closed that road as well. So that’s when it hit home and I’m thinking ‘okay well I can’t go this way and I can’t go this way, how would we ever get out of this valley if the fire hits Clinton?’ Every day after that, you’re sitting on pins and needles, you’re waiting thinking ‘okay well the fire’s getting closer to the point where every day you’re seeing these huge plumes in the air and they’re getting closer, so I had to start thinking and planning ‘what am I going to do? We’re going to be evacuated, what are the plans?!’”
Community evacuations

Every major wildfire season – from the ‘firestorm’ of 2003 to the recent summer of 2021 – thousands of residents in BC are ordered, often at a moment’s notice, to pack their bags and leave, to evacuate in the face of wildfire threat. And every year, without fail, some choose to stay behind.

While choosing to remain within an evacuation area can put people (including firefighters) at risk, the narrative of problematic residents defying orders oversimplifies the complex decision-making processes and many reasons behind why people choose to stay.

For some communities, in 2017 and to this day, there is a strong sense that no one is coming to their aid. For others, including local ranchers, their negative experiences of evacuating in 2017 and returning to find their properties burnt or damaged mean they will never evacuate again. Here, we describe these diverse experiences of community evacuations during the 2017 wildfires: both of those that chose to evacuate, and those that chose to stay.

By the middle of July 2017, less than one week into the provincial State of Emergency, Secwépemc communities such as Skeetchestn and Whispering Pines/Clinton had issued their own States of Local Emergency and many others were coordinating the evacuation of their community members. However, as highlighted in the report of the BC Flood and Fire Review, First Nation communities across the province experienced significant challenges and “poor treatment” from government agencies and emergency management services throughout the evacuation process.

While First Nations are responsible for managing evacuations of their communities, this jurisdiction was often not recognized or respected by government agencies such as the RCMP. At the same time, despite the provincial government issuing guidance in July 2017 stating that “First Nations will be notified by the BC Wildfire Service, RCMP, or EMBC of the situation and provided information to assist the chief and council in making decisions regarding the health and safety of their community members”, then-Kukpi7 Ron Ignace highlighted a lack of communications between local authorities and Secwépemc communities around notification of evacuations:

“I went to Big Sky [gas station on Skeetchestn’s reserve] at one time and there was about a half a dozen RCMP (Royal Canadian Mounted Police) down there. And I said, ‘oh, what have we done? How come you guys are here?’ [laughing] And they said ‘oh, we’re out travelling around informing the people about the impending danger of the fire’. And I said: ‘what fire?’ And they said ‘well, the Elephant Hill wildfire!’ And I said: ‘well how come nobody’s telling us anything about that?’ And as it turned out, the provincial government had handed the authority of informing the people down into the municipalities, the Thompson Nicola Regional District. And they have no jurisdiction to deal with federal jurisdiction on reserves. So they weren’t going to come and tell us. And this happened throughout Shuswap country.”

This lack of communication with First Nations by local authorities ordering evacuations, such as municipalities and regional Districts, or agencies enforcing evacuations such as the RCMP, was also highlighted by Angie Kane:

“Did they reach out to us [at High Bar First Nation]? Not really. I don’t think I got contacted by anybody. As far as a band perspective, I never received a phone call from any official or anything ‘hey there is this large fire at your doorstep, and by the way, you’re evacuated’. There was no communication whatsoever. The only reason I knew anything was because I lived in Clinton, and we just followed the protocols that were going on in our community.”

Many people who remained in or near evacuated areas also struggled to communicate with local law enforcement or fire agency staff. Multiple people described the challenge of establishing consistent communications and relationships with RCMP and Canadian Armed Forces personnel who were staffing roadblocks and managing access to evacuated areas.

---

Bert William and other residents of Bonaparte’s IR1, which was not evacuated because it was farther away from the fire, had to pass through multiple roadblocks or checkpoints every time they needed to go into town (Cache Creek) to get groceries or collect mail. Bert described the frustrating experience of having to explain his situation to RCMP staff (who he described as “doing their job, but just like machines”) the first time he tried to drive to Cache Creek in almost a month, and then again every time he passed through. On occasions when he was initially not allowed through, he feared being stuck, unable to return home.

Similarly, two ranchers told us how, even after getting official permits from the BC Range Branch to access their properties or range tenures to locate or feed their livestock, these were often not recognized at check points and they were unable to get through. To address these issues, people strongly recommended having a local representative (e.g., in the case of Bonaparte, a community member) working on these checkpoints, or at the very least consistency in and adequate briefing of staff.

The Flood and Fire Review highlighted the traumatic experiences of many First Nations communities during evacuations. In particular, being placed in temporary lodging in community or sports centres was reminiscent of residential ‘schools’ and communications with RCMP staff was hostile. Anticipating these issues, Skeetchestn took the initiative to liaise with the evacuation centre in Kamloops and worked effectively with Red Cross to ensure the needs of their community members, in particular Elders, were addressed:

“It got to a point where it was so bad, the smoke was getting really bad in the valley here. And so we decided that we were going to evacuate our community. So I went into town to meet with Red Cross, to see how and where we could move into town and they put us into the arena because there they had ventilation. And I sat and I talked to them, I said ‘look, we have Elders coming in, if it’s possible, as soon as possible can we have them moved into motels?’ And I said ‘we’re going to send our community workers, social workers, we said we’re going to send them into town, and they’ll work with you. We’ll keep them on the job but they’ll be in town liaising with you, informing you about our people, who our people are, what their needs are, their special needs’. And that’s what we did, we evacuated our community and moved everybody into town.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND

Others spoke highly of the support and sensitivity provided by Red Cross volunteers:

“[Red Cross was] a name that I grew up with, it’s a household name, but I never really understood what exactly Red Cross did. And so when we were evacuated, we went to 100 Mile, and they were just absolutely amazing. I was floored by the sensitivity of the volunteers and the hard hours that they were working, and that there was a free room there and a restaurant that fed us breakfast, lunch and dinner every day. And the community centre there, we could go for extra supplies and they gave us this huge kit full of garbage bags and all this stuff before we came home to help clean up fire damage or smoke damage. And then just an amazing amount of ongoing support I was floored and really impressed by them.”

– HIGH BAR FIRST NATION STAFF

Stewart Fletcher from High Bar First Nation echoed this experience, and contrasted the generosity he saw during the 2017 evacuations to the selfishness seen during the early days of the Covid-19 pandemic:

“Yeah, that was truly amazing what Red Cross did. You know I never felt so taken care of in my whole life and I was telling everybody that...anything you needed was at their community centre. It was so amazing, [I was] just thinking when this Covid thing happened how selfish people seemed to be then, where you couldn’t even go and buy toilet paper. And when the evacuation happened, you know you had a big selection of toilet paper at the community centre, if you needed toilet paper there was stacks of it! ...there were so many volunteers and so many donations, and then to see when the pandemic came, people were all of a sudden all for themselves.”
Secwépemc communities also played a key role in supporting evacuees (both Indigenous and non-Indigenous). For example, Tk'emlúps te Secwépemc opened up the pow wow grounds on their reserve to host evacuees, coordinating donations and providing food and other support services. Angie Kane also recalled members from Tk'emlúps te Secwépemc and Splatsin First Nation bringing donated items, such as salmon, canned goods and blankets, to the High Bar First Nation office to distribute to members.

We also spoke with non-Indigenous local ranchers who evacuated due to the Elephant Hill wildfire. These ranchers described the challenges they faced while evacuated, in particular being unable to access their tenure areas to feed or protect livestock, despite receiving permits to do so, and, more so, upon return to their properties. Two ranchers told us stories of returning home to find their structural protection equipment had been damaged or removed by firefighting activities (e.g., heavy equipment driving over irrigation pipelines, or personal home sprinkler systems removed when BCWS crews packed down) and their properties burnt by prescribed fires. We also heard of reassurances from BCWS that structural protection systems would be put in place, only for this not to occur. Both highlighted the struggle for accountability with BCWS, for example accessing compensation for the impacts of prescribed fire despite numerous witnesses and BCWS having announced this prescribed fire activity.

\[\text{“We felt if we would have actually left, we probably wouldn’t have any communities to come back to”}\]

(Note: the Wildfire Regulation\(^5\) has since been amended to clarify that damage to private land associated with fire control, that is eligible for compensation, also includes damage to structures and moveable objects. However, it is not clear if this addresses the challenges in accessing compensation described to us).

For these ranchers, these experiences from 2017 have created a strong mistrust in BCWS and the decision that they would not evacuate again.

For other communities such as Stswece'mc Xgat'tem First Nation, their semi-remote location hours from firefighting support meant that the community chose to stay and defend, rather than evacuate:

\[\text{“When 2017 came when everyone got evacuated, we did not evacuate. We were actually housing a lot of people from the other First Nations and we ended up fighting three or four fires around our community for days without any assistance. We felt if we would have actually left, we probably wouldn’t have any communities to come back to.”}\]

- JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Georgina Preston, former Stewardship Manager for Stswece'mc Xgat’tem First Nation, highlighted the traumatic impact of experiencing constant evacuation orders and the mental toll that many community members continue to face each wildfire season:

“I can’t imagine always being afraid of an evacuation notice. Always being afraid that a fire could start, and you’d have to grab all your stuff and go. I think that was hard on people. I was talking to one of the workers that was working for the department last summer and he was really stressed out because his parents refused to leave when the evacuation order happened. He just wanted to get them out, he wanted to get them to a safe location to know that they were out of harm’s way. But they were very adamant that they were going to stay with their house, with their things and that they were going to fight the fire themselves if they had to. And so that was the reality for them.”

This was the reality for many Secwépemc communities during the summer of 2017, and the reality that many First Nations continue to experience: a sense that they are on their own and can’t rely on anyone but their own community and Nation to help:

“Everybody was supposed to leave the community, that’s what the evacuation meant, but it clearly didn’t, there were a lot of people that felt that if they left, nobody was going to do it for them. Not only that – and I heard that from Ashcroft as well – not only that no one was going to fight the fire for them but there would be no help afterwards if they needed to rebuild, communities are kind of used to getting shafted, right? So there’s a real feeling of having to do it yourself.”

– JOANNE HAMMOND, DIRECTOR OF HERITAGE, SKEETCHSTN NATURAL RESOURCES

This ‘feeling of having to do it yourself’ is what drove multiple Secwépemc communities to draw on their capacities and skills in emergency and fire management to play a leadership role in protecting their communities.

2 KEY FINDINGS

2.1 Secwépemc communities experienced poor communication and a lack of guidance from provincial or federal authorities, such as the RCMP, BC Wildfire Service or Regional Districts, regarding immediate wildfire threats or evacuations.

2.2 Secwépemc communities issued evacuation orders under their own authority, and often played a leadership role in coordinating with Emergency Social Services or agencies such as the Red Cross to support their evacuated members.

2.3 Individuals who remained in or near evacuation areas similarly experienced frustrations with and inconsistent messaging from law enforcement and fire agency staff. For example, permits to access restricted areas (e.g., to relocate or feed livestock) were often not recognized by checkpoint personnel, and there was a lack of awareness of Indian Reserve boundaries and associated evacuation orders.

2.4 Negative experiences of evacuation, such as returning to find properties damaged from suppression activities, has created a mistrust of fire agencies and opposition to evacuating in future.

2.5 Numerous people stayed behind to protect their communities or properties. There was a strong feeling within Secwépemc communities of ‘being on your own’ and that there would be little to no support from government agencies, either for fire suppression or subsequent recovery.
CHAPTER 3

‘It was all action!’: Wildfire response and the leadership of Secwépemc communities

AGENCY RESPONSE

For the majority of BC Wildfire Service staff that we spoke to, the 2017 wildfire season was not only unprecedented in terms of area burned, but also in terms of the demand it placed on agency firefighting resources.

With close to 200 new wildfires sparked by dry lightning between July 6 and 8 – many of which grew rapidly and displayed aggressive fire behaviour under the hot, dry and windy conditions – BCWS was stretched to the limit:

“We were just barely hanging on until we could get an Incident Management Team in place [for the Elephant Hill wildfire]...the challenge that we faced that day was it was a dry lightning event...and between us and the Cariboo, the Cariboo took it the hardest. I would estimate all of the provincial resources were assigned before sunset. Just because we had so many fires that had not only occurred in the interface, but because of the conditions.”

– BRAD LITKE, SENIOR OPERATIONS OFFICER, BCWS

After ‘pulling the trigger’ on an Incident Management Team, Brad Litke described how:

“... it became very evident that [the Elephant Hill wildfire] was moving away on us...the fire broke loose on us mid-afternoon and then started its run to the north, following the valley. This fire was growing exponentially, very, very rapidly. We kept getting reports into the coordination center, ’it’s reached this point it’s reached this point!’ And of course, you start getting reports of structure loss and values threatened... we were so reactionary, to how fast the fire was moving. And the first night, all of our resources were focussed simply on keeping the roads cool enough for evacuees to move through them.”

– KEN CONWAY-BROWN, FORMER REHABILITATION COORDINATOR, BCWS

Other senior BCWS staff similarly spoke of how, in the first few days, their focus was primarily on safely evacuating communities at risk:

“Catastrophic fires like Elephant Hill come in stages. So, the first 24, 48 hours we were literally evacuating, tactically evacuating Cache Creek. There was no shared information there. It was, ‘get everybody safe’. And the challenge with Elephant Hill was the majority of the time, we were not protecting resource values, we were only protecting people and homes. When it comes down to people and homes, yeah we can take some input but we’re still more in a reactionary mode.”

– ROB SCHWEITZER, DIRECTOR OF FIRE CENTRE OPERATIONS, BCWS

This reactionary approach, and the challenge of limited resources, continued throughout the fire. Neville Anderson, who was deployed from the Australian NSW Rural Fire Service to act as a branch director on the Elephant Hill wildfire, recalled first arriving in Cache Creek and quickly realizing “there was simply not enough upper-level resources”. Arriving a day early, Neville was able to cross paths with the outgoing branch director who simply told him “to do the best I could, and he said we’ve gotta try to keep the fire out of the First Nations community (Skeetchestn) as best we can”. Another BCWS staff who worked on the fire in a heavy equipment role was more explicit in describing the challenges the fire agency faced, and the dominant focus of keeping the fire out of communities:

“It was a difficult fire to say the least. Probably in hindsight over the years the second toughest one I was on. But we were pretty much getting our butts kicked and getting chased around and doing what we could to steer that fire...we were so focussed on steering it away from communities, some which were the First Nation communities.”

– KEN CONWAY-BROWN, FORMER REHABILITATION COORDINATOR, BCWS
By the end of July the Elephant Hill wildfire had grown to almost 80,000 ha, and, in addition to the 157 BCWS firefighters on the ground, there were over 300 contractors, structural firefighters, support and incident management staff, and out-of-province firefighters deployed.

Reflecting back on early July 2017, and the challenges faced in responding to the widespread and intense fire activity, Brad Litke (BCWS) said:

“In my career of twenty-five years, that was the biggest surge of fire activity for resources that I’ve ever seen. And it didn’t start a tonne of fires – in a lightning bust it’s not uncommon for the southern part of the province to pick up three or four hundred fires and I think they only picked up a hundred and change that particular day of July 7th. But it hit us at the right time with the right wind event right behind it, and you know unless you had a crew standing right there with a hose line charged you lost them.”
Darcy LeBourdais (Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band), who, along with Tanner LeBourdais (Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band) was contracted for fourteen days in 2017 as an equipment supervisor with BCWS, also spoke about the challenging fire weather conditions, saying: “It seemed like it didn't matter what they tried, they just couldn't really gain any traction unless Mother Nature cooperated”. Similarly, forest industry staff we spoke to said that while all of their woodlands staff and heavy equipment operators are trained in the S100 Basic Fire Suppression course, they were not prepared to respond to something of this scale or so close to peoples' communities.

Fire agency staff also contrasted 2017 with previous fire seasons, and the increasing time, resources and energy taken to manage complex incidents such as Elephant Hill:

“If you go back ten or fifteen years ago, an Incident Management Team would go out and a major fire would be controlled in say one or two [fourteen day] tours. And then you would be done with it. But in ‘17, we had several IMTs going into one fire. The length that it’s taking to put these things out has extended. I think in ‘17 we were deployed five times, which kind of equates to ten weeks with three days’ rest in between and these aren’t easy fires. You’ve got interface issues, you’re dealing with politicians from town and Council to Ministers and they’re complicated. So they’re very taxing, to say the least. And you know you’re losing houses and that affects people greatly. They just seem to be more complicated now than they ever were before.”

– BCWS STAFF

Over the course of the fire season, Emergency Management BC (EMBC) Central Region’s Provincial Regional Emergency Operations Centre (PREOC) was also activated for 140 days to support local governments in planning, coordination and logistics relating to emergency response. Given the size of these fires and risks to multiple First Nations communities throughout BC, EMBC further adapted to provide specific support for First Nations Emergency Operations Centres (EOCs). Senior EMBC staff in the Central Region highlighted one best practice that emerged from 2017, which was hosting regular coordination calls specifically for First Nations EOCs. These calls allowed First Nations to ask eligibility questions, such as what expenses they could be reimbursed for; to highlight concerns around impacts to culturally significant sites; and to be directed to other agencies or service providers for support. As one EMBC staff said, these calls were:

“...just to provide them with the venue to be able to ask questions that they might not have asked in an open forum. Just trying to provide that safe space... not only was it an opportunity to speak about things that are very specific to the Nations, it was actually requested by the Nations to have another venue, another safe forum for those discussions.”

For communities like Bonaparte, who had not experienced an emergency of this type and scale before, the emergency management support provided by organizations such as the First Nations Emergency Services Society was invaluable:

“The most support right away was from First Nations Emergency Services. As soon as we called them, before the fire hit, they said ‘well get an incident number so we can get the process started’. And they sent a fellow in to give us a hand setting things up, he was awesome, he got there the first evening I believe. And then the next day we got into setting up a command centre, and fortunately he had the knowledge of kind of how things would be set up, with the BC Wildfire and that. And he helped facilitate, so we could just walk in and establish those necessary relationships and how things were going to go. So that was really helpful for me having not dealt with this before.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

Yet on the whole the Secwépemc community staff, leaders and community members we spoke with felt they had been left on their own, and their knowledge and capacities ignored throughout the process of wildfire response.
Engagement with Secwépemc communities

During the 2017 wildfire season, views as to the extent to which government agencies engaged, or should have engaged, with First Nations varied dramatically between representatives of Secwépemc communities and BCWS (and even within the Wildfire Service itself). Here, we describe the challenges faced by Secwépemc communities during the Elephant Hill wildfire. While this Chapter is specific to this particular moment in time and this one particular wildfire – and while progress has been made since 2017 in terms of how BCWS collaborates with communities (see Chapter 11) – many of these challenges persist to this day.

In the first few days of Elephant Hill, as the fire was directly threatening Bonaparte First Nation’s IR3, both former Kukpi7 Ryan Day and Bert William from Bonaparte recalled a lack of support and resources to help protect their community. While Ryan Day spoke of a few firefighters arriving from Cache Creek to help with structural protection, and one BCWS staff mentioned “supplying Chief Day with hoses, pumps, that sort of thing”, we heard repeated frustration from Bonaparte community members about a perceived lack of on-ground support from BCWS within the Bonaparte reserve. In one community member’s view: “the fire could’ve been stopped. There was a jurisdictional issue, and they let it burn out of Bonaparte reserve before they would actually come and do their job. So we lost all of this on our land, at their cost.”

On April 1, 2017 the bilateral Emergency Management Services Funding Agreement and Wildfire Response Agreement had been signed between EMBC and the federal Indigenous Services Canada (ISC), and the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD) and ISC, respectively. Although these agreements provide funding and support to the Province of BC to deliver emergency management and wildfire response services on federal ‘Indian Reserve’ lands, anecdotes like the one above suggest that jurisdictional boundaries posed a barrier to wildfire response and suppression within First Nations communities in 2017.

In addition to jurisdictional barriers, agency support for and engagement with First Nations was inconsistent and often determined by the different levels of willingness amongst fire agency staff to openly collaborate with First Nations and other local communities. One BCWS staff we spoke with was the Incident Commander on the first Incident Management Team deployed on Elephant Hill. When asked about their experience working directly with First Nations on the fire, they spoke proudly of their approach to establishing communications and informing decision-making:

“My team recognized early that we really needed to step up our game with all of the groups that were affected including the First Nations. So we did something there that we hadn’t done in the past. To make sure that everybody was on the same page, we invited Chief Day, we invited the Mayors from Ashcroft and from Cache Creek, to come and sit in our plans and operations meetings each day, if they wanted to. So, what that affords them is they get two times a day, if they showed up at both, and most of the time these folks did show up, they get essentially kind of the raw data. They get the up-to-date information on what’s going on at the same time I’m getting it from my field staff. And obviously we’re always talking about, ‘okay what’s going on in the last 24 hours?’ And then, what our status is right now, and what we hope to do in the next three to five days.”

Provincial government District staff also spoke about reaching out to First Nations communities during the fires to offer their support:

“When the fire hit, it was not reasonable to be phoning people saying ‘hey what do you think about that cutting permit?’ When their house is burning down. So we switched into trying play a more supportive, more advisory role, in the sense that I spent some time phoning communities just finding out ‘hey, how are you guys doing? What’s going on? Is there anything you need? Is there anything you want to tell me about the roads in and out of your community? You know, anything at all that I can help with in my position with the province?’ And so I had some phone calls where people were like ‘nope, we’re good to go, we’re busy we don’t need anything’. And others where people just wanted to talk and tell me about the trauma they were experiencing.”

– MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

6 Emergency Management Services Funding Agreement.
7 BC FLNRORD. Wildfire Response Agreement (fire response services provided in British Columbia by the Province).
In addition to sharing information with municipal and First Nations leaders, one BCWS Incident Commander also recalled discussions with Ryan Day about the importance of protecting archaeological sites, particularly when planning and constructing fireguards:

“When we engaged with Chief Day there, that’s obviously one of the things he brought up. So, what we did was any guards that we were starting to put in around the fire, we actually had employed members of his band to walk with the guard building equipment and basically follow along and looking at the piles of dirt or what’s been uncovered to make sure that if there was something of significance that they would be there to identify and help us through that process.”

Yet these initial practices – of inviting Bonaparte leadership to IMT briefings, and of having Bonaparte staff out with line locators building guards – were not continued beyond the first IMT rotation. The IC quoted above explained that the Incident Commander who followed him “wasn’t comfortable” with inviting external authorities to briefing meetings, and instead set up a separate meeting specifically to update the local Mayors and Chief Day. However, staff from Bonaparte First Nation were critical of this subsequent approach, describing it as having to deal with a “go between” who would “just collate reports and information, and who you could contact to ask questions”.

Similarly, while staff from Bonaparte First Nation acknowledged the good working relationships that they established with certain BCWS staff, they expressed frustration that this was not maintained as crews and IMTs rotated throughout the season (a barrier to utilization of local knowledge also highlighted in the Flood and Fire Review):

“I spent a lot of time trying to correspond and just keep up to date with what was going on with the Fire Centre folks. I found some people through BC Wildfire were great. And they would be really keen on getting perspectives and a big thing that we were trying to do was they were putting lots of fireguards in so we were trying to say: ‘hey there are some really big arch sites, can you avoid them?’ And we were successful in some cases, with some specific people. But then after two weeks the person would change and some people were much less willing to do anything. They have their own perspectives, and they didn’t want to listen to the community members or avoid arch sites or do anything like that.”

Neville Anderson from the Australian Rural Fire Service was one agency representative who established a strong working relationship with staff and community members from Skeetchestn. Speaking about the lack of adequate handover he experienced, he described it as “a shambles! I was stood down and didn’t have the next person to take over from me”. Amidst this constant changeover of agency staff and crews, Secwépemc staff took it upon themselves to seek out information at the daily BCWS briefings. However, at best, these briefings offered an opportunity for one-way information sharing, from government agencies to communities. Multiple community representatives that we spoke to were disappointed in the lack of opportunities to actively participate in these meetings:

“There wasn’t really an opportunity to ask questions in those meetings. It was more of an operational update and they went into objectives of the day, incidents if any, they went around the table and they asked each division, each part of the org chart, for an update as a group, but they didn’t really mention the community unless Mike [Anderson] – you know Mike, he spoke up, every chance he got. But it definitely wasn’t as communicative as I would like to have seen, between government and First Nations.”

- TANNER LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND
Mike Anderson and other staff from Skeetchestn also travelled to Cache Creek to attend these meetings, and to offer their support for the fire response:

“They had a briefing every night at about six o’clock or seven o’clock where they’d brief all of their crew leads out in the bush, kind of thing. And I started attending those and I took a couple of my employees with me who are both hunters and both know the territory very very well. And know the wind patterns and know where all the water is and know where all the roads are and I told those guys, repeatedly told them ‘hey, you can have these guys 24/7 if you need them, put them in your command post, pick their brain for information because they know where things are up there.’”

– MIKE ANDERSON, CEO, SKEETCHETN NATURAL RESOURCES

However, this offer of community resources – of Secwépemc hunters and range riders who know their territory better than anyone – was not taken up at these meetings. As Mike Anderson saw it, this reflected an arrogance and a lack of acknowledgement of the value of Secwépemc knowledge of fire and the land:

“Skeetchetn took two separate hunters down there every blinking night when they were debriefing and said ‘hey, these guys are available to you, use them’. And they didn’t use them. And then they go and make stupid mistakes.”

Bert William similarly described what he saw as a lack of respect for local knowledge and for the people living in the communities and landscapes most affected by these fires:

“We should have been involved with fighting the fire right from the start, and not moved out. They got rid of everybody off the reserve, evacuated everybody, then you’ve got people coming in from Australia, from Ontario, from different places. They didn’t know anything about our country. That hurt a lot. To be kicked out of your home and have some stranger come tell you what to do in your backyard...That’s what hurt most, probably. That you’re treated like a refugee almost, in your own country.”

When asked about their approach to working with communities, in particular First Nations, during the 2017 wildfire season, most BCWS staff acknowledged the fact that any form of community engagement came too late, if at all:

“It [engagement with First Nations] was too late. We were so busy fighting the fire that other things dropped off, one of which was First Nations involvement...usually depending on which part of the province I’m in and the history with First Nations use in the area, that’s something that I jump on usually fairly quickly...I’m kind of a little annoyed at myself, or disappointed is probably a better word that I just [sighs] didn’t deal with it sooner. It was pretty obvious that we were around First Nations values. And I didn’t ask the question and should’ve been asked at higher levels and it wasn’t.”

– KEN CONWAY-BROWN, BCWS

“There was no expectation on our Incident Management Teams to openly collaborate

For a number of BCWS and natural resource District staff, this was one of the key lessons identified from 2017: that "we need to get to the First Nations communities on day one. Not day one after the fire’s out, day one of the start." However Cliff Chapman, the former Deputy Manager of the Kamloops Centre and current Director of Provincial Operations at BCWS, acknowledged that at the time:

“There was no expectation on our Incident Management Teams to openly collaborate, and not just with First Nation communities, but really anybody on the land base... there was still this hesitancy from BC Wildfire Service and particularly some of the operational decision-makers to really know if they could or should invite First Nation communities to the table when it came to tactical decision-making."
One notable exception to this attitude, as highlighted by former Kukpi7 Ron Ignace, was Neville Anderson from the Australian Rural Fire Service. After BCWS moved the fire camp from Cache Creek to Big Sky gas station on Skeetchestn’s reserve (described further in Section 2.4 below), Ron described how Neville sought out the expertise of Skeetchestn’s fire knowledge keepers and natural resource staff:

“The lead who was an Australian came to us, and said ‘could you have someone be our lead to show us in the mountains?’ And so we got a couple of our people, Darrell Peters was one of them. And we said ‘well, we’ll give you Darrell Peters because he’s been doing our burning, he hunts and he’s been a range rider, driving all over the mountains, and we have our natural resources people who have worked those mountains and know them inside out’. And so they brought them on board, and it was they who told them where to put up their firebreaks. And where to put back burns. And where not to burn, and when the winds in certain valleys in the mountains were going to turn, and things like that eh? And they listened, that Australian was really appreciative, he picked up on us and utilized our peoples’ knowledge in helping them become better firefighters.”

Neville recalled one day in particular, when Kukpi7 Ron came down to the incident management station at Big Sky to ask whether it was safe enough for Skeetchestn to rescind their evacuation order and bring their community home. Neville’s response was to say, “come and hop in the helicopter and we’ll go for a flight and I’ll show you what I’ve done to stop the fire burning your community”. When asked about that experience of going up in the air with Kukpi7 Ron, Neville said:

“That was something I will never ever, ever forget. It was unbelievable. Ron was able to show me where their carrot (Lomatium spp.) patch was. He showed me the hoodoo columns, and then he showed me where the deer camp on the edge of the escarpment because they get the updraft, the breeze. And he taught me all about the wind flow up their valley and spoke about their chemist shop and their supermarket [where they harvest their medicine and food plants], which three quarters of that had burnt. And I questioned him about the types of vegetation that were critical to their culture…I can’t over-emphasize the working relationship I had with Ron, Mike [Anderson] and Darrell [Peters]. It was one of the most enjoyable parts of my career, as I said I’ve been in the Rural Fire Service now for fifty-two years, and it was the highlight of my career to work with those people.”

SECWÉPEMC LEADERSHIP IN WILDFIRE AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Throughout the 2017 fire season, many Secwépemc communities drew on their collective expertise and capacities to play a leadership role in wildfire response and emergency management. This came in many forms, in particular 1) on-ground wildfire response and suppression; 2) community emergency operations and protection; 3) fire watcher programs; and 4) providing support for agency response.
Wildfire response and suppression

On that first day of July 7, 2017, with BCWS focussed on tactically evacuating towns such as Cache Creek and the Elephant Hill wildfire tearing towards Bonaparte’s IR3, Bonaparte’s community drew on the training and expertise of their members to step up and protect their reserve:

“It was all action when the fire hit. We had a number of people who had done wildland firefighting when they were younger and remembered their training and things like that. So they knew what to do in terms of protecting the community, IR3 [and also had] a reasonable idea about how the fire was going to come and where it was going to hit so that we could prepare as best we could with limited amount of water and very limited amount of hose. It was just kind of a scramble around to do what we could, because it was so fast, it happened very quickly, we had less than two hours to be ready for the fire to come barrelling up towards the community.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

With a hot and dry wind driving the fire up the valley towards Bonaparte, Ryan Day described the actions they took to save their community and their fear that, if one house burned, it would “start a chain reaction” and burn through their whole reserve:

“There was one point where the fire would’ve taken the first house, and then it was our belief that if that house had taken then likely they all would have, because it was over thirty degrees and dry outside, it would have just started jumping house to house and likely would have taken out most of the houses on the reserve. So, there was a critical point there where one or two of our guys did a controlled burn...intentionally lit a fire to make a burnt area between those couple of houses and where the fire was coming. And they were able to do it just in the nick of time, and it burnt straight up the hill next to that house, as fires can do, and made that break...But that was kind of the critical moment that I believe saved the houses on the reserve there.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

Other Secwépemc communities also stepped up to lead the wildfire response and suppression around their communities. Some, such as Stswecewem’c Xgat’tem First Nation, had learnt from past experiences with wildfire (such as the Dog Creek fire in 2010) and had built their own firefighting capacity:

“In 2017 for example when we did have those three little lighting strikes, we had portable mobile water and pumps and bladders, we had numerous piss packs and other tools. And soon we had thirty community members that were fully equipped and clothed that were able to go out and fight these. So, we kind of had our own unit crew.”

– JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEWEM’C XGAT’TEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

As well as these trained community members, Stswecewem’c Xgat’tem First Nation had fully trained and equipped contract crews signed up with the BCWS Cariboo Fire Centre. When the 100 Mile (Gustafsen) fire and Williams Lake fires were sparked on July 6 and July 7, Stswecewem’c Xgat’tem First Nation sent two of their crews to assist. However, their Chief and Council was adamant that their third crew remain to help protect their communities of Dog Creek and Canoe Creek. Whispering Pines/Clinton also had contract firefighting crews, and both Darcy and Tanner LeBourdais were contracted as equipment supervisors through their company’s standing offer with BCWS. However, for other communities without these formal agreements, there are significant challenges to engaging in wildland fire suppression in their territories (off-reserve):

“It’s kind of hard, a fire like that comes up you can’t really just dive in and be part of the suppression efforts. Some did. If they had agreements like Whispering Pines band, they have a pretty proactive wildland firefighting crew, and contract crew with BC Wildfire. But if you didn’t have that existing standing offer crew it was very difficult to get in as a wildland fire suppression firefighter.”

– FORMER STAFF, FIRST NATIONS EMERGENCY SERVICES SOCIETY
Emergency operations and community preparedness

With the Provincial Government announcing a State of Emergency on July 7, Secwépemc Chiefs and Councils declared their own States of Local Emergency and activated Emergency Operations Centres (EOCs). Within one day Bonaparte had set up their command centre and ended up hosting Ashcroft Indian Band’s EOC. Over the following weeks, Bonaparte crews worked day and night FireSmarting houses on the reserves, putting out spot fires, slashing long grass, and driving along Highway 99 wetting down the southern road verge to minimize the risk of embers sparking a new blaze and threatening IR2 and IR1 (located along the highway).

At Skeetchestn, former Kukpi7 Ron Ignace recalls that as soon as they heard about the Elephant Hill wildfire, they "began some preparations in the valley here and began thinking about how can we be engaged and protect our community?". These preparations included opening their EOC and populating the organizational chart; enacting their Community Emergency Plan; attending PREOC meetings; looking at fuel management concerns and priorities for treatment; establishing their ‘fire watcher’ program (see below) and developing comprehensive lists of all their equipment and human resources on site:

"We began to move quickly and to amass some serious planning about how to defend ourselves in the event that fire comes our way. So we did an inventory of all our pickup trucks, our water tanks, loading them up on pickup trucks, and getting a couple of water tankers. And as it got more and more threatening, we were able to bring in a company to put roof top sprinklers on all our community facilities. And we also got the farmer that is leasing our frontage land to grow corn for his cattle, he came in with his equipment and did all kinds of breaks all over the reserve. Firebreaks everywhere, around in our fields here, around the subdivision, around the main village. And we had bulldozers as well, working in the mountains making firebreaks."

- FORMER KUKPI7 RON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND

These firebreaks included guards around the community school, main village and subdivision as well as around a number of dwellings. In addition, large expanses of dry grass were disked down to bare earth, fuels were cleared around critical infrastructure such as pumps and electricity poles, and a large fireguard was constructed along the western boundary of the reserve. However, a number of BCWS staff we spoke to expressed concern over, or disapproved of, this approach to constructing large fireguards:

"They did some things that I don't think they should have done to protect some of their assets. They did it of their own accord. I don't know who paid for it. But I never would have suggested it. You know they did a lot of work with heavy equipment in and around their communities, that I think was hard on the landscape actually. Fire never got near it."

This BCWS staff member also remembered talking to Ron Ignace at one of the operations meetings in Cache Creek and telling him "you guys don't have anything to worry about". Later, he acknowledged “the fire got way closer to their Band than I ever would have thought”.

Another BCWS staff recalls conversations with Skeetchestn around these fireguards, and saying:

"It’s not the time, we don’t need to be tearing up the hillside yet. The fire’s still quite a ways away, there's a trigger point when it hits that then we're going to move closer to the Skeetchestn reserve lands’. But there was a lot of anxiety and it’s: 'we're going to do it anyways' and we felt that 'okay well we can't stop you, that's okay. We're just trying to tell you as the professionals that it's too early and that's not how we put in the guards'...But again, right, they're anxious, this was well into the fire, so I understand where they were coming from. And if that’s what they needed to do to feel a little bit better well okay fair enough."

- BRAD LITKE, BCWS

As hinted at here, and later mentioned by Don Ignace (Operations Manager, Skeetchestn Natural Resources), a key driver for Skeetchestn's proactive approach was a lack of trust in information coming from government agencies, and a feeling that it was up to their community to protect their reserve.
Like Skeetchestn, Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation activated their community protection plan to FireSmart homes and structures within their reserves. And, like Skeetchestn, their pride in protecting their community contrasts with the (perceived) support or recognition from government agencies:

“We had a plan in place on how to protect any of the structures in the community... We set up those water wingers, the sprinkler systems on the roofs, we paid special attention to the Elders' houses. We started moving firewood away from houses and other kind of FireSmart stuff...I feel very proud for my community that I work for and how we handled it. I just don’t think that the government really realizes it sometimes.”

- JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Fire watcher program

For both Bonaparte and Skeetchestn, a key component of their approach to protecting their communities and territories was establishing a ‘fire watcher’ program. As Don Ignace (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) explained, the aim of this was to get real time information on fire activity to pass on to community members and to inform decision-making:

“We had fire watchers that were immediately dispatched to monitor the fire, and as it came through Cache Creek and out towards the Arrowstone hills we knew it could come straight down the Back Valley and into the Deadman Valley, so that’s when we were really kind of put on high alert. So, our fire watchers were dispatched and they were monitoring the daily movement of that fire, GPS-ing it, and that information would go to our mapping department. Our trust within the government wasn’t all that much so we figured we couldn’t wait for them to include us, or we couldn’t wait for them to pass the information on. It would probably be days old by the time we would have received it. There was still kind of an ingrained mistrust in anything there, if we needed to find something out we usually have to find it out for ourselves. We had people that were very familiar with the area, were very familiar with fire, were long time firefighters. So they were monitoring that for us, literally daily, so we worked seven days a week for months, and months, to continue to monitor this for our community.”
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Sam Draney was one of the fire watchers who stayed behind when the community evacuated. For months, she worked closely with Skeetchestn member and fire expert Darrell Peters conducting night patrols and monitoring fire behaviour. As a Skeetchestn community member and Skeetchestn Natural Resource’s cultural heritage team lead and GIS technician, her skills and knowledge of the land were quickly recognized as being key to regularly mapping fire boundaries and communicating fire behaviour back to the EOC:

“When the fire started, they needed a guide. They needed somebody that could work the iPad and navigate them through the area...[so] myself and Darrell Peters just continuously kept going up and developing the fire watch program hourly. It was a living beast of its own. So we would go up each day in a marked vehicle and we would just patrol the edge of the fire line, between the existing fire and the reserve, Skeetchestn. And eventually it turned into us setting up stations so we could radio in our locations safely and those stations would be linked to a corresponding map. And the stations moved as the fire grew.”

For Skeetchestn community members who were evacuated, as well as for non-Indigenous neighbours, these updates from fire watchers – posted regularly in official updates by Don Ignace on Skeetchestn’s facebook page – were a crucial source of reliable information:

“Don [Ignace] maintained a site where he was putting this information out to our community because our community was evacuated at some point. Also to the local community and [it] became basically the most reliable source of information about up to date news on the fire, because you couldn’t get it through any other source, periodically you’d get some kind of a video from some fire guy, who was on the fire that was sending Youtube [videos] out or something like that that started all sorts of rumours starting, and all sorts of grief. But Don maintained a pretty good up to date assessment of where it was at and what the problems were. And it was much appreciated by our community.”

- MIKE ANDERSON, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

The volunteers and natural resource staff who stayed behind also supported evacuees by feeding livestock and pets and watering peoples’ gardens:

“When you’re evacuated, you’re pretty darn concerned about what’s happening at home and if you left your dog there you’re concerned that something’s going to happen. So if you know that somebody’s taking care of that, watering your garden, those kinds of things, it helps an awful lot to the evacuated people, that’s one service we did do.”

- DON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

However, perhaps the most critical role played by fire watchers and Skeetchestn’s fire crews was conducting nighttime patrols and responding to flare ups and spot fires throughout the Deadman Valley:

“We had mobile fighting capabilities, guerrilla style warfare!”

- FORMER KUKPI7 RON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND

“We had two roving crews with pickups and firefighting gear, pumps water etc. that were basically going up and down the valley patrolling. Because everything was tinder dry here. And there was a huge fire beside us, and all it would take is one spark to get this valley on fire. Those crews, while they were doing that actually came upon two fires, and put them out I believe, were instrumental in putting them out. Because either one of those little fires could have become another Elephant Hill.”

- DON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

Fire watchers also described the impact this experience had on them personally, and what they learnt from working with people like Darrell Peters while being out every day observing fire:

The crew of Sam Draney and Darrel Peters are off the mountain and they found that the north west side of the fire is still moving north eastern side of the fire which is closest to the dead man is not progressing again towards us. The fire has moved between .5 and .75 km north again has not progressed towards the dead man at all.

If you have any questions call Don Ignace at 250 373 2606 250 373 2493
Please share with friends and family.
Thank you Darrell, Sam and others for providing us with the information for our fire watch.
“It was just quite the experience to be out there and see with your own eyes, see how fast that forest fire that they can actually move...the one day we seen it travelling through the tops of the trees. And the ground wasn’t even burning it was travelling through the tops of the trees and eventually the fire dropped to the ground and started the ground on fire...then how even green trees would just light up like a match.”

– COUNCILOR MARSHALL GONZALEZ, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND

“It completely changed me in that year. It was a hectic year, but I found the beauty of the fire really hypnotized me...it was beautiful the way it moved and the way it just acted...[the] wind... the way it sucks the power back into itself. It was almost like a spiritual thing to be in that suck back zone. It was pretty incredible, really eye opening.”

– SAM DRaney, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

In addition to offering the services of Skeetchestn hunters and scouts, Skeetchestn representatives told us that early on they met with the Incident Commander to speak about their fire watcher program. However, one BCWS officer we spoke to was quite critical of this program:

“They were younger people who would go out, we didn’t know where they were going, there was no contact, they were self-directed. They’d go out and poke around and see where the fire was and come back and tell the people where the fire was. And maybe tell us...And they would go out at night, and they would go way back in there and the equipment operators and line locators would see them and be shocked. They can tell you where a fire was because they knew where they were, but I’m not convinced that those folks had a good understanding of fire behaviour...There wasn’t good communication between them and us on that front. I never got the sense that we were working together.”

Providing support for agency response

With BCWS resources stretched across a province in flames, Secwépemc communities – in particular their natural resource departments – were often on site to provide resources and support services to incoming crews:

“We had completely snapped into action. Most of our employees were evacuated and not coming in, but our band administrator and our natural resources director was there. And because the Wildfire people that came in didn’t have any knowledge of the land or anything, didn’t have any printer capability, they were just kind of there and not really able to plan anything. So we offered to print off maps, and kind of help them with the lay of the land, and the way things are going. And we just kind of established a relationship there, especially in terms of getting in and out of the community because the road’s blocked off and we needed to still have access because we weren’t planning on going anywhere.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

BCWS had set up a fire base camp in the grounds of the Cache Creek elementary school for most of summer. However, as the new school year approached and the fire was still burning they needed a new location to host their hundreds of firefighters. Hearing of this, then-Kukpi7 Ron Ignace went down to the camp in Cache Creek and met with Neville Anderson, who was only a few days into his rotation as branch director on the fire:

“So I said ‘I hear you guys are looking for a place, to move to?’ And they said ‘yes, we are!’ And I said ‘oh, I think I just might have the place for you. I’m the Chief at Skeetchestn and we have a Big Sky gas station and five thousand acres of land that’s open down there. I could take you for a tour, and show you around, and you decide where you want to set up your camp’. And as it all turned out, they came over and they set up camp by Big Sky.”

After the four hundred plus firefighters were settled into their new base camp, Kukpi7 Ron approached Neville with an offer to host a ceremony to welcome them all to Skeetchestn’s territory:
“I invited Wayne Christian, our [Shuswap Nation Tribal Council] Tribal Chair, as well as Terry Denault, my Councilor and myself, and I said ‘well we’re going to go down there and welcome them, after they got their camp all set up, we’ll go down there and do a welcome and an honour song. And tell them why it’s important, the work that they’re doing is important.’ And so we did that, first we said we’re going to have a smudge ourselves, and before we do our opening prayer to do our welcoming, explaining what we were trying to do, and we started our smudge. I was first, and then Wayne Christian and I think maybe Marshall [Gonzalez] and Terry. And then all of a sudden a whole long line of firefighters was lined up to be smudged as well!”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND

When asked about this experience, Neville said “I get goosebumps just talking about it. And I’m going to tell you, whether you believe it or not, I’ll tell you exactly what happened”. After going on to describe the ‘welcome ceremony’ and ‘smoking (smudging) ceremony’, Neville then spoke, in amazement, of how:

“...there wasn’t a single injury with four hundred personnel. Now statistics normally on a fire line would say that we would have ten or a dozen injuries and some reasonably severe. And yet there wasn’t a single injury. The next thing that gives me goosebumps, is there wasn’t a single drop of rain forecast for anywhere in British Columbia, and the following night we had thirty or forty mil of rain, just on our fire, and nowhere else in British Columbia. Now, whether you choose to believe that or not, that’s up to you. I still get goosebumps talking about it, thinking about it...It was the most powerful, unbelievable, life changing experience I’ve ever come across!”

This move to Big Sky was the start of a strong working relationship between Neville Anderson and Skeetchestn (described further in the section below). However even before this, Skeetchestn’s fire watchers and natural resource staff were regularly assisting BCWS and other government agency staff with evacuations and navigating the mountains and valleys of their territory:

“We had daily run ins with the firefighters out in the territory and some of the times they were trying to look for a road or looking for better access into certain areas. And we’d assist them as best as we could. They were very grateful every time we got to sit down and meet with them.”

– COUNCILOR MARSHALL GONZALEZ, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND

“We were showing people around the territory, they didn’t know the road systems, you know? Making sure that they could get in and out of these areas to warn people that they’re under evacuation alert. There’s a lot of places that people live out in the back that we know where they are, a lot of these, either RCMP or these natural resource officers didn’t know where to go. So that’s what our role was, to make sure that they did. Our crews were here to make sure those evacuation routes were free and clear of people, we mapped them out we informed the community of this, in case of an evacuation here’s where you need to go. If you can’t get out to the south then here’s how you get out to the north, and where you’re going to end up.”

– DON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

Despite certain personnel or crews within BCWS and other government agencies appreciating input of local knowledge, almost all Secwépemc people and staff we spoke to felt that the knowledge and expertise within their communities was overlooked, to the detriment of the wildfire response.
“We did our opening prayer, we did our welcoming, and we did an honour song, and then we explained to the firefighters the significance and the importance of that mountain. That that was our breadbasket that fed us. Hihium Lake, it’s the fish up there that fed us, and Loon Lake. We hunted and we picked our sxusems and our berries and got our medicines up there so it’s really significant and important that we protect that mountain as best we can. And after we did the ceremony, the prayer and the welcome song and explaining about our history on this land, going back ten thousand years, I noticed a mood among the firefighters. A dramatic shift in the atmosphere, when we first got there it felt like three or four hundred firefighters individually there to do a job, to put down a fire. But after we finished that, it felt like there was a team spirit that gelled amongst the firefighters.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND
THE IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL AND SECWÉPEMC KNOWLEDGE

The 2018 Flood and Fire Review noted widespread frustrations that Indigenous and local knowledge were not effectively incorporated into firefighting efforts. This was highlighted by many people we spoke with, and was seen as a particular issue when bringing in crews from out of province or country:

“You know they had firefighters from Australia they had firefighters from Mexico they had them from Ontario, they had them from Nova Scotia, they had them from just about everywhere else except this part of BC. So none of these guys know the resources that are available, know the land, know the patterns, and I was trying to tell them that ‘hey, if anybody knows the land, knows where the roads are, knows where the heavy brush is, it’s these guys at Skeetchestn. And of any of these guys at Skeetchestn that knows that, it’s the guys that hunt for a living, because they have to know that.’”

– MIKE ANDERSON, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

Through her role as a fire watcher Sam Draney witnessed first-hand the challenges faced by these crews who didn’t know the land, and the impacts this had on firefighting strategies:

“We actually had really minimal contact with BC Wildfire until they caught us [laughing] is basically how I see it. Chief and Council told them we had representatives out there. But we just never had any contact with them. Until I think we were on the Back Valley Road and we found one of the head guys kind of lost, and Darrell Peters, he talked with him and he showed him roads and stuff and they really latched on to Darrell then for his knowledge of how to access the area. You could tell it was somebody that was just thrown on the land and they had no idea where they were, how to get there, the fastest way to get there. They were punching in guards and making these new roads to make it around when they had fairly driveable roads, like roads we were driving every day.”

– SAM DRANEY, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

As one of these out-of-country firefighters – having flown halfway around the world from the mid-north coast of New South Wales, Australia to the interior of BC – Neville Anderson was acutely aware of the importance of tapping into local knowledge to inform suppression tactics and fire containment strategies. Speaking of his working relationship with Skeetchestn members, in particular Darrell Peters, he emphasized how they were:

“...an enormous, enormous help to the strategies deployed and so on, and they were able to describe to me the unique weather system, how that valley system and the cliffs creates its own breeze pattern, they told me that the weather forecasts can predict one direction of wind, but it’s not applicable in their valley system, the valley system directs its own winds.”

Despite their lack of ‘formal’ (provincial government accredited) fire knowledge or training, and the lack of formal systems to integrate community representatives into BCWS’s command structure, Neville viewed Mike Anderson, Darrell Peters and Kukpi7 Ron as:

“...a very intricate part, important part, of what I saw as the Incident Management Team for that fire. Darrell’s knowledge of the fire trails and the lay of the land and where you could actually attempt to put in containment strategies and so on. That was extremely valuable. And I would hope that future Incident Management Teams in that area in particular would adopt a lot more of that local knowledge.”

When speaking with other BCWS staff who were deployed on the Elephant Hill wildfire, we raised the question as to how these forms of local knowledge could best inform operational decision-making, and what value they saw in engaging with local communities. One BCWS Wildfire Officer highlighted the importance of working with community representatives to facilitate evacuations:

“I would think that for evacuation planning, local knowledge is essential...maybe the easiest example is a First Nations community, they all know everybody and they know everybody’s circumstance, they know their abilities and their limitations and their desires to leave. There’s no way you could evacuate a First Nations community without liaison type roles being filled.”
Another Incident Commander acknowledged that “they’ve (First Nations) got some of those kind of fine details on the ground that we don’t have... so those kinds of things you definitely want to bring into your operational plans, just like any good intel”. However, when prompted to consider local knowledge around local weather patterns, topography or access, he also said:

“Local knowledge to me not so much what you just mentioned. You know, we (BCWS) have people that live in those areas too. We’ve got people that have lived in the area for twenty, thirty years as well...local knowledge to me is where [pauses] there is some sacred ground, somewhere that is sacred to that particular group.”

These seemingly contradictory statements – recognizing that First Nations hold fine scale local knowledge of their territories that should be utilized, while restricting ‘local knowledge’ to sacred cultural knowledge – reflect a broad lack of understanding of the diverse knowledges and expertise that Indigenous communities can offer, and a limited view of what local or ‘Indigenous knowledge’ comprises: both knowledge of access routes or skills with heavy machinery, gained through years of living and working in their territory, and ‘traditional’ knowledge and practices related to fire and living cultural heritage.

For Neville Anderson, his time at Big Sky and with Kukpi7 Ron and others from Skeetchestn prompted him to reconsider agency definitions or priorities of ‘values’ to protect:

“The most significant asset to European people is their home. Their home is sacred. Now, I’m not convinced that the home to Ron would be as important as some other sites...here in our Rural Fire Service, our aim is to protect life, property and the environment, in that order. So, life of course will always remain number one priority. Property comes second, and then the environment is a distant third. Now, this is where we need to learn from First Nation people that property and the environment are not near as far apart as what we’ve always believed, as a firefighting organization...[the helicopter flight with Ron] changed my appreciation of the importance to our response.”

Despite comments such as these, the overall experience of Secwépemc communities in 2017 was one of not being listened to, and seeing their territory burn – in their minds – as a result:

“The way the wind was going it would never head towards Clinton. The only way it did was they did some back burns and let it cross the Bonaparte River. Because I knew exactly where it was going to come out on the Chasm Road, that’s where I would have put in the firefighters. But I didn’t have a say in it at the time. Then when I did get out there, it crossed right where I thought it would. You know, understanding the terrain, I think people like us would have been a help to them. Give them advice. But we had no opportunity for that.”

- STEWART FLETCHER, HIGH BAR FIRST NATION

“I kept hearing that over and over again, ‘had you come to our community we would have been able to help you. We have people with local knowledge that could have helped you’. I think that was the biggest concern and issue, is there was this level of arrogance on the province’s side that said, ‘we are the professionals, we know what we’re doing. We don’t need your help. Oh and by the way we’re going to bring in all these other people that don’t live in our country’. Apparently BC Wildfire felt they knew more than our local communities and First Nations peoples did when it came to fighting a fire in our area. I truly feel that the lack of communication and engagement is the main reason this fire became the size it did.”

- ANGIE KANE, SECWEPEMCÚLECW RESTORATION AND STEWARDSHIP SOCIETY

“It’s just a disrespect for on the ground knowledge it’s a disrespect for traditional knowledge, it’s a disrespect for First Nations’ connection to the land.”
“They wouldn’t send a crew into somewhere ‘cos they couldn’t see the access road or the egress road. Well, our guys could have told them that, ‘cos they know the ground. Or they go and set up a pump a mile away from a pond that was sitting out in the bush kind of thing that they could have been using. ‘Cos they don’t know the ground. They don’t know the winds. They set a fire up, a backburn up on the way to Clinton, and they set the thing at one o’clock or two o’clock in the afternoon, about the time that the winds change. You talk to any First Nation hunter he’ll tell you when the wind changes, cos he has to know that to make his living. So what happened is the wind changed and it jumped highway 97 and another five or ten thousand hectares burned. So that’s the importance of local knowledge. It’s just a disrespect for on the ground knowledge it’s a disrespect for traditional knowledge, it’s a disrespect for First Nations’ connection to the land.”

– MIKE ANDERSON, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

And as Neville Anderson cautioned:

“The further we get away from local knowledge, with over-trained younger people, the more of that local knowledge we’re losing or not using to its potential.”

It is important to recognize that these experiences continue to dominate community perceptions of fire agencies and agency willingness to engage with First Nations, despite many BCWS staff we spoke to emphasizing the importance of working with First Nations to inform wildfire response and the changes that have been made since 2017 (see Chapter 11).
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3 **KEY FINDINGS**

3.1 2017 was 'unprecedented' both in terms of area burned and in terms of the demand placed on firefighting resources. This led to a reactionary approach, often focused on facilitating tactical evacuations and protecting structures, as well as poor changeovers between Incident Management Teams/agency staff.

3.2 BCWS staff acknowledge that engagement with First Nations happened too late, if at all. Support for or engagement with First Nations was inconsistent and largely driven by individual agency staff.

3.3 There was no explicit expectation (from BCWS) on Incident Management Teams to collaborate, and a hesitancy from operational staff to seek input from Indigenous or local communities.

3.4 Despite the Wildfire Response Agreement signed in April 2017, anecdotally these jurisdictional boundaries (i.e., between provincial 'Crown' land and Indian Reserves) posed a barrier to agency response and fire suppression support within First Nations communities.

3.5 Secwépemc communities drew on their collective expertise and capacities to actively protect their communities and territories. This came in the form of 1) on-ground fire suppression both within and in proximity to reserves; 2) activating community emergency plans and emergency operations centers; 3) conducting fuels mitigation around infrastructure; 4) fire watcher programs; and 5) providing support for agency response.

3.6 Secwépemc pride in their ability to protect their communities often contrasts with a (perceived) lack of support or recognition from government agency staff.

3.7 There was widespread frustration that Secwépemc knowledge of fire and their territories (e.g., access/egress routes, local weather patterns, significant values on the land base) as well as local or First Nation contractor expertise was ignored or disrespected, thereby hindering effective wildfire response. This created a strong mistrust of BCWS that persists to this day.
CHAPTER 4

‘We didn’t want to see the mountains logged bare’: Priorities for land-based recovery

IMPECTS TO THE LAND AND COMMUNITY WELLBEING

The impacts and costs of the 2017 wildfires are often spoken about in numbers that are almost too impossibly large to make sense of: over half a billion dollars in suppression costs; over a million hectares burned; 502 structured lost; years of timber harvest destroyed.

These economic impacts – particularly the direct and indirect consequences of the impacted timber supply – were highlighted by both Secwépemc community members and provincial government staff:

“We didn’t want to see the mountains logged bare”.

- DARC LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

“Just chalk it up as economic opportunity lost. For everybody up there right? Because most of the bands up there have FCARSAs (Forest Consultation and Revenue Sharing Agreements) I think, and the revenues from those are going to go down for the next ten years, forty years, eighty years even because there isn’t the timber up there to be harvested any more, it’s all just going to rot. So the economic impacts probably haven’t been seen yet but they’ve started for us for sure.”

- TANNER LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

“How are those little towns supposed to survive when the mill shuts down, like in Clinton? And there’s no midterm timber supply and the mill shuts down and it’s like, what other industries does that community have to rely on to keep people there? And think of the devastation when you’re working in a small town and your employer shuts down, the whole town shuts down.”

- BRAD LITKE, BCWS

But for many Secwépemc community members we spoke to, this doesn’t even begin to capture the deep and lasting impacts the Elephant Hill wildfire continues to have on their land and on their individual and collective wellbeing.

While the rehabilitation of disturbances caused by fire suppression activities themselves – in particular, the construction of fireguards throughout the landscape – is key component of wildfire rehabilitation and recovery activities (see Chapter 6 and 7), these impacts are often not captured in media reporting or highlighted in public or policy discourses. Provincial range staff spoke of how BCWS would “bury our fence lines with guards” or would “burn off from the guard on the wrong side” and burn the fence.

However, fences can be rebuilt; archaeology sites are irreplaceable. Despite the availability of data on many of these sites and efforts from community staff to communicate information to BCWS, this was often ignored:

“Bert William, from the Bonaparte band, informed some BCWS staff that there was a very high value archaeology site that he had advised us not to disturb. But the advice was ignored, and we spent tens of thousands of dollars to rehab that site...And I just looked at that and thought, you know, we have this information, it’s registered in the system. Why would we put blades down when there were other options in that area? It was frustrating for me that we had the information, and we didn’t use it.”

- KEN CONWAY-BROWN, BCWS

The impacts to community members of damaging an archaeology site were highlighted by one former staff member from Stswece'mc Xgat’tem First Nation, who told us how:
“Chief Patrick [Harry] described the cultural loss of destroying an archaeology site as something that damages your connection to the ancestors and has potentially real-life spiritual consequences to yourself as a person and your community. So, that needs to be taken really seriously.”

– GEORGINA PRESTON, FORMERLY WITH STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM FIRST NATION

Reflecting on the ecological impacts of the fire, one research scientist from FLNRORD highlighted how the ‘devastation’ from the fire itself was compounded by the significant drought experienced throughout 2017:

“It was going to be a huge kick to our, well, everything. Carbon, timber supply, reforestation. 2017 was not only the year of the Elephant Hill wildfire but it was also the most significant drought that we had ever had here. So newly planted stands, basically from under a year to three years, were killed outright by the drought as they were killed by the fire. And then stands up to twenty, thirty years, suffered both in the fire and drought. Anything from a hundred percent annihilation to scattered mortality.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

This widespread tree mortality, on top of existing impacts of forestry activities in watersheds such as the Bonaparte and Deadman Rivers, has contributed to ongoing impacts to communities such as Bonaparte and Skeetchestn. Both communities have experienced significant flooding and landslides since the fires. In 2018, a major landslide on Bonaparte’s IR2, right at the western boundary of the fire, resulted in one woman losing her life. These hazards are just some of the long-term impacts of wildfire, and managing or mitigating these impacts are part of the long-term recovery process. Ron Ignace often speaks of water and fire as being interconnected, as two sides of the same coin: both can be agents of renewal, but both can be equally destructive:

“Now, we have, I think six huge freshets right into fall in the Deadman River here. Which is totally unusual. And we’d normally have maybe one or two in the spring, and that would be it. But every time there’s a big rainstorm, it doesn’t stay in the mountains. There’s no water left in the mountains, there’s nothing to hold it back, to control it. So the mountains are turning, becoming bone dry.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN
I think that the government needs to understand the impact of this fire on our territories...that is our sustenance, that is our backyards, that is our livelihoods that we’ll never see again... our plants, and our foods, and our medicines, and our culture, and everything that is being completely destroyed by the fire...it has huge social, cultural and economic impacts to us, like 70% of our traditional territory is burnt... it is about our rights as Indigenous people living off the land...we don’t have the resources to go hunting anymore, our waters are contaminated, our fishway has blown out, so Bonaparte in every way has been impacted with our right to occupy and use the land... And I don’t think that that is taken seriously enough, because we manage our lands for generations and generations, and we have a hundred and ninety-two thousand hectares of complete devastation."

– JENNY ALLEN, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION
Despite the significant impacts of the 2017 fires to land and property (and the fatal landslide in 2018), this season is spoken of as resulting in no loss of life. However, as Bert William emphasized, countless wildlife lost their homes and their lives, and it is the role of Secwépemc people to “speak for those that can’t speak for themselves”. Jenny Allen also spoke of “the brothers and sisters out there on the land that have lost their lives and their habitat”. This reflects the widely held view amongst Secwépemc community members who we spoke to, that official statistics and reporting on wildfire impacts don’t fully recognize the impacts of these fires to Indigenous cultures, economies and ways of life.

We’re tied to the land. When you walk across the land, walk across here, you feel the people who were there before you.

For Secwépemc people, the health of the land is intricately connected to community health and wellbeing – not only in a physical sense, but also culturally, mentally and spiritually. As Kukpi7 Ryan Day later emphasized to provincial leaders, Secwépemc wealth and wellbeing is dependent upon the land. Bert William (Bonaparte First Nation) spoke in greater depth to this intimate and longstanding connection he and other Indigenous peoples feel with the land and their territories:

“You know I try to tell some people, non-Natives, that we’re tied to this land right here. This is home. This whole country’s our home. They all say ‘well, why can’t you go here?’ You know, that’s somebody else’s land over there…they know their land. It’s not my land. That’s not me. This is where I belong...Where I understand it...That’s what people don’t understand.... one time it meant everything, it meant life or death. That’s what people always said, we’re tied to the land. When you walk across the land, walk across here, you feel the people who were there before you.”

Multiple Secwépemc community members spoke of how the fires, on top of drought, destroyed important medicine harvesting sites, and described having to travel further to find key medicine plants. However, particularly after the wet summers of 2018 and 2019, others also observed plants growing that they had never seen before, or the forest understory “exploding with healthy, culturally valued Indigenous plants that I haven’t seen like this in 20 years”.

The Elephant Hill wildfire also burned through two of Bonaparte’s seasonal fishing camp reserves at Loon Lake and Hihium Lake. In one meeting a Bonaparte community member spoke about how the loss of these campgrounds has impacted their ability to sustain important cultural and ceremonial practices. These impacts have been ongoing; Sam Draney, from Skeetchestn, highlighted how ongoing flooding, road closures and the presence of danger trees continue to block their access to fishing at Hihium.
With a second record-breaking wildfire season in 2018 and another 1.3 million hectares burning, communities throughout the province experienced two years in a row of heavy wildfire smoke. For many Secwépemc community members this impacted their ability to get out on the land and access foods and medicines that are vital for sustaining community health and wellbeing:

“Vast portions of the traditional territory had been on fire for two summers in a row. We have been choked out, no one’s been able to get outside and enjoy nature or get out on the land recently... summertime is usually when people usually take advantage of being out on the land and gather medicines, and berries, fishing and hunting... and just passing on cultural teachings by being out on the land with youth. Especially for people who had health issues, like Elders and knowledge keepers were more prone to having underlying health issues. They didn’t want to be out breathing in the smoky air, they probably couldn’t be out walking in the smoky air for long periods of time. That was really hard for people.”

– GEORGINA PRESTON, FORMERLY WITH STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM FIRST NATION

Even for community members who were able to get out hunting the following year (in 2018), the fires continued to impact their food supply. Melanie Minnabarriet (Assistant Natural Resource Manager, Bonaparte First Nation) told us:

“I know people who hunted the following year, one of my cousins got a deer and its lungs were completely black. Really unhealthy wildlife. So that affects your harvest, and your year of meat.”

Many people also spoke about the psychological impacts of experiencing this wildfire season – as one District staff said: “when there’s a fire of this magnitude... it’s traumatic, peoples’ lives are impacted, their psyches are impacted”. For people like Bert William, who stayed home while people around were evacuating, the impacts of the fire – from thick smoke to the feeling of being abandoned by authorities – were compounded by recent health issues:

“My condition was – you know, I was having all kinds of problems with it. Trying to deal with the stroke thing and I was dealing with this at the same time. It really just about broke you sometimes. Sometimes you just feel so alone and so lost.”

– BERT WILLIAM, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION
Jenny Allen (Bonaparte First Nation) fought back tears as she described the very personal and lasting impacts of the fire for her and her family—impacts that are obscured through statistics such as ‘structures lost’:

“I was personally affected by the 2017 Elephant Hill wildfire because my great grandparents’ house was the only one that burnt down. And my mother had to be rescued by High Bar First Nations band members – she was left there as the fire was ripping through. She can’t drive so yes, she is lucky to be alive. And then of course they closed the highways down and wouldn’t let my sister through to rescue my mom... my mother she is completely traumatized from this, every time she smells smoke, or she sees fires...So as you can tell it’s a pretty traumatizing experience.”

Other Secwépemc field staff we spoke to described the impacts of having to work in the fire area, constantly surrounded by blackened, dead trees, in the months and years following. Bert William spoke of the powerful and spiritual feeling being amongst the tall, quiet forests around their reserve at Loon Lake, and the devastation at seeing it now all burnt and logged. This feeling was echoed by Stewart Fletcher (High Bar First Nation):

“Once I got to go out and see some of the area that was burned it was – you know psychologically it was kind of hard to work in the fire, because it was so devastating in a lot of the areas...yeah, I’d say that was a big effect, just the devastation, you know it’s going to be a long time before it comes back to what it was.”

For community members such as Don Ignace (Skeetchestn Natural Resources), these multiple and long-term impacts are just one more reason to push for Secwépemc-led restoration and stewardship of their territories:

“I think that we’re still trying to realize those impacts, as time goes on... we are still out hunting, our natural resource department now goes out and gets medicines...I mean those kinds of things people have to travel further for, or different areas that they don’t know of for medicines and food and things like that. We’re still realizing the impacts of it, even today. So, you know the impacts were large, and that’s why it’s so important to protect what else we’ve got left here.”

SECWÉPEMC CONCERNS AND PRIORITIES FOR LAND-BASED RECOVERY

As the fires were finally declared out in the fall of 2017, the provincial government and Secwépemc communities faced an even greater challenge of how to move forward with both community and land-based recovery. As one District staff put it, “going through the fire was actually the simple part of this whole journey...the hard part started after the smoke settled”.

For communities who had been evacuated, the first priority was getting their community members back safely and supporting their community’s recovery:

“Well, we were pretty exhausted, right afterwards. Our emergency operations centre was trying to figure out how are we going to re-enter our community and make sure everything was fine. Our re-entry plan, things like that.”

– DON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

At the same time, both provincial government and community staff were raising concerns about the potential post-wildfire impacts to an already sensitive and vulnerable landscape. One Secwépemc staff at the time heard many of these concerns from community members:

“The biggest things I remember hearing initially were loss of hunting opportunities, food sources...and impacts to water, like water quality and water quantity, flooding, landslides, all of those issues were the key problems. And to try to stop further impact to that. There was [also] a lot of concern about how salvage harvesting would worsen or impact those, or how hunting pressure could worsen impacts to wildlife, and how ATVs could worsen on the ground recovery.”

Jenny Allen (Bonaparte First Nation) also highlighted the safety concerns of leaving fireguards open for recreational use:

“When you’re putting in those fireguards you’re going to have people that are using them, but they are not roads they are fireguards, they are unsafe, so your safety [concerns for] the community even goes up further.”
4 KEY FINDINGS

4.1 Secwépemc health, wealth and wellbeing are dependent upon the land.

4.2 The Elephant Hill wildfire caused deep and lasting impacts to Secwépemc territories and communities’ cultures, economies and ways of life that are not adequately captured in reporting or recognized by governments.

4.3 The back-to-back 2017 and 2018 wildfire seasons negatively impacted Secwépemc peoples’ abilities to get out on the land. This limited access to traditional foods and medicines, as well as abilities to practice and pass on cultural traditions, that are vital for sustaining community health and wellbeing.

4.4 Initial Secwépemc priorities for land-based recovery included protecting and restoring fish and wildlife habitats and populations; mitigating hazards such as flooding and landslides; managing recreational and hunting access; and reducing the impacts of post-fire salvage. Above all, the priority was ensuring Secwépemc leadership in decisions that would affect their territories, as well as supporting community economic recovery through involvement in recovery activities.

Another immediate priority was mitigating the risk of erosion, flooding and landslides that was exacerbated by the land being "scarified from fire" and the disturbance caused by hundreds of kilometers of fireguard:

"Every month this ground is opened up, there's a chance of a slide, and somebody being killed, and all those dangers and risks."

– ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS

Looking forward, community staff – in particular Registered Professional Foresters (RPFs) and those who had witnessed first-hand the impacts of the mountain pine beetle salvage – began to anticipate the forthcoming push from the forest industry and provincial government to ‘salvage harvest' burnt forests. While Secwépemc communities varied in terms of their approach to, or desired involvement in, salvage operations, a shared priority was being involved in both decision-making and economic benefits, and being able to shape the future reforestation:

“We didn’t want to see the whole mountain logged bare and didn’t want to see it all planted down to a pine plantation which is probably what the general course of action would be...Because in our mind, what they’ve done to this territory over the years is they’ve taken it from a natural forest and turned it into a big pine plantation, that’s what they were in the process of doing. It’s not necessarily to the benefit of Skeetchestn, it’s to the benefit of the logging companies. We didn’t want to see that happen again."

– MIKE ANDERSON, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

These concerns – about being excluded from decision-making, and about government and industry leading business-as-usual approach to post-fire salvage – provided the catalyst for Secwépemc communities to advocate for a new approach to wildfire recovery.
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I saw an opportunity for us to come together. We just knew that this was a vulnerable ecosystem. And so...we just decided. We just decided that there was a greater thing that needed to happen here.

- FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION
CHAPTER 5

‘We knew we had to work together’: Catalyzing a new approach

DRIVERS OF COLLABORATION

Mega-fires transcend boundaries, territories and disciplines

Within the provincial government there was also a recognition that addressing the wide-ranging impacts of this fire required drawing on multiple areas of expertise and bringing together industry and different levels of government (including First Nations):

“I think FLNRORD, our management, licensees and First Nations were aware that it’s time and there was just a need that there had to be this collaborative approach. It was a big event affecting livelihoods, forests, a lot of different things. And it was also realized early on that it was a multi-disciplinary approach that was needed from geomorphologists, hydrologists, to reforestation folks, even bug people like me.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

With evacuees dispersed across the province and smoke descending south to Vancouver, the ‘mega-fires’ of 2017 challenged the idea that forests and wildfires can be controlled within arbitrary and overlapping provincial jurisdictions.

At 192,000 ha, the Elephant Hill wildfire burned across multiple boundaries and territories: two Fire Centres and two Regional Districts; two FLNRORD Natural Resource Regions and Districts; and the territories of multiple Indigenous communities and Nations.

While many people spoke of the incredible challenge of managing and rehabilitating a fire of this scale, others looked on it as an opportunity to pursue a different approach to land-based recovery:

“There was an opportunity, given that something rather significant had happened over the territories of a number of Nations...to really do things differently than what we’ve done in the past.”

- DOUG LEWIS, STEWARDSHIP EVALUATION FORESTER, FLNRORD – RESOURCE PLANNING & ASSESSMENT BRANCH

“It led to some of the interesting discussions and challenges we had because of the crossed borders, from a government perspective. And then obviously the crossed borders of traditional areas of First Nations as well. That was one of the exciting opportunities with this...it was one of the first of its kind approaches taken to this, where we just stepped back and said, there’s 150,000 hectares damaged here, and it’s everything from wildlife to plants to water quality to fisheries to everything, not just trees. How can we do things differently?”

- ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS

Another provincial government employee we spoke to mentioned a “level of frustration within government around our ability to direct what happens on the landscape” (specifically in terms of forestry and salvage processes that often follow large-scale wildfires and other disturbances such as beetle outbreaks) and recognized the need to “do something a little different” to avoid these errors of the past.

The Elephant Hill wildfire also cut across the territories of eight Secwépemc communities. However, the vast majority of the fire was centred in Bonaparte’s traditional territory. Together with Kukpi7 Ron Ignace, Kukpi7 Ryan Day reached out to neighbouring Secwépemc communities, whose territories – to varying degrees – had all been directly impacted by this fire. Ron Ignace described this process of bringing the different communities together, saying:
“We had meetings to look at how we could deal with the Elephant Hill wildfire. We started meeting and calling in the communities from Skeetchestn, Bonaparte, High Bar, Clinton and Dog Creek and Pavilion. And at first everybody was talking about ‘well, we need this job, or we’ll do this ourselves, this community, we’ll do this in this area’. And I said: ‘well, wouldn’t it be better if we worked together?’"

For Ryan Day, this was a critical opportunity: to set aside the boundaries and barriers imposed on Indigenous Nations through colonization and work together to lead the recovery and restoration of their territories:

“The biggest problem in Indian country is coordination. We could have more clout in what we’re doing but there’s always a coordination problem. And that’s a result of the Indian Act and colonization...The way our land was split up, the way the election cycles are, how it defines what your citizenship is, our communities deal with a lot of different problems. So you have to come together, one way or another. And because the fire was so catastrophic, I saw an opportunity for us to come together and work together. And what we were able to do was kind of set aside any boundaries or whatever else, we just knew that this was a vulnerable ecosystem. So we need to work together regardless. And so, we just kind of pausing we just decided. We just decided that there was a greater thing that needed to happen here.”

For many Secwépemc community members and staff we spoke to, coming together was about more than capturing the opportunity presented by the fire and the shifting political pendulum at both a federal and provincial level; it was a necessity to have their voices heard:

“We knew we had to work together, to get anything done. And to even be dealt with, I think seriously. I know with the feds pushing for the Truth and Reconciliation thing it really pushed the province to deal with us, I think that was really helpful.”

- STEWART FLETCHER, HIGH BAR FIRST NATION

UNDRIP, reconciliation and political change

While the scope and scale of Elephant Hill itself was driving new forms of collaboration within and between governments and communities, the 2017 wildfire season also came at a time when broader political changes and issues were converging to drive a new approach to working with Indigenous peoples.

In 2016, the federal Liberal government officially removed its objector status to the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), almost a decade after it was formally adopted by the UN General Assembly in 2007. This announcement to adopt and implement UNDRIP followed the 2015 release of the final report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, which identifies UNDRIP as the framework for reconciliation across all levels and sectors of Canadian society. Then in May 2017 BC held a provincial election, and in July 2017, as the Elephant Hill wildfire was burning, the BC New Democratic Party formed government (ending 16 years of BC Liberal leadership) and committed to implementing UNDRIP.

Numerous provincial staff highlighted this change in government, and the new mandate of implementing UNDRIP and advancing reconciliation with Indigenous peoples, as a key driver for collaborating with Secwépemc communities on wildfire recovery:

“What drove it? I mean the biggest thing I would say was that there was an acceptance of the UN Declaration of Rights within government that suggested that we would do things differently.”

- DOUG LEWIS, FLNRORD – RESOURCE PLANNING & ASSESSMENT BRANCH

While Secwépemc leaders recognized the opportunity presented by these political shifts and record-breaking fires, there was a strong sense of frustration that change was only possible in the wake of disaster.

---

9 Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. 2015. What we have learned: principles of truth and reconciliation.
In 2016, the Government of Canada endorsed the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) and committed to its full and effective implementation.


UNDRIP recognizes the urgent need to respect and promote the rights of Indigenous peoples, including rights to self-determination and to determine and develop priorities and strategies for the use of their lands or territories. This inherently includes priorities and strategies for land-based recovery and restoration.

Land-based recovery is interconnected with the protection and revitalization of Indigenous cultures, economies and territories. Implementation of UNDRIP requires upholding Indigenous rights and decision-making authorities in this context, as supported by the following Articles:

Article 3
Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

Article 11
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to practise and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs. This includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of their cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and performing arts and literature.

Article 18
Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making in matters which would affect their rights, through representatives chosen by themselves in accordance with their own procedures, as well as to maintain and develop their own indigenous decision-making institutions.

Article 20
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their political, economic and social systems or institutions, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other economic activities.
2. Indigenous peoples deprived of their means of subsistence and development are entitled to just and fair redress.

Article 24
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to their traditional medicines and to maintain their health practices, including the conservation of their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals.

Article 25
Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and coastal seas and other resources and to uphold their responsibilities to future generations in this regard.

Article 26
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired.
2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.
3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned.

Article 29
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the conservation and protection of the environment and the productive capacity of their lands or territories and resources. States shall establish and implement assistance programmes for indigenous peoples for such conservation and protection, without discrimination.

Article 32
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for the development or use of their lands or territories and other resources.
Greg Crookes, former Natural Resource Manager at Bonaparte First Nation, highlighted the fact that:

“It had to take tragedy essentially for the government and communities to all come together. And it shouldn’t have had to be like that right. The government should have been taking more notice of the First Nations, First Nations should have had a bit better say, the government should have been giving First Nations a bit more money to help come to them to co-manage.”

Reflecting on what it took to establish what would eventually become the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council (see Chapter 6), there was a sense of resignation in former Kukpi7 Ryan Day's voice when he acknowledged that:

“You know, so much had to happen in order to set that table up. There had to be a catastrophic fire, there had to be a change in government, people had to be fed up with Christy Clark’s [BC Liberal] government, and all the lobbying to get UNDRIP recognized and then the mandate letters from [Premier John] Horgan. All this stuff had to happen in order to get a table created in a compromised position.”

Advocating for Secwépemc leadership in wildfire recovery and restoration

Within the window of opportunity for change created by a record-breaking wildfire season and the changing social and political landscape in BC and Canada more broadly, it was the strong leadership from within Secwépemc communities – in particular, of Kukpi7 Ryan Day and Kukpi7 Ron Ignace – that was the driving force behind collaborative wildfire recovery. This leadership was widely recognized by many people we spoke to; as Rob Schweitzer put it, the ‘exciting opportunity’ was largely due to “Chief Ron (Ignace) and Chief Ryan (Day), because of their clout, the level of respect that people had for them and their approach.”

On September 6 and 7, 2017, as the Elephant Hill wildfire was still burning and numerous communities were still under evacuation alerts, provincial and First Nations leaders descended on Vancouver to attend the fourth annual BC Cabinet and First Nations Leaders’ Gathering. Standing behind a podium marked with the words ‘Rights, Respect, Reconciliation’, newly elected Premier John Horgan delivered his opening remarks. After acknowledging the ‘profound impacts’ of the ‘worst fire season in BC’s history’, he highlighted his government’s direction to Ministers to ‘embrace and implement UNDRIP’ and recognize ‘without question’ the rights and title of Indigenous peoples in BC.

In the midst of these meetings, Ryan Day, Ron Ignace and other Secwépemc leaders hand delivered a letter to the Premier (included in Appendix 2). In this letter, signed by the elected Kukukpi7 (Chiefs) of eleven Secwépemc First Nations10 of the Secwépemc Nation, Ryan Day wrote of the devastation this fire had caused to Indigenous lands, communities and economies. Together, the Secwépemc Chiefs called on the provincial government to action its commitment to reconciliation by “not mak[ing] any decisions on this land; forest, range, water or wildlife; without engaging with us...as the true caretakers of it – yucminmenkucw”, and by “supporting the Secwépemc Peoples’ leadership in the regeneration of the ecosystem affected by the Elephant Hill wildfire in the months, years and decades to come”. As Ryan Day would later say, “reconciliation means First Nations people doing the work to recover the land” and this letter – and the response that followed – laid the groundwork for the work that was to follow.

Rachael Pollard, who at that time was the District Manager of the Thompson Rivers Natural Resource District (DTR), remembers “THE letter” well. She was already in contact Kukpi7 Day, having started to build a relationship over the course of the fire, and recalls speaking with him about this letter. In tracing what came next, Rachael said:

10 Bonaparte, Skeetchestn, High Bar, Whispering Pines/Clinton, Esketemc, Simpcw, Neskonlith, Adams Lake, Splatsin, Shuswap and Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc
“So what happens in government is when some official correspondence comes in, it goes into the central correspondence system and then it gets delegated to someone who is involved with the work to draft a response. So the letter came to me. We didn’t know how government wanted to proceed or how best to respond. Finally, I drafted the reply we hoped government would make – committing to the collaborative work and then waited to see if this approach was endorsed. And it was! The response was sent shortly after by the Minister and that gave us our mandate to really dive into the work.”

As was Ryan Day’s hope and intention in drafting this letter, it – and the formal response that followed (Appendix 3) – provided a strong direction to the Ministry’s regions, Districts and agencies like BCWS to collaborate with Secwépemc communities on wildfire recovery. Rob Schweitzer (BCWS) told us how this letter established the support and expectation for BCWS’ involvement in the joint recovery process that followed:

“IT really got precipitated by Chief Day’s letter to Premier Horgan saying, in a very respectful way but in a very well written way, that we expect more. Our livelihood and our traditional use of the area’s considerably impacted. They very clearly linked it back to, in their words, the mismanagement of the natural resource leading up to that point. It was less about the fire than the mismanagement of that land. And that was kind of the precipice for the land managers in this Ministry to say, ‘we’re being asked and being supported by broader government to take a different approach’.”

However, the process of ‘working together’ had actually begun before THE letter was delivered to the Premier and well before the response from the Minister was penned. Rachael Pollard, who in her role as District Manager (DTR) had existing relationships with Secwépemc community staff such as Mike Anderson, recalled one particular meeting held late in that summer of 2017:
“Mike [Anderson] and I were out for coffee... and it was like ‘god what are we going to do? This is really big’. So he said: ‘well you just gotta pull people together’, so I said: ‘okay well let’s just pull people together’...So me and Chief Ron and Chief Day and Rob Schweitzer went on a helicopter flight and we flew over the fire and looked at the whole thing, and I think it was quite emotional actually. Because when you’re up there you see the vastness. And really for Bonaparte, I would say that Bonaparte was the most deeply impacted community just right in the heart of their territory, the biggest percentage of their territory burned. And so we came back, the flight was over we went and sat at a picnic table and shared a lunch of BC Wildfire camp food, and said: ‘okay, well I guess we’ll just do this together then. We don’t really know what it’s going to look like, but let’s just find a way to do it together.’ And we all agreed to that.”

This helicopter ride was described to us, on multiple occasions, as the start of the Elephant Hill Joint Leadership Council (Chapter 6): the moment when then Kukpi7 Ron Ignace highlighted the importance of ‘walking on two legs’, drawing on both Indigenous knowledge and western science. For Rachael Pollard, this informal agreement to work together as two levels of government (provincial and First Nations) was key. But as she went on to say:

“Ultimately, when questioned about why we were doing this, it helped to remind people there was a letter from the Premier... And again, while that wasn’t our reason for starting – because we wanted to do it anyhow – it gave us something to tell people when they said ‘why the heck are you doing this?’ The response then gave us something to hold onto, that we at the provincial level were doing the right thing.”

COMING TOGETHER: EARLY EXPERIENCES AND CHALLENGES

On October 13, 2017, less than one month after the final Evacuation Alert was rescinded and two weeks before Minister Doug Donaldson issued a formal response to the letter from Secwépemc Kukukpi7, leadership and senior staff from Secwépemc communities, FLNRORD and BCWS came together at Skeetchestn to identify wildfire recovery funds and resources to support First Nation led recovery. This meeting marked the first step in the process of bringing communities and governments together, and of beginning to navigate the challenges of building trust, understanding roles and responsibilities, and coming to a collective vision of joint leadership in wildfire recovery.

Attending this first meeting were Kukpi7 Ryan Day (Bonaparte), Kukpi7 Ron Ignace (Skeetchestn) and Kukpi7 Steve Treisera (Whispering Pines/Clinton), supported by Councilors and senior natural resources staff such as then-Councilor (now Kukpi7) Darrel Draney (Skeetchestn), Chelsea Enslow (Bonaparte) and Mike Anderson (Skeetchestn). From the province: District Managers Rachael Pollard (Thompson Rivers) and Pat Byrne (100 Mile House), as well as Ted Zimmerman (Director of Resource Management, Thompson Okanagan Region) and Cliff Chapman, who was then serving as the Deputy Director of the BCWS Kamloops Fire Centre.

Recalling this first meeting, one provincial government manager told us:

“The initial meeting was set up, I remember that one pretty vividly actually...It was the first conversation and yeah, we took it on the chin pretty hard. They had a lot of critical feedback, for government. And basically [they] told us they were done letting us figure out how to properly manage their resources. And that they were going to step in and take over and do it differently.”

While acknowledging the challenging nature of these initial conversations, one community’s natural resource manager felt that allowing this space for Secwépemc leaders and community members to express the anger and emotions that they were still experiencing was a critical first step in laying the foundation for joint recovery:
“A lot of the Chiefs had a LOT of frustrations with the province. And there were some people who worked for the province who weren’t super excited to hear that, which is fair. But for the most part, they just kind of were like, ‘yeah, okay. I get that. I see your experience and I hear that’, and I think even if it’s not something that you necessarily agree with, sometimes people need to just have their voice heard. And you don’t have to say like, ‘yes I agree with that, 100% with what you’re saying’. But from both the side of the communities and from one community to each other, to say ‘yeah, okay, I hear you. You needed to say that. And maybe it’s on topic maybe it isn’t, but clearly just to get to the point where we can work together you had to say that to me, and that’s okay’. So there was a lot of that at the beginning.”

However, in their opening remarks of that first October meeting Kukpi7 Ron Ignace and Kukpi7 Ryan Day went beyond this immediate hurt and the impacts of the fire to speak to their vision for advancing Secwépemc rights, title and government-to-government relationships; the foundation, as they saw it, for wildfire recovery and stewardship in their territories. Kukpi7 Ron highlighted the Sir Wilfred Laurier Memorial (a document presented to Prime Minister Sir Wilfrid Laurier by a delegation of Chiefs from the Secwépemc, Nlaka’pamux and Sylix Nations in 191011) as a foundation for how to “move forward and build our relationship on more amiable grounds and the generosity of our ancestors”.

Both Kukpi7 Ron and Kukpi7 Ryan spoke to the ongoing impacts of colonialism on Secwépemc governance institutions and social structures, and the necessary challenge of rebuilding the Secwépemc Nation based on Secwépemc laws, language and ways of understanding. In the words of Kukpi7 Ryan: “We are at a place where we have to start dreaming of a different future beyond the models we have grown up with. Not just sharing resources 50/50 but world views and creating a new reality.”

Yet soon after these opening remarks, the conversations shifted to the ‘nuts and bolts’ of recovery. One of the first questions raised related to the various mandates and responsibilities for wildfire recovery (described further in Chapter 6 below).

Amidst these discussions, this meeting and those that soon followed were characterized by a broad lack of trust – in each other, and in the process overall:

“At the leadership table, at first I think that there were the usual comments about opportunities, rights and title, economy and multiple values…the usual statements when voices need to be heard. But as the discussion wore on we decided to focus on the land together, so we’re here, and that perspective allowed us to pivot towards a common goal. And we’re going to have a nice lunch [laughs] which traditionally allows us to ingest shared information. So, we were definitely not in that ethical space at first but that common goal allowed us to work toward that.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

“I guess when I got involved, there was a lot of skepticism of okay, are we actually here to make decisions or are we being sat in a room and shown what’s going to happen and we’re expected to leave quietly after that?”

– DAVE HORNE, FORMER REHABILITATION SUPERVISOR, BCWS

Bert William (Bonaparte First Nation) recalled attending one of the first meetings and the drive to ensure his community was involved from the start; and, at the same time, a feeling of having to really push down doors with the provincial government for this to happen:

---
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THE MEMORIAL TO SIR WILFRED LAURIER

From the Chiefs of the Shuswap, Okanagan and Couteau Tribes of British Columbia

In the summer of 1910, Prime Minister Sir Wilfred Laurier set out across the country on a “non-political” pre-election campaign tour. On August 25th he stopped in Kamloops where he was met by a delegation of Chiefs from the Secwépemc, Nlaka’pamux and Syilx Nations, who greeted their guest with an unequivocal message...The Interior Chiefs asserted the persistence of their Aboriginal Nations’ title and sovereignty over their respective territories, vowing that they would continue to struggle for a just and reciprocal relationship with the government until it was achieved.

The Memorial is a historical document that demonstrates the involvement of the Interior Nations in pressing for title, rights, and sovereignty in the early twentieth century. It is also a historical narrative in itself, which tells the story of the previous hundred years of relations with European newcomers from the Aboriginal point of view. The Memorial charts the first contact with fur traders (seme7úw’i or “real whites”) and the ensuing fur trade period, throughout which Aboriginal people maintained control of their land and resources. It then documents the arrival of miners, the laying out of large reserves, and the continual curtailment of Aboriginal rights as more and more settlers poured into the land.

It also reflects Interior Aboriginal Peoples’ continued and consistent traditional concepts around being the hosts in their lands, and the reciprocity that the host-guest relationship entails. It underscores the Aboriginal concepts of land ownership and tenure, Aboriginal political authority, and sovereign relations with the Crown and government.

“When they first came among us, there were only Indians here. They found the people of each tribe supreme in their own territory and having tribal boundaries known and recognized by all. The country of each tribe was just the same as a very large farm or ranch (belonging to all the people of the tribe) from which they gathered their food and clothing, etc., fish which they got in plenty for food, grass and vegetation on which their horses grazed, and the game lived, and much of which furnished materials for manufactures, etc., stone which furnished pipes, utensils, and tools, etc., trees which furnished firewood, materials for houses and utensils, plants, roots, seeds, nuts and berries which grew abundantly and were gathered in their season just the same as the crops on a ranch, and used for food; minerals, shells, etc., which were used for ornament and for plants, etc., water which was free to all. Thus, fire, water, food, clothing and all the necessaries of life were obtained in abundance from the lands of each tribe, and all the people had equal rights of access to everything they required. You will see the ranch of each tribe was the same as its life, and without it, the people could not have lived...

With us when a person enters our house he becomes our guest, and we must treat him hospitably as long as he shows no hostile intentions. At the same time we expect him to return to us equal treatment for what he receives. Some of our Chiefs said, “These people [white settlers] wish to be partners with us in our country. We must, therefore, be the same as brothers to them, and live as one family. We will share equally in everything half and half in land, water and timber, etc. What is ours will be theirs, and what is theirs will be ours. We will help each other to be great and good.”

“It wasn’t without a great deal of effort from our part. Going to the door, knocking on the door all the time saying: ‘wait a minute guys, how come we’re not there?’… It was so new to the government and everybody. They didn’t know how it was going to look, who was going to do what. But we knew at the start that we had to be involved. Our territory, our land. But I think they (the provincial government) were so scared at the start to lose control, to give up control…[it’s like] they’re behind their door locked in there, and like ‘oooh I don’t know, I take care of that! That’s my thing’…each department trying to take control of it all…And in the end, it was sort of opening doors and everybody had to meet together… this thing was beyond them, it was beyond everybody.”

As these meetings continued throughout the fall and into the winter of 2017/2018, more Secwépemc communities and their leadership were brought in. Once again, Kukpi7 Ryan Day played a key role in bringing neighbouring communities together and ensuring Bonaparte’s active involvement and leadership throughout:

“Our community Bonaparte is always really fighting for the land. Segments within our band. So, it was a no-brainer for me to spend that much time dealing with that. And we knew that we would have more clout if we were all together. So it was important to do that, and that’s why I invested time in it. But also we felt that we were most affected by the fire, because it was mostly in the Bonaparte watershed.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

For Angie Kane, then at High Bar First Nation, it was important to support High Bar’s Kukpi7 Larry Fletcher at these meetings to ensure their community’s voice was heard:

“When Chief Larry Fletcher was asked to attend the meeting with the province and BC Wildfire and the other First Nation communities, we definitely jumped on board and were there…I guess the biggest thing for us was making sure that High Bar’s needs and concerns were addressed. I had some meetings with some of the community members and their biggest concern was the impact of the fire on the salmon habitat and the wildlife… I wanted High Bar to be able to be represented and that their voice be heard, and that their concerns be brought to that table.”

This view was echoed by Stewart Fletcher, who became involved through his role as High Bar’s manager of archaeology and cultural and traditional heritage:

“We wanted things to be different, because like I said in the past we were totally ignored. And really had no say in it, and we still see the devastation out there not only from the fire, but from them fighting the fire. And we didn’t want that to happen again, we just tried to push for an actual recovery plan and to be involved in creating that recovery plan. It’s just all to make things better.”
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5 KEY FINDINGS

5.1 The scope and scale of the Elephant Hill wildfire – crossing multiple provincial jurisdictions and Indigenous territorial boundaries – combined with broader political changes and commitments to reconciliation created a window of opportunity for a new approach to recovery between the Province of BC and First Nations.

5.2 There is persistent frustration amongst Secwépemc communities that change could only occur following such widespread devastation.

5.3 Secwépemc Kukukpi7 (Chiefs) strongly advocated for Secwépemc leadership in recovering and restoring their territories in the months years and decades to come. A letter delivered to Premier John Horgan, and the subsequent response from the Minister of FLNRORD, provided support for this collaborative approach.

5.4 Allowing time and space for Indigenous leadership and community members to share their experiences and frustrations of wildfire response, and to acknowledge the significant impacts on communities, was a critical early step in establishing trust and openness to collaboration.
CHAPTER 6
‘Trying to put it back better’: Negotiating the scope and process for joint wildfire recovery

OVERVIEW
On the morning of February 5, 2018, after months of coming together to share concerns and priorities for collaborating on wildfire recovery, Secwépemc leadership and both Secwépemc and provincial government senior staff met to discuss the governance of the emerging government-to-government recovery process.

The minutes of that February meeting highlight key words raised by participants (who included elected Chiefs and Councilors from Secwépemc First Nations including Bonaparte, Canim Lake and Skeetchestn), such as ‘joint’, ‘visioning’, ‘operational’ and ‘leadership’. At this meeting, leadership also proposed creating a Secwépemc Nation-wide political table (e.g., with BC Ministers and Secwépemc Chiefs) to help advance higher level discussions and decisions (however, this was never fully realized, see Chapter 10). This meeting marked the formal establishment of the ‘Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council’ (JLC).

Only three weeks earlier, provincial government and Secwépemc natural resources, stewardship and other technical staff came together for the first time as a ‘technical committee’, driven by the pressing need to develop guidance for timber salvaging across the fire. This was the first meeting of what would later be formalized as the ‘Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Technical Committee’ (JTC).

This Chapter describes the iterative and emergent process that arose from the early meetings of Secwépemc and provincial leadership, from negotiating the scope of ‘wildfire recovery’ to formalizing governance structures and processes that would guide the on-ground recovery.

NEGOTIATING THE SCOPE AND PRIORITIES FOR ‘RECOVERY’

Even at the first meeting in October 2017 the tensions between the broader goals of advancing Secwépemc rights and co-management of their territory on the one hand, and addressing the ‘acute needs’ of land-based recovery on the other, were becoming apparent.

In their letter to Premier Horgan, Secwépemc Chiefs called for “the time of marginalizing Indigenous peoples in forest management [to] come to an end” and for the provincial government to enact legislative and policy change to enable true implementation of UNDRIP through a “new relationship with the Secwépemc” that respects Secwépemc knowledge, experiences and rights to land. As such, for Secwépemc leadership at the table, this letter and their participation in wildfire recovery were about more than just the rehabilitation of a fire-affected landscape; it was about “Secwépemc title…the fire is only a small subset of this issue”. As then-Kukpi7 Steve Treisera (Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band) highlighted at that first meeting, “we have a natural disaster that has hurt the land badly…[but] we can’t forget the path we are on, government-to-government, Nation-to-Nation…we know the direction we want to go, 50/50 [co-management]”.

At the same time, Kukpi7 Ron Ignace and Kukpi7 Ryan Day recognized the need to get to the ‘nuts and bolts’ of wildfire recovery. This included minimizing impacts to ‘green timber’ and conducting archaeological surveys of fireguards before any rehabilitation. Below, we describe some of the key discussions that followed, and the process of coming to shared priorities for the recovery and rehabilitation of Elephant Hill.
Determining (limits to) mandate and authority

While BCWS is mandated to oversee wildfire management through various wildfire prevention, mitigation and suppression strategies on both Crown and private lands (outside of organized areas such as municipalities), and is the lead agency for wildfire response, the governance of wildfire recovery is far more complex. Understanding the decision-making authorities of the different provincial jurisdictions and representatives at the JLC was therefore one of the first major challenges faced.

Despite initial discussions as to whether there was a need to bring representatives from the Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation (MIRR) to the table, given the issues of Aboriginal rights and title being raised, the provincial government’s involvement at both a leadership and technical level primarily remained through the FLNRORD Regions and Districts. This was due to the fact that decisions regarding many activities that traditionally come under the umbrella of ‘wildfire recovery’, such as salvaging burnt timber or managing impacts to wildlife, come under these jurisdictions. In the first leadership meeting in October 2017, Rachael Pollard (FLNRORD – DTR) admitted that she didn’t “even know who is doing what yet…[it’s] just being sorted out now”.

From the perspective of BCWS, their role in wildfire recovery was largely defined by their provisions under the Wildfire Act to rehabilitate disturbances caused during fire suppression (such as the construction of fireguards), and to fund activities associated with this rehabilitation. For Rob Schweitzer (BCWS), this was both a fortunate and challenging position to be in:

“I was the one that was lucky enough to essentially be holding the pot of money…[but] it’s tricky from where I sit because I don’t approve the activities on the land base, or the prescriptions. I fund them. So in the role that I was in on that table from an authority perspective, it was more of a sit back, listen, and make sure that I could fund what we were talking about. Or, say ‘no I can’t and we’re going to have to go to broader government or another funding source.”

However, he later acknowledged that BC’s adoption in 2018 of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction\footnote{Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030} created a greater flexibility around what BCWS could fund in terms of rehabilitation and recovery. This framework highlights disaster recovery as a critical opportunity to ‘build back better’ by revitalizing community livelihoods and economies in a way that addresses disaster risk reduction and builds both environmental and social resilience.

Rob Schweitzer also described these early processes of understanding roles and building relationships as “a lot of push and pull…[and] understanding who had what type of authority for who they were representing in that room”. These ‘push-pull’ discussions were driven by a desire from Secwépemc leadership to know “when to kick things upstairs” and to ensure the decision-makers for both First Nations and the provincial government were at the table.

In the October 2017 meeting Pat Byrne (DMH) sought to clarify the role and decision-making authority of District Managers, explaining that “we are statutory decision-makers, but our authority only goes so far – to localized and operational decisions, programmatic decisions”. In the context of wildfire recovery, this authority includes issuing cutting permits (e.g., for salvage harvesting) and managing forest licenses within the respective Timber Supply Areas (TSAs); range management; and implementing area restrictions under the Forest & Range Practices Act.

In describing the limits to District Managers’ authority, Pat Byrne further cautioned against mixing the Elephant Hill discussions with other high-level government-to-government processes and instead keeping a tight focus on recovering the wildfire impacted land base. These other processes include modern treaty negotiations between the Northern Secwépemc te Qelmucw (Northern Shuswap Tribal Council, comprising four northern Secwépemc communities including Canim Lake Indian Band and Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation that are both involved in Elephant Hill) and the Province of BC; and the Letter of Commitment between the Province of BC and seven Secwépemc community signatories (including Skeetchestn and Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc)
of the Qwelmínte Secwépemc\(^\text{13}\) (QS) government-to-government table that is working to advance reconciliation and Secwépemc capacity and roles in land management and economic development.

However, others highlighted the role of District Managers and Directors of Resource Management as “one of influence”, that is, influencing Ministers’ decision-making:

“We were being told by First Nations, ‘cows are a problem, we don’t want cows on our traditional territory’. And you know I was pretty frank at those meetings, I wasn’t sugar coating anything, I wasn’t trying to piss anybody off, but I was trying to be very frank about the fact that I don’t have the mandate to take all the cows off your land base. Government has obligations with tenure holders. Longstanding obligations. And we can’t just rip that out of their hands because you don’t like cows on the land base. And that’s a much higher-level conversation you’re going to want to have with the Minister. He’s the one that’s going to own that decision, if that happens. We can’t solve those kinds of problems at this table. We have to live with what we have and figure out how we move forward in a better way. And if it’s how we manage cows differently, okay, that’s a problem we can solve. Those were tough conversations.”

- RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

As outlined in Chapter 7, concerns about cattle were partially addressed by ‘directed non-use’ of grazing tenures for a set period of time after the fire to allow the land to recover. However, these concerns – as well as frustrations at limits to the mandate or authority of government officials at the table – continued to be raised by communities and were never fully resolved over the years to come.

**Defining the meaning of ‘wildfire recovery’**

While the agreement between the provincial government and Secwépemc First Nations to work together on the wildfire recovery came early, the process of understanding and negotiating collective goals and an approach to ‘recovery’ continued long after that first October meeting. A key reason for this, as multiple people highlighted, was the fact that no one – either within the provincial government or Secwépemc communities – had ever been faced with the task of recovering from fire of this size, let alone working collaboratively within and between governments to do so. As one provincial government manager said:
“Initially it was what it was, it was organic. We didn’t have a template or a model to work from. Or at least we weren’t aware of one or we didn’t go look for one. We just kind of sat at the table and listened and tried to figure out how to make it work going forward.”

Another government staff described these first meetings as:

“…really exploratory. It was like ‘okay we received the letter saying that you want to be involved, tell us more. What does that mean to you? What do we do from here?’ I would call it a storming kind of a phase, when you come together and everybody’s trying to figure out ‘okay, what is it you’re looking for and what is it you can offer?’ And it was a hodgepodge of people, it was people at my level, people at my District Manager’s level, there were Chiefs at the table there were referrals staff and technical staff. We’re all kind of in one big room, just talking. Trying to figure out what’s the most important thing. Trying to figure out how we go forward and what forward is.”

- MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

This diverse group of people – from Secwépemc elected Chiefs to provincial government technical staff – held vastly different ideas as to what ‘wildfire recovery’ entailed. For some, ‘recovery’ was too broad a term; instead, they felt that they were actually focussed on ‘rehabilitating’ impacts to the land base caused by the fire and fire suppression activities:

“My definition is almost like the stabilization of the landscape...getting trees growing, getting soil stabilized, getting things stable again. There’s some initial things that you need to do, from the man-made disturbances such as the fireguards, you can deal with those. Get those rehabilitated right away. Anything to me that gets the natural processes stabilized and going again is wildfire recovery.”

- MARINA IRWIN, RESOURCE MANAGER, FLNRORD – DTR

“The wildfire recovery piece, I don’t like that aspect of the name... rehabilitation is very much land based, what did we disturb through fire suppression related activities? And recovery is so much bigger than that. Recovery is not even just about the land base. It’s about everything that had an impact, because of that massive wildfire. And I would say in this case we were pretty focussed on the land base.”

- ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS

BCWS staff explicitly acknowledged the fact that for them, ‘wildfire recovery’ was defined by BCWS’s obligations under the Wildfire Act and Wildfire Regulations, in particular those relating to stabilizing and re-vegetating disturbed soils and drainage patterns:

“From my role it meant environmental safety and rehabbing the guards and safety areas and things like that. The steering committee had a broader approach because they were, again we were talking about seed mixes to apply...[and] the wildlife aspects of it.”

- DAVE HORNE, BCWS

However, as Dave mentions above, other representatives at these recovery tables took a much broader view of ‘wildfire recovery’, encompassing restoration of ecological function and processes:

“In my mind I think of wildfire recovery in the sense of recovering the forest. A lot of times the other people that think about wildfire recovery are thinking about just rehabilitating the damage that was caused by the wildfire fighting. For me it’s a much bigger thing.”

- DAVID MAJCHER, FLNRORD – DMH

“Looking back on it now, what wildfire recovery means to me is any of the pieces of work that need to be done associated with restoring the ecosystem back to kind of pre-fire condition.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

Yet this emphasis on restoring to a ‘pre-fire’ condition was seen by some as ignoring the broader context and history of landscape degradation in which the fire occurred:

---

14 Wildfire Regulation. Section 17 Rehabilitation if government carries out fire control.
“Quite frankly even without the fires, we’ve got a recovery problem to begin with. A lot of our management just focuses on species recovery, landscape recovery, already. And so this just added an order of magnitude of concern onto that.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

Perhaps unsurprisingly, these diverse views on the meaning and scope of ‘wildfire recovery’ were strongly linked to peoples’ roles (e.g., as rehabilitation coordinator versus stewardship officer) and ‘expertise’; something acknowledged by a number of people we spoke to:

“It depends on the context of who you are talking to. [For the] Fire Centre, it might be until the fire is out, until the last smoke’s gone. A rancher he can look at recovery and say when I get grass back. When I can get my cows out. Because they were shut out of the fires for a few years. As a forester I look at when I see trees growing back and I feel the ground is stable. I think hydrologists and engineers have a totally different perspective of what recovery is. Wildlife people the same. So I think for me it’s a general reestablishment of the forest and its processes years after and there is different degrees of how you count that recovery.”

- JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEM’C XGAT’T’EM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“If you’re a biologist, then it’s about increasing habitat values for ungulates and small mammals and birds. If you’re a forester, and you want to develop a forest license for economic opportunities, you want to see some salvage and replanting operations, if you’re an archaeologist you want to see things protected so it depends on who you ask. So what that looks like, yeah it’s tricky. I think just rehabilitation, healing the land. But also seeing opportunities for communities to either protect the forest, and let it heal, or utilize the resources that are available.”

- TANNER LEOBURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

Wildfire recovery is about more than healing the land – it’s also about supporting community and economic recovery. This once again speaks to the connections and interdependence between Indigenous peoples, cultures, economies and their territories, and the distinction between physical rehabilitation and broader ecological, social and cultural recovery.

This broader view of recovery was formalized into government policy when, in October 2018, BC became the first Canadian province to adopt the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction and its principle of ‘building back better’. When asked to describe what ‘wildfire recovery’ meant to her, Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) indirectly touched on this concept. While acknowledging the impacts of this fire on Indigenous livelihoods and ways of life, she also recognized that wildfires such as Elephant Hill offer both the challenge and opportunity to advance a more sustainable approach.
Wildfire recovery means finding ways to substitute the opportunities that have been lost by the fire with more sustainable opportunities. Like logging, a community like Bonaparte lost vast amounts of income because of their reliance on forest industry because of the burn in their territory. So what do we do instead of that? How do we replace those opportunities? Also the opportunities for hunting and gathering in both the sense of as a traditional cultural practice that’s integral to communities’ cultural wellbeing, but also economic, right? If it takes now two tanks of gas to go somewhere to get your meat, how do we subsidize that? How do we support that? Or how do we offer an alternative way for people to make a living if the landscape is burned? And then presumably more opportunities that are a little bit harder to put your finger on based on landscape degradation. The inability of some of these forests to regenerate given climate change. The fire wiped out some of those opportunities that we didn’t really question before.”

– JOANNE HAMMOND, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES
The challenge of reconciling these diverse perspectives and coming to a shared understanding of what ‘recovery’ entails would continue to shape communities’ and the provincial government’s priorities for the joint process that followed.

**Establishing priorities for recovery**

From the outset, both Secwépemc and provincial government representatives highlighted the overarching goal of ‘healing the land’ and taking a ‘stewardship lens’ to all aspects of wildfire recovery.

For Secwépemc leaders such as Kukpi7 Ron Ignace, ‘healing the land’ also meant capitalizing on the critical opportunity presented by such widespread and significant fire impacts to address priorities for their communities, such as reducing the impacts of cattle on sensitive habitats and waterways throughout their territory (on ‘Crown’ land); understanding the impacts to, and promoting better management of, ‘non-timber forest products’ such as food and medicine plants; protecting and restoring riparian areas; reducing hunting pressures and restoring ungulate populations; and revitalizing cultural practices such as burning. In the eyes of community representatives (as well as some in the provincial government), these issues were all part of the cumulative impacts to this landscape and formed the broader context for land-based recovery.

The fire touched on all of these issues and more, and the biggest challenge was knowing where to begin:

“**A fire of this magnitude gets put out in the fall, you’re up against winter, [so] what do we do with this disturbed soil all across the landscape? Hundreds of kilometers of fireguard trail? If you don’t do something with it, it’s going to be in the creek next spring. And you don’t want to take a road out and then next thing you put it back in to go get that pile of wood at the end. You don’t want to leave the pile of wood, ’cos that’s going to bring beetles. So it’s just trying to get your head around the enormity of all those things that have to be done... there’s a million different things, they all interact, and they all affect each other, and you’ve gotta figure out a place to start. And that can be such a daunting thing. So I think that it was just getting to that point where everybody was clear on what step one would be. This is a disaster, what do we do?”

MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

“**There is no right way of doing things and when catastrophic events like happen it takes everybody’s input in order to [address it], because where do you start? That’s the biggest thing, is where do you start? You’re in panic mode.”

– JENNY ALLEN, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

By January 2018, the list of topics for discussion at the JLC and to address at a technical level had grown to include principles for reforestation (e.g., species selection and approach to reforesting non-salvaged areas); protecting key fish spawning habitats; streambank stabilization and erosion control; ground truthing burn severity; managing motorized vehicle access on burned areas; building capacity of First Nations to conduct burns and respond to future wildfires; regulating the anticipated morel mushroom harvest in burned areas; a moratorium on land sales around Hihium Lake (due to the view firefighting resources are diverted to protect lakeside cabins and structures); and, again, managing the impacts of cattle.

However, the first leadership meeting identified ‘three takeaways’ or immediate priorities: to rehabilitate fireguards (and conduct the associated archaeology), repair damaged highway fences to contain cows and prevent vehicle accidents, and develop guidelines for timber salvage to minimize harvesting of unburnt green trees.
Addressing public safety issues was paramount, and one of the first tasks was repairing highway fences to keep cattle from roaming onto the highway:

“There were some things like the highway fencing, we had to have some pretty hard conversations because ultimately if someone dies, because we’re sitting around talking and can’t figure out how to build a fence that keeps the cows out of the highway, that’s on us.”

– RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

“There was a lot of discussion about erosion issues. There had been those really severe floods that year [in 2017] and the year before, so that was at the top of everybody’s minds, we just imagined that the next year would bring similar flooding, and that combined with the lack of forest cover was a real concern for everybody. So, getting out where possible and immediately starting to re-seed and identify places that were going to be issues for erosion control [was a priority].”

– JOANNE HAMMOND, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

As highlighted in Chapter 4, multiple Secwépemc representatives also expressed concern about the direct impacts of the fire on wildlife and the potential for increased hunting pressures (e.g., due to increased ATV access along fireguards) to exacerbate these impacts. Due to these concerns, rehabilitating fireguards and implementing measures to restrict access and manage hunting within the fire area was also a priority.

For other Secwépemc staff and community members we spoke to, being involved in the recovery efforts brought other tangible benefits in terms of providing economic opportunities such as being part of salvage operations, while simultaneously fast-tracking reforestation:

“Finding someone to take out some of the dead trees before they weren’t merchantable [was a priority]. Doing that was I think was a priority for the community, for not just economic gain but also restoration and thinking of danger trees and allowing for recovery to come back there. So I think that was a main priority for us.”

– GEORGINA PRESTON, FORMERLY WITH STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEN FIRST NATION

We knew at the start that we had to be involved. Our territory, our land

“Personally, our band is fairly economically driven, we’re so small we need opportunities when they come. We wanted to see as much salvage opportunity as possible...to have seen more economic benefit in the short term, while at the same time being involved in the long-term management of that ecosystem, it comes with oversight... Being so small, we needed the harvesting to happen up there.”

– TANNER LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

However, Secwépemc involvement in the recovery efforts was about something much bigger than this: it was about asserting their rights in and stewardship over their territories. As Bert William put it: “We knew at the start that we had to be involved. Our territory, our land”. And early on, a priority area for Secwépemc communities to be involved in was archaeology.

At the very first meeting in October 2017, Kukpi7 Ron Ignace raised “the need to talk about archaeology”; specifically, for First Nations to lead archaeological assessments across the fire before any further ground disturbance occurred. Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) spoke about the importance of taking:

“...that opportunity that was presented by the fireguards in particular, to survey them. Because obviously as soon as they started talking about rehab, it became clear they meant to go back out to these fireguards and use heavy machinery to close over these wounds in order to reduce access and erosion and those kinds of things. Then Mike [Anderson] immediately put up his hand for the opportunity to go and look at the ground before that happened.”

The approach to and challenges of conducting archaeological assessments across such a vast area are detailed further in Chapters 7 and 10 (respectively). These challenges, in particular the cost of conducting field reconnaissance and potential archaeological impact assessments across the hundreds of kilometers of fireguards and fences,
were recognized early. Such assessments are part of conducting due diligence to avoid damage or alteration to heritage objects (e.g., archaeological artifacts) that are protected under the *Heritage Conservation Act*. But for Secwépemc communities, the need to be involved in archaeology went beyond meeting these statutory requirements: it was about mitigating the kinds of serious impacts associated with damage to archaeological sites that Georgina Preston mentioned in Chapter 2, understanding their histories and connection to land and culture, and asserting sovereignty over cultural heritage and within their territories.

**Narrowing the scope: the ‘three great goals’**

Given these complex and divergent views of what ‘wildfire recovery’ should entail, a lack of established process as to how to approach recovery planning, and in the face of such a daunting task of recovering close to 200,000 hectares of burnt landscape, the leadership table soon agreed that there was a need to focus on addressing immediate concerns.

At first meeting in October 2017 Kukpi7 Ron Ignace acknowledged the need to step back momentarily from these larger issues and planning processes and, “in urgency”, come to agreement on how to “deal with those acute issues”. Others similarly described the “sense of urgency” dominating the initial meetings, which drove a reactionary approach where “you just picked one [task] and started working on it”. Despite a number of provincial staff raising concerns, in interviews, about the lack of longer-term planning (see Chapter 10), ‘wildfire recovery’ on Elephant Hill soon came to be defined by these immediate and tangible tasks of rehabilitating and mitigating further impacts to the land.

Over the following months, the ‘three takeaways’ from the first leadership meeting solidified into what became known as the ‘three great goals’ for the collaborative wildfire recovery efforts: salvage, fireguard rehabilitation, and range recovery (specifically, rebuilding fences on Crown range land), with archaeology forming a key piece underlying all three.

In describing the rationale for these three goals, Marina Irwin (FLNRORD – DTR) said:

“There were many pieces, so we said we’re not going to be able to do it all. We don’t have the resources we don’t have the people we don’t have the money, this isn’t the Shangri La of wildfire recovery. What can we realistically do? So that’s when we came up with the three great goals: fireguard rehab, range recovery, and salvage...[and] when the wildfire recovery rolled out, it was very specific, you have three years of funding for wildfire recovery. So that was the window to get those things done and I think that’s why it was so important to go to the great goals because they were tangible things that could be done within three years.”

These goals were tangible in the sense that progress could be quantified: the volume of timber salvaged from burnt areas and the kilometers of fireguards rehabilitated or fences rebuilt. Chapter 7 presents an overview of the approach to and outcomes of each of these three goals/activities, as well as other core components of land-based recovery. Below, we summarize the key rationale behind each of these three goals.

Following wildfires, government and forest industries soon turn to discussions of ‘salvage’ harvesting i.e., harvesting burnt forests to reduce the loss of timber supply. One of the first priorities of the joint wildfire recovery tables was establishing principles to inform timber salvage across the land base and promoting strategic retention of trees in environmentally and culturally sensitive areas. This was described as a priority for both the provincial government (who, at the FLNRORD District level, approve salvage plans and issue cutting permits to forest licensees) and Secwépemc communities, who all expressed a desire to minimize further disturbance and promote reforestation:
“Developing the salvage principles [was a top priority]. It was a priority because the province knew that cutting permits would be coming in, applications would be coming in, and they have a certain reasonable amount of time before they can say yes or no to those. And there’s a shelf life to the value of the wood. And for both the communities and the province, having something in place that was going to guide how those applications were presented so that the ecosystem was compromised as little as possible.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

The need to develop guidelines for the forthcoming salvage (and the pressure from forest industry licensees to move forward with salvage operations) was a key reason behind bringing together Secwépemc and provincial government ‘technical’ staff (i.e., natural resource and cultural heritage managers and scientific staff). Numerous people recalled the first joint technical in January 2018: held in the Skeetchestn gymnasium, food was provided and a ‘ceremonial song’ was performed by children from the Skeetchestn community school. This meeting brought together 30 to 40 staff from Secwépemc communities and FLNRORD to collectively develop salvage principles and was described to us as a “momentous kick off meeting, in a real true fashion of folks coming together”. Despite the skepticism amongst some provincial staff about the possibility of coming to agreement on salvage principles in a single meeting, by the end of the day a set of principles had been drafted.

However, within and amongst Secwépemc communities (and even within government) there was a diversity of perspectives in terms of how much should be salvaged (or whether forests should be salvaged at all), and communities had varying levels of involvement in salvage operations. As such, there were different views on what a successful outcome of this ‘great goal’ should be, and it does not appear that clear targets were ever defined or agreed upon.

The second ‘great goal’ of rehabilitating fireguards was largely driven by Section 17 of the Wildfire Regulation (‘Rehabilitation if government carries out fire control’). As such, this goal had a clear target of rehabilitating all fireguards constructed across Elephant Hill. In addition to these legal obligations, BCWS rehabilitation staff acknowledged the importance of addressing the risk of landslides (associated with increased runoff or other changed drainage patterns) or increased access for hunters:

“Controlling the water is the main reason we’re out there [rehabilitating disturbance]. Another important reason is eliminating access and the pressure on the wildlife from hunters and people and the distribution of invasive species, because people are out there on quads. I believe this was an important issue for the communities, just trying to alleviate some of that hunting pressure.”

- KEN CONWAY-BROWN, BCWS

The final ‘great goal’ of range recovery related both to allowing the ecological recovery of Crown rangeland (e.g., in terms of the regeneration of forage species and the stabilization of soils) and the rebuilding of fences and other range infrastructure across both Crown and private land that had been burnt in the fire. In addition to the safety concerns associated with burnt highway fences (i.e., cows roaming on to the highways), ranchers – many of whom are represented by the BC Cattlemen’s Association – along with the BC Ministry of Agriculture and FLNRORD’s Range Branch were concerned about the loss of access to Crown range land:

“The reason that Crown range is critical to all the BC ranches [is] there’s not very many ranches that are big enough to house the livestock on private land year round. Producers need to have somewhere to put their livestock during the growing season to allow their fields to grow so they can harvest the hay and feed the animals over winter…But with the fires they had to put them on their hay fields. So they’re not getting any hay, and it’s actually wrecking their fields for the future too.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

Despite the range of concerns and priorities, and diverse meanings of ‘wildfire recovery’ highlighted above, these ‘three great goals’ would end up defining much of the collaborative approach to wildfire recovery that was to follow.
GOVERNANCE AND DECISION-MAKING

Below, we provide an overview of the governance structure and approach to joint decision-making that emerged and that would come to guide collaborative recovery efforts across Elephant Hill.

However, two key points should be noted at the outset. Firstly, as the fire spanned two FLNRORD Resource Regions, the provincial government recognized the need to come to agreement as to how to work together across these boundaries. This resulted in the agreement within government, between the Directors of Resource Management from the Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region and the Cariboo Natural Resource Region, that the Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region would be the lead for land-based wildfire recovery within Elephant Hill. While the two Districts involved – DTR (in the Thompson Okanagan Region) and DMH (in the Cariboo Region) – maintained their established jurisdiction, such as issuing cutting permits or managing range licenses within their associated forest and range tenure areas, and “tried to work on equal footing”, the Thompson Okanagan Region “had the latitude” to shape that approach and push for consideration of multiple values, such as hydrology, fish or wildlife habitat, and cultural heritage. In the same vein, the Kamloops Fire Centre took the lead for BCWS on the Elephant Hill recovery.

Secondly, the fact that the provincial government and Secwépemc First Nations worked together on wildfire recovery for some time before developing a formal governance structure or Terms of Reference. Allowing these governance arrangements to emerge organically and being open to new possibilities of what this might look like was mentioned by many people as one of the key factors contributing to the success of the process (see Chapter 9). As Rob Schweitzer (BCWS) noted:

“It didn’t evolve to a well-formed joint leadership council with the eight First Nation groups and different nations and all this overnight. It took some time. But it was those early conceptual conversations of not allowing us to hold back. And frankly, people in the room really speaking passionately about what the opportunity could be.”

The following sub-sections describe the governance processes and structures that emerged over the months and years following the Elephant Hill wildfire.

‘Joint leadership’ and consensus-based decision-making

As implied by the name, the JLC was defined by the concept of ‘joint leadership’. In interviews, we asked people what this concept meant to them. For some, it was a recognition of the leadership roles and decision-making authorities held by both Secwépemc elected Chiefs and provincial District Managers:

“It wasn’t just that we’re generally working together, talking about stuff, it was the recognition that the Chiefs are leaders in their territories and they have that ability to make decisions for their own community. And the District Managers are also leaders in their respective roles.”

- FORMER SECWÉPEMC COMMUNITY STAFF

Similarly, others highlighted joint leadership as a process whereby leaders come together to advance a shared goal:

“I would say it is that equal partnership where you’re both going the same direction. You’re both providing that leadership within government, within First Nations communities, saying we are standing up together, we’re going to the same place. We may have some different ways and different lenses that we look at the how, how that gets done, and we may not agree on how that gets done. And that’s okay. But as long as the end game is we’re all trying to get to the same place, I think that’s what the Joint Leadership Council does.”

- MARINA IRWIN, FLNRORD – DTR

“Joint leadership to me means that a group of people that have one common goal in mind. I really like that terminology, joint leadership, because it’s not just one person leading it’s a group of people leading and a group of people working together for a better outcome.”

- ANGIE KANE, SECWEPEMCÚLECW RESTORATION & STEWARDSHIP SOCIETY
For others, joint leadership was about going beyond statutory requirements of 'consultation' with Indigenous peoples and recognizing that while the provincial government has the formal mandate to “lead across this province, we’re not doing it on our own. We’re doing it in partnership with First Nations peoples and local governments”. One senior government official described joint leadership in the following terms:

“Government was very hung up on consultation and accommodation. That’s what the courts had told us we had to do, and that’s what we did. And then when UNDRIP and all that sort of thing was starting to come online, we realized that it doesn’t always have to be that way. And then that’s when we took advantage of a Joint Leadership Council, we’re going to bring thoughts, decisions and ideas to this table, and we’re going to talk about it. Not going to send you a letter and a map and say you’ve got thirty days to comment and go back and forth, because we don’t have that time. And we actually won’t get the outcome that we’re looking for. Let’s have a conversation, a collaborative conversation. So that’s what it means to me.”

While ideas of what ‘joint leadership’ entailed varied, people were in agreement that both the JLC and JTC were established to facilitate these ‘collaborative conversations’ and decision-making at both strategic and operational levels of wildfire recovery. There was no formalized decision-making protocol defined for these tables beyond the fact that the JTC would provide recommendations to the JLC for ratification or endorsement. However, there was a general understanding that decisions were made by consensus:

“We made joint decisions that ranged from directing our technical tables, to actually statutory decisions we made with First Nation Chiefs. We decided to do it because we felt that we both had an interest in whatever the thing was, like say an off-road vehicle closure. And we worked together as a group over a period of time to make sure everyone was good with the direction moving forward. And we weren’t going to sign it without everyone being in consensus about what we wanted to do.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

“I think the process was essentially consensus based. Or maybe consensus minus one, we didn’t have a terms of reference [at the start]...Looking back now, I know that some people from the province were not okay with some of the [salvage] principles, but I think they were relatively quiet about that at the time.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

As noted above, even statutory decisions were made jointly between the provincial government and Secwépemc elected Chiefs. However, this did not change the fact that the provincial government representatives at the table were, under Canadian and BC law, the statutory decision-makers at the table. One senior staff from BCWS acknowledged this persistent imbalance of power, making the distinction between collaboration and ‘shared decision-making’:

“Joint leadership council to me means collaboration. Full collaboration. It doesn’t necessarily mean shared decision-making...For me, and then this is my personal opinion, shared decision-making is fifty-fifty. You both have equal say, and equal decision-making opportunities and essentially veto. And that’s why, at least in my mind I’m very careful when I use the term shared decision-making because I don’t think it was shared decision-making, in this case. It wasn’t legally, the legal framework is currently not there under the current policy and legislation.”

- ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS

However, Rob went on to clarify that in his mind “I don’t think it (shared decision-making) was needed here, and that’s the beauty of it”. Here, he is referring to the fact that while the provincial government still asserts jurisdiction over provincial ‘Crown’ land and holds final say over many of the decisions relating to wildfire recovery, he felt that the JLC was able to operate in a way that put this aside in agreement to work together and take everyone's input to make the best decision for the land base; a view shared by Rachael Pollard (FLNRORD – DTR):
“Ryan [Day] had said early on that one of the principles was ‘we’re just going to try and come to agreement’. So we’re not going to fight the fact that we don’t like that you’re the statutory decision-maker. That’s one of those things outside the scope of this process. We don’t like it, but let’s just try and come to agreement so that for all intents and purposes it’s a rubber stamp. And we said ‘yeah, sounds good. Let’s try and do that’.”

Despite these general agreements about the importance of ‘joint leadership’ and pursuing consensus-based decision-making, some people we spoke to, particularly within the provincial government, expressed concern over the lack of clear mechanisms to promote timely decision-making – a challenge discussed further in Chapter 10.

**Governance structure: the JLC, JTC and ‘sub-committees’**

The JLC brought together Chiefs of the eight Secwépemc communities directly impacted by the Elephant Hill wildfire to partner with District Managers of the 100 Mile House and Thompson Rivers Natural Resource Districts; the BC Wildfire Service Manager of the Kamloops Fire Centre; and the Director of Resource Management, Thompson-Okanagan Natural Resource District. From its inception, the JLC was co-chaired by then-Kukpi7 Ryan Day and Rachael Pollard (then the District Manager, DTR).

The second level of governance was the Elephant Hill Wildfire ‘Joint Technical Committee’ (JTC). As a distinct committee that sat beneath the JLC, the JTC comprised natural resources, stewardship and other ‘technical’ staff from the eight participating Secwépemc communities as well as from FLNRORD Regions, Districts and BCWS.
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As outlined in the ‘Elephant Hill Joint Leadership Council and Wildfire Technical Committee Terms of Reference’ (ToR, see Appendix 4), first drafted in July 2018 and endorsed at a meeting of the JLC in October 2018, the role of the JLC was to:

*guide the direction for Wildfire Recovery. The committee will act as a governing body over the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery process. The Joint Leadership Council will make decisions to be implemented by the Technical Committee.*

In contrast, the JTC was established to:

*make recommendations to inform implementation, monitoring and the development of operational plans to support wildfire recovery efforts.*

Specifically, the JTC worked to:

- provide advice and recommendations to the JLC regarding wildfire recovery within the bounds of the Elephant Hill wildfire, and implement the decisions of the JLC;

- provide operational and technical expertise to develop recommendations, guidance, principles and strategies for wildfire recovery;

- review data and information from various aspects of wildfire recovery, including monitoring data and resource information linked to the land base (e.g., relating to range, wildlife, fisheries, water etc.); and

- guide and implement further monitoring, stakeholder engagement, communication and other recovery-related activities within or related to the Elephant Hill wildfire.
This distinction between the JLC as providing the strategic direction and oversight for recovery, and the JTC being the operational decision-makers and ‘boots on the ground’ implementors of recovery activities, was further described in the following terms:

“Joint leadership from the Indigenous perspective is about the Chiefs coming together in unity to deal with all of these [issues], because obviously our traditional territories have been impacted. So joint being working together and leadership providing the direction, on a government-to-government level...And then the joint technical is the boots on the ground, the technical skilled people that actually go out there and do the work...[and the] planning and coordination.”

– JENNY ALLEN, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

This separation of the leadership and technical tables was seen by many as central to effectively working together to achieve the goals of wildfire recovery (see Chapter 9). As one government manager said: “we really wanted to make sure that there was a clear distinction between political conversations and then operational, actually dealing with fire recovery”. Rachael Pollard (FLNRORD – DTR) also recalled Kukpi7 Ryan Day’s “really strong vision of First Nations technicians being out on the land, with their iPads, doing things... that yecwmiínmen role”.

From the inaugural meetings of the JLC (October 2017) and JTC (January 2018), these tables met frequently – often every month – at different locations (but often at the Bonaparte First Nation band office or the FLNRORD offices in Kamloops). This continued until early 2020, when the Covid-19 pandemic disrupted face-to-face meetings.

In addition to these government-to-government meetings, natural resource and cultural heritage staff from the participating Secwépemc communities frequently met to align their perspectives and reach consensus on key decisions. Following the establishment of the SRSS in early 2019, in July 2019 this ‘First Nations Technical Table’ set a standing monthly meeting – a practice that is ongoing at the time of writing. We heard how District staff similarly met (within and between Districts) to align their views prior to joint meetings.

Throughout 2020, JLC and JTC meetings continued over virtual platforms (e.g., Zoom) on a less frequent basis, bringing provincial government and Secwépemc staff and leaders together to update and continue to collectively make key decisions for ongoing wildfire recovery.

The final component to the governance structure was what became known as ‘sub-committees’. Given the scope and scale of work involved in land-based wildfire recovery, it was soon recognized that there was a need to establish more focussed working groups to advance specific activities and recovery goals. Between July and September 2018, the JTC established the following ‘sub-committees’:

→ **ACCESS MANAGEMENT** (initiated July 2018), incorporating representatives from Districts, BCWS, and habitat, engineering and resource management specialists. Goal to develop access management principles and a strategy for road deactivation, including inventory of resource roads within Elephant Hill wildfire and surrounding area and planting trees along fireguards;

→ **SILVICULTURE** (initiated July 2018). Goal to develop silviculture principles to guide reforestation within the Elephant Hill wildfire, including proposed reforestation activities, stocking standards and communication and engagement; and

→ **COLLABORATIVE MONITORING** (initiated September 2018) to identify potential funding for collaborative/First Nations-led monitoring within the DTR and DMH and associated training needs, and establish monitoring priorities.

In April 2019, a fourth group was set up: the Douglas-fir beetle sub-committee, to guide monitoring and management of Douglas-fir beetle within the fire and adjacent areas.
These sub-committees were often referred to as the ‘doers’ or driving force behind these different aspects of wildfire recovery. Sub-committees brought together key technical staff and ‘experts’ (e.g., entomologists, RPFs or wildlife biologists) from both First Nations and the provincial government in a smaller core group focused on a specific issue and tangible task. In this way, they were able to identify clear and measurable goals to “get the work done faster”. Everyone we spoke to about these sub-committees was strongly supportive of them and expressed hope they would continue and expand in scope beyond the Elephant Hill wildfire, becoming part of the everyday work of collaboratively making decisions and monitoring within Secwépemcúlecw.

**RECOVERY FUNDING AND ESTABLISHING THE SECWEPEMCÚLECW RESTORATION AND STEWARDSHIP SOCIETY**

By late 2017 it had become clear that a stronger funding commitment was required to support collaboration, strategic planning and joint implementation of land-based recovery activities. Pat Byrne (District Manager, DMH) met with the Indigenous relations advisor for the provincial disaster recovery branch, as well as other senior managers from FLNRORD, and impressed upon them the need to “get out in front of the archaeology issue” and provide funding to move this work forward. One outcome of this meeting was the allocation of $500,000 in wildfire recovery funding, from EMBC, to the Elephant Hill JLC and joint recovery. This funding was confirmed in a meeting of the JLC in January 2018.

From January to March 2018, the JLC met frequently to discuss the possible uses of and priorities for this funding. Pat Byrne’s initial goal was to leverage this funding to conduct an ‘archaeological inventory’ for the fire and ‘clear the deck’ so they could move forward with activities such as fireguard rehabilitation and fence reconstruction that first required archaeological surveys. However, when this funding was discussed at the JLC it was framed as supporting strategic planning, prioritization and First Nations involvement in joint decision-making.

Communities and representatives from the Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource District and DTR also clearly stated that there would be ‘no accommodation language’ tied to the funding, and that it would support strategic collaboration rather than ‘transactional’ consultation. Upon reaching consensus to access this funding, the JLC then raised the possibility of using the funding to conduct a strategic cultural heritage and archaeological study. Kukpi7 Ron Ignace advocated for moving beyond a ‘stones and bones’ approach to archaeology to conduct a ‘seasonal round’ study, compiling existing information from Secwépemc communities to document historical and ongoing use of their territory.

In February 2018, the JLC met again to discuss principles and deliverables for the funding. Additional items included managing the anticipated morel mushroom harvest and developing a Declaration on the Understory (see Chapter 7). The minutes from this meeting list key priorities of developing strategies for understory restoration and management, and cultural heritage; supporting community participation and ‘ground truthing’; and conducting a seasonal round cultural heritage study. However, these discussions soon shifted to the need to establish a ‘vehicle’ to manage (secure, hold and disperse) these funds. One outcome of this meeting was the proposal to create a society or limited partnership, and for Kukpi7 Ryan Day and Mike Anderson to assist with drafting a funding agreement.

On June 14, 2018, the ‘Elephant Hill Initiative Agreement’ (between the Province of British Columbia, and the eight participating Secwépemc communities) was signed by Kukpi7 Ryan Day. Key deliverables were:

- establishment of a designated entity (e.g., a society) to receive and manage funding;
- development of a work plan and priorities for land-based recovery;
- appointment of a resource manager by the JLC, to coordinate joint activities of the JLC and JTC;
- development of land-based recovery principles through the JLC; and
- implementation of the wildfire recovery plan by March 31, 2020.
In 2018 an additional $670,000 in funding was made available from the Canadian Red Cross to support on-ground recovery activities. This funded the design and implementation of the morel permit program (Chapter 7) with the remainder distributed to the participating Secwépemc communities to support establishment of territorial patrol (providing uniforms, iPads, truck decals etc., as well as short-term funding for staff time).

On February 13, 2019, the Secwepemcúlcw Restoration and Stewardship Society (SRSS) was incorporated, and Angie Kane (former band, land and natural resource manager at High Bar First Nation) was hired as CEO, in a coordinator role. Since early 2019, the SRSS has continued to support collaboration between Secwépemc First Nations and the Province of BC on wildfire recovery, playing a key role in coordinating activities (e.g., archaeology surveys, monitoring) across participating communities. The SRSS continues to seek additional funding and support broader monitoring and restoration activities within the Elephant Hill wildfire area (see Chapter 13).
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6 KEY FINDINGS

6.1 There was a lack of clarity, both within Secwépemc communities and the provincial government, regarding the various responsibilities relevant to wildfire recovery. Understanding the mandates and decision-making authorities of the different provincial jurisdictions and representatives was an early challenge.

6.2 Secwépemc leadership experienced frustrations at the limits to authority of the provincial representatives at the table, and the lack of access to or involvement of higher-level decision authorities within government (e.g., Regional Executive Directors or Ministers).

6.3 There were diverse and often conflicting perspectives as to the scope and meaning of 'wildfire recovery' that shaped distinct priorities and approaches. These were never fully reconciled, leading to distinct concerns about either scope creep (on the one hand), or limited vision and long-term planning (on the other).

6.4 For Secwépemc Kukukpi7, 'healing the land' also meant capturing the opportunity presented by the wildfire to address interconnected community priorities and cumulative impacts to the land (e.g., associated with resource extraction and fire suppression).

6.5 Given these divergent perspectives and a lack of clear process for recovery planning, the Joint Leadership Council agreed to initially focus on immediate concerns of public safety and mitigating further hazards or impacts. This resulted in 'wildfire recovery' being narrowed to the ‘three great goals’ of fireguard rehabilitation, range recovery and salvage harvesting.

6.6 The Province of BC and Secwépemc First Nations began collaborating on wildfire recovery in the absence of any formal agreements. The governance structure of a Joint Leadership Council, Joint Technical Committee and focused sub-committees emerged organically over approximately 6-9 months.

6.7 The Joint Leadership Council provided strategic direction and acted as a governing body for recovery. The Joint Technical Committee provided operational and technical expertise to develop recommendations, guidance and strategies for wildfire recovery while implementing the decisions of the JLC.

6.8 There is ongoing and widespread support for continuing the sub-committees, and a hope that these will expand in scope beyond the Elephant Hill wildfire to guide the everyday work of collaborative decision-making and monitoring in Secwépemcúl̓ecw.

6.9 From mid 2018, Elephant Hill wildfire recovery was supported by funding from Emergency Management BC and the Canadian Red Cross. EMBC provided $500,000 over three years, with the Secwépemcúl̓ecw Restoration and Stewardship Society initially established to receive and manage this funding, and to coordinate activities of the JLC and JTC.
CHAPTER 7
Wildfire recovery activities on Elephant Hill

OVERVIEW

Given the complexities and challenges of ‘recovering’ such vast impacts, the project of ‘joint wildfire recovery’ was soon narrowed down to focus on a defined set of relatively short-term (within three years) activities.

These comprised the ‘three great goals’ of fireguard rehabilitation, range recovery and timber salvage, and associated activities of:

→ Silviculture and reforestation;
→ Douglas-fir beetle management;
→ Access management (managing motorized vehicle access and hunting within sensitive areas);
→ Archaeology (conducting archaeological assessments prior to any further ground disturbance associated with salvage, fireguard rehabilitation or fence construction); and
→ Managing impacts associated with the 2018 morel mushroom harvest.

In this Chapter, we step back from the collective story of Elephant Hill to provide an overview of these wildfire recovery activities and outcomes across Elephant Hill.

To guide these activities the JLC and JTC created the following sets of principles, which were shared with forest licensees within the Kamloops and 100 Mile House Timber Supply Areas:

- Principles for timber salvage (Appendix 5)
- Principles for silviculture and reforestation (Appendix 6)
- Principles for access management (Appendix 7)

In addition, FLNRORD commissioned or developed a number of guidance documents including (but not limited to):

- ‘Seeding of areas burned by wildfires’\(^1\) (July 2017, Range Branch)
- ‘Post-wildfire natural hazards risk analysis: Elephant Hill wildfire (K20637, 2017)’ including detailed risk analysis and mitigation measures (December 2017, SNT Geotechnical)\(^2\)
- ‘Post-natural disturbance forest retention guidance’\(^3\) (January 2018, Office of the Chief Forester and Resource Stewardship Division)
- ‘Post-wildfire hydrologic concerns and recommendations for salvage logging in the southern interior’\(^4\) (February 2018, Rita Winkler, FLNRORD)
- ‘Douglas-fir beetle sub-group: guidance document’\(^5\) (September 2019, Lorraine Maclauchlan, FLNRORD)
- ‘Small scale salvage program information package’\(^6\) (September 2019, 100 Mile House Natural Resource District)

Links to these wildfire recovery documents are also collated in Appendix 8.

---

\(^1\) Range Branch, Ministry of Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource Operations. 2017. Seeding of areas burned by wildfires.
\(^3\) Office of the Chief Forester. 2018. Post-natural disturbance forest retention guidance.
\(^6\) 100 Mile House Natural Resource District 2019. 100 Mile House Natural Resource District small scale salvage program information package.
Finally, a key project (yet one seen by many in the provincial government as falling outside ‘wildfire recovery’) for Secwépemc communities was the 2018 ‘Secwépemc territory morel harvest emergency land management program’ that managed the influx and impacts of the 2018 morel mushroom harvest across the fire.

Below, we briefly summarize each of these activities in terms of approach taken, key considerations (e.g., challenges and decisions), outcomes and outputs, and involvement of Secwépemc communities.

**KNUCWENTWÉCW-KT ES PELQ̓ENTÉM RE TMICW TE M-QuéMPÚL̓ECW TE TSERTSERPÚL̓ECW, ELL ES YECWMENÚL̓ECW-KT**

Knucwentwécw-kt ne7élye ne Secwepemcúl̓ecw re Secwépemc ell re tkwénm7íple7s re B.C. es pelq̓entém re tmicw te m-quémpúl̓ecw te tsertserpúl̓ecw te st7emé7s “Elephant Hill Wildfire” te tál̓mes te m-sqv7es re stetex7én-m-k’t re syecwmín, ell es yecwménúl̓ecw-k’t cú7tsem xwexwéyt re stem ne tmicw-k’t.

Ye7éne me7 tsetsúwet-k’t:

• Me7 t̓səxúlecwten thél7e k ļq̓wempúl̓ecwes.
• Me7 knucwentwécw-k’t es yecwménúl̓ecwten es kú́lem-k’t te tál̓mes te m-sqv7es wel me7 yews.
• Me7 xp̓qenwén̓tem tk̓enhé7e me x̓ll̓t̓mes es p7ecws re šlé7s re syecwménúl̓ecwems ne xwexwéyt re Secwepemcúl̓ecw.

“Me7 élkstmén̓twecwten em yecwmín̓tem re tmicw-k’t wel me7 yews. T̓sílem yerí7 te swuméc-k’t re tmicw-k’t, tikwemtús me7 re syecwménúl̓ecw-k’t t̓sílem te m-sqv7es le stetex7én-m-k’t.”

**COLLABORATION ON WILDFIRE RECOVERY AND LAND MANAGEMENT**

Secwépemc communities and the Province of B.C. are working collaboratively on wildfire recovery and land base management in the Elephant Hill Wildfire area and surrounding area.

Activities associated with the Elephant Hill Wildfire area include:

• Secwépemc Territorial Patrols,
• Collaborative recovery and management initiatives,
• Guidance for forestry activities and other economic development.

“Working towards a thriving and sustainable relationship in stewardship”
192,000 ha
AREA BURNED

582 km
FIREGUARDS REHABILITATED

360 km
FENCES REBUILT

1.03 M m³
TIMBER HARVESTED

35.3 M
TREES PLANTED*

218
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES RECORDED

*under Forest Carbon Initiative/Forests for Tomorrow
THE ‘THREE GREAT GOALS’

Fireguard rehabilitation

Overview and approach:

Wildfire suppression can create a number of disturbances on the land base. These include fireguards (now referred to as ‘control lines’, i.e., cleared strips of land around a wildfire that can slow or stop the growth of a fire and assist with containment) and safety zones (larger cleared areas where equipment can be staged and where firefighters can take refuge from an approaching fire). A total of 581.7 km of fireguards were constructed throughout Elephant Hill: 194.5 km within the DTR and 387.5 within the DMH.

Under Section 9 of the Wildfire Act and Section 17 of the Wildfire Regulation, government has responsibilities to rehabilitate these disturbances. This involves assessing these disturbances for potential hazards (e.g., landslides or erosion that could pose public safety issues or impact water quality, fish habitat or archaeological sites), prioritizing sites for treatment, and developing prescriptions for each site to identify necessary rehabilitation measures. In 2017 BCWS was responsible for developing, implementing and funding rehabilitation plans, however in 2018 the responsibility for development and implementation began to transition to the Resource Districts (with formal handover in 2021). Yet given the jurisdictional complexity of Elephant Hill (multiple Resource Regions, Districts and BCWS Fire Centres), BCWS coordinated all aspects of rehabilitation on this fire.

Rehabilitation activities included:

• rehabilitating fireguards and other cleared areas (‘pulling back’ the vegetation and debris/dirt that was removed to construct the guard, possibly hand or helicopter seeding with grass seed to stabilize soils and manage invasive species, and in some cases planting with tree seedlings);
• installing cross ditches and constructing water bars to maintain or restore natural drainage patterns; and
• repairing disturbances at stream crossings.

Key considerations:

Key decisions and challenges associated with fireguard rehabilitation related to:

• extent and intensity of archaeology surveys: other areas in BC (e.g., within the Cariboo Natural Resource Region) only conducted surveys on ‘high archaeological potential’ areas. For Elephant Hill, Secwépemc communities successfully advocated to survey all 581.7 km
• grass seed mix: there was extensive debate as to the appropriate seed mix to grass seed disturbed areas, with conflicting perspectives regarding the use of native vs non-native species
• order of rehabilitation activities: for example, there were instances in which fireguards were seeded, and then ‘pull back’ subsequently occurred (covering the seed mix, requiring additional hand seeding)
• managing access: identifying key areas, such as important wildlife habitat areas, to prioritize closing access (making guards impassable through rehabilitation)

Involvement of Secwépemc communities:

Secwépemc communities were directly and indirectly involved in fireguard rehabilitation in the following ways:

• Rehabilitation supervision: Jenny Allen from Bonaparte First Nation contracted by BCWS to supervise rehabilitation
• Heavy equipment contracts: approximately 50% of the heavy equipment work was prioritized for Secwépemc-owned/operated contractors
• Preliminary field reconnaissance and archaeological impact assessments: Secwépemc field crews surveyed every kilometer of fireguard prior to any rehabilitation being conducted. Secwépemc archaeologists and staff also worked closely with BCWS rehabilitation coordinators throughout to discuss proposed rehabilitation measures and to mitigate any additional risks to archaeology or other cultural heritage values
Outcomes:

- 581.7 km of fireguards rehabilitated (100%)
- Strong working relationship and trust developed between BCWS rehabilitation coordinators and Secwépemc communities
- Economic opportunities for both First Nation and non-First Nation contractors

In April 2021, FLNRORD released a guidebook on ‘Wildfire Suppression Activities with Heavy Equipment: Construction and Rehabilitation Guidance’. This specifically draws on lessons and best practices from Elephant Hill (amongst other fires) and recommends ‘establish[ing] partnerships with local First Nations throughout the planning, decision-making and implementation processes’ of rehabilitation activities, and considering archaeology assessments during the plan development.

Key considerations:

Key challenges and concerns for range recovery echoed many of those for fireguard rehabilitation, specifically conflicting perspectives on grass seed mix, mismatch in timing (e.g., between range recovery and salvage, with fences rebuilt then having to be cut to provide access to timber) and the extent of archaeology.

The majority of fences burnt in the fire were proposed to be rebuilt in the same locations. However, this range infrastructure was largely constructed many years ago, without any archaeological assessment. Further, while some people (such as range staff or local ranchers, as well as, initially, some staff within the Archaeology Branch) assumed that fence construction is a ‘low impact’, this is no longer necessarily the case. Joanne Hammond, archaeologist with Skeetchestn Natural Resources, explained how a common approach now taken is to use heavy machinery such as a bulldozer to blade the fence right-of-ways down to mineral soil – often requiring tree clearance – thereby creating a new impact. Once representatives from Archaeology Branch became aware of this level of disturbance, they issued a set of directives to Range Branch clarifying the obligations around protecting heritage objects (such as archaeological artifacts) and standards for surveys and site recording. Chapter 10 discusses the challenging relationship between range and archaeology in greater detail. Future recovery work and funding, as with any range activities involving ground disturbance, must incorporate these costs associated with conducting archaeology.

A final issue raised by communities was the level of recovery funding provided to BC Cattlemen’s as part of the joint provincial-federal Agri-Recovery program ($20 million available to BC ranchers and farmers affected by the 2017 wildfires). This was of particular concern given the challenges faced in accessing adequate funding to conduct archaeology. This concern was elevated by the fact that this funding was announced on the same day as the BC First Nations Leadership Gathering, at a time when First Nations were advocating for support for First Nations-led wildfire recovery.

Range recovery

Overview and approach:

The majority of range land (grazing land for livestock) in BC is on ‘Crown’ land: that is, grasslands, forests and wetlands within provincial range tenures. The Elephant Hill wildfire significantly impacted these range lands, both by burning vegetation and also destroying range infrastructure (e.g., fences and cattleguards). A total of 456.04 km of Crown range fences were damaged or destroyed by the Elephant Hill wildfire (308 km in DMH and 148.04 within DTR), in addition to fences on private land. Range recovery work on Elephant Hill comprised three key activities:

- repairing fences and other range infrastructure;
- select reseeding of burned areas; and
- assisting natural regeneration and soil stabilization by delaying grazing.

This final activity involved the decision to rescind Crown range tenure licenses for up to three years (i.e., removing cattle from the majority of the fire area), under a ‘directed non-use of Crown range’ order.
Role of Secwépemc communities:
The JTC made key decisions relating to range recovery, specifically the selection of grass seed mix (see fireguard rehabilitation above) and the decision to rescind range tenure licenses. As with fireguards, Secwépemc field staff and archaeologists conducted preliminary field reconnaissance and archaeological assessments for the majority of fence lines prior to reconstruction. Secwépemc cultural heritage staff and archaeologists such as Bert William and Joanne Hammond played an important role in working with range staff on the ground to negotiate fence design and mitigate further impacts.

Outcomes and outputs:
By September 2021, the following range recovery activities were completed:

- 359.66 km fences repaired on Crown range (233.9 km in DMH, 125.76 in DTR), with an additional 121.87 km in progress or under contract
- 24 directed non-uses issued to range tenure holders (19 in DMH, 5 in DTR): all rescinded by August 2019 (earlier than anticipated due to greater than expected recovery in 2018–2019)
- Creation of guidance document: ‘Seeding of areas burned by wildfires’ (July 2017, Range Branch)
- Aerial and hand seeding of select areas (e.g., fireguards, some private land), including through funding from the Regional Districts

Salvage guidelines and salvaging

Overview and approach:
The 2017 wildfires in BC burned over 1 million ha of forested land, equating to approximately 34 million cubic metres ($m^3$) of timber volume (both green and previously dead) on the timber harvesting land base. In BC and throughout much of western North America, wildfires such as these – as well as other large-scale natural disturbances such as insect outbreaks – are often followed by ‘salvage logging’. ‘Salvage’ is defined as the harvest of dead/dying timber; trees damaged or infested with insects and will die within one year; or logging residue. The 2017 wildfires occurred throughout a landscape already heavily impacted by the 1999 - 2015 mountain pine beetle outbreak and the associated widespread and intensive salvage harvesting of impacted forest stands.

Salvage harvesting is promoted under the rationale of minimizing economic losses/loss of timber supply by harvesting trees for lumber, plywood or pulp, while also facilitating greater reforestation (as forest licensees have an obligation to replant following harvest). Following a high severity wildfire like Elephant Hill, the general view is that there is only two to three-year window in which salvage can occur before the burnt timber degrades and loses commercial value. Salvaging is also often promoted as a ‘sanitation harvest’ to target areas infested by or at risk of additional impacts from insects such as bark beetles (see Douglas-fir beetle management).

Across Elephant Hill, salvaging was led by major forest industry licensees (West Fraser and Tolko), as well as BC Timber Sales, with cutblocks approved and cutting permits issued by the relevant District Manager (of DMH or DTR, in the case of Elephant Hill). (Note: BC Timber Sales is a provincial government program established to develop and auction timber sales licenses. BCTS manages approximately 20 percent of BC’s annual allowable cut for Crown timber). In addition, a Small Scale Salvage Program was developed by FLNRORD to target salvage opportunities less than 2,000 $m^3$, without creating continuous clearcut openings, that treat stands with current infestations of Douglas-fir or spruce bark beetles, with the tenure issued typically a Forestry Licence to Cut.

As described in Chapter 6, one of the first priorities of both Secwépemc communities and the provincial Districts was developing guidance to inform salvage harvesting. In January 2018 the Office of the Chief Forester released a document ‘Post-natural disturbance forest retention guidance’ to provide guidance to forest professionals who would be planning and implementing ‘retention strategies’ in areas impacted by the 2017 wildfires. Retention planning referred to “the required planning for landscape connectivity, interior forest and intact ecosystem attributes (e.g., overstory trees, vegetation communities, soils and other live and decaying...
forest structure) that will be retained for habitat, hydrologic function, mid-term timber supply and to support recovery at stand and landscape scales”. The document provides guidance on retention of specific values, as well as in the context of planning and legal considerations/designations, safety, forest health and soil and riparian management. It acknowledges that previous salvage logging has had negative effects on ecosystem values and highlights the need to focus on ‘what to retain, rather than on what to log’.

Simultaneously, the Elephant Hill JLC and technical staff were discussing the need to jointly guide salvage harvesting within the Elephant Hill wildfire area. In January 2018, technical staff from Secwépemc communities and the provincial government met at Skeetchestn and collectively drafted the ‘Timber salvage principles for Elephant Hill’. These were then endorsed by the JLC and sent to forest licensees within the Kamloops and 100 Mile House Timber Supply Areas by District Managers Rachael Pollard (DTR) and Pat Byrne (DMH) in February 2018. In the accompanying letter, these District Managers wrote that while these principles “do not form a legal direction” they do “represent consensus by Ministry staff and First Nations about how to best recover ecological values on the land base” and “a way that First Nations rights and interests can be addressed during post-wildfire timber salvage”. The principles were accompanied by a guidance document developed by Rita Winkler (Research Hydrologist, FLNRORD) outlining hydrologic concerns and presenting recommendations for mitigating impacts of salvage logging. These principles were the first collaborative output of the JTC and helped build confidence in the process.

**Key considerations:**

Salvage logging was, and continues to be, one of the most contentious aspects of post-fire recovery. On the one hand, economic and forest health concerns are used to push for greater salvage of burned forests. FLNRORD staff often raised the concern that “if we are not salvaging this fire, [forest industry] licensees are going to fulfil their cutting responsibilities in the rest of the green forest” and that without salvage, licensees may cease operating in these areas and more sawmills may close. Minimizing the number of green trees harvested in the broader landscape of and around Elephant Hill was also major priority for communities, with numerous community foresters adamantly opposing any proposed harvesting of green Douglas-fir (particularly outside the fire perimeter). While this meant there was a level of support amongst Secwépemc communities for salvaging (although this varied between communities), Kukpi7 Ryan Day also highlighted the “failed balancing act of trading off green and burnt [timber]. By this, he was looking at the bigger picture of needing to address the extensive and unsustainable logging of their territories and to say: “a lot less trees need to hit the ground”.

This speaks to the other set of concerns regarding salvage, particularly when considering the scale and rapid timelines of logging operations (i.e., taking more timber from larger areas of land, often using clearcut harvesting, than during standard logging). Numerous studies have shown that large-scale post-fire salvage can negatively impact environmental values such as small mammal habitat and other species that depend on dead wood and high structural diversity; slow understory vegetation recovery; or increase runoff and sedimentation. Further, salvage harvesting often (and did within Elephant Hill) creates large clearcuts with minimal overstory retention. In addition to reducing ecological legacies and structural diversity, these clearcuts also present challenges for reforestation with Douglas-fir (see Silviculture below) resulting in a greater proportion of lodgepole pine in the landscape.

Despite the dissemination of retention guidance and the salvage principles, community staff often raised concerns at the JTC that they were seeing harvesting of green trees or proposed cutting permits within retention areas. (note: these concerns continue to be raised following the 2021 wildfires, with Secwépemc field staff seeing salvage harvesting being proposed in stands with only low to moderate severity burns and substantial green trees remaining). FLNRORD staff also acknowledged the lack of direction provided by the provincial government and the need to more proactively plan salvage operations in future (see Chapter 10).
**Role of Secwépemc communities:**

As with fireguard rehabilitation and fence construction, and in accordance with the Kamloops Archaeological Overview Assessment (AOA) process, Secwépemc field staff conducted cultural heritage assessments to any salvage activities to mitigate potential impacts on cultural heritage. A number of Secwépemc communities also received permits to salvage burnt timber (for e.g., Stswece'c Xgat'tem Development Corporation managed salvage/recovery of timber from fireguards on behalf of Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band, High Bar First Nation, Canim Lake Indian Band and Stswece'c Xgat'tem First Nation under one license, partnering with Norbord).

**Outcomes and outputs:**

- Principles for Timber Salvage, Elephant Hill
- Approximately 1,030,500 m³ of timber harvested within the Elephant Hill wildfire perimeter from November 2017 to September 2021 (inclusive)
  - Approximately 98,700 m³ in DTR and 931,800 m³ in DMH
  - Note: comprises volume harvested under Forest Licenses; Community Forest Agreements; Woodlot Licenses; Forest Licence, Sec 47.3 F.A.; and Small Business – Timber Sale Licence – Section 20 (BCTS tenure).

---

**SILVICULTURE AND REFORESTATION**

**Overview and approach:**

The majority of the approximately 192,000 ha burned by Elephant Hill was forested land. Replanting these burned areas is an important component of re-establishing wildlife habitat and forest structure, stabilizing soils and ensuring future timber supply. Given the scale and intensity of Elephant Hill, reforestation of priority areas – those where significant natural regeneration is unlikely due to high fire intensity or stands comprising young trees – will likely continue for at least 10 years.

In some areas, the fire burned through young plantations (yet to reach ‘free to grow’) planted by forest licensees to replace previous harvests. In these cases, licensees had an obligation to reforest after the fire. The BC government allocated $70 million to support the reforestation of plantations burned by wildfires in 2017. In other areas the provincial government has been leading reforestation efforts, funded through various sources including Forests for Tomorrow and projects under the joint provincial-federal Forest Carbon Initiative (a $290 million program launched in 2017). Some areas of Elephant Hill, such as those that burned at low intensity or that were dominated by species such as lodgepole pine that regenerate prolifically after fire, are expected to naturally regenerate over time. At the time of writing, three years of planting (2019, 2020, 2021) had been conducted across Elephant Hill, with a total of approximately 19,192 ha anticipated to be planted under FFT/FCI by 2022 (in addition to licensee reforestation – data unavailable at the time of writing).

To support reforestation, the JTC developed a set of 13 principles to guide silviculture and reforestation planning by both licensees and the provincial government (Appendix 6). These were shared by the District Managers with all licensees in the Kamloops and 100 Mile House Timber Supply Areas. While not legally binding, there was an expectation that these would be followed. Implementation of these principles was supported by variations to stocking standards within the Elephant Hill wildfire perimeter, and FLNRORD’s broader development of ‘enhanced
stocking standards’ (as part of enhanced basic silviculture guidance issued in September 2017), largely to promote increased stocking densities, and associated adjustments to timber pricing policies (e.g., stumpage rates).

**Key considerations:**

The primary concerns raised by Secwépemc representatives related to 1) stand species conversion (i.e., post-wildfire conversion of interior Douglas-fir or spruce dominated stands to lodgepole pine dominated stands) and 2) impacts on deciduous and other ecologically and culturally important species. These concerns drove the development of principles including maintaining deciduous species; protecting browse and culturally important plants; planting riparian tree species in riparian areas; and ensuring that reforestation strategies facilitate natural succession pathways towards pre-wildfire/pre-salvage species composition.

The concern about widespread stand conversion with lodgepole pine dominated many discussions at the JTC and JLC. A large proportion of the Elephant Hill fire and subsequent salvaging occurred within the Interior Douglas Fir biogeoclimatic zone, which is best managed with selective harvesting or partial cutting rather than clearcutting. However, salvage harvesting of the fire has resulted in large clearcuts, posing challenges for initial reforestation with Douglas-fir (which is susceptible to frost and to a lesser extent drought/moisture deficit and can have lower seedling survival rates). While this can be partly addressed by ‘obstacle planting’ and appropriate site preparation, and silviculture staff reported high survival rates from 2019 and 2020 plantings, this challenge was frequently raised by provincial and forest licensee staff. However, Secwépemc staff continued to emphasize concerns that planting of lodgepole pine (a pioneer species) would result in stand conversion, rather than form part of longer-term strategies to facilitate progression back to a Douglas-fir dominated stand. Secwépemc communities also opposed planting of species such as larch as part of assisted migration and climate adaptation, due to this species not historically being present within this area.

Additional challenges related to seed supply (adequate supply for such extensive reforestation efforts; desire for local seed source and deciduous seed stock) and ensuring the principles were adequately communicated to consultants and contractors responsible for prescription development and planting and integrated into site plans. Finally, we heard a desire from some provincial staff and forest industry representatives to involve forest licensees earlier in the process for any future recovery discussions (e.g., in developing principles).

**Role of Secwépemc communities:**

The silviculture and reforestation principles were jointly developed by Secwépemc and provincial government technical staff in the JTC and silviculture sub-committee. Secwépemc territorial patrol conducted incidental monitoring of plantings, with findings reported back to the JTC. A number of communities who conducted salvage subsequently were responsible for post-harvest reforestation.

**Outcomes and outputs:**

- Principles for Silviculture and Reforestation in Elephant Hill
- Approximately 19,192 ha within Elephant Hill reforested under Forests for Tomorrow/Forest Carbon Initiative funded projects (10,961 ha in DMH, 8,231 ha in DTR), 2019-2022
- Approximately 35.3 million seedlings planted within Elephant Hill under Forests for Tomorrow/Forest Carbon Initiative funded projects (20.1 M in DMH, 15.1 M in DTR), 2019-2022
DOUGLAS-FIR BEETLE MANAGEMENT

Overview and approach:

Fire can weaken, damage or stress trees and make them more susceptible to insect attack. Following wildfires, insects such as bark beetles, wood borers, ambrosia beetles and wood wasps are attracted to fire-affected areas and fire-damaged host trees. Stand disturbances such as wildfires or windthrow can initiate bark beetle outbreaks, such as of Douglas-fir bark beetle (*Dendroctonus pseudotsugae*). Douglas-fir beetles infest both recently fire-killed trees and fire-damaged trees that are still alive and then have the potential to move into and attack healthy, live trees. As such, there were significant concerns about potential Douglas-fir beetle outbreaks and associated tree mortality (particularly in the Interior Douglas-fir biogeoclimatic zone, i.e., the dominant BEC zone across Elephant Hill) following the Elephant Hill wildfire.

The aim of Douglas-fir beetle management was to minimize future tree mortality from Douglas-fir beetle by facilitating the removal of Douglas-fir beetle through targeted control strategies, as well as monitoring bark beetle populations within the burn perimeter and within a critical distance (1-5 km) outside the burn perimeter. In addition to promoting targeted salvage (‘sanitation harvest’) of beetle-infested stands (e.g., through small scale salvage, blanket salvage permits and BC Timber Sales Timber Sale Licenses), FLNRORD and the Douglas-fir
beetle sub-committee promoted three key tools for controlling Douglas-fir beetle populations, all of which were deployed to varying degrees across Elephant Hill. These were:

1. Mass trapping using Lindgren funnel traps;
2. Trap trees (large, live Douglas-fir trees felled prior to Douglas-fir beetle flight, to attract beetles within defined areas such as harvest blocks); and
3. MCH (3-methylcylohex-2-en-1-one) anti-aggregation pheromone. MCH must be used in conjunction with other strategies (sanitation harvest, trapping or trap trees), and is used to protect small groups of trees or a small stand (e.g., part of an Old Growth Management Area or green tree retention area).

The DMH Small Scale Salvage Program specifically aimed to harvest stands that have infestations of Douglas-fir beetle, targeting salvage opportunities less than 2000 m$^3$ and less than five ha continuous clearcut openings, in areas that would not normally be addressed through major licensees or BC Timber Sales.

**Key considerations:**

Given the limited availability of potential trap trees (large, live Douglas-fir) throughout much of the fire area, mass funnel trapping was used extensively throughout Elephant Hill. Tree baits (containing attractive pheromones), which are usually deployed in a grid within a block, were not used across Elephant Hill as this can result in beetles spreading their attack across more trees, resulting in greater mortality.

There were widespread and ongoing concerns that these strategies were not successful in containing Douglas-fir beetle, and about ongoing mortality both within and adjacent to the fire area. A number of staff both in Secwépemc communities and the provincial government raised concerns about that salvage harvesting was not ‘aggressively’ or proactively targeting beetle-infested or at-risk stands. In particular, some professional foresters from Secwépemc communities expressed frustration that major timber licensees were not adequately addressing ‘the beetle issue’, and at the lack of directive from the provincial governments to harvest beetle-infested areas. Others felt that the salvage principle requiring all green trees to be retained impeded proactive Douglas-fir beetle management. However, as described above these views on the appropriate extent and approach to salvage were not consistent across either Secwépemc communities or the provincial government.

**Role of Secwépemc communities:**

Secwépemc natural resource staff were involved in the Douglas-fir beetle sub-committee, and territorial patrol implemented the Douglas-fir beetle monitoring protocol (see below). In addition, field staff from Secwépemc communities, including Bonaparte First Nation, were involved in conducting field reconnaissance to identify areas for treatments (i.e., locating and probing in attack areas), installing and monitoring baited funnel traps to attract and capture Douglas-fir beetles.

**Outcomes and outputs:**

Following the 2017 wildfires, Lorraine Maclauchlan (Entomologist, FLNRORD) updated and released ‘Best practices for managing Douglas-fir beetle: Douglas-fir beetle and wildfire’ (November 2017)\(^{21}\).

In addition, the Douglas-fir beetle sub-committee (led by Lorraine Maclauchlan and David Majcher, FLNRORD) developed guidance documents for Douglas-fir beetle management, including the following two created in September 2019:

- Douglas-fir beetle: tools to support sanitation harvest and green tree protection; and
- Development of an Elephant Hill insect, beetle and Douglas-fir control treatment strategy (methodology for surveying/identifying potential treatment units and developing and implementing treatments)

The Douglas-fir beetle sub-committee and collaborative monitoring sub-committee also developed a survey protocol for monitoring Douglas-fir beetle. This survey was implemented by Secwépemc territorial patrol, utilizing the Survey 123 platform.

---

ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Overview and approach:

Following wildfire, a key concern is that motorized vehicle use on disturbed soils, and increased access facilitated by fireguards, will worsen soil disturbance (and associated hazards of landslides and flooding) and increase hunting pressures on vulnerable wildlife populations. To address these risks, various approaches to ‘access management’ were implemented across the Elephant Hill wildfire. These were:

- implementation of a ‘Section 58’ order (or ‘Recreational Order’) under Section 58 (1) of the Forests and Range Practices Act, closing access to motorized vehicles and all types of off-road recreational vehicles within the Elephant Hill wildfire area, except on existing roads. This was signed into effect by the District Managers of DMH and DTR in May 2018 and in effect until December 2018
  - in January 2019 this was extended to encompass the Allie Lake wildfire area and was in effect until December 31, 2020
- implementation of ATV hunting closed areas in specified Wildlife Management Units (under the Wildlife Act Motor Vehicle Prohibition Regulation) in the fall hunting season of 2017 (continued to date)
- installation of signage at key locations throughout Elephant Hill regarding the motorized vehicle closure and ATV hunting restrictions
- reduction in Limited Entry Hunting tags available for moose hunting within the Thompson Okanagan Region

The access management sub-committee has also engaged with forest licensees and focussed on promoting resource road inventory and deactivation. Francis Iredale (Wildlife Biologist, Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region) led a successful proposal on behalf of this committee to access funding through the Forest Carbon Initiative to reforest deactivated resource roads. The access management and collaborative monitoring sub-committees are continuing to conduct priority watershed assessments to identify priority watersheds within the DTR and DMH for road deactivation and inform cumulative effects modelling.

Key considerations:

The aims of implementing off-road and ATV hunting closures were allowing the restoration and natural regeneration of grasslands and other sensitive ecosystems, mitigating the risk of additional disturbance/hazards, and reducing pressures on wildlife populations. The First Nations Technical Table was seeking a further extension to the Section 58 order beyond December 2020, however this was denied by the District Managers.

A key consideration when planning resource road deactivation is considering future access needs for salvage or silviculture, or other shorter term rehabilitation activities. This requires close collaboration with resource users/industry representatives. The access management sub-committee provides a strong model for government-to-government collaboration that can also serve as a platform to connect with broader stakeholders.

Role of Secwépemc communities:

Secwépemc staff were involved and continue to participate in the access management sub-committee. Secwépemc field staff continue to conduct resource road monitoring to inform assessment of cumulative impacts and potential road deactivation. Territorial patrol also record incidental data on wildlife populations, hunting and off-road compliance and road status.
Outcomes and outputs:
In addition to the access management closures listed above, and the ongoing work to deactivate resource roads throughout Elephant Hill and surrounding areas, a key output of the access management project was the creation of a set of ‘Principles for Access Management’, covering both new development and landscape-level planning (Appendix 7).

ARCHAEOLOGY
Overview and approach:
Wildfire suppression activities, as well as the subsequent rehabilitation and reforestation, can negatively impact archaeological sites and other cultural heritage values on the land base (such as historic sites, traditional use sites, heritage trails). Many of these sites hold significant historical and contemporary value and significance for First Nations communities. Wildfires also present a unique opportunity to conduct large-scale inventory due to extensive ground exposures created by the fire and fire suppression activity.

Secwépemc communities strongly advocated through the JLC and JTC for the opportunity to survey all fireguards and fence lines prior to any further works being conducted. This approach of First Nations-led archaeology within their respective territories was strongly established in the DTR as part of the ‘Archaeological Overview Assessment (AOA) Process for Forest Development Planning in the Kamloops TSA’. This AOA process was first implemented in 1999, guided by an AOA steering committee comprising Secwépemc archaeologists, representatives from the District and forest licensees. This established a process for engaging with First Nations in forest planning and ensuring First Nation leadership in assessing and mitigating potential impacts to cultural heritage values.

Given the agreement that the Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region was to be the lead for provincial wildfire recovery on Elephant Hill, this AOA process was utilized for archaeology on Elephant Hill. Specifically, this meant that affected Secwépemc communities were the lead for archaeology work within their territories. This contrasted to the approach taken in other parts of the province, where archaeology work was largely contracted through competitive tenders. Further, in other Districts (or other fires in the DMH), only a subset of fireguards were surveyed: those deemed to be of ‘high archaeological potential’ based on predictive models.

In parallel to discussions at the Elephant Hill JTC and JLC, in 2018 the provincial Archaeology Branch decided to pilot a novel approach of taking out a ‘blanket permit’ for the entire province (with some area exceptions). This permit authorized archaeological impact assessments of fire suppression activities, wildfire-related infrastructure upgrades and reforestation activities proposed by FLNRORD. The purpose of this pilot approach was to allow for assessment of burned areas, fireguards, damaged range infrastructure as well as address potential impacts arising from post-wildfire activities such as timber salvage, removal of danger trees, site preparation and planting, guided by the directives provided by the Archaeology Branch.

Work conducted under the initial permit (2018-0275) was then transitioned into a new permit (2020-0034) which expires in 2023; it is anticipated that archaeology work associated with the 2021 wildfires will also be conducted under this permit. The permit incorporates methods and specific directions and best practices for surveying fireguards and fence lines, such as focussing on surface inspection and providing a definition of survey footprints. While it allowed for AOAs or preliminary field reconnaissance (PFRs) to be conducted by non-permitted archaeologists (e.g., First Nations cultural heritage field staff), it required site records and reports to be completed/submitted by permitted archaeologists. Some Secwépemc communities have archaeologists on staff, while others individually or collectively contracted consultant archaeologists. Regardless, Secwépemc communities and field staff led all archaeology across Elephant Hill.
Key considerations:
Archaeology was one of the most challenging components of wildfire recovery due to conflicting perspectives on the required scope and intensity of work, the costs involved, and extension of the DTR AOA process into the DMH and Cariboo Natural Resource Region. These tensions are largely unresolved (see Chapter 10).

First Nations have the right to make decisions regarding their cultural heritage, which necessarily means being involved in/leading cultural heritage (including archaeology) assessments within their territories and mitigating any potential impacts. This right is supported under Article 11 of UNDRIP, which states "Indigenous peoples have the right to practise and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs. This includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of their cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and performing arts and literature." (emphasis added)

All archaeological sites that date to 1846 or earlier are protected by the Heritage Conservation Act, while access to non-archaeological cultural heritage resources is a constitutionally protected Aboriginal right.

The use of predictive models, such as the AOA model that defines areas as being of high, medium or low archaeological potential, was also contentious. As the findings of Elephant Hill post-fire archaeology show, these models are often inadequate in predicting the occurrence of archaeological sites. Secwépemc communities also raised concerns that the use of such models can be used to bypass consultation and minimize First Nation involvement (see Chapter 8).

Finally, both Secwépemc and provincial staff raised concerns throughout 2018 and 2019 that archaeology sites recorded as part of fireguard and fence surveys were not being communicated in a timely manner to forest licensees. This resulted in some archaeology sites being located within proposed salvage blocks (i.e., within the boundaries of proposed harvesting).

Role of Secwépemc communities:
All archaeological work within Elephant Hill was direct awarded to Secwépemc communities (with some communities contracting a permitted archaeologist to support the work). Community field staff led PFRs along all fireguards and impacted fence lines and were involved in all archaeological impact assessments. Communities often supported one another in completing the work in each other’s territories.

Outcomes:
• First Nations led archaeology is part of communities asserting their rights and sovereignty over cultural heritage in their territories. The true outcomes are those defined by Secwépemc communities: the opportunity to ‘piece together’ and demonstrate their historical and ongoing connection to their land, build capacity, and “learn the people that came before, the ancestors”
• The extent and location of sites throughout the fire provide evidence of the rich and extensive historical presence and use of Secwepemcúlecw by Secwépemc people, and demonstrate inadequacies in predictive models used to determine archaeological potential
• Preliminary field reconnaissance (PFRs) completed for 405.08 km of fence lines (293.2 km in DMH, 111.88 km in DTR) and 581.7 km of fireguards
• 218 archaeological sites recorded by Secwépemc communities within Elephant Hill wildfire area (204 new sites and 14 previously recorded sites that were revisited and verified/updated)
• Note: site recording to the Archaeology Branch is ongoing, total number will be higher
• Note: these sites vary (e.g., from lithic scatters to roasting pits and other sensitive/significant sites), and the number of sites should not be interpreted as the measure of ‘value’ or ‘outcome’

Amongst the many artifacts found across this landscape are tools such as arrowheads, axe heads and spear tips dating to at least 7,000 years old (if not older).
THE ELEPHANT HILL EMERGENCY LAND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (MOREL PERMIT PROGRAM)

Overview and approach:

One of the first concerns raised by Secwépemc communities was the impact of the anticipated influx of morel mushroom harvesters and buyers that always follows a high severity wildfire. From early 2018, the JLC began discussing a proposal to manage this harvest through a permitting system implemented by Secwépemc territorial patrol. Over the summer of 2018 (from launch date of May 4th to August 6th), the Secwépemc territorial patrol implemented a strategy to mitigate the ecological and human health impacts of this commercial morel mushroom harvest across the Elephant Hill wildfire area. This was done in the absence of provincial government management strategies or regulations, seeing the practical application of Secwépemc law and jurisdiction over the forest understory. This program was funded by the Canadian Red Cross wildfire recovery funding and designed and implemented by Forest Foods Ltd., which was engaged by the Elephant Hill JLC. A full report on this program is available online and a documentary video is available on the SRSS website at https://www.srssociety.com/projects.htm

Morel mushrooms harvested from within the Elephant Hill wildfire area in 2018. Photo credit: Forest Foods Ltd/Lobby Studios

This program involved:

- territorial patrol training for patrol members (including training in emergency response protocols, communication and planning; OH&S; digital navigation and data collection; field documentation of permits; environmental and wildlife monitoring; compliance; conflict management and communication);
- installation of signage on all road systems entering the fire-impacted area;
- mapping and establishment of designated campsites for pickers and buyers, including waste bins and portable toilets;
- creation of a permit system for all pickers and buyers (free for First Nation individuals), including harvester orientation packages;
- regular patrol by territorial patrol (monitoring of permit compliance, safety issues, road condition and other items; inspection of campsites; provision of services e.g., waste disposal and navigation support; and responding to critical incidents); and
- establishment of communications platforms (social media, website).

---

Role of Secwépemc communities:
The program involved and was led on the ground by territorial patrol from Bonaparte First Nation, Skeetchestn Indian Band, High Bar First Nation, Ts’k̓w̓a’yłax̱w First Nation and Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band. The base of operations was hosted by Whispering Pines/Clinton at their Clinton Indian Band office. Once the majority of infrastructure (e.g., campsites) was decommissioned, Forest Foods Ltd. handed the project over to Skeetchestn Natural Resources who continued to deploy personnel for three weeks to continue monitoring remaining harvesters and buyers.

Outcomes:
The program report documents the following outcomes:
- Management and service provision for 25 approved campsites
- Safe disposal of 12,500 gallons of sewage waste and an estimated 14,760 lbs of mixed garbage and recyclables
- Response to 25 critical incidents in the field
- Issuance of 352 permits and management of the influx of an estimated 700 commercial and recreational mushroom harvesters, buyers and processors (collecting $16,200 in permit costs)

The program is a precedent-setting example of asserting and implementing Secwépemc rights and jurisdiction and supported outreach and positive engagement with the public and land-users. The program also built capacity of Secwépemc territorial patrol through training and field experience.

DECLARATION ON THE UNDERSTORY WITHIN THE FORESTS OF SECWEPEMCMÚLECW

The morel permit program was supported by the creation of the Declaration on the Understory within the Forests of Secwépemcúlecw (‘the Declaration’). The understory – that is, the plant community beneath the forest canopy, comprising plants such as grasses, wildflowers and berry bushes – is critical for the ecological health of the forests and the health and wellbeing of Secwépemc people. Led by Kukpi7 Ron Ignace and Dr. Marianne Ignace, this Declaration was created to highlight the importance of the understory for Secwépemc communities and economies and to assert Secwépemc rights and jurisdiction over the understory, to manage, protect and utilize it for the benefit of Secwépemc people. The Declaration was drafted with Secwépemc Elders, drawing on Secwépemc language and knowledge as the foundation. The Declaration is included in this report in Appendix 9.

Together, the Declaration and the morel mushroom program demonstrate one approach to implementing UNDRIP on the land, including upholding Secwépemc rights to practice and revitalize cultural traditions and customs; rights to traditional medicines, including conservation of plants and animals; and the rights to use and control Secwépemc territories.

Specifically, UNDRIP states:

Article 24
Indigenous peoples have the right to their traditional medicines and to maintain their health practices, including the conservation of their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals. Indigenous individuals also have the right to access, without any discrimination, all social and health services.

Article 31
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their cultural heritage, traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions, as well as the manifestations of their sciences, technologies and cultures, including human and genetic resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properties of fauna and flora, oral traditions, literatures, designs, sports and traditional games and visual and performing arts.

In the words of Kukpi7 Ron Ignace, the Declaration speaks to how “we continue to implement our jurisdiction over our homelands as yecwmiínmen – caretakers of the land.”
7 KEY FINDINGS

7.1 Joint wildfire recovery focused on relatively short-term activities: the ‘three great goals’ of fireguard rehabilitation, range recovery and salvage; and associated activities of silviculture and reforestation; Douglas-fir beetle management; access management; archaeology; and establishing a permit program for the 2018 morel mushroom harvest.

7.2 The JLC and JTC created and endorsed principles for timber salvage, silviculture and reforestation, and access management across Elephant Hill. These were shared by the District Managers with forest licensees in the Kamloops and 100 Mile House Timber Supply Areas. This report collates these and other guidance documents.

7.3 Key outcomes included: rehabilitation of 581.7 km of fireguards; 359.66 km of fences rebuilt/repairs; 24 directed non-uses issued to range tenure holders; 19,192 ha (35.3 million seedlings) planted under Forests for Tomorrow or Forest Carbon Initiative funded projects (in addition to licensee planting); implementation of motorized vehicle and ATV hunting closures; restriction in Limited Entry Hunting tags for moose; direct awarding of archaeology work to First Nations; Preliminary Field Reconnaissance surveys completed for 405.08 km of fence lines and 581.7 km of fireguards; recording of 218 archaeology sites; implementation of the Secwépemc morel permit program; and creation of Declaration on the Understory in the Forests of Secwepemcúlcw.

7.4 The extent of archaeological sites recorded throughout the fire area provides evidence of the rich and extensive historical presence and use of this landscape by Secwépemc people.

7.5 Findings from archaeology surveys also demonstrate inadequacies in predictive models used to determine archaeological potential. While some provincial staff and forest industry representatives hope that this archaeological dataset could be used to update existing models to better predict archaeological potential, Secwépemc communities raise concerns that predictive modelling would be used to bypass consultation and on-ground surveys.

7.6 Key concerns and challenges related to the approach to archaeology (including the extent and intensity of surveys); choice of seed mix for direct seeding; mismatch in timing of activities; concerns over stand species conversion to lodgepole pine; availability of suitable tree seed; and costs.

Salvage harvesting within the 2017 wildfires in the Cariboo. 
Photo credit: Sarah Dickson-Hoyle
PART 3

Reflections on ‘success’ and lessons learned

“We want control and resources to do it right, and not just the outcome based, but the identity that comes with doing that work, the skills, the way that it helps people to live, and rebuild who we are and our relationship to the land.”

— Former Kukpi7 Ryan Day, Bonaparte First Nation
CHAPTER 8

‘Our voices are stronger together’: Reflections on recovery, success and the value of joint leadership

The Elephant Hill wildfire recovery was about ‘healing the land’.

However, for participants in these tables the successes arising from this joint process were spoken of not (just) in terms of ‘recovering’ fire affected landscapes. Instead, the value and strength of this new approach were described in terms of the new relationships and trust and that were established; the opportunities for Secwépemc communities to build their capacity, have their expertise recognized and their voices heard, and to get out on the land; the knowledge and cultural connections gained through Secwépemc-led archaeology; and the creation of a new ‘model’ for collaboration moving forward.

REFLECTIONS ON RECOVERY

In addition to the emphasis on building trust, relationships and a new model for collaboration (described in the following sections), people also shared their perspectives and observations on the recovery of the land itself.

Secwépemc field crews described the progress of natural recovery and regeneration across their territories. In particular, we heard about the strong regeneration of deciduous species, including shrubs such as willows and trees such as black cottonwood and trembling aspen, throughout the fire. People described “banging their knees because the brush is already up to their chest” and trembling aspen coming back “like a weed... just popping up everywhere in [the Green Lake area]”.

Jimmy Rosette from Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation, who conducted riparian surveys throughout the fire, described how the deciduous plants “were all just thriving really good by the time we came back through, raspberry plants, all the blueberry plants and things that, actually after a few years of the burn being gone, were all coming back beautifully”. Others noted the dense regeneration of lodgepole pine seedlings in certain areas, even from stands as young as twenty years old at the time of the fire, and the fact that “there’s forage, there’s water everywhere” as an indicator that the landscape is on a pathway to recovery.

In other areas – such as areas that burned at high intensity – the natural regeneration has been less successful. A silviculture specialist, who conducted surveys throughout the fire, told us that:

“Some places where the fire was so harsh, we’re still looking at areas where there’s zero germinants. So, in some cases it was quite clear that nothing was ever going to come back there. I mean, I don’t mean never, but in a hundred years.”

- SILVICULTURE CONSULTANT

Multiple people raised concerns that wildfire recovery did not adequately address issues of terrain stability and associated hazards such as landslides and flooding, which have continued to cause significant impacts since the fire. Despite the mitigation measures presented in the ‘Post-wildfire natural hazards risk analysis: Elephant Hill wildfire’ report, Rachael Pollard (FLNRORD – DTR) expressed frustration that “we don’t really have a mechanism to do anything about [all those landslides across the land]. And I don’t even know what we’d do! But they’re really impactful for the communities.”
The fire is just one thing. And as much as we did a lot of good work in the recovery, we need to recover from more than just the fire

Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) also emphasized the need to put the impacts of the fire in context of the broader pre-existing impacts to this fire-affected landscape. When asked if she felt the landscape was on a trajectory towards recovery, her response was:

“No. I’m sorry to say. Despite all the really good work that’s been done, the impacts were enormous. Right? The biomass that was lost, the disturbance from the fireguards and roads and the access that’s enabled. And the lack of oversight, the lack of compliance and enforcement effort to really keep track of what’s going on on that land base. I don’t think it’s enough. Because it’s cumulative, right? I think maybe, possibly if it was just the fire, we might have done enough to get the land and communities back on their feet. But it wasn’t just the fire. It was the fire following fifty years of reprehensible logging practices. Roads to every bit of the territory. Failures in managing game resources and hunting and those kinds of things. Let alone getting into salmon habitat and overfishing and those kinds of things. The fire is just one thing. And as much as we did a lot of good work in the recovery, we need to recover from more than just the fire.”

These reflections on landscape recovery were always grounded in peoples’ diverse perspectives on what recovery actually involves. For Joanne, it meant more than just planting trees and rehabilitating fireguards; it’s about finding new, alternative economic, cultural and other opportunities “that are a little bit harder to put your finger on” in place of those that were lost due to the fire. For Rachael Pollard (FLNRORD – DTR), it means a more holistic view encompassing both economic recovery and supporting the recovery of the ecosystem itself, while mitigating further impacts to the land.

These different views of ‘recovery’, and the different emphases people placed on the different outcomes described below, continue to shape diverse perspectives on the ‘success’ of the joint approach to wildfire recovery.

**REFLECTIONS ON ‘SUCCESS’**

In every interview with provincial government and Secwépemc representatives, we asked the same question: “if we were to ask you how successful the Elephant Hill wildfire recovery has been, what would be the key factors that you’d look at and what conclusion would you come to?” Here, we share these different perspectives – from the Districts and Regions, BCWS, and Secwépemc communities – on the ‘success’ of the joint recovery process as a whole, and the many ways this is defined by those involved.
Overall, the majority of people we spoke to felt that the joint approach to wildfire recovery on Elephant Hill had been successful.

Some people spoke about success in terms of achieving defined goals, such as fireguard rehabilitation or fence reconstruction. Even for people who did not define success in these terms, there was a widespread acknowledgement that these types of quantifiable outcomes would likely be scrutinized by government decision-makers when evaluating this approach:

“I don’t know if [kilometers of fence lines built is] how you measure success, but it certainly is how some people measure it and that’s data that decision-makers are going to want if we’re talking about how to do this, if we do this again, and how we do it next time and how we prepare. Then there’s got to be some quantifiable outcomes that we can show what worked and what didn’t, or how much you can even hope to get done in the time following a fire like that. Like how long is it going to take, to reach those objectives?”

- JOANNE HAMMOND, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

These concerns about the lack or slow progress of salvage were echoed by one Secwépemc staff, who felt that “the whole landscape management of that Elephant Hill after the fire was very, very poorly done”. Other people highlighted delays in making key decisions such as grass seed mix. Some District staff also raised concerns about the delays in rehabilitating fireguards, or the costs involved (in particular for archaeology).

From communities’ perspectives, there was an associated concern that these higher costs would cast a negative light on the whole process, or lead to it not being implemented again in future:

“I think the process is good as long as it doesn’t get a sour taste from the first one, basically. And sure, it might have been expensive but that’s the price, it’s growing pains in my eyes, it needs to happen.”

- DARCY LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

“I just hope at the end of it, if the government looks at a budget or something silly like that from a bean counter that it’s not frowned upon in the future, it needs to happen at every major event.”

- TANNER LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

However, all BCWS staff involved in either supervising or allocating funding for fireguard rehabilitation expressed satisfaction with the process, and felt that the costs were justified:

“Having the steering team was a big help, it was another success... what we saw was we got through our consultation with the First Nations faster. You could talk to people, right? And identify where maybe they have a pressure and maybe we can help out. And then having that one table where people can raise concerns, from grass seeding for example... having people able to start working through some of that stuff expedites the process... you’re able to negotiate and come to a resolution faster.”

- BRAD LITKE, BCWS
"The JLC process undoubtedly increased costs, but I never felt uncomfortable with the investments that I was asked to support."

- ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS

These quotes reflect the widespread view amongst provincial government managers and technical staff, that overall, despite the many challenges faced, the joint recovery was a success:

"There's other areas of the province who are a lot farther along. But they weren't working in a joint collaborative manner, in the way that we were, with Indigenous communities. And so I think this demonstrates a huge step forward. And a huge learning opportunity and a path forward to set things up for the future. And so in that I would say it was successful."

- FLNRORD STAFF

"I think it was a great process, it was an example of all kinds of people working together. And hopefully next time it’ll just be natural to form these groups, 'cos I thought they were great. It was wonderful! You sit around and you just hammer it out; you know it was West Fraser and Tolko and BCTS and the First Nations reps and us as government District staff, on the ground doing the necessary work; and me as the scientist that was sitting there – or in the field – trying to tell them something about Douglas-fir beetle. So it was great."

- FLNRORD STAFF

"I'd think that this was very successful. There were times that it was very painful. And very unclear. But I think that the outcomes were very beneficial, both from the personal and relationship side, as well as the outcomes on the landscape. And maybe the outcomes on the landscape are a little more nuanced, but the obvious benefits [are] with the relationships, and I think that over time we will start to agree that those outcomes are maybe more significant in their benefit than we would have even known today."

- FLNRORD STAFF

"Part of the success is the legacy that it leaves, which is that we’re likely never going to go back to old ways of doing things"

"In terms of really demonstrating a different way to work together, I think we were really successful. Was it perfect? No. Could we have done better? Sure... [but] I think part of the success is the legacy that it leaves, which is that we’re likely never going to go back to old ways of doing things. The world is different going forward. At least locally, in how we can work together. And Mike [Anderson] will be the first to say that the legacy is really the relationships that have endured and knowing that we can work together. So I think from that perspective it’s been very successful."

- RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

These views on success were also held within BCWS – both by those involved at a leadership level and those responsible for implementing fireguard rehabilitation. BCWS representatives spoke of the successes in terms of providing economic opportunities for First Nations and collaborating on diverse aspects of land-based recovery, and expressed their hope that this approach would continue and assist future collaborations:

"Although I know not everyone that sat at that table maybe feel it was successful, I feel it was successful. Because it brought together that group, from where we didn’t know each other’s names, to where we’re funnelling and sharing millions of dollars and essentially collaborating on activities on the land base. And not from just, 'hey we’re going to rehab this guard'. From everything under the sun, the trees we plant, the fish, the archaeology, the plant species, the hunting, the mushrooms."

- ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS
“I think it was a great idea, what we did, and I hope it will help government and First Nations in the future for sure, to get the First Nations communities involved.”

– KEN CONWAY-BROWN, BCWS

As the following quotes make clear, the majority of people looked beyond the success of the three great goals to consider recovery more broadly in terms of ecological and stewardship outcomes on the land:

“I think looking at the land and seeing the condition of the land. Is it better than it would’ve been if we never had the table? And is there better stewardship as a result of that process? …if there is, well then that’s great, then we achieved something. So it’ll be really interesting to see years down the road, how is that forest regenerating? What is the terrain stability like, after a number of years? Has it improved? Those kinds of things. I think that’s the proof in your pudding, is the landscape recovering?”

MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

“I would look at how the fire area was bouncing back. Wildlife surveys, vegetation surveys, stream surveys like the stream rehabilitation program.”

– GEORGINA PRESTON, FORMERLY WITH STSWECEM’C XGAT’TTEM FIRST NATION

Georgina then went on to acknowledge that success also related to the outcomes and benefits for communities, and advances in how archaeology and cultural heritage are considered in wildfire recovery:

“I don’t think archaeology has been so much focused on before in wildfire rehabilitation. And so I’d look at that and what benefits that was giving the communities as well as the provincial government in learning about archaeology and about cultural heritage.”

Archaeology is just one aspect that, perhaps in the past, was not considered to be a key measure of success for ‘wildfire recovery’. Similarly, people spoke about success in terms of less tangible outcomes, such as relationships and trust, that can’t be captured in a ‘SMART’ goal:

“It’s tough to put into words but it’s a level of comfort or joint understanding… I think creating a new process that underpins or recognizes not just western science but somehow culture as well…a process that works is adaptable to achieve whatever set objectives of the respective group, I think would be a measure of success. I think for me having a trusted open transparent environment where we could learn together. And being accepting that mistakes can happen, we’re all learning together.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

On further reflection, people such as the government staff member quoted above, who emphasized that the ‘proof in your pudding’ is whether the landscape is recovering, acknowledged that we may need to look beyond immediate outcomes on the Elephant Hill land base, and that, perhaps, these new relationships will indeed prove to be the true measure of success:

“Maybe it won’t be the Elephant Hill wildfire that’ll show us, maybe it will be other projects, a better working relationship say with the QS forestry working group, maybe that’s the result and not the Elephant Hill trees growing back or whatever.”

– MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

However, others within the provincial government were more hesitant to ascribe success to wildfire recovery on Elephant Hill. While accepting that aspects of the joint recovery process were a success, the following two quotes reflect concerns about a lack of clear recovery goals, or measurable impacts on the land base:

“In terms of engaging and collaborating with First Nations, and building strong relationships to move forward with, you know (pauses) eight out of ten. From where we were which was maybe a two out of ten. Huge improvement, good experience, I feel rewarded in that we were successful in building that stuff. As tough as the conversations were…still a good experience…I have a lot of respect for a lot of the people at the table. In terms of our ability to be really effective in achieving the recovery outcomes we wanted to? I would give that a three out of ten. We could have done it a lot better.”

– FLNRORD STAFF
“I would say I’m fairly unsatisfied, because if someone was to ask me [if we’ve been successful] I would say I don’t know. I don’t know what a recovered landscape – well I personally know how I would do it. But I don’t know if everyone has thought about that and would be able to tell you that what we’ve done and what we’re currently doing, is putting us on a trajectory to get there. So in that way I would say I’m dissatisfied with the overall process but I was satisfied certainly with some of the things that happened along the way.”

– DOUG LEWIS, FLNRORD – RESOURCE PLANNING & ASSESSMENT BRANCH

In a similar vein, some Secwépemc staff acknowledged the challenges of evaluating success without clear goals and given the completely new approach being taken. Yet overall, the view of Secwépemc staff we spoke with was that this joint approach to wildfire recovery has been a great success:

“At the end of the day it’s a positive. It’s hard to measure success when it hasn’t really been done before. So, at the end of the day I think the model is working and we can all learn from bringing people together and what worked and what didn’t work. So, I think the success has just been positive, and I hope it doesn’t stop. It just keeps progressing and evolving into something bigger and better.”

– TANNER LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

Secwépemc staff highlighted how the Elephant Hill tables created opportunities for participation in wildfire recovery and engaging with government far beyond anything they had experienced before.

“By far, this has been the best seat dealing with the government that I’ve seen. Based on my referrals and dealings with the government and the last twenty years of working in the forest industry.”

– TRAVIS PETERS, FORMER NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGER, TS’KW’AYLAXW FIRST NATION

“We’re very very happy with how the Elephant Hill wildfire was managed out of the Kamloops TSA, and our participation in with it. We’ve had more participation Elephant Hill wildfire than all of our other fires around our communities together.”

– JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

We also heard how Secwépemc leadership were supportive of this table and often promoted it as an example of successful collaboration:

“I know Chief Patrick [Harry] was always really admiring the strength of that table and the audience that the Chiefs were given and that their staff were given with people that could actually exact real change within those areas. He liked to use it as an example of a success story whenever he was talking to federal and provincial governments with Big Bar Slide. It was important for Stswece’m’c Xgat’tem First Nation in that regard.”

– GEORGINA PRESTON, FORMERLY WITH STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM FIRST NATION

Kukpi7 Ron Ignace has often said that to move forward, you have to know where you’ve come from. In reflecting on ‘success’, Angie Kane (Secwepemcúl̓ecw Restoration and Stewardship Society) echoed this sentiment and emphasized how far the joint process has come since the first meetings in 2017:

“I think we have to look back to figure out how far we’ve actually come. Because I think we get lost, in the day-to-day stuff. And I know for me I have. I tend to get caught up in everything that’s going on and tend to forget to stop and reflect on where we started and what we have accomplished – we have really come a long way! Like from those first initial meetings to what we’ve done and what we’ve accomplished to date. It’s pretty phenomenal!”

However, while for Stewart Fletcher (High Bar First Nation) the joint recovery and SRSS that came from it was “really what I’ve hoped for”, others emphasized that any successes found within Elephant Hill need to be put into perspective in the context of the long-term and larger changes that Indigenous peoples and communities are “hoping for our land and our people”: 
It may be good, it may be better than the past, but it’s not even close to what we want.

“I don’t think we’re all the way there. We just got a part of the work done. You look at the person component, the bands coming together component, okay well that’s close to a hundred percent right. But how big is that on the grand scale of things? How much did we actually change in where we’re going? So when you think about those things Sarah, I [sighs] I think there’s successes there and we don’t want to ignore them. But we’re so far away from doing things sustainably, that this is just a step.”

– GREG CROOKES, FORMERLY WITH BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

“You know we can make it sound like a victory or whatever…but it’s all from a compromised position, it’s not what we want. It may be good, it may be better than the past, but it’s not even close to what we want. You know we’re still in pain from what happened, we’re still in an abusive process where we’re not the decision-makers. And we can put ourselves on the back for working cooperatively or whatever but it’s not what we want. We want control and resources to do it right, and not just the outcome based, but the identity that comes with doing that work, the skills, the way that it helps people to live, and rebuild who we are and our relationship to the land.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

While these reflections on success considered the joint recovery process as a whole, they do not necessarily capture the true value of this collaboration for the communities and government staff involved. The following sections describe the most significant impacts and outcomes that arose from the joint process of wildfire recovery, and the value that these new relationships and ways of working together have beyond the tightly defined project of ‘wildfire recovery’.

NEW RELATIONSHIPS AND COLLABORATION

Almost everyone we spoke to highlighted the importance of the relationships that have been built through participating in the joint recovery process: between the provincial government and First Nations, and among Secwépemc communities themselves.

Over months and years of coming together – sitting around a table at monthly meetings of the JLC or JTC, breaking off into sub-committees, getting out on the land for group field visits and trainings, or just ‘kicking the dirt’ together while discussing the best approach to rehabilitating a fireguard – people were able to build trust and strong working relationships that weren’t there at the start. For Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources), this trust between communities and the province was the biggest outcome of these processes, which only came through:

“...the mutual demonstration on the part of the province and on the part of the community that you did what you said you were going to do. I think that is a big issue, is that so many promises [have been] broken over time, that you’re just not likely to believe somebody until you see it happen before your eyes. And that was happening a lot, the province said: ‘what can we do?’ And you told them what they could do and then they did it. And vice versa, so that the province is able to build up confidence in the ability of the community to provide those services and the feedback. And then everybody is empowered by the idea that they’re being listened to, right? To see the results of their recommendations and ideas being enacted by government, and I think that’s invaluable. Because that has definitely bled out to a lot of other areas and opportunities since then because we’ve shown each other that we can do that work.”
Mike Anderson (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) similarly said:

“I think one of the better things to come out of this fire was that we were able to establish the relationship with government whereby we can sit at the same table and come to mutual agreement on how some things are to be done...the relationship we have whereby we can co-manage.”

For multiple staff from BCWS, these relationships were key to achieving their recovery goals. Despite the concerns raised by other people, at various times (see Chapter 10), over perceived delays in rehabilitating fireguards or rebuilding fences, one BCWS staff who was involved in the rehabilitation supervision said:

“This roundtable, the Elephant Hill working group, from what I heard and what I saw led the way in the province on how to develop the relationships and how to deal with these recovery priorities in a more timely manner.”

- KEN CONWAY-BROWN, BCWS

Others in the provincial government highlighted how the Elephant Hill wildfire recovery process also created “a chance, even just internally, to work between the District and the regional staff in a way that we hadn’t for years”.

These new relationships continue to foster collaboration and confidence in how to work together, beyond wildfire recovery:

“For myself, as the manager for stewardship, almost everything my staff does touches communities. And so instead of me going ‘oh gosh, you know, I don’t know who to talk to, how do we do this? I don’t want to offend anybody!’ I feel that I’ve got a relationship and I can call up Mike and say: ‘hey Mike, this is what’s going on?’ Or ‘something ugly happened, and we’re like oh my gosh what are we going to do? How are we going to solve it? We need some help.’ Where I feel that that can just be a normal conversation, it’s not a scary proposition... you’ve got your go-to people in the community...to me, hands down, that has been the most incredible benefit of the whole process.”

- MARINA IRWIN, FLNRORD – DTR

“...It’s helped even foster relationships outside of the Elephant Hill wildfire, there’s some proponents that we work with at these tables that’s to do with the Elephant Hill wildfire but then we’re working with them outside of that area as well. So when you get a referral you’re like ‘oh I know her!’ Or ‘I know him’. There’s already that familiarity and that ease to work together.”

- HIGH BAR FIRST NATION STAFF

These collaborations have expanded into new opportunities, such as Secwépemc participation in monitoring the impacts of forest and range activities on values such as biodiversity, fish habitat and riparian areas, and water quality under the provincial Forest and Range Evaluation Program (FREP). Communities have also used the technical tables and collaborative monitoring sub-committee to raise concern about studies such as mule deer research being conducted without First Nations involvement and are increasingly advocating for active First Nation participation in any research or monitoring activities taking place within their territories (particularly those relating to wildlife).

One FLNRORD wildlife biologist described how their involvement with the access management sub-committee led to further discussions with Bonaparte’s natural resource staff about how they could work together on wildlife monitoring and management more broadly:

“I was there [at Bonaparte] for the road [deactivation] project, but you know, developing this working relationship with the Bonaparte community, it was just a random opportunity that they wanted to start talking about wildlife values. And there’s a couple of keen young community members there that were like ‘this a passion for us, we appreciate the experience that you bring to the table, how can we kind of work together on some of these initiatives?’”

Angie Kane (Secwepemcucw Restoration and Stewardship Society) has seen the growth in these types of opportunities for First Nations to collaborate with the province, both in terms of providing services (such as monitoring staff and field technicians) and also taking part in decision-making:
“We’re seeing more direct awarding of contracts from the province to specific communities because we have created that pathway, and that connection, and I think it’s that awareness too that ‘hey, we’re not going to sit back and let you go and do whatever you want anymore’. We want to work together to plan for a future forest that is resilient, healthy in biodiversity and abundant in wildlife for future generations to come. I think that for me the strongest thing that’s come out of this whole process.”

There are personal elements to Elephant Hill now...I think I will feel forever committed to that

The trust and strong working relationships with key provincial officials such as Rachael Pollard have also influenced broader government-to-government initiatives, such as the Qwelmínte Secwépemc Government to Government table:

“In terms of direct impacts, I feel that the way that the government-to-government work is going with the Secwépemc has a connection to Elephant Hill. Because through the work that Rachael Pollard did in Elephant Hill, she was invited to participate in the Qwelmínte Secwépemc G2G work, as co-chair of the forestry working group. She wasn’t originally formally included as a District Manager, because there was MIRR (Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation) staff, there was regional staff, there was a whole bunch of other staff, and so District Managers were not included in that structure. And so she, on the recommendation of Secwépemc people, was invited to be the co-chair. I think that’s REALLY really huge... it’s not very often that you hear First Nations say: ‘we actually like what this provincial person did’. I don’t often hear those words! And we want more of that, right? And we’re doing a lot with that forestry working group that previous processes that pre-dated the current G2G table weren’t able to achieve.”

- MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

However, these new relationships do not just shape high level G2G processes or pragmatic changes in how people work together. Many people also talked about how their involvement in these joint recovery tables, and the personal connections they made, profoundly (re)shaped the way they think about their work and their commitment to supporting Indigenous recovery and stewardship goals:

“Historically, we’ve been able to separate ourselves from the human, the personal part of recovery... I think I would consider myself quite an insightful person, but it’s easy to detach yourself from that when you kind of work everywhere and you’re busy and whatever. And there are personal elements to Elephant Hill now, that I think are different for me. I think it’s given me more of a human component to it... It’s changed the priority that I place on being involved in things where I think we can make meaningful changes, and way I look at that dimension or that element of my work...I was asked to come out and speak to interest groups because you know Elephant Hill, there’s so many opportunities in there, right? And it almost feels insulting to me sometimes because I’m like, Bert and his family have been here forever, and this is where he lives, he’s never going anywhere this is his home. And I feel like I made commitments to Bert, and others, when we had these conversations about what’s important. And we made changes, and so I think I will forever feel committed to that. And I don’t think I would have looked at it like that in another place.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

Others in the provincial government described the value for them and their staff in terms of gaining insights into "what collaborating with First Nation communities is all about":

There are personal elements to Elephant Hill now...I think I will feel forever committed to that
“I had about twenty-eight staff participate in some way shape or form... from talking with one of our biologists who got into a subgroup to talk about seed mix for rehab of the fireguards, and just being involved in that deep dynamic of staunch Ministry perspectives that were dated, she found herself more aligned not with the Ministry representation but with the Indigenous representation. Those types of experiences are really valuable for our staff. That biologist has a story that no other biologist in our area has. And now we’ve had other situations where we’ve needed to do this, and she is a mentor for those new staff that are facing these similar challenges. So that type of experience is so invaluable.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

For former Kukpi7 Ryan Day, building this greater depth of understanding amongst non-Indigenous peoples – the intent and mechanism to form a deeper relationship with “the people from that land, and the teachings from that land, and the way to live on that land” – was the only way that these processes were going to work, and go beyond the “topical things [and get at] the things deep under the surface”.

“...those relationships are everything, that’s the only way. You know, you can have all the agreements that you want, you can have all this surface level stuff, but it doesn’t matter. And you can have all the money you want, too. You can throw money at these things too, but unless that money creates and enables those spaces to be created, where people can do that work within themselves and amongst each other, and that they’re ready to do that, and willing, and not tied by time and mandates, then we’re just not dealing with the problem, not the real problem. And we’re not going to get there.”

Continuing on, Kukpi7 Day emphasized that:

Perhaps the greatest impact these new relationships have had is the creation of new expectations around ‘collaboration’ versus transactional ‘consultation’, and of a new way of working together that is needed to collectively address ongoing challenges such as climate change.
The social and cultural processes that were developed and relationships that were affirmed are absolutely the biggest success. And not because they solved all the problems. But because it established a new way of doing things that will allow us to solve the bigger problems that are coming. And I think often of climate change and the kinds of action that we’re going to have to take collectively to be able to manage the impacts of climate change. It’s going to take those kinds of organizations and relationships to do it. We would never be able to tackle it under the old winner takes all, government regulating industry sort of system and leaving First Nations and communities out of the loop. That was never going to work. So I think that that is a major, major victory.”

– JOANNE HAMMOND, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES
Given these new relationships, many feel that there is now a strong foundation for ongoing and future collaboration between the Province of BC and the Secwépemc communities involved:

“I firmly believe that the next time there’s a significant emergency event, similar to a wildfire, there is now documentation and processes that have been established and put in place that can at least help people get started. We didn’t have any of that. We were flying by the seat of our pants, as we went through all this.”
- FLNRORD STAFF

Similarly, multiple people expressed a desire that, in the case of future wildfires within these same territories and jurisdictions (and even beyond), a similar table and government-to-government process would be quickly established:

“In my opinion, the most important thing was the forming of the group. It’s more likely to happen now that the Districts are doing the rehabilitation plans as well. They have a better ongoing relationship with First Nations than BCWS does.”
- KEN CONWAY-BROWN, BCWS

“It’s 2020, we don’t smoke when we’re pregnant, we don’t drink when we’re pregnant, just ‘cos we used to do it doesn’t mean that we should do it anymore. There’s maybe some things from Elephant Hill that aren’t feasible to do everywhere... But the expectation that we be able to work together, in a G2G way everywhere? It’s 2020, government has made commitments to working together like this, and yeah we should!”
- RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

Rachael Pollard continued to sum up these impacts by saying:

“We got some s**t done. We really did. And we did it together. And we did it in a way that built confidence in our ability to do it together and created lots of opportunities for work for the communities and the SRSS. There’s some real legacies that I think we can forget about when we’re busy, and focus on ‘well we didn’t get as much salvage as we should have’ or whatever, right?...You know, whenever big changes happen, something happens, and then the world is never quite the same afterwards. And I kind of feel that way about Elephant Hill.”

Establishing a precedent for collaborative recovery

The Elephant Hill Joint Leadership Council and Joint Technical Committees are often spoken of as a model for collaboration in wildfire and disaster recovery. Similarly, many of the Secwépemc communities involved continue to draw on this as an example of how First Nations can and should be involved in wildfire recovery:

“We have our Wild Goose fire which is right outside the community of Canoe Creek from 2018 and we’re trying to use that one as an example in the Williams Lake or the Central Cariboo Fire District of how we would like these things managed in terms of PFRs for the fireguards and rehab and road deactivation. It’s been nice to be a part of the Elephant Hill because we have been using that as an example and we’ve been gaining a little bit of credence off of that fire.”
- JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“To me, probably the best thing that’s come out of this fire is that joint table, that collaborative table where we’re talking collaboratively about how we heal this land. It’s not just BC forging ahead with the companies, kind of thing. Which in the past is how this has happened. In the past if there’s been anybody involved in healing the land after a fire it’s been BC and industry, and in this case it’s BC and the First Nations.”
- MIKE ANDERSON, SKEETCHSTN NATURAL RESOURCES
Secwépemc Kukúkpi7 also spoke of the Elephant Hill wildfire and subsequent response as “precedent setting and a good example to use to be able to get more jurisdiction and governance over the traditional territory”. Georgina Preston (formerly with Stswećem’c Xgat’tem First Nation) recalls speaking with then-Kukúkpi7 Patrick Harry about Elephant Hill, and him talking about the firsthand access this got him with Regional Executive Directors and Ministers from FLNRORD to be able to make joint decisions with provincial and federal governments.

The morel permit program was widely seen as a ‘precedent-setting’ initiative that demonstrated ongoing Secwépemc jurisdiction over the understory and provided support to establish Secwépemc territorial patrol.

Soon, other First Nations within the Secwépemc Nation (and more broadly) began to look to Elephant Hill as an example that could support similar initiatives elsewhere in BC. At one First Nations Technical Table meeting in September 2019, Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) and another Secwépemc archaeologist shared how they had been approached by representatives from Secwépemc and Sylix First Nations who were interested in hearing more about the Elephant Hill archaeology process. This prompted a discussion about taking this process “on a road show”; as one participant said: “there are fires happening all over the place...[but] no other fires are getting the treatment Elephant Hill has”. Georgina Preston heard similar interest from fellow northern Secwépemc communities:

“I think the other communities, Williams Lake and Soda Creek were like ‘well why didn’t we get an Elephant Hill Joint Technical working committee for the Hanceville fire or for the White Lake fire that almost took over Williams Lake?’ We got funding for those mushroom picking permits and for territorial patrols much quicker than they did. We got access to Red Cross funding through being part of the SRSS. And they didn’t. And I think they were looking at that as something that could be done up here.”

However, with increasing eyes on Elephant Hill there was a feeling of pressure and a sense that the success, or otherwise, of the Elephant Hill recovery would shape future opportunities and approaches to wildfire recovery:

“[Our approach] was very different. And that came up a lot, that was something government said again and again. Was, ‘but look! We’re doing this! We’re awesome, somebody pat us on the back cos we’re actually doing it!’ And it wasn’t happening anywhere else. And then, on the flipside there was a lot of awareness that because it wasn’t happening anywhere else, we were meant to be modelling this in the best possible way. So, we had to really knock it out of the park, or they’d take away our funding next time, or they wouldn’t let it happen in other Districts, or those kinds of things. So an awareness that we’re piloting something that if we wanted it to be more widespread, then we had to do a really really great job of it, and for cheap. Keeping everybody happy.”

– JOANNE HAMMOND, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

Despite these concerns, Elephant Hill continues to be promoted within the provincial government as a model for government-to-government relationships:

“Certainly the Elephant Hill was a good template for governments to say ‘hey, in recognition of UNDRIP we’re going to recover the land, however you define recovery, but in a way that involves local First Nations at the table so we can jointly come up with solutions and ideas and principles for how to recover the land base.’”

– FLNRORD STAFF

“Knowing how that model of the G2G leadership table and the G2G technical table worked, I think helps me with ideas about how we could apply the approach to other things. I know that Eric Valdal was pretty instrumental in working with the communities for the Big Bar landslide project. And he took that approach, leadership and technical, and implemented it there and it was just so effective.”

– RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR
This example of the Big Bar landslide in the Fraser River was mentioned numerous times by both provincial staff and representatives from Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation and High Bar First Nation (the two Secwépemc communities with asserted rights over this territory in which the slide occurred). As one senior FLNRORD staff explained:

“When the Big Bar landslide happened, I was one of three FLNR[ORD] Directors that worked with the coastguard, worked with [federal] Department of Fisheries and Oceans, worked with the upper Fraser Aboriginal secretariat to say we need to establish a leadership table to guide all of the technical recovery work... I talked about these experiences and the opportunity we have as leaders to engage all the leaders in the Fraser watershed. And we did it. We actually went for it. And the results I think were also positive.”

The governance of Big Bar slide response and remediation has mirrored Elephant Hill in some respects – for example, the establishment of a trilateral (government-to-government-to-government) ‘Joint Executive Steering Committee’ (JESC, mirroring the JTC) and a higher level First Nations Leadership Panel (FNLP) involving leadership from First Nations throughout the Fraser River watershed (with initial contact, participation and moderation led by the Fraser River Aboriginal Fisheries Secretariat) to guide the JESC. However, Secwépemc staff we spoke to raised some serious concerns regarding how this joint recovery and ongoing project response have proceeded, and how this has negatively impacted their communities’ rights over cultural heritage. These different perspectives as to how the Big Bar response compared to Elephant Hill are discussed in more detail in Chapter 13. Despite these conflicting views, it is clear that the 'model' established through Elephant Hill has created new expectations for joint leadership and technical collaboration and a platform for First Nations to collectively advocate for this new approach.

**A UNITED VOICE**

Beyond these new relationships with the provincial government, many Secwépemc representatives emphasized the importance of the Elephant Hill tables in bringing communities together to share their concerns and experiences and to collectively influence outcomes on the land:

“I think it has been a blessing to participate in the Elephant Hill committee, at least from our community...And I think if anything it got a lot of the communities together. We are going through treaty, I don’t think that everybody else is really welcoming that. Everybody has their own differences between some of the communities. But at this table, everybody was equal partner.”

- JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“We’ve been introduced to other bands now... going at the Covid thing has really brought some of the bands back together again, a lot of the coalitions and the health caucuses that have sprung up has really brought Secwépemc bands together to be able to make sure that we’re working together towards something, and it’s about our communities and protection of our people overall. So I think that there’s a lot of different things that have brought us together over the last few years and Elephant Hill was definitely one of them.”

- DON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

Many Secwépemc staff we talked with, from natural resource and cultural heritage managers to field technicians, spoke of finally feeling like their voices were being heard by government. Jimmy Rosette, community member and field technician with Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation, spent a field season conducting riparian surveys for the SRSS-led Elephant Hill riparian restoration project, and described:

“...the big benefit of being able to have input on what they put back along the creeks and rivers along there. And have the input on what the country’s going to look like in the future.”
People highlighted the importance of the “equity of voices at that [Elephant Hill] table”, and of involving as many community voices as possible to ensure that key issues got raised. Others, such as Darcy LeBourdais and Tanner LeBourdais (Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band), saw how Elephant Hill, and the technical tables and SRSS that arose, were critical in strengthening their community’s voice:

“This is the closest that we might get to forming a cooperating Nation. Because we all are part of the Secwépemc Nation... our band because we're so small...this SRSS table is as close as we can get to being part of a big voice.”

- Tanner LeBourdais

“Our voices are stronger together. If you try to attack this as an individual Nation thing it’s tough. But if you do it as a group, absolutely I believe it is better. And it’s more productive. I believe these tables are fantastic for discussions and getting the topics moved forward and brought up as high as we can go.”

- Darcy LeBourdais

When we sat at that table, as the group of four, five communities strong, we realized that we could make a difference

During meetings of the SRSS First Nations Technical Table we often heard Secwépemc staff and community members express frustration at what they termed the ‘divide and conquer’ approach taken to First Nations by provincial and federal governments. A key outcome of the Elephant Hill process was the creation of a space where First Nations could come together to collectively advocate for their rights and shared goals:

“I think the key take away from this whole process is that we all realized that have such a stronger voice when we stand together, than we do independently. When we sat around the table and talked, it was all the same concerns regarding cultural heritage, archaeology, wildlife and the impacts of harvesting and development on the land. And when we sat at that table, as the group of four, five communities strong, we realized that we could make a difference. That we could now finally have a pushback mechanism that we never had before as individual communities. And I think the strongest thing that’s come out of this whole process, is when we stand united we stand strong and our voices are much louder.”

- Angie Kane, Secwépemcúlecw Restoration & Stewardship Society

Staff within the provincial government also recognized the value of these Elephant Hill tables in terms of communities being able to raise issues directly with government representatives. As Marina Irwin (FLNRORD – DTR) said, this often resulted in issues being raised at the tables that she saw as not directly related to ‘wildfire recovery’:

“I think they don’t get a lot of opportunities to feel like they’re speaking to government and they’ll take any opportunity they can, to get their voice heard. If they felt like they were getting their voices heard and they felt like they were getting listened to at a high level, they wouldn’t probably be bringing those issues up at the table.”

However, for many community staff and representatives – and as captured in the concept of ‘build back better’ – wildfire recovery and ‘healing the land’ is about more than just rehabilitating back to a pre-fire condition; as Mike Anderson (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) described it:

“What we’re trying to do is build a resilient land base for the next disaster to come along. Whereas I’m pretty sure if we hadn’t been involved government would have sat down with industry and they’d be talking about how fast do we plant a pine plantation and get this up into a so called ‘working forest’ once more. And that’s not necessarily the best way to build a resilient or biodiverse landscape.”
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES, TRAINING AND RECOGNITION OF SECWÉPEMC CAPACITY

The Secwépemc First Nations who were involved in the Elephant Hill tables saw increased economic and training opportunities arise as part of the implementation of recovery activities. Some communities, such as Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation, pushed early on to be involved in the salvage operations and to ensure that the economic benefits were shared amongst Secwépemc First Nations, with John Liscomb (RFP, SXDC) managing a salvage project for Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation, Canim Lake Indian Band, Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band and High Bar First Nation.

A key outcome was the decision to direct award a large proportion of the work arising from recovery activities (including all of the archaeological assessment work) to the participating First Nations on whose territories this work was being done. This included approximately 50% of the heavy equipment work contracted to rehabilitate fireguards. From BCWS’s perspective, this was of definite benefit to both Secwépemc communities and to getting the work done:

“We were lucky enough to be able to bring these eight groups together and they were able to sort out their business arrangement to essentially employ the majority of their resources, which we were willing to do, and get a significant portion of the work done.”

- ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS

In describing BCWS’ approach to direct awarding work on the Elephant Hill wildfire to Secwépemc First Nations, Rob Schweitzer went on to say:

“To be successful, I knew we would have to work outside of strict government contracting policies and direct some of the work to the local First Nations. I took on this risk and was comfortable doing so – to build the relationships while leaving enough work to be awarded competitively.”

Speaking with BCWS rehabilitation staff in September 2021, after another significant wildfire season, we heard that multiple Districts are direct-awarding rehabilitation contracts to First Nations for these 2021 fires. In addition to between approximately 50-100% of the rehabilitation implementation being conducted by affected First Nations, a ‘significant improvement’ is the involvement of First Nations in developing rehabilitation plans and prescriptions.

Secwépemc natural resource managers also highlighted the value for their departments and staff of being able to participate in such a wide range of recovery activities, from building field capacity and skills to conduct PFRs along fireguards and fence lines, to gaining new experience in riparian assessments:
“It was great for our field season. It was great to get people out there getting more experience with PFRs... elevating our cultural heritage field workers’ skill level by going out and assessing those areas was really important. A whole other skill set was learned when we sent people to do riparian studies. People really hadn’t had experience judging whether a riparian area was healthy, was resilient, had certain species. So that training was really valuable I think and will give them more opportunity to assess the streams in other parts of the territory.”

- GEORGINA PRESTON, FORMERLY WITH STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM FIRST NATION

Through the Elephant Hill Joint Technical Committee - and later the SRSS – communities were also able to access a diverse range of training opportunities for their field and natural resource staff, including training in:

- FREP monitoring, for the following values: riparian, biodiversity, water quality and cultural heritage
- Training in data collection templates and techniques, such as use of ‘Survey 123’
- Invasive species
- Douglas-fir beetle monitoring
- Conflict resolution
- Territorial patrol training
- Riparian habitat assessment

The SRSS also utilized wildfire recovery funding from the Red Cross to purchase equipment for community-based territorial patrol, including uniforms for two patrol members per community; decals for trucks; and iPads.

As well as building skills and capacity within communities, training also offered an opportunity for field and technical staff from both communities and the provincial government to learn from each other in the field, and share their perspectives:

“It was really nice when we got out as groups and got some of the training... All the bands out there, that was nice, I hope with this pandemic we can get around that and get that much participation out there. Like I said you can learn something from anybody, you know you may all be there to learn something but you might know something that the rest of us don’t. Or see things a little differently. Respect of a different perspective, that’s usually, in my mind it’s always been a good thing.”

- STEWART FLETCHER, HIGH BAR FIRST NATION

In addition to these formal training opportunities, largely delivered by provincial government staff, wildfire recovery offered an opportunity for different communities to work together in the field and for senior staff to share their knowledge and expertise with newer recruits. For Stewart Fletcher, who is always generously sharing his knowledge of archaeology, plants and his territory, this was one of the most valuable parts of working on wildfire recovery:

“We partnered up with Pavilion (Ts’kw’aylaxw First Nation) ‘cos the first year we had so much work that we couldn’t do it all just ourselves, with any hope of getting it done. But it was a pretty amazing partnership, I ended up working with some fairly green crews, others had had some experience at it. But they were amazing. You know they definitely came to work and were quite excited to learn whatever I could teach them out there.”

Another goal and outcome of Secwépemc communities undertaking much of the ‘boots on the ground’ recovery work was promoting a greater recognition, within the provincial government, of the capacities and skills that exist within First Nations. As Joanne Hammond mentioned earlier, a key component of working together was demonstrating the ability of communities to provide services such as archaeological assessments and heavy equipment contracts, as well as input to decision-making; something Mike Anderson (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) saw as being achieved over the four years of collaborative wildfire recovery:
“I think the government probably respects that our level of expertise is a lot higher than what they initially thought.”

Promoting this greater recognition of Secwépemc capacities and expertise across government and industries continues to be a key goal of the SRSS. This is being achieved by the creation of ‘capacity databases’ for each member community, seeking funding for training, and advocating for direct awarding of contracts to First Nations. However, while many communities continue to support training and certification of their staff and members there is an ongoing struggle to have other forms of expertise (i.e., that aren’t achieved through professional education or certification) recognized. This is a particular challenge in the context of wildfire response and fire management; something discussed further in Chapter 11.

‘FIRE ARCHAEOLOGY’ AND GETTING OUT ON THE LAND

While the increased work for Secwépemc natural resources departments and field technicians was one obvious outcome of participating in the joint recovery, this was not just seen in terms of economic benefit. For the Secwépemc staff we spoke to, this was also an important opportunity to spend time on their territory and observe first-hand how the land was recovering:

“I was able to tie [my territory] together a bit more, because [the work] was a little bit more concentrated in the one area. I like to see the changes too. Like when the first year we were out there everything was devastated there was not a lot on the ground. Where the last year (2019) we were out there, you know fireweed’s about a foot over my head, so overgrown, so amazed... Just to see how much it came back, you know some things came back better than it would have, and there’s just very few plants that were really heavily affected like all the slower growing plants were the ones that were really affected by it. But you know, to figure that out, I think I really liked that.”

- STEWART FLETCHER, HIGH BAR FIRST NATION

When asked what they most enjoyed or found most valuable about the field work they conducted across Elephant Hill, Bonaparte First Nation community members and natural resource staff Melanie Minnabarriet and Fawn Pierro-Zabotel said:

Melanie: “I think just being on the land, really. You know we can drive around it, but getting out and walking it, and then knowing of cute little areas – we found this tiny little waterfall one day. We picked some [nodding] onions, we saw sxusem (soapberry).”

Fawn: “We found a pretty good raspberry patch, that was great!”

Melanie: “Oh and actually swamp tea, we found a big patch of that. Labrador tea. Fawn’s aunt harvests it, and when I got a cold she brought me some Labrador tea leaves down...we mark it on all the maps that we’re working, so we have all these maps of honey holes of great areas.”

Melanie and Fawn were just two of the many Secwépemc technicians who conducted PFRs along the hundreds of kilometers of fireguards and fence lines throughout the fire area. As Melanie put it, this opportunity to conduct archaeological surveys across widespread areas of Secwépemc territories, from the valley bottoms to the mountain tops, was a “tiny miniscule plus” of the fire; a bittersweet opportunity, amidst the devastation, to demonstrate their Nation’s history and use of their territory:
“Long story short, in that whole process we were able to determine that the whole Bonaparte plateau is one huge arch site. This fire had a bittersweet piece to it, bitter because of the devastation, sweet because it unearthed so many archaeological finds, and so many opportunities for identifying the First Nations’ presence within that area and that territory.”

– ANGIE KANE, SECWEPEMCÚŁECW RESTORATION & STEWARDSHIP SOCIETY

“I think one of the impacts it had on the archaeology end of things [is how] it’s kind of opened up the government to archaeology on the landscape. That has been a really big positive, with all the fireguards and all of the thousands of kilometers of area that we’ve walked and talked about and shown them that firsthand, this is what we’re finding out there, this is the evidence on the ground, I mean come on out we’ll show it to you.”

– DON IGNACE, SKEETCHSTN NATURAL RESOURCES

In this interview with Don, Mike Anderson (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) went on to say:

“That’s probably the biggest [impact] really. Because prior to this there’s been a perception that archaeology’s all in the valleys close to where the salmon run, kind of thing. With very little happening in the mountains except the odd medicine picking, or some hunting, but I think the archaeology we’ve done on the Elephant Hill wildfire has proved that those mountains are full of archaeology.”

Joanne Hammond sees the value of this extensive work in terms of:

“… showing people that it’s worth looking everywhere, basically. That the rules that archaeologists have typically used to say where this is or is not potential are not as solid as we thought they were... I think it can be used in a way that models the findings without being predictive... we can make some pretty big statements about how different archaeological potential is on the ground from how it was modelled using those GIS-based predictive models. Because Skeetchestn recorded such a huge number of sites and in an area where there weren’t that many recorded before. So, we can definitely use that to learn about where those sites are likely to be.”

Numerous people emphasized the high density and richness of archaeological sites in the Elephant Hill wildfire area, from the Fraser River in the west to Kamloops in the east, and how the work on Elephant Hill is a clear demonstration that none of this landscape is clearly ‘low potential’. This context, along with provincial commitments to implementing UNDRIP, provides strong justification for supporting First Nations led archaeology and cultural heritage work within their territories.

“Slow it down, slow it down. It’ll get done but slow it down. This land is our land. Gotta remember that

The collaborative approach and coordination (from early 2019) by the SRSS not only enabled communities to advocate for First Nations-led archaeology across the fire area, but also supported them in sharing resources and capacity to undertake such an immense scale of work. Speaking with Bert William (Bonaparte First Nation) during the summer of 2021, as wildfires were once again burning throughout Secwepemcúlecw, he expressed a hope that the work done on Elephant Hill has established a process for moving forward with post-fire archaeology.

“I think it all should be in place already, by what happened four years ago. I think that, from the start, from the very start of everything, we gotta be involved. Chief and Council should go in there right away, like right now [while the 2021 fires are burning], make your way in there, have somebody there with really strong opinions. Someone that knows this stuff, that knows archaeology, that knows what’s been done what’s been impacted. And just stay on them, stay on them, be involved at every step of the way. Because you just want to run out there and do everything, but slow it down, slow it down. It’ll get done but slow it down. This land is our land. Gotta remember that.”

Secwépemc communities continue to fight for their rights and sovereignty over their cultural heritage and territories, and the importance of First Nation-led archaeology as a way of “getting people to learn the people that came before them, the ancestors” (Bert William, Bonaparte First Nation).
8 KEY FINDINGS

8.1 Overall, the majority of people interviewed felt that the Elephant Hill joint wildfire recovery process was successful.

8.2 The lack of clearly defined or measurable goals poses a challenge to evaluating the success of recovery activities.

8.3 People noted a failure to mitigate post-fire impacts such as landslides, flooding or Douglas-fir beetle-induced tree mortality.

8.4 Despite the focus on the 'three great goals', 'success' was largely defined in terms of less tangible outcomes such as trust and confidence in the ability to work together.

8.5 The value of this process was seen in terms of
   - creation of new relationships between Secwépemc communities and the Province of BC, and amongst communities themselves, that established trust and continue to foster opportunities beyond recovery;
   - establishing a precedent or 'model' for government-to-government recovery;
   - promoting collaboration amongst Secwépemc communities, and a united voice to collectively influence outcomes on the land;
   - economic and training opportunities, and recognition of Secwépemc capacity and expertise; and
   - supporting First Nations-led archaeology, which demonstrated the density and richness of archaeological sites and historical use across this landscape.

8.6 The new and strengthened relationships were seen by many as the greatest success. Secwépemc staff felt that the Elephant Hill tables created opportunities for meaningful collaboration with government, and participation in wildfire recovery activities, far beyond anything they had experienced before.

8.7 The 'model' established through Elephant Hill has created new expectations for joint leadership and technical collaboration between First Nations and the provincial government. For First Nations, a key component of this model was the platform for communities to come together to share concerns and experiences, and collectively advocate for their rights and mutual goals.

8.8 Despite certain provincial staff raising concerns about the cost of certain activities (e.g., archaeology), BCWS staff who were responsible for funding these felt that costs were justified and were supportive of the approach.

8.9 Secwépemc staff and leadership cautioned that any 'successes' from the Elephant Hill joint recovery needed to be viewed in the context of the longer-term and larger changes they are seeking: to be able to rebuild and revitalize their lands, cultures and communities and have their rights and jurisdiction upheld throughout their territories.
“We can make it sound like a victory...but it’s all from a compromised position, it’s not what we want. It may be good, it may be better than the past, but it’s not even close to what we want. We’re still in pain from what happened, we’re still in an abusive process where we’re not the decision-makers. And we can pat ourselves on the back for working cooperatively or whatever but it’s not what we want. We want control and resources to do it right, and not just the outcome based, but the identity that comes with doing that work, the skills, the way that it helps people to live, and rebuild who we are and our relationship to the land...it’s refreshing to hear from the technicians that things are changing and they’re empowered, but it’s a consolation prize that we’re forced to celebrate, or told to celebrate, and it’s really still just the very heart of colonialism...it’s a good process. But it’s not a model for something. It’s a step in the right direction, [but] it only happened because the stars aligned where our land was destroyed.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION
While the factors outlined in Chapter 5 – the scope and scale of fire impacts, and a new government committed to implementing UNDRIP – catalyzed a new approach to wildfire recovery, interviewees identified a number of factors that were key in building and sustaining these collaborations moving forward.

We have grouped these into the following broad themes:

→ strong leadership and coordination from both Secwépemc communities and the province;
→ flexibility to allow new processes to emerge;
→ the eventual governance structure of a leadership council and technical committee;
→ developing shared understandings and shared values; and
→ open, honest communication in communities to build trust.

**STRONG LEADERSHIP AND COORDINATION**

Secwépemc leadership – in particular, then-Kukpi7 Ryan Day – were the driving force for ensuring Secwépemc involvement and joint leadership in the wildfire recovery. Yet bringing together multiple levels of government also required the presence and willingness of key leaders within the province. Even before the Joint Leadership Council was formalized, a core group was beginning to form:

“It was really Rob [Schweitzer], Rachael [Pollard], Ryan Day and Pat [Byrne] who were just like, ‘we gotta do this and we have to do this differently’. And Chief Ron Ignace who was a big push behind this, saying we need to do this together, government to government. We need to do this a different way. This is a significant landscape that’s been impacted, significant impacts to the communities, this is the long game...this is a longer-term vision. So we need to do it together. Right from the beginning, those individuals made that decision and pioneered this and were the champions of it. And they essentially were the Joint Leadership Council.”

- MARINA IRWIN, FLNRORD – DTR

The success of initiatives such as Elephant Hill often hinges strongly on the presence and ongoing participation of these key leaders who are aligned in vision and values:

“It was really Rob [Schweitzer], Rachael [Pollard], Ryan Day and Pat [Byrne] who were just like, ‘we gotta do this and we have to do this differently’. And Chief Ron Ignace who was a big push behind this, saying we need to do this together, government to government. We need to do this a different way. This is a significant landscape that’s been impacted, significant impacts to the communities, this is the long game...this is a longer-term vision. So we need to do it together. Right from the beginning, those individuals made that decision and pioneered this and were the champions of it. And they essentially were the Joint Leadership Council.”

- MARINA IRWIN, FLNRORD – DTR

“Not all provincial leaders would do that work, or they got dragged into it by their peers. And not all First Nation Chiefs will do what we did there, or what those Chiefs did. And it also takes leadership that will pull other leaders together. Which I’ve seen with other kind of First Nation leadership groups, there’s usually a galvanizing force. And if that person leaves the whole thing falls apart. Even though the concept’s still the same the opportunities are the same. And on the First Nation side, to me, that was Ryan Day. And on the provincial side both Rachael and I were aligned with the opportunity and need and desire to work together.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

Many people we spoke to, both Secwépemc and non-Indigenous, noted the high level of respect they and others held for Kukpi7 Day and Kukpi7 Ignace. The strength of this partnership and the importance of them continuing to ‘show up’ and demonstrate true leadership was key in bringing their communities together:
“[It was Kukpi7 Day’s] leadership and cultural integrity to the land [that] really played a big role in getting all that moving forward. I really see him as a role model or as good Kukpi7 for taking care of our land and our people.”

– JENNIE ALLEN, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

“That combination of Kukpi7 Ron and Kukpi7 Ryan was amazing. Because Kukpi7 Ron is, as you know, a visionary guy. And he is full of ideas. And so you had the old guy and the young guy and they were really connected in terms of their vision. I think for us that was serendipitous to have those two. Because it might not have been the same. Both of them really leaned in. Ryan really leaned in on the process and spent a lot of time and effort and it was really the two of them, of anyone, working to make things work. So I just have to give credit to them, who continued to show up. And maybe that’s it too, you know I had a boss once who was like ‘you know what, leaders show up’. And so that’s what we did, we showed up to this leadership table.”

– RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

However, ‘showing up’ means more than just attending scheduled meetings to follow a set agenda:

“...it’s almost like a 24/7 type of thing. You connect on the weekends, or whenever. Both myself and Rachael and our rural development director met with Chief Ryan, and we went to A&W, and then we got takeout and we went back, and we mostly just ate lunch for two hours. And then we talked for another two hours, and there was no real set agenda but we kind of just riffed off each other and talked about a few topics and some direction comes out at the end of that.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

Former Kukpi7 Ron Ignace, reflecting on the leadership partnership he developed with Kukpi7 Ryan Day, described the strengths each brought to the distinct leadership roles they took on:

“Ryan Day was wonderful to work with, it was good to have two of us bouncing ideas off each other and working. And I could do the political lobbying around, and he could work on the ground, we had a good division of labour there.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RON IGNAUCE, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION
For our people it’s a feeling. It’s an identity, an attachment, and that’s one of the things that we have to offer

Kukpi7 Day highlighted the critical role that Indigenous leaders take on when negotiating or working with government and other stakeholders, and the challenges they continue to face in bringing a greater depth of understanding and in working towards real change:

“Myself and Kukpi7 Ron, almost every meeting when we were discussing something and it wasn’t that depth of understanding or commitment we would stop, and we would kind of digress and explain the full extent of why we were wanting something that maybe didn’t seem that important. We had to explain the depth of that so that we could reach their emotions and their hearts. Because we know that they were well meaning and they got into it and they studied it in university and [were] working because of these values, but then we were able to push that deeper. Because for our people it’s a feeling. You know, it’s an identity, an attachment, and that’s one of the things that we have to offer. And so we know that they were well meaning and they got into it and they studied it in university and [were] working because of these values, but then we were able to push that deeper. Because for our people it’s a feeling. You know, it’s an identity, an attachment, and that’s one of the things that we have to offer. And so we know that they were well meaning and they got into it and they studied it in university and [were] working because of these values it was important for us to explain the full extent of why we wanted something.”

– FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

Later, as communities were playing a more and more active role in recovery activities and as more and more initiatives came to the table, numerous people spoke to the important role of the SRSS in coordinating projects and keeping things on track:

“Angie (Kane) was pretty good at keeping things moving, and I think if it wasn’t for her leadership and her ability to do that then I don’t think we’d be where we are.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

Joanne Hammond also highlighted the value of having one person within the Archaeology Branch eventually appointed to focus solely on managing the blanket permit for the 2017 wildfires and recommended having a dedicated coordinator appointed in future.

Beyond practical skills like facilitation or project coordination, in the end, we heard that leadership is about the person; about their willingness to set aside process and their openness to working together in a respectful and collaborative way, above all else.

“You know what, I think it boils down to the person. Rachael Pollard is amazing, and the fact that yes, she has her guidelines and rules that she has to follow, but it was her energy, positivity and willingness to genuinely listen that made all the difference in the world.”

– ANGIE KANE, SECWEPEMCÛLECW RESTORATION & STEWARDSHIP SOCIETY

FLEXIBILITY AND EMERGENT PROCESSES

Through this process of seeking out ‘lessons’ or best practices from Elephant Hill, a number of people expressed a desire to develop a ‘playbook’ or operational checklist that could be used to guide future wildfire response and recovery.
However, while many people we spoke to could see the value in having guidance to support better recovery planning, others also highlighted the fact that the flexible, emergent nature of this collaboration – not being tied to process or policies – was a key factor in its success.

Part of this was a willingness on the part of provincial government staff to pursue creative solutions to different recovery challenges:

“I think a big key was that a lot of the people involved were willing to kind of think outside of the box for solutions to ideas. They weren’t overly concerned about being pinned to their super specific mandates…just being more loose about the interpretation of how to do things, in that unique circumstance, was very helpful.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

The diversity of people involved – in particular, at the technical committees – while at times posing a challenge (see Chapter 10), also brought a diversity of knowledge and ideas to the table, which helped push the boundaries of what ‘wildfire recovery’ entailed:

“It was really exciting for me to take my background and knowledge in what we could do and link it with all these other smart people both in the Indigenous communities as well as the rest of government to say, ‘the sky’s the limit here’. And there were some times where I would say I was getting a little bit worried about how creative we were getting. With that said though, in the end I think we landed in a really good place.”

- ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS

This openness to new ideas and the commitment to working together without any formal agreements in place was also an important part of establishing trust and moving forward with ‘getting things done’. In contrasting the Elephant Hill recovery process with other government-to-government agreements, one senior staff from the provincial government said:

“Normally we have our Ministry of Indigenous Relations [and Reconciliation] kind of strike out all these deals. And by the time they strike a deal about how to work together, there are high levels of animosity which transfers over into implementation. Whereas this was, okay we’re just going to not write anything down on paper right now, we’re just going to start working together. So that was a very rare situation in this province…We just decided we’re going to do something, and we ended up with some tricks later on because we didn’t have a terms of reference, we had verbal agreements and we kind of had to figure out our terms of reference on the fly, usually when some things kind of went wrong a little bit. But it was that type of verbal agreement to say ‘okay we have this common problem that we’re going to focus on together’. And so that’s really important.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

However, Rob Schweitzer (BCWS) acknowledged that there can sometimes be a hesitancy within government to take these risks in going outside of normal policy or procedure and that this constrains innovation and forward thinking.

In closing our interview, one provincial Stewardship Officer highlighted this tension between a desire to distill and follow a step-by-step process or formula, and being open to new ways of working, grounded in relationships:

“A lot of times people try to make process out of things that – yeah process is good to an extent, but process can just be confusing for people too! [laughs] And you know, as humans some of us like process and some of us don’t. Some of us like paperwork and spreadsheets and tables, and First Nations have oral histories. So, you have to understand both sides of this thing if you’re going to work together. Like I said if you get good relationships, even if you don’t like each other you’ll probably work better because you’ll understand everyone’s position.”

- DAVID MAJCHER, FLNRORD – DMH

THE STRUCTURE OF A LEADERSHIP COUNCIL AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

Despite this emphasis on maintaining this flexible and open process, we heard time and time again that the key – and perhaps, at the time, unique – factor contributing to the success of the Elephant Hill recovery process was the structure of the Joint Leadership Council and Joint Technical Committee. Key to these structures was not only the government-to-government approach, but also the fact that they brought multiple communities and provincial jurisdictions together around one table.
In particular, senior provincial government staff highlighted the importance of a leadership table in being a space where high level issues such as rights, title and governance could be addressed:

“Having a leadership panel is the number one thing that makes this type of work successful. It’s not what we’ve ever done before. Usually we strike an agreement with leadership and then we go and work at the technical level. And that technical level, if they feel like they need to speak about past injustice or rights and title, or shared decision-making, nothing ever happens... Our technical staff [in government] aren’t empowered to action any of those challenges, and it holds up any progress on actually managing. So having that leadership table where we can say to the technical folks, ‘okay, what you’re identifying is important, but that is going to be dealt with at the leadership table’; having those clear roles to say leadership is going to deal with shared decision-making, rights and title, all of those things enable technical teams to work together. It’s number one thing that I recommend anywhere.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

“For me the joint leadership council is the most important piece there, and it’s what the unique piece was. Because I’ve been a part of a lot of committees and task groups and things like that where we work with First Nations but nothing like this.”

- ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS

However, Cliff Chapman (BCWS) expressed a hope that, in future, there would not be the need for a formal JLC or terms of reference “based on the way we are trying to move as an organization and the way government’s trying to move in terms of reconciliation.” As such, there is not consensus as to whether a formal joint leadership and technical table is needed or should be promoted for wildfire recovery (see Chapter 10). Like many aspects of collaborative wildfire recovery (and land stewardship more broadly), these key decisions – from governance structure to goals and objectives – must be considered in the context of the specific territories and impacts and be determined by affected First Nations, and will likely be shaped by the existing relationships (or lack thereof).

Others explicitly spoke about the importance of separating “the politics from the technical on ground stuff” and the role of the leadership council in providing support for, and empowering, the technical staff to drive the operational ‘boots on the ground’ work and decision-making:

“The operations level decision-making, that was jointly made. So those [technical] tables with literally half provincial staff and half First Nations staff, that’s the joint decision-making we’re looking for. That’s what feeds it, is those technical and operations level people who are making decisions together, and then you’re basically elevating it to joint leadership to approve because they’re the ones that have the authority to give approval for those kinds of things. But it can’t come from them. The top down doesn’t work. I think what works so well about the Elephant Hill table and the AOA table that preceded it is that it’s a ground up solution. So, the decisions that are made are based on actual experiences, people who are doing the work.”

- JOANNE HAMMOND, SKEETCHSETN NATURAL RESOURCES

Joanne’s view here reflects that of many Secwépemc community members and employees that we spoke to (who were involved in in the technical committees), that – while a leadership council plays a key role in advocating for issues or authorizing decisions at a higher level – it is the technical level that sustains these collaborations and drives change:

“There needs to be this technical level to go along with the Joint Leadership Council...I like the structure of this, of SRSS and the Elephant Hill technical working group, because you gotta have this technical level, boots on the ground level. And just all the knowledge that this level has. You also need the political level, but to keep them separate is very important ‘cos once it gets to the political level everybody knows what happens when it gets to the political level. And I didn't want this group to be lost.”

- STEWART FLETCHER, HIGH BAR FIRST NATION

“The good thing about Elephant Hill is there’s operational tables where we do sit down, technician to technician between us and the government, and that’s where you start to change things on the ground.”

- MIKE ANDERSON, SKEETCHSETN NATURAL RESOURCES
One government resource manager who was involved at both the leadership and technical level described the importance of having a technical table comprising natural resource ‘professionals’ – many of whom who played a dual role of representing their community (in the case of Secwépemc staff) while also bringing their technical expertise to the table:

“I think what really made it work was the technical table was made of technical resource people from the communities. It wasn’t just a community representative. It was First Nations foresters. First Nations people in their natural resource department. It wasn’t just, ‘let’s have a representative from the community at the technical table’. It was very knowledgeable people, and that made all the difference in the world...A representative from the community does bring that bigger community vision, but not the how to get it done, they’re not talking about technical things. They’re not talking about where the road goes. They’re talking about whether it’s appropriate to access this area, because your road is going to prevent access to a traditional plant gathering site that our Elders go to and where our family camp is, those kind of things...the difference with the wildfire recovery table was the Joint Leadership Council was really providing that community vision, and the technical team were the doers. You had technicians talking to technicians. People who knew how to apply this on the ground, but also knew the views of their community. So to me, that was critical.”

– MARINA IRWIN, FLNRORD – DTR

While having this ‘technical’ involvement at the JTC was undoubtedly critical to its success, it does raise the question of what counts as ‘expertise’ and the fact that ‘technical’ knowledge is still viewed through the lens of western, ‘professional’ certification.

In terms of governance structure, multiple people also highlighted the important role of sub-committees in getting into the ‘nitty gritty’ of developing and implementing workplans in areas as diverse as access management or Douglas-fir beetle monitoring:

“I am a real firm believer in the sub-committees because you need these sub-committees to get the work done faster and to identify the values and what your goals and your objectives are at that time for that sub-committee. And by having access management and the silviculture and all of that, it’s just often too onerous to just take all of that and to put it all into one basket, so you really need to separate it out.”

– JENNY ALLEN, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

Within this governance structure, some people emphasized the value of regular, scheduled meetings in building and maintaining strong relationships and keeping things on track. Across these technical levels, people kept coming back to the fact that, despite differences in opinion, as ‘professionals’ they were always able to arrive at a joint decision based on shared values:

“The cool thing about this joint technical table was we were all able to somehow make a joint decision, and a lot of that I think was because we’re professionals, right? So, I think for the most part we were always able to find a solution that worked for both of us.”

– GREG CROOKES, FORMERLY WITH BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

UNDERSTANDING SHARED VALUES

Understanding and recognizing shared values is critical not only for building trust and relationships, but also for reaching shared decisions as to how to recover the land base. Secwépemc and provincial government technical staff alike highlighted the value of the technical tables in promoting this shared understanding:

“I think we realize that the government, the rank and file of the government doesn’t think so far from what we think. You know, there was a meeting of a lot of minds at these tables, I see that we have an awful lot of the same thoughts and probably want to see very similar things for the land base.”

– MIKE ANDERSON, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

“What we really realized early on is that there was a lot of shared values and similar thinking. So we were really driven by conserving things on the landscape... that stewardship ethic was very much aligned.”

– DOUG LEWIS, FLNRORD – RESOURCE PLANNING & ASSESSMENT BRANCH
A number of people spoke about the first official meeting of the Joint Technical Committee in January 2018, and their success in working through the salvage and retention guidelines, as a pivotal moment when they realized that First Nations and government technical staff were aligned in many ways:

“There were representatives from almost every community... Everybody sat down, we made a huge giant circle in the gymnasium. We went around, everybody said what they thought was really important to consider in salvage principles. And we just did it. From my perspective looking around everybody felt comfortable saying their piece, everybody said it openly, and any time anybody spoke regardless of if it was First Nation or province, people would be nodding around the table saying: ‘yeah, that’s one of mine too.’”

– MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

“For other staff within the provincial government, it was an opportunity to demonstrate that in some cases, government’s approach to wildfire and ecosystem recovery can align with First Nations’ values and objectives:

“The beautiful part of becoming part of the group was that we got to talk to them about a lot of stuff, and I think that they heard in our voice similar things to what they would expect their Elders to say, and that was powerful. We would say, ‘it would be better for the moose if you left it without the conifers as long as possible, just let the brush species, and hardwood trees grow naturally’. They think that our purpose as foresters is to only grow wood for timber supply. And yeah, that’s a big part of our business, but we’re also managers of lots of other things. We have Old Growth Management Areas and we understand why we have them. We have streams that have critical habitat requirements, we understand that. Part of our job is to provide all these other things that nobody puts their hand up and says [pauses] ‘I need this.’ But we know it’s needed for proper ecological function, we know a healthy ecosystem is going to provide a healthy forest...So our goal is to do all of those things, and I think that aligns with First Nations values.”

– DAVID MAJCHER, FLNRORD – DMH

This recognition of shared values between First Nations and the provincial government not only helped the technical tables arrive at shared decisions, helped some provincial staff advocate for change within broader government:

“There’s a lot of alignment with communities and ourselves through how we manage collectively. So it certainly adds another voice to us to stress or to advocate for common values to District or Executive Ministry staff. So maybe we can change policies, maybe we can start doing things a little bit differently. Everything is so structured [in government]. But let’s have some flexibility on the land base, for some of the things that are important to myself and for wildlife.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

For Secwépemc staff, this opportunity to come together on a regular basis with provincial staff was important for promoting a broader understanding of issues and recognizing each other’s expertise:

“There’s a broad level of technical experience around the table. I really found that the eight Secwepemc bands really worked well together, that there was a lot of technical support from the provincial government and that we were able to bring forward priority issues and discussions and talk about them and come to resolutions at that table. I think that in the eyes of all of us we all see it from a different perspective...we all have our strengths and weaknesses when it comes to the work that we do and that’s why we do the work that we do. So I found that by bringing all of the technicians together, you are able to see things in a much broader picture. You’re able to look beyond your scope of practice and see what others have to say and talk about it.”

– JENNY ALLEN, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

For other staff within the provincial government, it was an opportunity to demonstrate that in some cases, government’s approach to wildfire and ecosystem recovery can align with First Nations’ values and objectives:

“…Eric said something much later, he said: ‘you know, the path to relationships or reconciliation’, or something along those lines, ‘is paved with shared values’. And that for me really resonates because I think we got there, and it was like ‘oh. Yeah. We care about the same things. So we can do this together.’”

– RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

For other staff within the provincial government, it was an opportunity to demonstrate that in some cases, government’s approach to wildfire and ecosystem recovery can align with First Nations’ values and objectives:

“This was a big moment for us. We know that First Nations see the ecosystem as a whole. We know that the landscape as a whole is important. And for us to be able to work together...”

– FLNRORD STAFF
First Nations and provincial government staff also regularly met internally (i.e., First Nation only meetings and provincial government only meetings). For example, provincial staff from the Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region and the associated Thompson Rivers District would hold internal meetings to discuss their position on key topics or decisions (something which also occurred within DMH and between the two Districts), and the First Nations similarly held meetings open to the eight participating Secwépemc communities (which became monthly meetings of the SRSS First Nations Technical Table from July 2019 onwards). This was an important process for getting internally aligned before the larger joint meetings:

“We would also talk internally [within the provincial government] about what we thought the things were that mattered from our perspective in advance of the meetings, so that we weren’t doing that thinking and brainstorming there, taking away from the hearing and the listening. As well as being clear about what it is that we do have, because obviously even internally we don’t necessarily agree, but we don’t actually need to be fighting at the table, nor do we not need to be clear about what we actually want. I think that was helpful, from our end, anyway we were learning how to work together.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

While this practice of internal meetings – as well as factors discussed earlier, such as a skilled facilitator and regular face to face meetings at both leadership and technical levels – are recommended for any similar processes moving forward, there is no standard ‘recipe for success’. Angie Kane (Secwepemcúlecw Restoration and Stewardship Society) acknowledged that despite the challenges faced:

“I don’t think I could change anything...I think the key thing for us was learning how to talk to each other and learning how we’re all on the same page and we all have the same common goals, it’s just how do we get there? Basically it’s the same outcome, we’re just speaking in a little different language and trying to figure that out.”

TRANSPARENCY, COMMUNICATION AND TRUST BUILDING

While there is similarly no clear ‘recipe’ or standard checklist for forming strong working relationships, some key factors emerged from our interviews that were seen as central to building trust in each other and the joint process. These were:

→ being open to, and listening to each other throughout, difficult conversations;
→ honest and transparent communications, particularly when things went wrong; and
→ taking the time to meet in person in communities or on the land to ‘kick the dirt’.

Kukpi7 Ryan Day was keenly aware that meaningful change would only come through an active process of “peeling away of beliefs” and becoming conscious of each other’s ways of understanding and knowing. In his opening remarks at the first leadership meeting, he emphasized that the “solution to a problem will only appear when all of the voices and all the ideas are expressed and heard and listened to, and until that happens the path forward will not materialize in front of us.”

As valuable as it was coming to an understanding of shared values and goals, at the same time we repeatedly heard of the importance of allowing time and space for people to have different opinions, and “not having that be what causes the table to fall apart”.

Reflecting on the first meetings of what would become the JLC, Angie Kane (Secwepemcúlecw Restoration and Stewardship Society) emphasized the importance of the provincial representatives spending time listening to Secwépemc Chiefs’ concerns and really understanding the impacts of this fire on Secwépemc territories and communities (p. 129).
I remember that [first] meeting, it was just an opportunity that needed to happen for Chiefs to vent their concerns and share how they felt about how they were treated; the lack of communication and what had happened [during the fire]. The province was really good and same with BC Wildfire, because they took the time to listen. I think they knew that they screwed up. And so they came to that meeting with open ears, and sat there and listened and kudos to them. There were some pretty harsh words said. But they sat there, they listened, they took it. So this meeting was all about the Chiefs relaying their concerns and telling their story. The next meeting was the same...just the rawness of everything was still so there and so present. I think it was something that really needed to happen, and I think that’s how that relationship was built. Because there was the space for them to talk about how it made them feel, and how it impacted their communities. It was really important for the province to understand, not just the physical but the emotional impacts of what had happened during that fire to their community members. Had that not happened I don’t think we would be here. I think that was a very key element to the whole process of creating that group.”

– ANGIE KANE, SECWEPÉMCÚLECW RESTORATION AND STEWARDSHIP SOCIETY
This openness to criticism, and willingness to work through conflict, was also noted by a number of senior provincial staff:

"[In] the first conversation, we took it on the chin pretty hard. They had a lot of critical feedback, for government. And basically told us, they were done letting us figure out how to properly manage their resources. And that they were going to step in and do it differently...I understood where they were coming from. I didn't actually disagree with them in a lot of ways. I think we've screwed the pooch on our land base and resources for the last three decades, four decades, and we have a lot of work to do to fix it. First Nations recognized it, I recognized it, I didn’t disagree with them."

– FLNRORD STAFF

"From a relationship perspective, what I did witness, which I think was reassuring, was that there was real conversation and real openness and almost conflict that would come up at the JLC meetings. Not in a bad way, but in a very honest way, and I don’t think you get that, especially both ways, unless there’s some forming of a relationship."

– CLIFF CHAPMAN, BCWS

While the JLC and JTC meetings offered an opportunity to have these discussions and build relationships, some people found these large groups challenging and highlighted the parallel need to make time and space to connect with ‘the quiet ones’. As Bert William (Bonaparte First Nation) said:

"You got to sit back and observe sometimes, and listen. I think the great Chiefs of past have said that listening is 99% of making things happen."

People also highlighted the open and honest communication between provincial staff and Secwépemc representatives as key to developing trust. This included being upfront about the scope of possibilities and limits to provincial mandates, as well as being honest and transparent when sharing information or data (and the interpretations or implications of this):

"Overall, we did pretty good [laughs]. But I think part of that’s being honest. It was like, so we’re just going to be totally honest about the things that we can do and the things that we can’t. And we committed that within the scope of our authority to going to the very outside of that, and being as creative as possible in order to do the things that need to be done at this table."

– RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

High severity burn near Hihium Lake. Photo credit: Sarah Dickson-Hoyle
“When you’re bringing information forward, be honest and be credible. Anytime we’ve gone in with information often it’s sort of like ‘uh oh, things aren’t looking that good for the value’. And they (Secwépemc communities) appreciated that honesty. And they said: ‘okay, so we’re not going to spend time crying over spilt milk, what do we do about it?’ And that was it. If you go in there and you’re trying to hide information or make things rosier than they are, then you’re going to lose credibility and they’re not going to trust you. But if you’re honest and say: ‘look, it’s not looking good’, it’s like ‘well let’s get past that let’s move on’. And that’s the place you want to get to.”

– DOUG LEWIS, FLNRORD – RESOURCE PLANNING & ASSESSMENT BRANCH

Find out who the players are...drive down and have a visit with them. If we’d done that first we would have broken down a lot more barriers, we would have built some personal relationships where we would have been kinder to each other

While there can often be a temptation to hide or gloss over negative information, this only serves to damage credibility and trust. The importance of being able to own up when things go wrong and to take ownership of inevitable ‘screw ups’ was demonstrated in the following account from Dave Horne, who was contracted by BCWS to supervise the rehabilitation of fireguards:

“I had to go to Don Ignace [at Skeetchestn] at one point and say: ‘you know, there was an area there where Joanne [Hammond] had asked us not to rehab [due to it being an archaeological site], and we rehabbed it’. I went up to the site and I said: ‘oh where’s such and such an operator?’ And they said: ‘oh he took the day off but we brought a new guy in’ and I went ‘where’s the new guy working?’ And he said: ‘he’s down there’ and I said: ‘oh no!’ [laughing]. You know and sure enough, I had told the other guy ‘don’t go past this point’. But the new guy didn’t know that.

And so anyways, we rehabbed it, an area that I had agreed not to. And I had to go to Don Ignace and say: ‘Don, I screwed up. There was this area that we agreed not to rehab, and a new operator came in and it got rehabbed’. And he looked at me and he said: ‘thanks for telling me’, he says ‘I know you wouldn’t do it on purpose’ and he says ‘quite frankly I’m surprised this hasn’t happened before this and more often’. And so then I said: ‘okay well what do you want to do about it?’ And he said: ‘well, because it’s been disturbed again, I’d like to put the crews back over it to recover any artefacts that might have been turned up, because of the second disturbance’. And I said you know, ‘done’. And that was the end of it. Again, it became sort of a cooperative thing.”

Provincial staff such as Dave Horne and Nina Sigloch also held field trips where they invited representatives from Secwépemc communities – and, in the case of silviculture tours, industry licensees. These helped effectively communicate the considerations behind the decision-making processes, as well as the on-ground realities of rehabilitation or reforestation. As one FLNRORD staff acknowledged:

“We don’t, as forest professionals, do a very good job of articulating our decision process. I think there’s a common set of rules that I think we know and understand. Even as simply as if I were out laying out a block, I have to think ‘okay so how is it going to be safe for the equipment? Where does it make sense for the timber profile? How does it make sense for roads?’ Like you have these fifty things that you think about and then you hang the ribbon on the tree. And so all people see is the ribbon on the tree. And we don’t describe how we got there...part of it is being able to articulate that decision process, and just be open about what it means. And what the outcomes will be.”

Looking forward, David Majcher (FLNRORD – DMH) recommended being more intentional and spending more time at the start to “remove the tension” by getting out together on the land:
"I think the first thing that I would tell people if they had to do this again, is find out who the players are. And make sure you drive down and have a visit with them. That’s it. So they know your voice, they know your background... We should have just got in a truck and drove around the fire, First Nations and Government people for a week, you know I’m going with you, we’re going to drive this fire, we’re going to walk, we’re going to talk. We’re going to go visit some sites, you’re going to show me some stuff I’m going to show you some stuff. And if we would have done that first we’d have broken down a lot more barriers, we would have built some personal relationships where we would have been kinder to each other, we would have been less on edge, we’d have been less stressed. We probably could have got down to the business of having those harder conversations easier, with some level of trust."

The commitment of particular provincial staff to ‘showing up’ and taking the time to meet face-to-face in communities was also crucial for effectively and efficiently making decisions. In particular, the two personnel contracted by BCWS to coordinate and supervise fireguard rehabilitation were spoken of highly by a number of Secwépemc staff:

“It wasn’t unusual for them just to go out to the community every time they wanted to talk to somebody. They weren’t just sending notifications, right? Which is so common, such a common way of dealing with Indigenous communities is you just tell them what you’re going to do and wait for somebody to respond to it. Ken Conway-Brown and Dave Horne actually showing up and talking to people about what needed to be done and offering resources and being supportive instead of instructive, I think that was a major help in those decisions being made quickly, and to everybody’s satisfaction. I can’t see it happening any other way, it had to be that in person contact – that worked really really well.”

- JOANNE HAMMOND, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

Joanne went on to describe how this approach was also a good way to tap into the resources of a community, whether this be natural resource staff or equipment operators:

“When you show up in the office at Skeetchestn Natural Resources and talk to Don Ignace for example, right away you’re going to be put in touch with the guy who has the loader that you could use for that project. So all that seemed like a really efficient way to do it. Despite the fact that showing up in person seems like a pain in the ass. But it meant you didn’t have to bounce around a whole bunch of emails and have a whole bunch of meetings to get things done, decisions were made on a community-by-community basis.”

A key message coming from these experiences is that making joint decisions about land-based recovery required getting out together on the land. As Marina Irwin (FLNRORD – DTR) put it:

“It wasn’t just about let’s sit in a room and make decisions together. It’s let’s recover this land base together. And intuitively that means being out on the land base together. And kicking dirt together. And looking at the same things and talking about the same hills and all that kind of thing. I don’t think they explicitly laid it out, but I think they probably knew in their guts that’s what had to happen.”

However again, as one provincial staff acknowledged, “in terms of people building their knowledge and their trust, there’s no recipe for that.”. By this, they mean there is no simple check-box exercise that can speed up a process; instead, it’s about a constant process of building and maintaining relationships with First Nations:

“Just to know who they are, so they know who you are, know what you’re doing, try to work together any chance you get, so that when you have a big fire or another catastrophe flood whatever, you know who to call and you have a certain level of trust to start with and you have a basis to work from.”

- MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR
9 KEY FINDINGS

9.1 Key factors for building and sustaining effective and meaningful collaboration were:

→ strong leadership and coordination from both Secwépemc communities and the Province of BC;

→ flexibility and a willingness, particularly on the part of the provincial government, to work outside of usual policy or process;

→ the governance structure of a Joint Leadership Council, Joint Technical Committee and sub-committees;

→ spending time to develop shared understandings and identify shared values; and

→ open, honest communication in communities to build trust.

9.2 Strong and actively engaged Secwépemc leadership, in particular the partnership between then-Kukpi7 Ron Ignace and Kukpi7 Ryan Day, brought communities together and ensured a greater depth of understanding of the issues and challenges faced.

9.3 The Secwepemcúl̓ecw Restoration and Stewardship Society played a key role in coordinating projects and facilitating communication with the Districts. In addition to this coordinator role, having a skilled and respected facilitator at both the leadership and technical level is key.

9.4 An openness to new approaches and a commitment to working together without a formal government-to-government agreement, in a process jointly determined by communities and the provincial government, helped establish trust and a collaborative working relationship.

9.5 The Joint Leadership Council provided a space where high level issues such as rights, title and governance could be raised – issues that are intertwined with and fundamental to land-based recovery.

9.6 The Joint Technical Committee and sub-committees were seen – particularly by Secwépemc staff – as key to sustaining collaboration, developing and implementing workplans, and reaching joint decisions.

→ These tables were successful not only due to their government-to-government approach, but also their emphasis on bringing together, rather than siloing, multiple communities and jurisdictions.

9.7 Trust was also built over time through being open to, and listening to each other throughout, difficult conversations; honest and transparent communications, particularly when things went ‘wrong’; and taking time to meet in person in communities or on the land to ‘kick the dirt’. Jointly making decisions about land-based recovery requires getting out together on the land.

9.8 The process of developing joint principles (e.g., for timber salvage or silviculture) promoted a greater understanding of shared values and a mutual recognition of expertise.
CHAPTER 10

We started with nothing’: Barriers and persistent challenges to collaborative recovery

Despite the many strengths and successes of the joint recovery process, communities and the provincial government faced multiple challenges throughout. Many of these challenges have not been overcome and continue to pose a barrier to collaboration. These barriers and challenges fall into two broad categories. The first are more pragmatic or technical challenges: of capacity – a persistent challenge that has no ‘quick fix’ but rather requires long-term investment – and a lack of planning or decision-making mechanisms to support effective and strategic recovery. The second set of challenges relates to issues of governance and jurisdiction, participation, trust and power, and how these shaped diverse and often divergent perspectives and expectations for ‘recovery’.

CAPACITY

Of all the challenges associated with working together to recover the Elephant Hill wildfire area, ‘capacity’ was one of the greatest. We heard this in almost every interview we conducted; it is also raised time and again at meetings of the First Nations Technical Table and regularly within the offices and amongst staff of communities. This is a complex and ever-pressing issue faced on a daily basis, and like many people we spoke to, we acknowledge there is no silver bullet solution to the many aspects of this challenge. However, below we try to shed light on some of the different aspects of the ‘capacity’ challenge that were faced throughout the Elephant Hill wildfire recovery.

Scope and scale of work

From the outset, it was clear that the scale of work involved in wildfire recovery across 192,000 ha of affected land – from the approximately 580 km of fireguards to rehabilitate and approximately 360 km of fences to rebuild, to conducting archaeology on all of these areas and planning and implementing salvage – posed a major challenge for both the provincial government and Secwépemc staff. One silviculture consultant put this scale in context, saying:

“The other fires I had worked on previous to this, when you put them inside the Elephant Hill wildfire they’re tiny. And then when you put the Elephant Hill wildfire inside the [Fraser] plateau fire and some of those northern fires, it looks tiny! So it’s kind of mind blowing the amount of area that burnt, actually.”

One BCWS staff tasked with coordinating fireguard rehabilitation similarly acknowledged that the scope of this rehabilitation was far beyond anything he had worked on before:

“We’d never seen fires this size either and it took until August to realize we weren’t going to get [the fireguard rehabilitation] done...typically fire rehab’s done either that year or by the following year...[but] there was approximately 600km of guard. That’s a lot of ground and the decision was made to walk it all [to complete the archaeological assessments]...there was no way they would get through it all in 2018. There just wasn’t enough staff to get it done that quickly, either in First Nations or government. And the First Nations had their other priorities. They were dealing with the District on fences, they had to deal with the referrals with licensees, so it was just way too much work.”

-KEN CONWAY-BROWN, BCWS
As mentioned in Chapter 7, it is an offence under the Heritage Conservation Act to damage heritage sites and objects (such as archaeological artifacts) and an associated expectation – particularly within the DTR – that this is avoided by First Nations conducting archaeology surveys prior to any ground disturbance. In the context of wildfire recovery activities, this placed a huge pressure on Secwépemc cultural heritage staff to conduct surveys across such a vast area, and on archaeologists (either working for or contracted by Secwépemc communities) to finalize these reports. One forest industry representative acknowledged this challenge, and the need to support First Nations in building this capacity:

“It was a huge, huge undertaking for not just us but for the communities too. Think of the pressure that was put on the communities to step up and provide us with this [archaeological or cultural heritage] information. There wasn’t capacity to do that! There wasn’t capacity on our end to do that! So to me, I think that’s a huge learning, is to really support the communities to make sure that they’ve got the capacity to do these things, cos we’re still doing that, right? Even if we’re chasing fir beetle around now, for forest health, if we want any kind of a regular cutting permit we need the communities.”

- FORESTRY LICENSEE STAFF

This sentiment was echoed by Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources), who felt “we were given a lot of opportunities this time, but not a lot of support to get that work done. Or not enough.”

However, another provincial government employee instead expressed shock that the provincial Districts would choose to develop a new collaborative approach and expand the model of First Nations-led archaeology, given the scope and scale of wildfire impacts:

“I was just flabbergasted that they would do something like this, still while we were still reeling and dealing with all of this, the largest fire we’ve ever had since the 1800s I think.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

In addition to the scale of on-ground recovery work, the JLC and JTC required a substantial time commitment from all involved. This often extended beyond attendance at formal meetings and working groups to being an “almost 24/7 type of thing”. While the provincial government hired a wildfire recovery coordinator (who was kept on as a District Resource Manager) for Elephant Hill, and Angie Kane was appointed to lead the SRSS and provide project management, administrative and coordination support for communities, we often heard how participation in these meetings and keeping up with
administrative requirements associated with wildfire recovery work was almost a full-time job within each community. For the Big Bar slide Stswećem’c Xgat’tem First Nation was able to hire a dedicated coordinator to manage their involvement, however this has not been the case for Elephant Hill.

One senior District staff described how this joint approach to wildfire recovery dominated his workload for almost three years after the fire:

“Rachael and I started with nothing. And we had to figure this out and learn it as we experienced it for the two to three years. And it was tough. It consumed more than fifty percent of my time here... And I didn’t have it. I don’t have that kind of time, but I couldn’t not commit. And so it meant I dropped a whole lot of other things that needed to happen. And it was, you know I remember having conversations with my Regional Executive Director and my Assistant Deputy Minister a year and a half later saying, ‘I’m losing it!’”

This quote speaks to the challenge faced by many provincial and Secwépemc staff of not only establishing a new way of doing things, but of sustaining participation and involvement in recovery activities over the years to follow.

**Sustaining capacity to undertake recovery activities**

Secwépemc natural resource and stewardship departments soon found their staff and resources spread thin across the multitude of fire recovery activities. However, many people also highlighted the fact that within First Nations, staff and elected leadership are often already stretched across multiple projects and community priorities that compete for their time and attention. Even before the fire, this posed a challenge for communities in addressing longer-term or bigger picture stewardship goals, or being proactive in areas such as fire management:

“Particularly for Bonaparte, which has low capacity, a rapid turnover, political turmoil up until I was there, you’re not really doing much in the way of thinking about things that aren’t pressing issues. We were just constantly responding to referrals and pushing back on West Fraser and the province on everything land related. As you know, all these decisions are being made without adequate involvement, or respect for our rights. So thinking about how to care for the landscape is not something that we spent time on because we’re too busy reacting and fighting to get the very basics of not destroying the landscape, never mind remediating what has happened. So, thinking about fire and use of it, we weren’t doing it. We just were not in a position to do that, because of capacity.”

– **FORMER KUKPI7 RYAN DAY, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION**

This can then pose a particular challenge during an emergency such as a wildfire, with different communities having different abilities to divert staff and resources to emergency response:

“Part of the challenge with the First Nations communities [is] a capacity issue, because even if there is a flood or a fire, they still have either a housing issue, a water issue, there’s still a number of community issues that they need to address. So for them to release staff and to not address these issues on a day-to-day basis, can be a challenge.”

– **EMBC STAFF**

While capacity issues are by no means limited to First Nations, Rob Schweitzer (BCWS) recognized the particular nature of this challenge faced by Secwépemc (and many other First Nation) communities:

“Cliff [Chapman, BCWS] was starting to touch on [the capacity issue] with the commitment of eight Chiefs to be at a table when they’ve got communities to run. Like, we think we’re busy [because] we’ve got a program to run, they’ve got a community to run! Yet they’re giving up their time to be part of this, and that’s the significance of it.”

---
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Former Kukpi7 Ryan Day highlighted the fact that “we all had our different emergencies and things in our own communities. So keeping it together was a chore.” The fact that they could ‘keep it together’ is testament to the commitment of Secwépemc leadership and staff to the process. However, this quote also speaks to the fact that Elephant Hill was just one (albeit major) emergency and priority issue facing these communities at this time.

Georgina Preston (formerly with Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation) also highlighted this challenge, and the fact that the additional funding and economic development opportunities that often come with recovery or other stewardship initiatives have at times outpaced communities’ abilities to grow capacity (or, perhaps more accurately, have not come with the required support and long-term planning to build capacity):

“There were a billion other emergencies and projects that all of a sudden we had gotten funding for. I think that is one of the crazy things about this political climate right now... all of a sudden it has become a lot more prevalent that government bodies and non-government bodies will offer funding to do environmental projects to First Nations communities, which is great. But I think because of that, a lot us have just jumped on the funding, and just expected to take off and go running with it... So that’s an interesting challenge, it’s a good thing I guess. We have too much money that we are being offered. It’s just finding the people.”

This need to focus more intentionally on long-term capacity building, beyond just providing funding, was also recognized by some people within the provincial government:

“In terms of the provincial side, some thought should be put to capacity, on that front. In [my] experience in working with First Nations communities it’s one person sitting in an office, and they are juggling soup to nuts, they’re doing everything. They’re the emergency response person and they’re the referrals person and if need be, they run out and they run the backhoe for a bit and then they come in and they fix the computer for the guy next, they do everything for all people and it’s one person. So you can’t load something else onto that plate, for a community, and expect that they’re going to be able to achieve it without somehow finding a way to fund that role. And not just fund it, but also develop the capacity to be able to fill it.”

– MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

The challenges of building long-term capacity are compounded by the short-term nature and project-specific funding that is often associated with stewardship initiatives. This was the case with wildfire recovery, which in the case of Elephant Hill was defined by available recovery funding as being a three-year initiative.

Short-term funding poses difficulties in terms of hiring (e.g., not guaranteeing job security beyond project end-date) and of sustaining employment and training opportunities after the peak of project activities (in this case wildfire recovery activities) is passed:

“For First Nations communities, you live and work in a small community and there’s a limited number of people there. And so when you suddenly have a huge amount of stuff to do it’s not like you can just go, okay we’re going to hire ten people. Because they might not be there...And it’s tricky to provide people with short-term jobs for something like wildfire recovery...In the back of my mind was ‘okay, we’re training a lot of these people, we’re giving them these great jobs, we’ve got a lot of people working’, and they loved the work. But I was a bit worried that, okay the fire stuff won’t be forever. And now that so much of the territory is damaged the natural resource work generally might be lower, in four or five years, so all these people have these great jobs now and might not in three or four, five years.”

– FORMER SECWÉPEMC STAFF
These impacts associated with the short-term nature of wildfire recovery work are already being realized:

“Unfortunately, with a big wildfire there’s a peak. And that’s trailing off now. And so they’ve had this really nice taste, it was like their golden years, and they’ll talk about it for ten or fifteen years, but there’s only so much you can do, or that gets done. So that’s also a something to pay attention to when these things happen, that there’s going to be an economic ride, you know. They’ll be building capacity building capacity! Also we’ve got this great capacity and we can do all these different things! But there’s no work. And it sort of falls apart, right?”

– DAVID MAJCHER, FLNRORD – DMH

Constantly in ‘reboot mode’: challenges with turnover

Another challenge – particularly for maintaining strong relationships – was the high level of turn-over of staff, both within the provincial government and Secwépemc leadership and natural resources departments.

In the case of BCWS, this was particularly prominent in the Cariboo Fire Centre. As John Liscomb (Stswecem’c Xgat’tem Development Corporation) explained, this has resulted in the loss of institutional memory as well as a lack of recognition amongst current staff of both the needs and expertise within Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation:

“Most of the [BCWS] staff that we worked with in 2017 aren’t even in those positions anymore and it’s a whole new whack of people again, whether it is Districts, Ministry, the staff turnover has been quite great and with that they kind of lose the history. A lot of times we are hearing things like ‘oh this is the first time we are hearing these issues’. And we are like ‘no you are the next person in line to hear it’.”

In the context of recovery, John also highlighted how many of the key BCWS rehabilitation personnel, such as Ken Conway-Brown and Dave Horne, were brought back from retirement to work on Elephant Hill, and have now, once again, retired, leaving “a whole new group of people that may not be educated enough on this process to know that there is some success in it”.

Similarly, both Secwépemc and provincial staff described a frequent changeover of staff within the FLNRORD Ministry, with people moving on to new positions in different departments. As now-retired Dave Horne said, this sort of turnover poses a barrier to building and sustaining trusting working relationships:

“It becomes tricky as well, in that people move on. And so you develop a certain process based on your personal relationship with a person on the other side, and then that person leaves. And if Bert William has a trust in me and I have a trust in Bert, when Bert says: ‘don’t go there [with your machinery], I can’t tell you why but don’t go there’, and then Bert leaves and somebody else comes and says: ‘don’t go there’, I don’t necessarily have the same trust that it went through the same set of filters that Bert put it through, or vice versa of course.”

You have to create a sustainable position for people who are going to be called upon to do these things in times of stress or need. You can’t just snap your fingers and have those people appear

Building capacity is a long-term project, and one that can’t be solved simply by providing funding solely for short-term positions, or funding that is tied to defined projects or ‘participation’:

“[Capacity] is a big issue. It’s a daily issue right? And some of it is so unlikely to be resolved in the short term that it’s hard to come up with solutions. Because it takes so long to build capacity. And then to maintain it, it’s a very difficult thing to tackle because it’s hard for the bands to keep up with the demands. And the temptation is just to write a cheque, right? We’ll give you some money to come to the meeting, pay you ninety dollars an hour to come sit at this meeting. Well, that’s not a job. What does that person do the rest of the time? You have to create a sustainable position for people who are going to be called upon to do these things in times of stress or need. You can’t just snap your fingers and have those people appear in your office, it has to be organized in advance. So that is very challenging.”

– JOANNE HAMMOND, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES
A number Secwépemc staff noted the challenge associated with frequent band council election cycles (regulated under the Indian Act or the First Nations Elections Act) and changes in leadership, which are often associated with changes in staff. While establishing economic development corporations (such as Skeetchestn Natural Resources, or Stswecem’c Xgat’tem Development Corporation) can address some of this uncertainty, there are still challenges associated with maintaining positions beyond defined project cycles:

“The number one thing I’ve heard is that they have no problem in filling a position, they have a lot of trouble retaining that person, because all their funding is project to project. And you can’t plan a position, you can’t fund staff or a long-term employee contract to contract. Because any individual looking out for their self-interest and a family and house and bla bla bla isn’t going to stay in that role if they’re offered stable long-term employment somewhere else. And so you often see a revolving door of really great people but they don’t stay around because they don’t have a lot of security.”

- MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD - DTR

This turnover is even reflected in the list of people we interviewed for this project: two former Secwépemc employees we spoke to had already left during 2020, and another had moved to a position at another Secwépemc First Nation. One of these people, Georgina Preston, spoke of her sadness at “now [being] part of the turnover problem at the Nation, because I think that’s how trust is built, and relationships are built within communities”.

Due to the many moving parts of Elephant Hill wildfire recovery, and in trying to plan broader stewardship initiatives or develop funding applications under the SRSS, Angie Kane (Secwepemcúlecw Restoration and Stewardship Society) described how much of her time is taken up in briefing new staff or elected leadership and bringing them up to speed:

“I have to really work hard to try and make sure everybody’s up to date. Because as you know, we get change in leadership, we get change in staff. So Kukpi7 Ron the other day said something to me, he said: ‘so you’re in constant reboot mode?’ And I said: ‘exactly! I’m in constant reboot mode right now!’ ‘Cos every time I turn around, I’m rebooting another community. So that makes it a little challenging.”

Reflecting on the changeover in staff that he has seen in Bonaparte and neighbouring communities, former Kukpi7 Ryan Day once again brought home the message that formed the foundation of his advocacy for Secwépemc leadership in wildfire recovery and restoration of their lands – that “there is no one better to lead the way in recovery than the people of this land, the Secwépemc”:

“There’s an attrition rate. It’s difficult, I know because I’ve been through employees, non-Indigenous employees in natural resources, who don’t have that depth of identity with the land and so they wash out, because it’s hard. And they don’t get paid as much... you can always leave, you can always isolate when you’re with the province or with the feds, there’s always somewhere you can go where you can still get paid...because you don’t have that vested interest, your feet are not rooted in that land. And so you can go. And you can leave. And not feel like you’ve turned your back on anything, you haven’t turned your back on your identity or your people or your land or all these things that we think about...our duty here that our ancestors have passed on to us, that we’re always talking about...because that’s fundamentally what is missing, is that deep identification with place. And how can you do the work and how can you be responsible if you don’t have an identity that’s rooted in place? And the only people that can do that, and can facilitate that, are the people that are from this place.”
LACK OF PLANNING OR CLEAR DECISION MECHANISMS

A second set of challenges identified by both provincial and Secwépemc representatives related to the lack of strategic and landscape-level planning for recovery activities, and a lack of clear decision mechanisms to ensure timely decision-making. However, we found that these challenges were raised much more frequently by provincial staff, compared to representatives from communities.

Lack of strategic or coordinated planning

While many people acknowledged the ‘unprecedented’ nature of Elephant Hill, and that “you can’t criticize somebody for not planning for something they couldn’t foresee”, we often heard frustration at the reactionary nature of the recovery process that followed:

“I think there was a lack of vision…the emphasis was on things like immediate safety concerns around flooding and debris. Very reactionary stuff, ‘oh we really gotta focus on archaeology so that we can get salvage permits going’. But there really wasn’t a commitment to a long-term plan that sort of said: ‘here’s what we want the landscape to look like, over the long-term’.”

- DOUG LEWIS, FLNRORD – RESOURCE PLANNING & ASSESSMENT BRANCH

“We ran from priority to priority and couldn’t get ahead of it – we had to build some fireguards so now let’s try and get rid of those on the land base. Let’s salvage the timber, so that’s an economic thing. Let’s throw down some grass seed because we hope it will help with erosion and maybe our cows will like it while we wait for the natural grasses to recover. We built fences, then punched through some in order to get our equipment in for salvage and reforestation, so we better fix those. That’s kind of what we thought about, the things that were right in front of us. I don’t know that we really had the luxury to think proactively about it, especially from a landscape perspective, the actual recovery of the ecosystem itself, even though that was our ultimate goal.”

- RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

This reactionary approach not only resulted in a lack of clear goals or expectations for land-based recovery being defined, but also meant that immediate issues such as addressing safety issues or facilitating salvage were often prioritized over and before any longer-term strategic planning or consideration of the larger picture of what wildfire and ecosystem ‘recovery’ should address.

“I found wildfire recovery to be very piecemeal…But there wasn’t [a process of] collectively looking at portions of the landscape and saying ‘this area was less burned and this and that and so maybe we should be managing so that ten years from now, we’ve planted it, we’ve pulled the roads from a water management perspective and an access management perspective and all these other kinds of things. Because we can do that here but we’re not going to alienate future timber.’ It has to be more of a cohesive plan. Instead, I felt that the wildfire recovery was just little bits and pieces and there was no cohesion. People were just out doing stuff. I always kind of say you would never build a home this way! Things have to kind of happen in an order, right? And in order to manage access you have to know where you’re going to harvest and where you’re going to reforest and where you want to manage for refugia for certain wildlife, it has to be planned. Instead, they were just going out there and doing easy wins I guess.”

- DOUG LEWIS, FLNRORD – RESOURCE PLANNING & ASSESSMENT BRANCH

Rachael Pollard (FLNRORD – DTR) also acknowledged the fact that wildfire recovery activities weren’t pursued in a logical order, and the need for more ‘aggressive’ planning in the future:
"Now knowing what I know I would probably do a lot of things different. Not the G2G approach, but I think some of the technical things, [we would take a] much more aggressive proactive planning approach to getting the salvage done in a logical way across the whole fire, as opposed to leaving it up to individual licensees to do their salvage planning without any coordination. This led to a lot of unfortunate frustration on all sides. I think [we should have] gone in there and laid out all our values layers and got someone on the planning and figured it out...what activities and in what order. You know, it was like ‘so we’re keeping the cattle out so that the ground can recover but then three years later we go in and salvage’? We were trying to figure out what to do, at the same time as we were trying to do it. There’s a logical order of things, and we could have been more aggressive about understanding that and planning for it."

Despite the forest retention planning guidance issued by the Chief Forester’s Office, and the jointly developed salvage principles for the Elephant Hill wildfire, the lack of clear direction or planning from the Districts meant that cutting permits continued to be reviewed on a permit-by-permit basis, and salvage areas were often identified within the proposed retention areas. These issues were raised at a meeting of the JTC in September 2018, when it was acknowledged that Districts still "don’t have a big picture [of salvage] across the fire”.

"At the very beginning of the fire there was a large push for salvage harvesting, it was just – I don’t even know how to describe it. Ribbon craziness! People were running out there and ribboning out everything that they could see, to try and salvage harvest it. And then after that initial push, it sat there for a long time. But because it was kind of claimed for salvage harvesting, we (the provincial government) needed to stay out of those areas [for reforestation] and allow those processes to go first. The ground was shifting all the time. Someone would say they didn’t want to harvest it and then they changed their mind and it would become available. And of course, with tree planting there’s a two-year horizon on when you order trees and when they go in the ground, so in some cases we would have ordered trees for a certain area and then in the two-year time period the ground would disappear and we’d have to find new ground. It’s still going on now, it’s still a bit of a game of shifting sands.”

Talking to Secwépemc staff following the 2021 wildfires, we heard that the push to rapidly salvage burnt timber once again means that there is still a lack of strategic or landscape-level planning around salvage and retention.

One consultant silviculture specialist we spoke with, who was involved in developing silviculture prescriptions for both government funded and industry reforestation, described the impact that this lack of government planning had on reforestation operations:

There was also a lack of coordination between different wildfire recovery activities and the different people involved. For example, multiple people spoke with frustration about the fact that areas such as fireguards, staging areas and other mineral soils exposed by fire suppression activities were seeded with a grass mix prior to rehabilitation being fully complete. In some cases, this led to ‘pull back’ being conducted over seeded areas and then requiring additional hand seeding. In other cases, it resulted in fences being built then subsequently torn down due to the need to create new road access for salvage operations.

This mismatch in timing between range recovery and salvaging also led to frustrations between range staff/ranchers and silviculture staff/licensees. In particular, there were concerns as to why cattle were being kept off the fire for three years to allow soils to stabilize and vegetation to regrow, if these same areas would later be disturbed due to salvage activities or mechanical site preparation for reforestation.
Within the context of archaeology there was also a lack of understanding at the tables of what was involved in adequately and accurately recording and reporting an identified archaeological site. This resulted in challenging negotiations as to who would bear the cost of this full process, as well as a lack of effective or coordinated data management. Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) described how:

“The archaeology discussions, they were very brief before action was taken...Crews were already out there doing surveys for archaeology but no arrangements had been made to deal with the data or to deal with the artifacts themselves...There was no planning, and I'm still dealing with the fall out of that – very expensive and cumbersome issues that came from getting the approval to do it and then just basically running out there and doing it with no plan to keep track of the data, or what the follow up might need to be. So for example, once you find a site you have to report the site. It's not enough to just drop a GPS pin and know that it's there. If you're finding it and especially if your client is the government, there's an obligation to report it. So there was no understanding at that table of what that meant, of what was required in terms of resources and knowledge to be able to record a site to the standards of the Archaeology Branch and be able to submit the documentation the provincial heritage registry.”

These issues resulted in an expensive and onerous process of cleaning up data that were collected differently amongst, and even within, different Secwépemc communities. Given the amount of data being collected in a relatively short period of time, in 2020 communities such as Skeetchestn were still working through the process of submitting site forms. Since 2018 Secwépemc territorial patrol have been using a standard data collection platform (Survey 123), with surveys jointly developed with the province, for collaborative monitoring activities, and the SRSS has recently begun using the open-source Solstice data platform. However, these tools did not exist for the fire archaeology work.

Looking forward, Joanne Hammond stressed the need for a "step by step [process], a list and a flowchart of what you have to do and when. How you handle the data that comes out of it, what format it's in, what you need to collect, who gets access to it, where it gets stored, how it gets moved from raw data into reports" and the potential for Secwépemc communities to lead the development of these systems with the support of professional organizations and potentially the BC Archaeology Branch.

Lack of clear decision-making processes

Finally, people noted the challenges associated with advancing key decisions related to wildfire recovery activities. The SRSS held a visioning day in February 2021 to address the longstanding concerns raised by Secwépemc leadership at the JLC, and the First Nations Technical Committee, regarding the need for a clear governance and decision-making structure for the SRSS (see Chapter 13). However, this section instead focusses on the concerns highlighted by (largely provincial government) representatives relating to perceived delays in coming to consensus on particular decisions, and the challenges faced by the JTC in balancing their role as ‘doers’ with the need to come to agreement on technical recommendations.

Multiple provincial government staff expressed concerns about the delays in implementing particular recovery actions. In particular, we often heard concerns about how long it took to come to a decision on the grass seed mix to be used to seed disturbed areas, which resulted in missing the timing ‘window’:

“The grass seeding is one that had a huge impact on [us] when we first rolled in there. Decisions still hadn't been made on which seed mixes we were going to use and we had already missed the lower elevation [grass seeding] window because we still hadn't made a decision on that...more needed to be done during the winter [of 2017-2018]. It was all to do with species mix, and high and low elevation [mixes] and in the end, we used the same one because it’s just a temporary seed mix that’s there to reduce erosion and to try and reduce the spread of invasive species. Like I say it was, the most frustrated I was during my involvement with the project!”

- KEN CONWAY-BROWN, BCWS
However, it was often challenging to come to a decision on these specific technical issues while also trying to negotiate shared principles for a new approach to wildfire recovery and reach a shared understanding of all the different activities and priorities to address:

“Processes were having to be spun up and compromised, conversations around interests and compromises were being made to deal with those very emergent issues. While in the background we were having the conversations about our overarching principles and guidance that we wanted to follow for the rest of the work that wasn’t so emergent in nature. Hindsight’s twenty-twenty and looking back at things, we needed to be having those conversations months before we were having them. When I look at grass seeding in particular, we completely lost the window. And we’re now in a process where we’re monitoring the grass seeding that occurred, and the intent was to manage for erosion, manage for invasive weed spread etc. And we weren’t very successful on that. And part of that was how long it took for us to come to decisions on things.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

Another aspect of the lack of long-term planning was a lack of clear timelines for different activities and associated decisions. One District staff felt that having such a timeline would have helped prioritise decisions and focus discussions:

“We had all these different things and we should have said okay, when do they all have to be done by? Okay, that means we have to have the decision made by this time. And we should have had more of a schedule, like a schedule of decisions that needed to be made and by when. I think that would make things easier, and more clear for people, and made them probably feel a bit more comfortable. Like, maybe you have the luxury to debate everything, maybe you don’t!”

Finally, despite a Terms of Reference and established governance structure of the JLC, JTC and sub-committees, some provincial technical staff described feeling an “angst...from feeling the weight of these decisions, when we’re not decision-makers. We’re just implementers”. This challenge was faced by many at the JTC, who were tasked with being both ‘doers’ and technical decision-makers, while delegating detailed discussions to the sub-committees. Two District staff highlighted this difficult balancing act, and the need for greater guidance from the leadership level to move key decisions forward:

“Sometimes we were getting a bit mired down in the details. Where it’s like no, the technical team should make recommendations, get some decisions, move things along, but it still needs to really keep that more strategic eye looking at everything. If we want to talk about the details, the details should be a real small group that gets their marching orders from the bigger group, but they’re the doers. So the doers go off and do and the technical team comes up with the plan. And the joint leadership council says we agree with that, or if it’s a big gnarly decision they take that off the shoulders of the technical team.”

- MARINA IRWIN, FLNRORD – DTR

“I think we needed management, right? Management’s at the JLC and they obviously didn’t want to interfere with the technical team. But we probably should have been bringing them in sooner, as a decision-maker. We should have been going to them sooner as a group to say hey, we’re having trouble, this is the two sides or three sides or four sides, however many sides, and have them make a decision. And I think that was what was missing, was that decision mechanism.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

**CONFLICTING PERSPECTIVES ON THE SCOPE OF AND APPROACH TO ‘RECOVERY’**

Despite the diversity of perspectives both within and between the provincial government and Secwépemc communities on the meaning and scope of ‘wildfire recovery’, there was never an explicit discussion or attempt to define ‘wildfire recovery’ or an agreement as to what could or would fall within the joint approach.
This lack of clarity, and the different views and understandings, strongly shaped discussions – and at time, conflicts – at the JLC and JTC regarding the scope of issues these tables were addressing, and their approach to recovering and rehabilitating the fire-affected land base.

A number of provincial government staff expressed concern that discussions at these tables evolved to encompass issues that weren't within the realm of 'wildfire recovery'. For example, Marina Irwin (FLNRORD – DTR) drew a line between wildfire recovery and broader land or forest management planning, arguing that certain discussions relating to wildlife management were beyond the scope of the former:

“When we started talking about moose populations and hunting regulations and some things going on with trap lines and different things like that, it started to be, okay we're into land management planning, forest management planning, we're into broader things here. Not wildfire recovery specific... that's a different table. But what was happening was there was no other table. And the technicians, especially from the First Nations communities, they definitely didn't have other tables where they were working and seeing things getting done. So they were holding fiercely to this table, and starting to [say]: 'well can we bring this in?'”

This concern about scope creep or issues being raised that were outside the mandate of provincial staff involved resulted in a frequent push from provincial representatives to move discussions to other higher-level government-to-government tables such as the Qwelmínte Secwépemc.

The following quote from a provincial manager reflects the view held by multiple people in the provincial government, that the JLC and work done on Elephant Hill was defined by short term funding and goals (e.g., salvage, fireguard rehabilitation and range recovery):
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“The discussions we were having at the table were starting to lead to much broader landscape level initiatives that had nothing to do with the fire anymore. They were just initiatives First Nations wanted to advance. And my feeling was okay, I’m not here for that. That’s not my role, that’s a Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation thing, strategic engagement. Qwelmínte Secwépemc, you guys have that conversation going on. I’m not mixing the two and getting it all convoluted. You need to have that discussion there. The JLC as far as I’m concerned, we’ve done our job. Time to move on and get back to whatever else it is we do. And that QS table figures out those broader landscape level initiatives.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

As the ‘three great goals’ neared completion, provincial government staff began to push to ‘close out’ the Elephant Hill process and the structures of the JLC and JTC. This contrasts with the view of many community representatives, and the intention of THE letter from Kukpi7 Day and fellow Kukukpi7 in calling for upholding commitments to reconciliation and supporting Secwépemc leadership in the recovery and restoration of this landscape over months, years and decades to come.

From the very first meeting of the leadership table, Secwépemc communities were raising these broader issues of reconciliation and Indigenous stewardship and sovereignty as intimately connected to wildfire impacts and recovery.

Secwépemc leadership further emphasized the underlying desire to build off a collaborative approach to wildfire recovery to address broader contributing issues (e.g., relating to forest management) and advance Indigenous rights and title within their territories.

The fact that the Elephant Hill process was not based on (nor relied on) the negotiation of formal agreements (e.g., treaty, reconciliation or co-management agreements) – something seen by many as key to its success (see Chapter 9) – was linked to two further challenges. The first is understanding how the joint recovery process relates to, or could be brought together with, these broader government-to-government processes being advanced within the Secwépemc Nation.

The second challenge, raised by one senior FLNRORD staff, relates to government’s ability to pursue future ‘interest-based collaborations’ (as opposed to formal co-management or reconciliation agreements) like Elephant Hill. Looking forward, this person felt that “it’s hard to do exactly what we did at Elephant Hill”, as the focus is increasingly on pursuing legislative change and formalizing joint decision-making (and the concern that, if successful collaborations can occur without these larger changes, then they may not be needed):

“Things are a little bit different now...at that time we were generally able to focus on interest-based collaboration. Whereas now, for many communities, it seems that that’s not where they want to be. Where they want to be is a legislated joint decision-maker. Which is a good aspiration and probably their right. However, it seems to come at the expense of doing the collaborative interest-based management now. I still have a mandate to manage for moose and habitat and steelhead and other things and would like to do that with communities. But it’s harder and harder to do that with communities until we likely have some legislative change to support joint management and decision-making.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

Balancing or resolving these different perspectives on the scope of and approach to ‘wildfire recovery’, and bringing together wildfire recovery with higher-level governance processes, has remained a key challenge, and one that underlies many of the ongoing debates as to the future role of the Elephant Hill tables. This is particularly relevant in the context of the SRSS and its ongoing work to support Secwépemc-led restoration and stewardship. Over time, the SRSS has come to define its role as coordinating ‘operational’ or ‘boots on the ground’ activities, such as watershed restoration or collaborative monitoring, rather than a political organization focussed on advancing rights and title.
However, as former Kukpi7 Ron Ignace said at a recent SRSS ‘visioning’ meeting, “we are always mindful of our rights of ownership and jurisdiction to our lands and forests. This has to guide our technical work and thinking”. This view was supported by other Kukpi7 present that day, who viewed the SRSS as “one organization underneath title and rights, that we fight for as a Nation”.

Any activities or decisions on the land base – even those with a very technical or ‘operational’ focus – are always inextricably tied to larger issues of governance, rights and jurisdiction.

In the same way, ‘healing the land’, in the minds of Secwépemc communities and some in government, was always more than just rehabilitating wildfire impacts; it was about advancing Indigenous-led recovery and restoration of their territories.

**REPRESENTATION AND PARTICIPATION**

Another challenge mentioned by interviewees was ensuring adequate and ‘appropriate’ participation and representation in the joint recovery process and meetings. This has multiple elements:

- ensuring full Secwépemc representation and equal decision-making powers at the tables;
- balancing the need for bringing in specific expertise with the need to keep groups, such as the JTC, focussed and functional; and
- concerns expressed both by provincial staff and as well as forest licensees and local ranchers that these external stakeholders were not engaged in decisions that affected them.

Four Secwépemc communities (Bonaparte, Skeetchestn, Whispering Pines/Clinton and High Bar) were represented at the first leadership meetings between October and December 2017. However, early on Kukpi7 Ryan Day emphasized the need to bring in their neighbouring communities who were also directly impacted by the Elephant Hill wildfire. While membership in the Elephant Hill tables and the SRSS was soon broadened to include Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc, Canim Lake, Ts’kw’aylaxw and Stswecem’c Xgat'tem First Nations, a number of Secwépemc natural resource and cultural heritage staff identified the challenge of maintaining adequate representation from all communities at tables, including the ongoing First Nations Technical Table – a challenge once again linked to capacity.

The Secwépemc representatives at these tables were usually the natural resource or cultural heritage managers within their departments, and, in addition to field work and administrative demands, they were often responsible for representing their communities at other resource-related governance and negotiation tables. Mike Anderson (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) highlighted the importance of this representation, saying: “if we’re to co-manage, and we’re to get serious about that, we have to have adequate representation, we have to have informed representation, it has to be on a regular basis.”

People also acknowledged the challenge of having the appropriate decision-makers involved and present at the JLC. At a JLC meeting in February 2018, Kukpi7 Ryan Day provided an overview of the Council’s progress so far and acknowledged that while they hadn’t yet “hit any roadblocks in actioning our recommendations” he anticipated that would happen down the road (for example, in the context of making decisions around range licenses or Annual Allowable Cut) at which point discussions would need to be elevated above the District Managers to a higher-level decision-maker within the provincial government. This concern touches once again on the limits to authority and mandate (Chapter 6) of provincial District Managers represented at the table, and reflects the initial desire to have a higher-level 'political' table above the JLC that would involve provincial Ministers sitting side by side with Secwépemc elected Chiefs; a goal that was never realized.

This discrepancy of decision-making authority and leadership level between Secwépemc leadership and provincial leadership at the JLC was highlighted by Rob Schweitzer (BCWS), who said:
“Listening to Chief Ignace or Chief Day, they were pretty clear that we were not at their level, because they should be talking to a Minister, or a Deputy Minister. And I’d never thought of it that way, but they weren’t wrong in that sense. They have complete decision-making autonomy over their band, or their community. Do I have that same level of authority? And that’s what they were questioning. Okay if we’re going to get somewhere, we need the decision-makers at the table in the room...Some would be offended by that, but their point was really good, was that if you can’t sit here and make those decisions with us, then maybe you’re not the right level of government that is here.”

"The decision-makers aren’t talking to each other directly. To see the emotion and the impact to that community. That’s what a leader should be doing"

Despite the lack of ‘roadblocks’ experienced back in February 2018, when we spoke to Secwépemc staff in 2020 and 2021 many expressed frustration at the lack of involvement of high-level provincial leadership (both at Elephant Hill meetings, and often in natural resource related discussions more broadly) and at the barriers they face in elevating key decisions:

“We’ve been at some meetings with Chief and Council with government and as high as we get is the District Manager. And that’s great. But at the end of the day every decision that’s major that needs to happen goes above the District Manager, it goes to the Regional Executive Director, and we’ve never met that person. And they’re the ones that we get the letter from saying no. So really, leader to leader meetings and committees aren’t happening...The District Managers, they’ve been great. They’re good at their jobs. They say: ‘oh we’re going to try this we’re going to do that we’re going to try that’. But they don’t make the decisions. So I think that’s definitely a place of frustration, is that the decision-makers aren’t talking to each other directly. To see the emotion and the impact to that community. That’s what a leader should be doing.”

- TANNER LEOBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

At the technical level, multiple people in both the provincial government and Secwépemc communities highlighted the difficulties faced in terms of ensuring the right people were involved in the right decision at the right time. One key driver for the formalization of the distinct leadership and technical tables was the early challenge of having multiple interests and levels of discussion at the one meeting:

“When we came together we just started meeting, and whoever showed up at the meeting was there and included. So it was everybody from the technical person, to the referrals person, to the Chief, to the Councilors, they were all there! And in our staff I had my District Manager, my resource manager, myself, sometimes the tenures forester or stewardship forester, we were all there. And we were all trying to work together but it was a struggle because there was a real mix of interests. The Chiefs wanted their rights and title recognized, they wanted to talk about title. Whereas the technical people are like log, freguard, what do we do?! So having those two sets of people at the same table at the same time, trying to have a conversation, I feel wasn’t as productive as it could have been.”

- MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

Even after the JTC was established, the group of people involved at this technical level continued to grow organically to the point that the “meeting invite list was just unwieldy!”. As Marina Irwin (FLNRORD – DTR) explained, ‘specialists’ – such as entomologists or hydrologists – were often invited to contribute their expertise on a specific issue. However, what often happened was as the process or decisions moved on “the specialists hung on. But we didn’t need that anymore! And it was cumulative, so before you know it you have like thirty people!”.

Despite this, one Secwépemc staff noted that the emphasis on being a ‘government-to-government’ technical table meant that “local experts weren’t brought in...Our band doesn’t have silviculture expertise and other bands are in the same boat. But doesn’t mean that those people don’t exist and shouldn’t have been at that table”. However, this person went on to echo Marina’s recommendation to keep the overarching technical team ‘tighter’. While the establishment of
sub-committees achieved this to some degree, the JTC persisted as a large – what many saw as too large – overarching group comprising a range of management and 'specialist' staff:

“Early 2019 I think we went to the first meeting in Clinton…there were 28 people at that meeting and zero things got done. Everything got talked about but then got broken up into other sub-committees and in my eyes that was too many people. You can’t make a decision with twenty-eight individuals at the table. And the right people – even government had too many people at the table. It was a good idea in theory, I just think it needs to be more focussed moving forward.”

– TANNER LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

Despite the range of technical staff involved, some people expressed concern that the overwhelming focus – and the strongest voices at the table – related to archaeology. While archaeology does cut across multiple areas of wildfire recovery, from fireguard rehabilitation and fence reconstruction to salvage operations, one Secwépemc forester saw this focus on archaeology as impeding effective and efficient landscape management and salvaging across the fire area:

“I'll just go back to the landscape level management that was happening...it was at a standstill. Like I said the scope of the people at the table were too narrowed, and there wasn’t a variety from each community, what the values were to everybody. The focus to me was purely archaeological. And everything else was second priority to that. And look what happened, the amount of harvesting that happened is far less than it should have been.”

Conversely, Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) argued that there was a need to have a representative from the Archaeology Branch involved, even if just at the beginning to “make it clear to government what their obligations are, and then to work with the First Nations on what kind of flexibility we could have in the approach.” However, we heard that there was limited engagement or responsiveness from Archaeology Branch (until the coordinator was appointed, see Chapter 9).

Multiple people in government also raised the point that, in focussing on creating a new government-to-government approach to wildfire recovery, other key stakeholders who were impacted by the decisions being made were ‘left behind’:

“I think [that] in putting so much effort into the G2G part of things, which needed to happen, we kind of left the other folks behind... our forest licensees, our range licensees, and the public. Non-Indigenous folks living in the communities impacted by the fire. We did not do enough communication and engagement with them to explain what we were doing. We needed our licensees to go and do that salvage, especially if we were going to do what I wish we would have done, which is that more proactive and aggressive planning. And I think we could have engaged them better, in a better way, without giving up what we were getting, without compromising our G2G process.”

– RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

“The [forestry] licensees should have been brought in way earlier. And I understand why the communities didn’t want that, they were very protective of this being a government-to-government process, they didn’t see industry as holding a stake in that. But at the end of the day, you were talking about forestry operations. Really, the licensees should have been part of those conversations. And I’m not saying they should have been at the G2G table, but they definitely should have been brought into a subgroup, or had some input into the principles, as far as what economically is feasible. Because at the end of the day, you can have a vision of how you think it should roll out, but these are business. They have to be economically viable in those operations. And so there’s a reality there. And I think that was missed.”

– MARINA IRWIN, FLNRORD – DTR

Forest licensee staff we spoke to agreed, highlighting their “decades of forest management experience in the areas that were impacted by the fire”. A representative of one major forest licensee conducting salvage in the fire area, which was tasked with implementing the salvage and silviculture principles, said:
“It would have been helpful to provide an operational lens around safety, timing, forest health, silviculture etc. This would have helped to minimize any confusion and questions on how to implement the guidance put forward. I think it just really gives industry an opportunity to speak to the challenges that they’re going to face, what this all means, and just have a voice at the table and bring their ideas of stewardship and that kind of thing, because we are all Registered Professional Foresters as well... it just really helps industry when you’re included as part of it to know that you are a valued participant here.”

However, in the same interview they acknowledged that this was a government-to-government process and “there’s sensitivities there, as far as from the communities’ perspective. And working with government. So maybe it just wasn’t appropriate at the time.” Similarly, one Secwépemc staff said that in hindsight they should have invited forest industry or ranching groups to the table to “make it a little more open and transparent”, but acknowledged that “that has to happen with trust. We didn’t have that at the start of this committee, I think they do now.”

We also spoke to local (non-Indigenous) ranchers, whose range tenures and cattle ranches were directly impacted by the fire. While on the whole these ranchers understood the need to keep cattle off burnt areas for some time after the fire to allow the soils and vegetation to stabilize and recover, they spoke about feeling disempowered and excluded throughout the whole recovery process. None could recall being informed of the joint approach to recovery, and it soon became clear that this had resulted in misinformation or misunderstandings amongst the broader community (for example, that the joint recovery and the requirements for First Nation-led archaeology was part of a ‘pilot project’ recommended by the Flood and Fire Review).

One rancher described the feeling of being left out and having new processes ‘imposed’ upon them while they were going through “a tremendous grief process” of recovering from the fire and seeing the impacts to the landscape. Further, while these ranchers had been able to access the BC Agri-recovery funding, they all spoke about the economic losses and impacts of the fire to their livelihoods. As smaller scale ranchers, there was also a feeling (particularly with one we spoke to) that industry groups such as BC Cattlemen’s do not represent all ranchers, and that there was a real lack of engagement at a local level.

At the very least, these final perspectives highlight the need for greater communication throughout the process of wildfire recovery, and – if and where appropriate – bringing in affected stakeholders, without compromising the government-to-government approach.

**LACK OF PRE-EXISTING RELATIONSHIPS AND TRUST**

In cutting across multiple provincial government boundaries, the Elephant Hill wildfire challenged many long-held and often fiercely contested provincial jurisdictions and organizational silos. At the same time, as Kukpi7 Ryan Day mentioned earlier (Chapter 5), the colonial structures imposed on Indigenous communities and the ‘divide and conquer’ approach of governments and industries continue to pose barriers to coordination between First Nations – even those within the same Nation – while also creating a long-standing sense of distrust of government agencies. As one provincial government staff acknowledged: “I am not naïve to the fact that I work for the province and may not be trusted by First Nations because of this fact alone”. This was the context that provincial and Secwépemc leadership and staff were working and living in when the Elephant Hill wildfire occurred.

As a result, one of the biggest initial challenges to be overcome was this lack of trust and of pre-existing relationships between (and to a certain degree within) First Nations and the province:

“We could have done it a lot better. We could’ve done it a lot more expeditiously. We could have done it a lot cheaper. And that was I think largely a result of a lack of the relationship, the trust-based relationship that we needed to have...It was not there.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

One forest licensee staff similarly acknowledged that a lack of trust in forest industry, particularly stemming from the approach to mountain pine beetle salvage, hindered salvage progress across Elephant Hill:
“As a forester, I would have liked to see more salvaged quickly. But that requires trust on all levels to know that there’s going to be a good approach taken to doing that. And it was tough with the historical legacy of pine beetle and the amount of salvage that had already taken place, that to do more salvage on an already so heavily impacted land base, that’s a tough sell.”

This lack of trust was also due to the fact that previous relationships between First Nations and the provincial government were largely framed around ‘transactional consultation’; that is, the statutory obligation of the Province to ‘consult and accommodate’ First Nations on land and resource decisions that may affect Indigenous rights and interests. This includes ensuring consultation on industry-proposed activities, such forestry or other resource extraction; something that often involved “just sending out referrals, engaging in consultation, lots of letters or phone calls that kind of thing.”

A senior manager from DMH similarly acknowledged that, while their District had worked closely with their ‘four core bands’ of Canim Lake, Whispering Pines/Clinton, High Bar and Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nations in terms of “developing economies opportunities, tenures, range stuff”, they didn’t spend a lot of time building relationships other Secwépemc communities, or the other twenty plus First Nations with whom they had an obligation to consult. As one District staff said: “we didn’t know anybody from Adam either, I didn’t know anybody at those tables!”.

The lack of collaborative working relationships fed into a lack of trust in the information shared by provincial technical staff, and a skepticism that decisions made jointly at the JLC or JTC would not be enforced. For example, Secwépemc staff often raised concerns at the JTC that green trees were being harvested as part of salvage operations, in contravention of the jointly developed salvage principles; that lodgepole pine was being preferentially planted in lieu of species such as Douglas-fir; or that information on ungulate population health was not accurately reflecting what communities were observing. As Doug Lewis (FLNRORD – Resource Planning and Assessment Branch) acknowledged:

“There was a bit of a distrust of government, among some of the First Nations, about how we assess and monitor things. And government is big it’s everything from giving out tenures to cutting down trees to wildfire management to the stewardship side of things. So you kind of get grouped in as government. So [it’s] building that trust that you’re actually there to represent certain things. And that they believe the information that you’re bringing them, and not trying to pull wool over their eyes. It took a little bit of time.”

From the perspective of some Secwépemc staff, the shift from transactional consultation to joint leadership and collaboration was not always widely accepted or embraced within the provincial government, or by those around the tables:

“Sometimes it got heated. Sometimes you could sense resistance and resentment for having to work in this kind of environment and having to collaborate this much and having to put in effort to communicate their reasoning behind things. Whereas in the past they hadn’t really had to do that...And that is a simplification, they don’t all think the same way. But they were less used to having to be accountable to outside parties.”

- GEORGINA PRESTON, FORMERLY WITH STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM FIRST NATION

One exception to this lack of pre-existing relationships was in the case of archaeology within the Kamloops TSA (within the jurisdiction of DTR). Through the Secwépemc AOA committee Secwépemc communities within the DTR had developed strong relationships with this District and a clearly defined process for First Nations-led archaeology. This pre-existing process was instrumental in shaping the approach to archaeology on Elephant Hill:

“The fact that the Elephant Hill technical working group grew out of this Secwépemc AOA committee, in structure and intent, really helped promote a couple of things. One is just involvement in archaeology, period, a responsibility for archaeology. But also the role of the First Nations liaisons in decision-making.”

- JOANNE HAMMOND, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES
However, the extension of this Secwépemc AOA approach to the DMH/Cariboo Natural Resource Region, and to wildfire recovery activities in general, was a point of tension that is yet to be fully resolved (see below). These inconsistencies and lack of coordination between provincial jurisdictions – even those within the same Ministry – and the associated challenges this raised are discussed further below.

**JURISDICTIONAL SILOS AND CONFLICTS WITHIN GOVERNMENT**

The Elephant Hill wildfire recovery brought together staff from across multiple jurisdictions and divisions of the provincial FLNRORD Ministry, from the Archaeology Branch, Fish and Wildlife Branch, Range Branch and the Resource Stewardship Division; to District level range, stewardship and First Nations advisory staff; to ecosystems, silviculture and stewardship resource management staff within the Thompson Okanagan and Cariboo Natural Resource Regions. Navigating this complex Ministry structure was challenging not only for Secwépemc and other non-government representatives, but also for government staff themselves.

One of the key challenges described to us by provincial government staff was that of having to collaborate and develop coordinated approaches across these entrenched jurisdictional boundaries and silos.

This challenge was particularly apparent in the context of developing a joint approach between the two Districts involved: DTR and DMH. Rachael Pollard (FLNRORD – DTR) highlighted this process of building relationships across government as one of the biggest challenges, saying:

“Our Thompson Rivers District and 100 Mile District are vastly different. 100 Mile is Cariboo all the way, right? They’re cowboys and they get things done! And then we have Kamloops which is much more sort of Okanagan-ish. We have very different ways of doing things, different pressures and priorities, all that stuff. And we didn’t have strong relationships because we didn’t really work closely together in the past. And I would say that that was one of our challenges – but also a great outcome of the whole thing, building those relationships between our staff, and alignment across the two Districts!”

One provincial manager further elaborated on these differences between DTR and DMH, describing the DTR as “an anomaly as a forest District office”, due to being based in a larger regional city (Kamloops) that is less tied to the local (often forestry dependent) community compared to somewhere like 100 Mile House. This dynamic between the two Districts and their associated regions (Thompson Okanagan and Cariboo) played out in their conflicting perspectives on or priorities for wildfire recovery:

“On the Thompson Okanagan side we wanted to manage for multiple values consistent with Chief Forester guidance on post-wildfire recovery. On the Cariboo region side they had different set of values that they were managing for. Prior to the wildfire, they had mills that were closing and I suspect felt pressure to feed them. They had a more contentious relationship with Secwépemc than we did, especially with regard to heritage assessments. So there was that dynamic, there was a really significant amount of concern from the District Manager...[and] those dynamics [within the Ministry] are the root of what makes things work or not.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

“We were often at odds, honestly. What Kamloops was trying to do going through this, and what we were trying to do, often at odds. Different agendas, different perspectives. It was a tough one. And you know, I would say that the internal struggle was maybe as tough as trying to figure out how to align ourselves with what First Nations want.”

- FLNRORD STAFF
Outside of wildfire recovery activities, communities often struggle to understand the complex organizational structures within the provincial government. In the context of the joint wildfire recovery, working across these jurisdictions was made even more challenging for communities by the obvious conflicts and differing approaches taken between Districts:

“Challenges were for sure related to the divide between the Districts. And I think that from working with the communities it was really challenging to understand the District division, because it doesn’t make sense to you – why is it different here than here? This is the same watershed! It feels very silly and confusing. But from the District side, that’s how they’ve been operating for many many many years, so they’re like, ‘obviously we work differently and obviously we have our own systems and we don’t like what you’re doing over there!’ I don’t know that I have real suggestions for how to navigate that better, because a lot of it is about different cultures in different areas and different offices, and different personalities of people.”

- FORMER SECWÉPEMC STAFF

These challenging relationships between Districts were also observed by one BCWS staff, who also noted how the priorities of the respective District Managers were central in shaping the distinct approaches:

“I saw more frustration on the government side...that push pull...what I saw was two Districts and District Managers viewing the land base two different ways. And some frustration there about how quickly things were or weren’t moving, mostly weren’t, like whether we were going to be able to salvage any of the timber that was in there. So certainly the more impacted forest District was 100 Mile. They were particularly concerned from a timber perspective, and it’s hard to blame them for that given the economic impacts of the fire season on their whole timber area. Whereas the Thompson Rivers District I think was really trying to focus in on this relationship and this JLC and this collaborative approach and ‘yes it might be taking more time but it’s a better outcome’.”

We were standing in our own way most of the time, internally

However, this conflict between Districts was highlighted much more frequently by provincial District and Region staff (compared to Secwépemc representatives), which speaks to the pervasive and entrenched nature of these government silos and ‘cultures’; something that was as, if not more, challenging to overcome than the differences between the province and First Nations:

“I think the worst part of it is, and the funny part is, I wasn’t actually opposed to any of the First Nations’ views or opinions, at all really. It was the internal staff. We were standing in our own way most of the time, internally. And so I think that was a real eye opener.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

In particular, many staff from DMH found themselves "caught in the middle" of the Thompson Okanagan Region (which, as noted earlier, was the agreed lead for the joint wildfire recovery on Elephant Hill) and the Cariboo Region in which DMH is located and administered. This 'push pull' was mentioned multiple times in the context of the Secwépemc AOA system, which staff from DMH felt was being imposed upon them by Secwépemc communities and DTR staff. David Majcher (FLNRORD – DMH) described how his District had "evolved an archeology process of doing things to a less intense level, because it wasn’t needed" due to the view that there was less intensive First Nation historical use on the plateau, where DMH is located, compared to the lower elevation areas in DTR.

These quotes speak to how parts of the Ministry tended to hold tightly on to their authority within their defined area and a feeling that other offices or divisions should not overstep these jurisdictional boundaries. Another FLNRORD staff experienced this in terms of different levels of openness to, or acceptance of, information (such as cumulative effects modelling or monitoring data) by the different Districts, in particular when this was seen as infringing on their established approach to managing their landscape.
Beyond these differences between Districts, historical silos between different divisions or ‘specialists’ within FLNRORD also posed a challenge for inter-government collaboration. However, wildfire – particularly a wildfire of the scale of Elephant Hill – requires a multi-disciplinary approach. Even defined activities such as grass seeding of rehabilitated fireguards impact and therefore require input from areas ranging from wildlife management to range. However, until Elephant Hill, these diverse groups within government did not often communicate or collaborate with one another:

“We'd forgotten how to do the proper internal engagement with each other on what’s important. Where you have something like grass seeding as an example, that is not one team’s to own, there’s so many pieces in play right? Is it the range people? Not really. Is it the terrain stability people? Not really. Is it the biologists? No. Everybody comes at it with a different perspective and we're now getting better, and this is just internally speaking, at all coming together, sharing our perspectives, coming up with something that works. But it’s not the way that we’ve worked necessarily over the past couple of decades.”

- RACHEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

However, she followed up by saying that “it will get better, given our experience here (with Elephant Hill). Given the strong likelihood that future wildfires will again cross these jurisdictional boundaries, establishing greater planning and collaboration between FLNRORD Regions and Districts and understanding roles and responsibilities will be critical to ensuring a coordinated approach to wildfire recovery.

**Relationship between archaeology and range**

In addition to the new approach (within DMH) of requiring First Nations-led archaeological surveys and assessments for any proposed developments, a key point of tension throughout the wildfire recovery was navigating the obligations of range in terms of archaeology.

The statutory obligations around heritage were new to many District staff, particularly range officers. Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) recalled an early meeting in which she first impressed upon range staff the requirements to conduct archaeology surveys on fence lines prior to any ground disturbance or construction:

“Range was at that table and the rebuilding of fences was a priority for them obviously, but they’d never been really seriously engaged in archaeology. And that was a big stumbling block for them. I recall the representative from 100 Mile range, when we were talking about the kind of archaeology that she would have to organize in order to rebuild some of these fences that were literally through archaeological sites, and as they were starting to get the understanding that they were going to have to bear some of these costs for, or divert their fences and go and make different plans from their original plans, the realization that what we were talking about was going to necessarily apply to more than just this fire, and just 100 Mile, and just Kamloops, that if range started doing archaeology on fences, that they would have to do it everywhere. And that was terrifying for them because they’ve been left out of that loop for a really long time. Nobody’s asked them to be accountable for that.”

Over the course of the following two to three years, these statutory obligations and “implications of putting a fence through a sensitive site” were gradually understood by those involved. One range staff also described the “big learning process” associated with developing new direct award contracts for First Nations archaeology, but then admitted that “I don’t think I’ll be so scared of archaeology going forward. Because once we got going, it wasn’t that bad. It was just the getting going part, building the contracts...we had to change everything...It’s not that big of a deal now”.

As discussions between Range Branch and Archaeology Branch have continued, First Nations have also had to continue to push for their involvement in these provincial processes. At a meeting of the First Nations Technical Committee in January 2020 there was discussion of an upcoming meeting between the BC Archaeology and Range
Branches to discuss wildfire and range recovery issues. At that point, only two First Nations representatives had been invited due to it being ‘too onerous’ to invite all First Nations at this early stage. Bert William, the Senior Archaeological Advisor from Bonaparte First Nation, was not on this invite list despite – as Joanne Hammond stressed – it being in “his backyard. He has every right to be there”. This experience is just one example of the ongoing challenge that many community representatives describe, in terms of having to constantly push for adequate and timely engagement and full collaboration, and speaks to some of the persistent tensions and concerns that remain from the work done on Elephant Hill.

UNRESOLVED TENSIONS AND LASTING CONCERNS

By documenting these ‘lessons learned’ – the successes, strengths and challenges – from Elephant Hill, many people, particularly in the provincial government, have expressed a hope that these could be distilled into a set of clear and operational guidelines to direct future wildfire recovery. However, there are numerous unresolved tensions and concerns, and divergent perspectives, relating to if and how the Elephant Hill recovery process could serve as a ‘model’ for future recovery efforts.

There are three distinct sets of persistent tensions and challenges:

→ conflicting perspectives on the desired approach to and scope of specific wildfire recovery activities, in particular archaeology and salvage;

→ differing views on the intent and value of Elephant Hill in ‘modelling’ joint wildfire recovery; and

→ concerns around (a lack of) documentation and sharing of guidance and operational processes from Elephant Hill.

In the context of archaeology, Joanne Hammond admitted that “frankly, I don’t know that there’s too much that’s worth embracing and taking forward [from Elephant Hill]”. Here, she is not referring to the overarching approach of broad-scale Secwépemc-led archaeology, but rather the challenges related to top-down management from the Archaeology Branch, the lack of consistent processes across communities, and the lack of data management systems. This report presents some recommendations for overcoming these specific issues in future. However, the bigger challenge relates to differing perspectives on the goal and expectations for archaeology, as well as salvage.

As the province and communities are looking towards the recovery from the 2021 wildfires it is clear that there are fundamental differences of opinion, in particular regarding salvage (i.e., how much should be salvaged, or if we should even salvage at all) and approach to archaeology. From interviews and what we have observed in meetings we have also heard concerns from District staff relating archaeology obligations, in particular those associated with range activities, and differing perspectives as to what level of post-fire archaeology is feasible or required.

Speaking to one Secwépemc staff in the fall of 2021, we heard how they had recently learned that BC Timber Sales had put out a request for proposals from archaeological consultants on BC Bid to support First Nation archaeology. The fact that this was done unilaterally, without any consultation or engagement with the relevant First Nations to understand if and how consultants could support training and capacity building, speaks to the persistent challenges First Nations face in ensuring involvement in decisions and actions that affect their communities, territories and heritage.

While some staff in government, and representatives from forest industry, have expressed the hope that the archaeology dataset from Elephant Hill could be used to adapt existing archaeological models to better predict archaeological potential of an area, there is pushback on this from communities due to concerns that predictive modelling would be used to ‘bypass consultation’

Further, while there have been meetings between the BC Archaeology Branch and BC Range Branch to try and understand the relationship between these activities, neither range staff we spoke with, nor Secwépemc archaeologists, were confident that they would not face the same conflicts in the future. One Secwépemc staff emphasized that “there’s still a level
of discomfort with the additional spending, the timelines, and having to share the decision-making around your operations”. Similarly, one District range officer described the pressure they continue to feel regarding archaeology obligations, and concerns about a lack of capacity on the Districts’ side to meet these:

“Now Districts have to do archaeology projects, contracts, and this other work that came out of the fires. There are more tables and more meetings that government and First Nation want to have, and they want to get more into the shared decision-making. I agree that this is really important, however will there be capacity with the First Nations and District staff to do these things?...I’m concerned with us not being able to deliver for whatever reason, if I get brought back down to two additional people. I’m going to have to streamline my methods and I won’t necessarily have time or money to do all of these extras. And meanwhile we’ve raised that bar.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

This speaks to the second set of tensions: between those who saw Elephant Hill as a ‘pilot’, and those who saw it as establishing the new way of doing things. At the same time, there are diverse understandings of what this new ‘model’ actually entails.

The above quote reflects concerns from multiple provincial staff that Elephant Hill has created new expectations for collaboration and direct awarding of work to First Nations that were challenged by capacity constraints or conflicted with dominant approaches (e.g., within the Cariboo Natural Resource Region). Others in government were clear in saying they hope the structure of the JTC and sub-committees continues beyond Elephant Hill, and highlighted the risks of losing this structure:

“If we don’t have those groups or that formal structure, I’m not sure that we know, still, how to continue to make things happen...we have relationships with some of the other folks [in Secwépemc communities... but] people are changing over...so what does that mean for how we continue to work together on some of those important decisions? I know that some other folks involved think that we could transition to something else, but that thing is un-formed.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

Some Secwépemc community staff similarly expressed a wish for Elephant Hill tables to be sustained, while recognizing the persistent challenges of capacity and the lack of long-term funding:

“I really don’t want to see these tables disintegrate out of all the work that we’ve done. That work needs to continue to move forward to restore the resiliency and biodiversity on the land...The wildfire recovery funds have now run out, and I think that the province needs to respect the fact that the impacts to our traditional territories still exist and they will exist and that they need to be allocating or providing more funding to continue the good works that have gone on in the St’uxwtéws territory.”

- JENNY ALLEN, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

Amongst those supportive of this new ‘model’ for collaboration there was another key concern: that an over-emphasis on distilling Elephant Hill into a generalized process risks prioritizing ‘operational’ outcomes (e.g., volume of timber salvaged) over meaningful collaboration.

One provincial staff highlighted the unrealistic goal of creating a ‘checklist’ approach to joint recovery, saying:

“Each [Indigenous] community is so different, and each Nation is even more different...I think particularly our provincial folks want to have a very generalized processes that they can check a box and follow and then they can say: ‘we did the Elephant Hill process here so I don’t see why you’re mad!’ [laughing] So that’s a big caveat and a big challenge.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

The challenges of working across government jurisdictions highlights another key tension: between a common desire within provincial and federal governments to create a streamlined or generalized process for engagement with First Nations, and the lack of standard approaches or internal coordination between many provincial jurisdictions themselves.
There is a risk that the relatively narrow focus of the ‘three great goals’ for Elephant Hill recovery will come to dominate future recovery efforts, despite initial goals and priorities of Secwépemc communities being much broader.

Similarly, while there is fairly widespread support for drawing on the jointly developed principles and guidelines (e.g., for silviculture and reforestation, or salvage) as a starting point in future recovery efforts, we heard concerns that this may be used to try and ‘fast-track’ collaboration.

This risks losing the critical value of spending time to develop shared understandings and collectively define recovery goals, and promotes the value of the ‘model’ in terms of moving forward with pre-determined recovery activities rather than demonstrating a process of working together to advance a joint vision of landscape recovery.

As Bert William emphasized, there is sometimes simply a need to “slow it down...This land is our land. Gotta remember that”.

While this report does identify key findings and actionable recommendations for improving collaboration in wildfire preparedness, response and recovery (see final Summary of Findings and Recommendations), a number of provincial staff feel that the processes and existing guidance documents from Elephant Hill have not been adequately documented or shared – either within government, or with the public more broadly:

“One of the things that we didn’t do was actually create a procedure that says these are the things we should do...if somebody wanted to replicate the stuff that I did, the next time a fire happens, I’m not sure they would be able to. Because we haven’t set that up and no one took the time to do it and learn from that and put those things in place. Or to even follow up for that matter, with the information that was produced, and sort of say: ‘what did we learn from this?’ And share those learnings with the broader community.”

- DOUG LEWIS, FLNRORD – RESOURCE PLANNING & ASSESSMENT BRANCH

Another provincial scientist highlighted the “continual flow of new staff, new people, new policies, new ways of doing thing” and the need to create a centralized repository, such as a public facing website, that contains key recovery-related documents (such as guidance to manage Douglas-fir beetle or hydrological impacts, or processes for assessing cumulative effects). While FLNRORD has set up a Sharepoint site, which is also accessible by SRSS member communities, this provincial staff argued that this was not sufficient as “you sort of have to be a member of the club” to access it:

“So unless it’s a top secret document that no-one can read, you shouldn’t have to search. If it’s about science and how to deal with things...if it’s valuable information that lays a road map or guidance as to how to go forward with a similar event, okay tidy them up a bit, put them out there for whoever needs them and make them readable.”

- FLNRORD STAFF

The SRSS and the Districts involved in Elephant Hill thus have an important role to play in consolidating and sharing these lessons learned. And, for the Secwépemc communities still involved in the SRSS, maintaining the momentum and joint decision-making processes developed through Elephant Hill and applying these lessons throughout Secwepemcucéów is a key priority moving forward. As highlighted under Secwépemc views of ‘success’, Elephant Hill was just the first step, and wildfire impacts will continue to be felt for years to come.

In the following chapters, we continue to look forward: to the priorities and persistent barriers faced for supporting Indigenous leadership in (wild) fire management, in particular wildfire response, and to the role of the SRSS in advancing the legacies of Elephant Hill throughout Secwepemcucéów.
10.1 Numerous challenges were experienced throughout joint recovery, many of which have not been overcome and pose potential barriers to future collaboration. These are grouped into the broad categories of 1) more pragmatic challenges of capacity and a lack of clear planning or decision mechanisms; and 2) issues of governance and jurisdiction, and how these shaped conflicting expectations for ‘recovery’.

10.2 Capacity was a significant challenge, due to the scope and scale of work; the funding and economic development opportunities not coming with required support and long-term planning to build capacity; and high levels of staff turnover.

10.3 There was a lack of landscape-level or strategic planning for recovery activities, as well as a lack of clear decision mechanisms to ensure timely decision-making.

10.4 The reactionary approach and short-term vision resulted in a lack of clear goals or expectations for recovery, and meant that immediate issues (e.g., public safety, salvage) were prioritized over longer-term planning for ecosystem recovery.

10.5 A lack of clear understanding or process for adequately recording and reporting archaeology led to conflicts over costs, and challenges with data management. This resulted in additional expenses and time requirements imposed on communities.

10.6 There was never an explicit discussion to define ‘wildfire recovery’ or an agreement as to what would fall within the joint approach. The province was concerned about scope creep and has pushed to ‘close out’ the Elephant Hill tables. In contrast, many Secwépemc communities continue to advocate for longer-term funding and support to continue recovery and restoration as part of broader visions for landscape change and co-management.

10.7 Ensuring adequate and appropriate representation in the joint recovery process was a key challenge. This related to ensuring full Secwépemc representation and equal decision-making powers, and balancing the need to bring in specific expertise while keeping groups focused and functional.

10.8 Provincial staff as well as forest and range licensees raised concerns that these external stakeholders were not engaged in decisions that affected them. This resulted in misinformation and misunderstandings of this process in the broader community, and concerns about implementation of principles.

10.9 The Elephant Hill wildfire challenged many long-held provincial jurisdictions and entrenched silos in government. Despite a common desire within government to streamline engagement with First Nations, a major challenge – highlighted most often by provincial staff – was navigating the complex Ministry structure and ensuring a coordinated approach between Districts.

10.10 Key tensions remain relating to conflicting perspectives on the approach to activities such as archaeology and salvage; different views on the intent and value of Elephant Hill in ‘modelling’ joint recovery; and concerns around the lack of documentation and sharing of operational processes and guidelines.

10.11 An over-emphasis on distilling Elephant Hill into a generalized process of ‘joint recovery’ risks prioritizing efficiency of operational outcomes over meaningful collaboration and joint decision-making.
We have been here for 10,000 years and we will be here for time immemorial...we really are walking on two legs

– JENNY ALLEN, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION
CHAPTER 11
‘A very clear resistance to change’: Barriers to achieving equal partnerships in (wild)fire management

The first recommendation of the 2018 Flood and Fire Review was to establish First Nations as ‘true partners and leaders’ across all levels of emergency management: not just in recovery, but throughout planning/preparedness and response.

In Part 3, we documented the successes, strengths and challenges relating to First Nations collaboration in wildfire recovery. In this and the following Chapter we step back from the joint recovery process to highlight persistent barriers to achieving this recommendation, particularly in the context of wildfire response, and the priorities of Secwépemc communities for involvement and leadership in (wild)fire management.

LIVING WITH FIRE IN FIRE-ADAPTED TERRITORIES
At the time of finalizing this report, in late summer of 2021, over 1,500 wildfires have burned over 850,000 ha throughout the province this year, making 2021 the third worst fire season on record in BC by area burned (after only 2017 and 2018). The majority of area burned is in BC’s southern and south-central interior, including over 300,000 ha in the heartland of Secwépemcúlecw.

The 2021 wildfires again highlight the critical need to support First Nations leadership and capacities in emergency management and wildfire preparedness and response.

Reading through quotes from interviews conducted over the fall and winter of 2020-2021, the acknowledgement of wildfire risk and expectation that BC has yet to see ‘the big one’ seems to anticipate the devastating wildfire season that was to come:

“I still believe that we have yet to see the mother of all fires here in BC. We had some huge ones, but we could have one that goes from the US Canada border all the ways up to Yukon. Massive, and it will transform the ecosystem of BC. And with the pine beetle kill, that was transformative in and of itself, so if you look back that all has got to accumulate, the effects of all of that will accumulate eh? To one catastrophic event coming up.”
- FORMER KUKPI7 RON IGNACE, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND

“I’ve always known that we were overdue for the big one. I live in a natural disturbance type with stand maintaining fires, so for me it’s not a big surprise that this is happening. And you know it’s not going to be a stand maintaining fire, just because of the fuel load. You look at the old photos, you talk to people that were here even the homesteaders that came fifty years ago and what the forest looked like then, what it looks like now, and you can see the ingress on all the places that used to be grasslands, and the forest thickening.”
- DAVID MAJCHER, FLNRORD - DMH

Climate change was once again a major factor contributing to these 2021 wildfires, with record-breaking heatwaves at the end of June resulting in extreme fire danger and multiple wildfire starts throughout the province. However, as touched on in the opening Chapter of this report and hinted at by David Majcher above, another factor contributing to these ‘mega-fires’ is the past century of fire suppression and exclusion of Indigenous fire stewardship:
“There was a lot of talk after the 2017 fires of how the fires are only getting larger and larger. I have a very good map on my wall in my office that shows every fire in Stswecem’c Xgat’tem’s traditional territory from 1880, from when they first recorded them up to last year. It was very apparent, you know the 1920s and 1930s when all the bands, all the First Nations were restricted from stopping fires. The methodology came to suppress all the fires. There’s 40 or 50 years of a gap of fires in there. And all of a sudden fire start popping up and it’s very apparent the fires now days are a lot larger. Especially in the Interior Douglas-fir, instead of them being low ground fires sustained fires, it is catastrophic, wiping off the map type of fires.”

– JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“This over-emphasis on fire suppression and resulting changes to forest ecosystems was also acknowledged by a forest licensee representative we spoke with, who admitted that “there’s areas in the [Elephant Hill] fire that we’re planting, that I think probably shouldn’t even be planted. They might be better as grasslands.” The changes to forest structure and ecosystem processes not only pose a risk to semi-remote Secwépemc communities who are surrounded by these high fuel hazards, but also impact Secwépemc peoples’ ability to access and use the land for cultural practices:

“...of a gap of fires in there. And all of a sudden fire start popping up and it’s very apparent the fires now days are a lot larger. Especially in the Interior Douglas-fir, instead of them being low ground fires sustained fires, it is catastrophic, wiping off the map type of fires.”

– ROB SCHWEITZER, BCWS

“I have also heard that people don’t really want to use that forest anymore. They don’t go out to hunt within those areas, they don’t go out and gather in those areas, because you can’t walk through those stands. They think that deer are actually avoiding mule deer winter range because there is so much dead fall and it’s hard to get through at that time. And don’t get me wrong, everyone acknowledges that small patches of dead trees are important. Wildlife trees are very important on the landscape, but to the scale we are seeing it at around Dog Creek and Canoe Creek everyone is really concerned.”

– GEORGINA PRESTON, FORMERLY WITH STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM FIRST NATION
Only four years out from 2017, many of these concerns and impacts have only grown greater. For Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities alike there is an ever-growing need to act on the recommendations highlighted over multiple provincial reviews and inquiries and by Indigenous communities themselves, to support more meaningful First Nations leadership and engagement in (wild)fire management.

PROGRESS SINCE THE 2018 FLOOD AND FIRE REVIEW

It is a common pattern worldwide: after every ‘devastating’ and ‘unprecedented’ wildfire season, governments call for another review or Royal Commission to investigate failings and present recommendations to support improved emergency preparedness, response and ‘community resilience’. Yet despite the changes to BC’s approach to fire and emergency management in recent years, there is a widespread view that meaningful change in the way that agencies partner with communities has yet to come.

In BC, the Firestorm 2003: Provincial Review report23 (Filmon 2004) presented recommendations to improve wildfire prevention and preparedness (e.g., through fuels treatments, prescribed burning and FireSmart activities); emergency management and response (e.g., mandatory local emergency plans); wildfire response (e.g., accessing local firefighting expertise and knowledge) and many more. While this resulted in improvements in some areas of emergency response coordination and communications, and new funding programs for community wildfire protection planning, implementation of many recommendations was inadequate or lacking.

After the 2017 wildfire season and the flood season that immediately preceded it, the Province of BC commissioned another independent review to examine and assess government response to these flood and wildfire events and provide recommendations spanning the phases of planning and preparedness, prevention and mitigation, response and recovery. Of the 108 recommendations included in the 2018 Flood and Fire Review report, numerous focus on the need to better work with and support Indigenous communities throughout all stages of emergency and wildfire management. These include (but are by no means limited to):

- recognizing First Nations jurisdiction in their traditional territories and supporting capacity development through training and accreditation (recommendation #4);
- committing time and resources, and spending time with communities in their communities, to develop and sustain relationships (#6);
- developing a toolkit for Indigenous communities to assist during emergencies (#11); and
- reviewing traditional First Nations burning practices for their applicability and suitability for future forest and fuel management (#57).

The multiple provincial government action plans and responses to the Flood and Fire Review released since 2018 document the completion of, or substantial improvement in, the majority of these 108 recommendations. Similarly, BCWS staff we spoke with highlighted the many changes made within BCWS since 2017 on their approach to wildfire preparedness, response and community engagement. However, many of the Secwépemc representatives we spoke with, as well as non-Indigenous community members (e.g., local ranchers), remain frustrated at what they see as a lack of any real change, and persistent barriers to meaningful involvement during wildfire response.

When we asked BCWS staff about changes since 2017, responses fell into four broad categories: strategic engagement; public communication; funding for preparedness and fuels mitigation; and both proactive and on-ground engagement during fire response.

For Cliff Chapman, who in 2017 was the Deputy Manager of the BCWS Kamloops Fire Centre, the 2017 wildfire season forced a recognition of a need to change their approach to wildfire response:

---

“Historically we’ve very much operated in that siloed environment where we came in and we did what we thought was the best thing to do to put that fire out, and it kind of had been working for us for a while. I think there was certainly some hint that we needed to shift and I think 2017 was [laughs] was not a hint anymore, it was an absolute ‘yes this needs to change!’”

One such change was the creation of a new strategic engagement team focused on building and sustaining high-level partnerships and agreements, including with First Nations organizations. Jamie Jeffreys (BCWS) highlighted the development of emergency management and partnership agreements, such as the 2019 tripartite Emergency Management Services Memorandum of Understanding\(^{24}\) between the Province of BC, Indigenous Services Canada and the First Nations Leadership Council; the Collaborative Emergency Management Agreement with the Tsilhqot’in National Government\(^{25}\); and regional level emergency management partnership tables between EMBC and First Nations representatives. In doing so, she said:

“I think there’s been a lot of progress…I think that those agreements have been a big catalyst to helping resource First Nations communities...The Indigenous relations team, that’s a lot of the priority work, working with those Nations. So working at the provincial level, as well as working with Nations, and then all the signatory agencies to those agreements to build out the work plans and implement the work plans and then continue to get the work plans then trickle down to the Fire Centre level.”

Another major change, also acknowledged by Secwépemc staff, has been an improvement in public-facing communications during wildfire events. This has been achieved through active social media outreach (e.g., Twitter); an improved website and development of an app to track wildfire starts, fire boundaries and evacuation alerts and orders; regular ‘community bulletins’ updating progress and response to ‘fires of note’; and the hiring of additional communications officers.

Since 2017 there has also been increased funding provided for wildfire risk mitigation. In 2018 the provincial government transitioned the former Strategic Wildfire Prevention Initiative (SWPI) funding program, which provided funding to local municipalities to develop Community Wildfire Protection Plans and implement fuels treatments in the Wildland Urban Interface, to a new Community Resiliency Investment Program. While SWPI had provided $81 million to communities over 15 years it was a cost-shared program that did not support planning or fuels reduction on private land, on First Nation reserves, or areas outside the 2 km WUI boundary around communities. The new funding programs aimed to address these gaps by providing funding for FireSmart activities on private land and reserves and supporting landscape-level or regional collaborative approaches to fuel reduction on Crown land.

Numerous Secwépemc First Nations have accessed funding for wildfire mitigation and planning under the CRI, including Bonaparte First Nation (funding to update their Community Wildfire Resilience Plan and develop fuels treatment prescriptions) and Whispering Pines/Clinton, who are actively engaged in conducting fuels treatments.

Finally, both Directors and Wildfire Officers from BCWS spoke about the increasing focus on proactive engagement with communities prior to wildfire seasons, as well as changing ‘norms’ related to engaging communities during a wildfire event. Responding to a comment about the lack of pre-season engagement, one Fire Zone staff spoke of regularly reaching out to local First Nations contacts during the winter and spring of 2021 with the hope of discussing needs or planning approaches prior to the fire season (although in multiple cases, never hearing back).

---

\(^{24}\) Emergency Management Services Memorandum of Understanding between the Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs, Canada and the Province of British Columbia. 2019.

Other approaches include the establishment of community wildfire ‘roundtables’, such as the Clinton and Area Community Wildfire Roundtable (funded by BCWS and supported by the Fraser Basin Council over two years) that hosted its inaugural meeting in February 2020. These roundtables bring together local and First Nations governments, volunteer fire departments, fire brigades, ranchers, forest industry representatives and other stakeholders to facilitate coordination and communication around wildfire risk reduction. However, while this particular table lists High Bar First Nation, Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band, Bonaparte First Nation, Ts’kw’aylaxw First Nation and Skeetchestn Indian Band as members, only High Bar has been represented at one of the two meetings so far.

This speaks to two key issues: firstly, the ongoing challenge of capacity in First Nations communities; and secondly, the fact that inviting a community representative to a roundtable meeting or asking for input over email or surveys (a common approach, particularly during Covid) does not constitute meaningful ‘engagement’.

In addition to formal mechanisms for engagement during emergency events such as the EMBC facilitated wildfire coordination calls (described in Chapter 3), a number of BCWS staff highlighted changes in their approach to on-ground engagement with First Nations and other local communities when a wildfire occurs. One Wildfire Officer emphasized the “huge improvement coming out of 2017 and 2018” in terms of bringing on community liaisons (discussed further in Section 4 below). Cliff Chapman (BCWS) also told us how, in 2018 when he was the Acting Kamloops Fire Centre Manager, he drew on lessons learned from 2017 and worked closely with the Lower Similkameen Indian Band (a Syilx/Okanagan Nation community) to ensure close collaboration throughout fire response in their territory:

“They were at the planning table, they told us where they did and didn’t want fireguards. We were open with them about, ‘if we don’t do this, this is the potential impact’, and we continued to sort of meet at this place of, I would say trust, where it was give and take both ways...I would say that one was more driven by me, as the acting Fire Centre Manager at the time. Obviously the Incident Management Team would be on the ground, more daily connected, and that’s the beauty of that pre-established relationship. The Chief of Lower Similkameen knew he could call me any time, any place, but he and I were not diving into the details of where guards were. That was left at the operational level, his resource department and their own command structure that they had set up that was working with our comparable command structure through the Incident Management Team. And then if there was a challenge, Chief Crow would phone me and say ‘hey, we gotta come together.’”

However, this contrasted with the overall view of one staff from Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation regarding the changes – or lack thereof – in the Cariboo Fire Centre immediately following 2017:

“To be honest I don’t think much changed in 2018... from a Ministry perspective they were still trying to digest 2017 when 2018 came along. I think some of the 2017 fires were still smouldering, they made it right through the winter. So I think everybody was more or less trying to digest it and get through it. I don’t think there was really much change.”

– JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Yet Jamie Jeffreys (BCWS) recounted how in 2018, further north in the province, the Incident Management Team for the Shovel Lake fire near Burns Lake hired a Stellat’en First Nation (a Dakelh Nation) member to act as an ‘Aboriginal liaison’. Jamie described how this liaison worked closely with the IMT, attending meetings and providing updates and information to both the IMT and their community. However, in a report released by the Nadleh Whut’en First Nation – another Dakelh community affected by the Shovel Lake fire – in 2018:


they identified that “the discretion to hire an Aboriginal liaison seems to have been made locally, and not part of BCWS protocols” and that communication with First Nations was at the discretion of the Incident Commander at the time.

Jamie Jeffreys further described how, after this experience in 2018, BCWS created the structure to have a community liaison any time an IMT was deployed and how they “gathered community liaison names and resources that we would utilize the following season, for 2019, if we needed to”. According to Jamie, this liaison officer role was formally incorporated into the IMT organizational structure – working closely with the Operations Section Chief and reporting to the Incident Commander – and this program was ‘rolled out’ at the spring 2019 training to IMT staff. The intention is that these liaison officers remain in that role for the duration of the incident, rather than rotating out after 14 days with the IMT.

Despite these stated changes, we have continued to hear of varying levels of receptiveness by Incident Commanders and other IMT staff to working with (in particular receiving operational input from) liaison officers.

Further, in summer 2021 we heard from local ranchers that the program of having BC Cattlemen’s liaisons for local ranching communities “isn’t working the way they (Cattlemen’s) wanted it to work…It’s a joke…I know of one [liaison] who quit, because they lit a backburn on his family’s place…and people were in there!...the communication wasn’t there.”

As Rob Schweitzer (BCWS) acknowledged:

“I don’t know if I would go as far as saying it’s (the community liaison program) formal. I would say it’s welcome. And so communities that have done this work and have identified somebody, we will utilize them. Happily. Both from an initial response, ‘hey there’s a fire in and around your community’. To, ‘hey you can come to our incident command post and get the daily briefings and provide your local input’. We would be encouraging our senior operational staff to receive that input [from local and Indigenous communities].”

Despite localized examples of strong collaboration such as Cliff Chapman described above, the dominant perspective amongst numerous Secwépemc representatives we spoke with (both in 2020 and 2021) is that there has been little meaningful change in how BCWS engages with local communities either prior to or during a fire event. While some Secwépemc staff acknowledge the relationships that they have developed with certain local BCWS staff, and progress made during the 2021 fires in Secwepemcúlcw, there is a strong feeling that they still have to fight to be involved during fire response in their territories and that the lessons identified in the many government reviews have not been learned or consistently implemented. As such, a key recommendation of this report is to strengthen the First Nation liaison officer program and role (Chapter 12).

For example, Don Ignace (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) spoke of the relationship he has established with the local Wildfire Officer, Hugh Murdoch, since 2017. Don described how “now, when a fire starts out, they phone us directly and ask us well how do we want to be involved in that? So that has grown”. Yet he went on to say that:

“I think that’s due to political pressure, as well as them realizing that we are organized and coordinated... [but] there still has to be that discussion to formalize that relationship [with BCWS]. They’re not inclined to, or they haven’t been instructed to deal with us. Outside of maybe a cursory kind of involvement or something. So we have to keep pushing the door open to make sure that we step through because we are going to, we’re not going anyway. People come and go around here, you know we’re here. And we’re not going anywhere.”

The perceived lack of widespread in-community engagement from BCWS, particularly for proactive planning, was also highlighted by Tanner LeBourdais (Second Pass Forestry and Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band):
“In terms of Wildfire Branch talking to us, it hasn’t existed”

“In terms of communication and anything else between the Wildfire Branch (BCWS) and our band has been nil, to be honest. I don’t think anything’s changed in that sense since 2017, if they said it has, where is it? The amount of funding available is a positive, we’ll take the fuel management all day, it’s a proactive approach, it’s definitely of benefit. But in terms of Wildfire Branch talking to us, it hasn’t existed.”

Tanner went on to emphasize that their community is “in the fire realm, absolutely”, and to describe the type of in-community engagement wanted from BCWS:

“I mean, Covid stinks but when it’s all said and done hopefully at some point [they can organize] a BBQ or an information session and bring out youth to get them involved and to educate community members. And it might cost them some money but so what?...I think they have the staff to have more of a presence in communities and it’s such a big piece. All of our family wants to be firefighters they just haven’t taken the final jump to go work for Wildfire Branch, they’d rather work for the band crew. So it’s an important thing to our community and the lack of interest from Wildfire Service in the community is, it’s not surprising but it’s a little bit disappointing.”

These quotes suggest that the ‘trickle down’ from strategic agreements and workplans to the Fire Centre or Zone level is not necessarily occurring in a consistent or timely manner. Further, the development of new regional tables has not translated into active outreach or engagement with First Nations who often struggle with capacity issues that pose a barrier to participating in these regional meetings. While the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic and shift to virtual communication should be acknowledged (i.e., in terms of posing a barrier to in-community engagement), Secwépemc staff have raised concerns that ‘Indigenous engagement’ in BCWS or other government-led projects still comes too late.

For example, in early 2021 the SRSS First Nations Technical Table became aware that BCWS was initiating a project to develop training resources and operating procedures for crews to be able to identify and protect culturally sensitive sites, and to add this content into a training module for the 2021 season. However, there are concerns that this duplicates the FNESS-coordinated First Nations Values Data Assembly Project completed for BCWS (co-authored by Joanne Hammond), which presented recommendations and produced training modules for this exact purpose. Joanne told us how, throughout that project, she was ‘totally roadblocked’ by BCWS from contacting First Nations and expressed frustration that this new project in 2021 was reinventing the wheel due to “such a culture of doing things themselves...[they’re] not aware of all the work already done”. Joanne further highlighted how this most recent project had not yet engaged with any First Nations (despite having a team and charter put together); a level of involvement that was ‘unacceptable’.

This example speaks to different understandings or expectations around ‘engagement’.

There is a common approach of establishing a project then seeking to engage First Nations representatives at discrete points in time down the track. In contrast, collaboration means that communities will be involved from the start, supported by adequate resourcing and professional capacity building rather than one-off honoraria to participate in a meeting.

Given BCWS’s awareness of the JLC and SRSS, there was also an expectation that the First Nations Technical Table would be an obvious platform to connect with Secwépemc communities about work in their territory.

As highlighted further below, any changes in on-ground engagement also seem to be dependent on the particular manager or Incident Commander at the time, posing a barrier to widespread change. And despite the many recommendations and new relationships arising from the 2017 fires in Secwepemcúlecw, in 2021 Secwépemc communities spoke about still facing challenges in accessing information or ensuring...
collaboration throughout another devastating wildfire season (Box 1). In the wake of this most recent wildfire season, we again heard concerns that the lessons from 2017 have still not been fully learned. Given the successes arising from 2021, in particular the widespread (e.g., in media) recognition of the working relationship between Skeetchestn and BCWS and the increasing public attention to Indigenous fire expertise, there is a critical need to capture these lessons and address these persistent barriers before the next wildfire season. As Kukpi7 Darrel Draney (Skeetchestn Indian Band) emphasized:

“When we all work [together], local, traditional and western ways of fighting fire, it’s a model that cannot be forgotten and cannot be dropped.”

The following Sections reiterate many of the issues and recommendations already raised in the Flood and Fire Review and highlight the ongoing need to improve and formalize approaches to community-level engagement and preparedness before another wildfire season is upon us. As Jenny Allen (Bonaparte First Nation) said:

“[We need] to come up with some kind of a letter of commitment from BC Wildfire Service for this fire season which we’re in right now, for engagement and response for our communities. Because we can have all these meetings and we can plan plan plan, but what’s really happening right now is the amount of rain that we’re getting and the amount of dry hot spell that is coming, we are at risk for another mega-fire. And we’re not going to have a plan in place.”
BOX 1

2021 wildfires in Secwepemcúlecw

In late June 2021, an extreme heatwave shattered temperature records across much of western North America. During the last week of June, temperatures in Cache Creek broke the previous record high by almost 12°C and temperatures in the Village of Lytton soared to 49.5°C, breaking Canadian-wide temperature records for the third day in a row. This heatwave resulted in numerous wildfire starts: the start of what would become the third-worst wildfire season on record in BC by area burned. At the time of writing, in early September 2021, over 1,500 wildfires have burned over 850,000 ha in BC, forcing the evacuation of thousands of people and burning through towns such as Lytton and Monte Creek.

As in 2017, these wildfires significantly impacted First Nations communities and territories. Some of the largest wildfires – including the McKay Creek fire (~45,000 ha); the Tremont Creek fire (~62,500 ha); the Flat Lake fire (~74,000 ha); the White Rock Lake fire (~83,000 ha) and the Sparks Lake fire (~89,500 ha) – burned through Secwépemc territory, directly affecting many of the same Secwépemc communities who were still recovering from Elephant Hill. The largest of these, the Sparks Lake fire, burned right to the boundary of Skeetchestn's reserve (prompting a five-week evacuation) and the eastern boundary of the Elephant Hill wildfire, with significant impacts to the Deadman River watershed.

Secwépemc communities again played a leadership role in responding to these fires and protecting their communities. Bonaparte First Nation responded quickly to action the ‘McLeans Lake fire’ in their territory, deploying crews and a newly purchased fire truck to bring this fire under control within days, in the absence of BCWS response.

Simpcw First Nation’s ‘initial attack’ crew was dispatched by the BCWS Kamloops Fire Centre to respond to multiple fires throughout Secwepemcúlecw, including Sparks Lake, and was referred to by one BCWS staff as a great resource and model that should be expanded in other First Nations. And from the moment the Sparks Lake fire was recorded to the north-east of Skeetchestn’s reserve, Skeetchestn drew on their experiences from 2017 to lead a coordinated emergency response. Over the following months, with the majority of the community evacuated under the direction of Chief and Council, Skeetchestn’s fire watchers and fire crews once again played a critical role in protecting their community: eventually working hand in hand with BCWS in a process of ‘walking on two legs’.

McLeans Lake wildfire. Photo credit: Sarah Dickson-Hoyle
We heard of a number of key improvements in terms of how BCWS and the provincial government engaged with communities during 2021. One example was the daily ‘partnership table’ calls for the Sparks Lake and McKay Creek fires, involving detailed technical briefings and including representatives from EMBC, FLNRORD, Regional Districts, First Nations and stakeholders such as BC Cattlemen’s and infrastructure providers.

Skeetchestn also developed a strong working relationship with BCWS throughout the Sparks Lake wildfire response. Within approximately 24 hours, BCWS had set up contracts with Skeetchestn personnel (including Mike Anderson and Darrell Peters) to act as liaisons with the community. In addition, a (non-Skeetchestn member) stakeholder Liaison Officer was appointed and tasked with representing multiple community and interest groups.

The BCWS Division Supervisor on Sparks Lake highlighted the critical importance of this collaboration and of Darrell Peters’ knowledge of fire:

“Darrell knows more about fire than I will ever learn. He’s probably forgotten more about fire than I will ever learn... So Darrell is with me many days in the sky, helping me, guiding me, showing me how the landscape is going to react and transform under this energy of the fire... he’s developed a traditional knowledge to help us lay down fire, good fire, so we can control the fire coming into our guards and help protect the Skeetchestn Nation.”

This BCWS staff went on to describe how his crews worked with Skeetchestn fire crews and knowledge keepers, and the important role of Darrell Peters and other Skeetchestn members in guiding prescribed burning, constructing fireguards and informing suppression tactics.

However, there was an ongoing sense of frustration amongst communities that they still had to fight for this level of involvement. Kukpi7 Darrel Draney (Skeetchestn) described the “one-way conversation” with FLNRORD when Sparks Lake first hit:

“We’d give them information about the fire, [they] never returned our calls. This went on for a couple of days... we see imminent danger right in our face with huge plumes of smoke and we are the only ones looking at it.”
The Sparks Lake Incident Commander was briefly introduced to Don Ignace at Skeetchestn early on. While we heard concerns from some Skeetchestn staff and community members that this did not immediately translate into the level of engagement communities are seeking – of having a First Nation community representative embedded in the IMT from day one – Don Ignace acknowledged the challenges during the first few days of a fire of this size and overall was supportive of the communication and collaboration with BCWS.

Other Secwépemc communities also appointed a liaison officer to work closely with BCWS IMTs. Kukpi7 Justin Kane (Ts’kw’aylaxw First Nation) described how the Emergency Management Coordinator for the Lillooet Tribal Council acted as a liaison for St’at’imc communities on the McKay Creek fire, working closely with the Incident Commander and other BCWS staff ‘in the fire office throughout the summer’. St’at’imc community staff also worked with BCWS planners to assist with locating fireguards and avoiding high value cultural or archaeological sites (in contrast, Skeetchestn staff told us how they experienced pushback from certain BCWS staff when attempting to provide similar input). While Kukpi7 Kane highlighted the success of this collaboration, he also emphasized how “the Incident Commander makes all the difference”; that is, while some showed an openness and willingness to work together, they would often leave to another placement and the relationship building would have to start again.

We heard similar frustrations from Skeetchestn staff: of the “hit and miss” nature of working with Incident Commanders, some of whom were overtly dismissive of First Nations’ knowledge or expertise, and of how the successes and relationships from one fire or IMT rotation often did not transfer to the next.

Throughout the Secwépemc Nation and BC more broadly, these concerns echoed those from 2017: the changeover BCWS staff posing a barrier to relationship building and trust; inconsistent approaches or willingness of different IMT or Fire Zone staff to seek local input; poor communication between provincial and First Nations governments regarding evacuations; and concerns regarding the extensive use of prescribed fire. Once again, this highlights the need for greater relationship building and planning prior to the fire season, and the critical role of First Nations emergency management staff in coordinating community response and agency collaboration.

As the last fires were brought under control, governments and communities once again began looking to the daunting task of extensive wildfire recovery and are seeking to apply ‘lessons learned’ from Elephant Hill. In sharing findings from this report, we hope to inform this ongoing recovery: not only through compiling resources and operational recommendations, but also to highlight the importance of First Nations-led collaboration and leadership and of the process of collectively defining shared goals and approaches to wildfire recovery.
PERSISTENT BARRIERS TO ENGAGEMENT AND ACHIEVING ‘EQUAL PARTNERSHIPS’

Legacies of mistrust and responsibilities to engage

The majority of BCWS staff we spoke to, from Zone officers to provincial Directors, expressed an openness to collaborating with First Nations and other communities across diverse aspects of (wild)fire management. Others described their attempts to reach out to communities in advance of fire seasons (and, at times, their frustrations at being unable to get through).

However, peoples’ experiences from 2017 – the traumatic impacts of the fire itself compounded by experiences of not being listened to or communicated with, and a lack of confidence in BCWS to protect important values and assets – continue to dominate their overall view of BCWS. As a result, the majority of both Indigenous and non-Indigenous community members and representatives we spoke to still hold a strong sense of mistrust in BCWS and are skeptical of any reported ‘changes’ made since 2017.

In interviews, BCWS staff spoke of the importance of working with First Nations and other local communities on everything from fire response and emergency management planning to fuel management or ecosystem restoration burns. One Wildfire Officer highlighted their willingness to ‘help’, saying “we would love to be there at the table and providing advice when asked”. Looking to the future and the diverse opportunities for BCWS to support communities, Rob Schweitzer (BCWS) emphasized the need to:

“Go for it! Don’t think like the past, think forward... And we have a luxury in [BC] Wildfire, and I keep telling this to all the staff, where we’re not going into a First Nation community and trying to extract resources from their community. That is a way more difficult a position to be coming in to... We have the luxury of coming in and saying ‘hey, employment opportunities! Collaborating on the land base. Preparing for emergencies. Funding rehab.’ That’s a pretty good place to be coming in from. So what’s holding you back, from a wildfire perspective?”

However, these views sharply contrast with the dominant perception within communities of BCWS as an organization that has still not fully learned from 2017 and still closely guards their mandate as the lead agency for wildfire management, to the detriment of meaningful collaborations at a community level.

Again, this perception is strongly shaped by experiences from 2017 and a lack of first-hand experience or witnessing of substantial changes since then. Angie Kane (Secwepemcúlecw Restoration and Stewardship Society) described what she saw as “a level of arrogance within the BC Wildfire [Service]” in 2017, saying:

“They think they are the only ones that have the knowledge and experience to fight fires. I heard again and again from the locals [in Clinton], that because locals and First Nations aren’t professional firefighters we don’t know what we’re doing, because we’re not fire experts. This level of arrogance has to change. There has to be some open communication and a level of listening to the local people.”

This perception of ‘arrogance’ was echoed by many Secwépemc staff around the SRSS First Nations Technical Table. For some, this view was reinforced by direct experiences working with BCWS, both in 2017 and since:

“It’s not meant to be sexist but it’s a gentlemen’s club. They know the best. They know everything. No one else knows as much as they do. That’s not the case and they’ve tried to bring in First Nations knowledge on some projects and some research things over the years. Communities have fire keepers. I don’t know if they’ve reached out to any of ours... to use the knowledge that’s in our community, it doesn’t happen. So more collaboration is what my answer would be to that question [as to what needs to change], more involvement and co-management would be huge. Sure, they know a lot, that’s their trade, but they don’t get the opinions of as many people as I’d like to see.”

- TANNER LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND
Beyond this mistrust in any stated changes since 2017, particularly in terms of engaging with communities, we repeatedly heard how peoples’ negative experiences during 2017 have destroyed any trust in government agencies to protect them or their properties from wildfire. Every local rancher we spoke to was adamant that, if threatened by another wildfire, they would not evacuate. As one rancher said:

“[In 2017] I bought into the ‘oh, we’ll look after you’. Which I will never ever, ever believe again in my life, from our experience...This place, I wouldn’t leave again, there is no way...I told [BCWS] in 2017, that what they have done and how they did it was going to change how people felt about leaving...ranchers won’t leave now. Because they can’t get back in after the front has gone over, you won’t let them in...and equally as bad is, when you’re not there, they do whatever they damn well feel like...there’s no way I actually trust what BC Wildfire Service says now.”

As briefly described in Chapter 2, these experiences from 2017 include having personal structural protection equipment damaged and the protracted and complex processes to be compensated for property damages from agency prescribed burns.

This mistrust in BCWS, and the mismatch between community and BCWS perceptions and expectations of engagement, has appeared to result in a standstill. On the one hand, multiple BCWS staff state their willingness to collaborate with communities, and there is evidence of proactive change and engagement (particularly, but not only, at a regional or ‘strategic’ level). On the other, communities are still reeling from their experiences in 2017 and feel that it’s upon BCWS to demonstrate their commitment to and progress in making change, and to take the initiative and be proactive in reaching out.

In particular, we heard how this needs to be in communities: not just a phone call or invitation to a community wildfire table. This is of course challenged by the Covid-19 pandemic disrupting in-person meetings, and with many staff working from home. Similarly, a number of ranchers emphasized that stakeholder organizations such as the BC Cattlemen’s does not represent all ranchers, and that outreach pre – and during fire seasons should be at the community level.

This need for in community engagement was also highlighted in the *Flood and Fire Review*, however BCWS’s emphasis thus far has appeared to be concentrated on ‘strategic partnerships’. While these high-level partnerships and agreements are important, for Secwépemc communities we spoke to these do not seem to be resulting in any meaningful or visible change in how BCWS staff engage with their communities, nor a greater understanding of communities’ needs and desires for achieving ‘equal partnerships’ in (wild)fire management.

**Devaluing Indigenous and local knowledge, and conflicting notions of ‘shared responsibility’**

This report documents the many ways in which Indigenous and local knowledge were disregarded during the 2017 wildfire response, as well as the value of drawing on these diverse knowledge forms across all phases of fire management. The *Flood and Fire Review* echoes these findings, and included recommendations to better ‘integrate’ Indigenous knowledge across all phases of emergency management. In addition, the recommendation to promote true and equal partnerships across all phases of emergency management is reflected in the increasing public and policy discourse, in BC and numerous countries worldwide, around promoting a ‘shared responsibility’ between governments and communities for disaster management.
The notion of ‘shared responsibility’ or ‘equal partnerships’ appears confined to the planning/preparedness and mitigation phases of wildfire management. During wildfire events, in contrast, BCWS effectively retains or reassumes control and responsibility.

Associated with this is the assumption that communities will conform to ‘expert’ advice and directives, and a lack of formal expectations or policies around Indigenous and local knowledge informing decision-making.

As John Liscomb (Stswecem’c Xgat’tem Development Corporation) said, “shared responsibility is right from communication to actually fighting the fire, and rehab, and the activities that happen on that fire. The only part I can see that’s been met is the communication.”

In its October 2019 Action Plan Update (a response to the Flood and Fire Review), the Province of BC stated that “The inclusion of Indigenous knowledge into emergency management, leading to a more holistic understanding of disaster risk throughout British Columbia, is also being promoted”, for example through a FNESS-coordinated ‘Indigenous Knowledge Gathering’ project (however, these events were subsequently put on hold due to Covid-19). Similarly, Cliff Chapman (BCWS) acknowledged the need to give operational decision-makers within BCWS “the assurance that they can, and should, and need to have that more collaborative open approach to understanding the local knowledge, the traditional knowledge, and to really bring First Nation leadership and decision-makers to the table”. However, major barriers persist to recognizing First Nation experience in fire, and to Indigenous knowledge and expertise informing wildfire response.

The first of these barriers relates to recognizing experience and expertise in prescribed or cultural burning. Currently, the provincial government retains control over fire practitioner accreditations, limiting the ability of Indigenous peoples to lead or participate in burning and risking extractive approaches to ‘integrating’ Indigenous knowledge into agency-led operations. As one former staff from FNESS said:

“To me it’s just a thought around jurisdiction and legislation and ownership. That is a major problem. How do you expect a local government or a community to participate in prescribed burning if you don’t recognize their certification and knowledge? That’s a major obstacle...if you don’t have an equal playing field how are you going to gain that capacity and accreditation provincially?”

Secwépemc community members also expressed frustration that their communities’ experience and expertise working with fire and across their territories is not recognized by government agencies, which prevents them from participating in and ‘sharing responsibility’ for wildfire response:

“I think that the professionals and the scouts need to also be acknowledged, [for example] there’s a lot of horseback riding going from Skeetchsten. I think that [BCWS] need to allow for the wildland firefighters that are present on our reserves to action the fire and to not try to hold them off because they’re not BC Wildfire team members. They are trained, they are actual wildland firefighters. They might not have all the current tickets, but it doesn’t change the fact that they have done that their whole lives. Like I said, our people have been using fire and around fire for so long that I just don’t see that that should be a barrier. I think that they should allow for [that involvement], even providing equipment to First Nations who don’t have that kind of stuff to get more boots on the ground.”

- JENNY ALLEN, BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

The second barrier relates to a persistent hesitancy amongst some BCWS staff to involve other people – whether First Nations or local community members, or external agencies – in BCWS’ operations and decision-making processes, and a lack of acknowledgement of the diverse capacities that exist in First Nations communities. For example, one BCWS staff expressed opposition to involving First Nations representatives in line locating for fireguards, and a skepticism of their skills or expertise:
“Based on what training and what experience? Getting out with line locators, it would be a very very dangerous move. There’s equipment operators that, well they would have some questions. It’d be like asking somebody to do work on your transmission when they’ve been driving for years but they’ve never worked as a mechanic.”

– BCWS STAFF

Elaborating on this comment, this BCWS staff spoke about the difference between having past, or even recent, experience working on fires, and working full-time for a fire agency. However, Mike Anderson (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) put it simply in saying “there’s two things you need to know to fight fire. One is fire, and the other is the land”. While Secwépemc people may not necessarily have professional experience in supervising crews or directing heavy equipment across fuel types and terrains, there are few (if any) who know Secwepemcúlcw better than Secwépemc hunters, range riders and territorial patrol.

However, this opposition to involvement in activities such as line locating not only contradicts the views and experiences of other BCWS staff, who told us they support this sort of First Nations involvement and don’t see the need for this level of certification (see Chapter 12 below), but also discounts the fact that many First Nations have capacity and expertise in working with heavy equipment (often as full-time jobs as equipment contractors or forest industry staff).

The lack of understanding of Indigenous fire knowledge extends to a poor understanding of the different forms of ‘knowledge’ existing in Indigenous communities: from knowledge of cultural heritage, fire and the land, to contractor (e.g., heavy equipment operator) capacity and forest industry expertise.

And, while there are diverse levels of support within BCWS for working with First Nations – and diverse understandings of what this means, in practice – Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) described what she saw as a fairly widespread resistance to external influence or involvement:

“We worked with [BCWS] pretty closely [on a First Nations values project]. There was a very clear resistance to change. It is a really hierarchical structure, and it’s carefully guarded. And by that I mean within the hierarchy, the hierarchy is preserved, but also I got the impression that within government the autonomy that Wildfire Service has enjoyed, they wanted to protect that. So they weren’t terribly interested in having bureaucrats from other areas interfere and tell them what to do… And then some more subtle [pauses] how do I say it? Sexism and racism that you have to read between the lines but when you see it, you see it, you know? Just a career of working with First Nations and trying to kind of be the intermediary between First Nations and government, First Nations and proponents, it’s pretty clear, it’s tangible, I recognize it. And it was definitely a factor in my telling [BCWS] what to do, but also being asked to listen to what First Nations have to say and being asked to consider that Indigenous communities are the experts on their territories. And that that expertise could be used to make Wildfire a better responder.”

Training and capacity

Despite increased funding and support, largely through FNESS, for building First Nation capacity in wildfire response and suppression, many communities continue to face barriers in accessing training or accreditation in wildfire response and fire management.

For some communities such as Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation, who have been successful in establishing fully trained contract firefighter crews with BCWS, a priority is training local members in structural protection. However, John Liscomb (Stswecem’c Xgat’tem Development Corporation) described the long-standing challenges he has faced in accessing this training for his crews:
“Part of being self-sustainable for fires was also to look after your own community. So if you ever notice on any really big fires how they have the interface fire crews from around the province? Well, why can’t I get training for my guys to become interface firefighters? And I am not trying to put them out to work anywhere else, but when we have a fire close to our community why can’t I get them trained to be able to do the exact same things for their own houses? It’s frustrating because I get turned back by the government all the time because it’s almost like it’s dedicated to volunteer fire departments, and we don’t have a volunteer fire department and we are three hours away from the nearest fire department.”

Other communities also faced barriers in accessing training or resources due to not having a formal volunteer fire department. For example, Jenny Allen (Bonaparte First Nation) told us that she had struggled to access funding to purchase firefighting equipment due to not having fully trained and certified fire crews. For example, the First Nations Emergency Services Society manages a funding program with Indigenous Services Canada to provide up to $25,000 to First Nations for purchase of wildland firefighting equipment, however applicants must demonstrate completion of 12 courses ranging from basic first aid to crew supervision and the Incident Command System.

In the context of emergency response, we also heard from EMBC representatives of the capacity challenges faced by many communities (both First Nations and small local municipalities) in adequately resourcing an emergency management program. As one EMBC manager said “if we look at Bonaparte as an example, I think if you took every single individual who works for Bonaparte Indian Band you might populate an Incident Command System org chart. Well you’ve left no one to run the government! So, it’s a huge capacity challenge.” One approach to address this challenge is the development of regional partnerships and a regional support model, whereby trained and credentialled staff from one First Nation (e.g., Bonaparte) can support emergency response, or fit into an EOC, in another community (e.g., Skeetchestn) within the same (i.e., Secwépemc) Nation. This requires adapting existing EMBC policies, such as those around financial reimbursement; an issue that is “on everybody’s radar that needs to be addressed.” This regional model is also the basis of the pilot FNESS Temporary Emergency Assignment Management System (TEAMS) project, in partnership with EMBC and BCWS.

However, the most commonly cited barrier was in the context of prescribed burning. Specifically, people across communities, government and FNESS all highlighted the fact that the suite of training and certification process required to become a prescribed fire ‘burn boss’ – the official able to sign off on a burn plan – is only currently open to BC government staff. This means that any First Nations who wish to burn off their reserve (but still within their territories) must work with and under BCWS and their permitting systems.

John Liscomb again expressed his frustration at this limitation and how it poses a barrier to getting fire back on the land:

“Currently right now other than a government employee you cannot become a burn boss. I cannot prescribe a fire in our territory without involving fire centre and them having to control all aspects of it. I can understand the liability part of it but, my god I can’t even hire a retired guy from the Fire Centre that has the certificates as a consultant to teach us that kind of stuff! It has to be a government employee. So there is a lot of power control there... We have a number of [prescribed burns] planned and a number of them under prescriptions, but we can’t do it because of Fire Centre’s availability or unwillingness to take on any liability. I’ll sign the waiver sheet. So it’s just frustrating that it ends with that policy.”

One manager from FNESS, the agency coordinating much of the First Nations wildfire training and funding in partnership with BCWS, also argued that BCWS needs to ‘open up the doors’ to this training or risk BC losing its expertise and capacity in prescribed burning:

 “[BCWS are] losing that knowledge and certification internally. So how do they bring that back up internally themselves, but also to bring others into their level playing field right? To me, it’s all around ownership and access, like you need to open those doors up provincially. Otherwise we’re going to be in a serious problem in five or ten years, where internally BC Wildfire they’re going to lose that knowledge and if they’re not regaining it that’s going to create some big problems. Because who can light the match?”

- FORMER FNESS STAFF
This need has been recognized by BCWS. Jamie Jeffreys (BCWS) spoke of the provincial prescribed fire program as a major focus of BCWS since 2017. In 2019, BCWS began working with the University of British Columbia-Okanagan and the Association of BC Forest Processionals to develop wildfire training (as part of a continuing education certificate) and professional standards for registered forest industry professionals, as well as online training courses. Rob Schweitzer (BCWS) put forward the simple rationale for these changes, saying:

“We can’t be the only people that are putting torches on the ground, it’s too complex, there’s too much work to do, and it won’t really achieve the intended outcome. Especially when it comes to Indigenous communities where they want to be part of this. And that means side by side, not watching us do it.”

However, these certification pathways were still not available at the time of writing in 2021. It is also unlikely that these would adequately address the barriers faced by Indigenous communities in conducting prescribed burns – or, more importantly, in leading cultural burns that don’t conform to provincial permitting programs. Instead, the expertise of fire knowledge keepers in Indigenous communities needs to be recognized in its own right, rather than knowledge or expertise only being deemed valid when obtained through provincial or ‘professional’ certifications.

**Legislation and (perceived) liability**

A fourth key barrier to achieving equal partnerships in wildfire management is concerns around both real and perceived liability. This was raised both in the context of prescribed fire (along with challenging legislative barriers relating to smoke), and of using local knowledge to make operational decisions in wildfire response.

Addressing legal liability for prescribed burns – both for escaped burns, and potential impacts – is often cited as a key barrier for increasing the use of fire as a management tool. Concerns over liability was a key factor in the decline of the forest industry practice of broadcast burning of logging debris from the 1990s. Staff from FNESS described how ‘liability issues’ and the ‘onerous process’ of planning and permitting that is required to conduct a prescribed burn mean that communities often miss the ‘window of opportunity’ for burning and there is limited capacity to ‘light the match’:

“It all comes up to a big risk and liability issue now too. Because of those issues, nobody wants to light the match, because they’re afraid of the liability and risk to do that. But sooner or later, it’s gotta be really addressed. Everybody’s saying the right things like we need more fire on the landscape, but the process and implementation [for prescribed burning] is the biggest hurdle right now... the timelines and the process... they say anywhere from six months to two years’ timelines, it’s just not workable! You’ve gotta take into considerations timelines on the ground, if there’s a short window of opportunity [it] could be two weeks, then you’ve gotta wait for another year or so...And I’ve said it a few times to some of our program partners, you know it’s all said and good but I don’t want to be sitting here six months or two years and talking about it. Let’s try to work something out so we can get to that stage where we have a proactive program and people are actually lighting the match. And it’s kind of concerning – when will we get to that stage?”

- FORMER FNESS STAFF

Other jurisdictions have sought to address this liability issue through legislation. For example, bill SB-332 (Civic liability: prescribed burning operations: gross negligence) was recently passed by the California Legislature. This Senate Bill adds a section to the Civil Code stating that “...no person shall be liable for any fire suppression or other costs...resulting from a prescribed burn” if that burn is conducted for wildland hazard reduction, ecological maintenance and restoration, cultural burning, silviculture or agriculture purposes, and is either conducted in compliance with a written prescription (signed off by a certified ‘burn boss’) or is a cultural burn conducted...
by a cultural fire practitioner. This legislation places cultural fire practitioners on the same level as state certified ‘burn bosses’ and removes a significant barrier to conducting both prescribed and cultural burning throughout California.

Another limitation on burning windows relates to smoke management. A revised *Open Burning Smoke Control Regulation* came into effect in September 2019, with the aim of maintaining air protection measures while including new provisions and flexibility to facilitate burning for community wildfire risk reduction (e.g., for relaxing required setbacks and ventilation index, and authorizing a statutory decision-maker to issue approvals for burning under a community wildfire plan). However, these improvements have yet to be fully realized given temporary moratoriums to reduce the impacts of smoke interacting with COVID-19, a respiratory illness.

Another concern within BCWS about liability relates to a perceived liability associated with drawing on local or Indigenous knowledge in operational decision-making. While some BCWS staff emphasized the value of drawing on multiple sources of knowledge or information to make the best decision, others were more explicit in stating their concerns about opening up operational and tactical decision-making to First Nation input:

“*Well, I don’t think [First Nations] should be making a lot of operational decisions unless they’ve got skills, experiences, and insurance backing them up... if we support their decision-making, their decision-making is based on what experience? What training? Who’s their fire expert? What makes them an expert? Those are my concerns...Because if they make a bad decision, who owns it? Are they going to own their decisions?*”

- BCWS STAFF

When we raised this issue with one BCWS staff, they made the distinction between being open to local knowledge and necessarily acting on or being directed by it:

“*From a liability perspective, you know frankly I think that’s hogwash, like that’s just people being really scared to do the right thing. I mean again, seeking input doesn’t mean that you actually use it directly.*”
11 KEY FINDINGS

11.1 While the Province of BC, and BCWS specifically, highlight substantial progress and changes since 2017 in response to the Provincial Flood and Fire Review, Secwépemc community representatives experience persistent barriers to active involvement in wildfire management and remain frustrated at a lack of meaningful engagement.

11.2 Key changes since 2017 include improved public communication and information sharing, funding for mitigation (e.g., fuels treatments) and regional/provincial agreements.

11.3 Persistent barriers to achieving true and equal partnerships in wildfire management include legacies of mistrust resulting from past experiences; different understandings of when and how engagement should take place, and of the extent of ‘shared responsibility’; devaluing Indigenous knowledge and fire expertise; barriers to accessing training (e.g., prescribed fire); and concerns about liability.

11.4 There is a persistent gap between high level strategic developments and discourse (e.g., development of MoUs between BCWS and Indigenous Services Canada) and on-ground/local level engagement with communities prior to or during wildfire seasons.

11.5 On ground engagement during fire season is still dependent on the particular Incident Commander/BCWS staff, posing a barrier to widespread change.

11.6 During the 2021 wildfires, Secwépemc communities faced persistent challenges in accessing information, having their expertise recognized, and ensuring consistent collaboration with BCWS staff.

11.7 Community expectations for ‘engagement’ require agency presence in communities; involvement from day one of a wildfire event or project affecting them or their territories; and the need for resourcing and professional capacity building rather than one-off honoraria.

11.8 In the context of cultural heritage management, a lack of BCWS engagement with local First Nations from project initiation and duplication of previous work further erodes trust and speaks to vastly different expectations of ‘engagement’ between BCWS and communities.

11.9 The notion of ‘shared responsibility’ or equal partnerships appears confined to the planning/preparedness and mitigation phases of wildfire management. During wildfire events BCWS effectively retains or reassumes control and responsibility.

Sparks Lake wildfire. Photo credit: Sam Draney
FIRST NATIONS EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Establishing “Indigenous Peoples as true partners and leaders in emergency management” requires recognizing and strengthening the diverse capacities that exist within First Nation communities and supporting First Nations’ involvement in emergency management and response processes “from the beginning” (Abbott and Chapman, 2018).

While this report focusses on wildfire, Mike Anderson (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) spoke to the need to broaden this discussion to emergency management more broadly, and the critical need to support First Nations in leading this response:

“In my mind the most simple place to get your initial response to either floods, fires any kind of natural disaster on the land, is to have that at the First Nation whose territory that is... Because we’re bought into the whole economy, the local community and the lands. And these outside agencies aren’t. And that’s what’s missing in fire suppression or in flood mitigation, you have outside agencies outside contractors coming in dictating what’s to be done and doing it, and there’s no buy in there really. It’s a job. To us it’s more than a job, to us it’s our home, it’s our life.”

For remote and semi-remote communities, including many Secwépemc and other First Nations, territorial patrol and other community members provide the eyes and ears on the ground and are often the first to respond to or call-in natural hazards or other emergencies.

A long-standing priority for Secwépemc communities is establishing community-based territorial stewardship offices. In the wake of the 2017 and 2021 wildfire seasons, it is more critical than ever to invest in and building the capacity of Secwépemc territorial patrol and territorial stewardship offices that can simultaneously support Indigenous emergency management. Building on existing proposals for Secwépemc guardians/territorial patrol and stewardship offices, Secwépemc emergency management offices would establish (and provide associated resources and training for) a community-based emergency management coordinator role and an initial attack crew, who would work closely with a community fire keeper/s.

This form of community-based emergency management would also address the current disconnect between provincial or regional-scale agreements and communities, as well as the increasing resource and capacity challenges being experienced by government agencies such as BCWS.

SUPPORTING PARTICIPATION IN WILDFIRE RESPONSE

A first step in building equal partnerships for wildfire response is establishing strong relationships between agency staff and individual First Nations, well before the fire season. Multiple BCWS staff spoke about the need for local Fire Zone Wildfire Officers to “know who the locals are that they’re dealing with, building those relationships”, as well as the importance of having these connections at the Fire Centre level. Other BCWS Fire Centre and Zone staff said they would appreciate First Nations sending them updated contact lists, as well as lists of equipment or infrastructure, such as water trucks or a facility in which an IMT could set up, at the beginning of every season.
Jamie Jeffreys (BCWS) told us that BCWS has recently received approval to establish an online, user-driven contact database that will allow communities and other stakeholders to update key contact information prior to the fire season. This has the potential to substantially improve the current opaque/internal and out of date contact system of BCWS, however a key recommendation would be for this system to either be developed with input from key First Nation, municipal and stakeholder groups, or be designed as a flexible system to allow communities to provide information relevant to their community and their desired involvement in (wild)fire management. Regular updates to this contact database must continue to be paired with in community visits and engagement from the Zone level.

Engagement goes beyond having up to date contact and equipment lists; it is about understanding communities’ capacities and needs and respecting First Nations’ autonomy and jurisdiction within their communities and territories.

“I do think it's important for there to be some level of understanding of the relationships in the community, for the people who are responding to the fire. And then top of that, some respective level of autonomy for the community to be able to respond. And be supported in developing their own response for the fire, for firefighting in that area...And some communities may say: 'we don't want to fight a fire we don't want to do it, please do it!' And other communities might be like 'no we got this, please stand back and don't tell us what to do!'”

- FLNORD STAFF

Another key message was the desire, from Secwépemc communities, to be involved in guiding wildfire response in their territories. Dave Horne, former rehabilitation supervisor with BCWS, agreed, stating that agencies need to “involve First Nations early on, even the phone call which says: ‘we’ve got a fire in your traditional territory, right now it’s too aggressive to contemplate but as things settle down, we’d appreciate having a crew available to us to help...and bring your information on the area and things we can avoid’.”
However, Secwépemc staff emphasized the need to be involved right from the start, rather than “expecting us to evacuate or just stand back and let our territories burn”. Another former BCWS staff agreed, stating “it means getting [First Nations] involved right up from the get-go on fires...integrating somebody from the community [who is] on the ground if you’re looking for some information”.

Chapter 3 outlined the many different ways in which Secwépemc First Nations can play an active role in wildfire response and emergency management, including supporting agency response. Moving forward, priorities include building firefighting capacity (training and resources); supporting First Nation involvement in activities such as ‘line locating’ (identifying where fireguards will be constructed), in order to protect archaeological, cultural heritage and other values on the land base; and promoting the role of First Nation liaison officers.

The First Nations Emergency Services Society is working to build wildland firefighter capacity within First Nations, with the aim to get First Nations crews at the ‘standing offer’ stage with BCWS to act as contract crews during wildfire seasons. The FNESS representative we spoke with outlined his goal for this program: that First Nations will gain the certifications needed to establish their own wildland firefighting crews, which could be called upon by BCWS to action a fire in their community or broader territory rather than waiting for a BCWS crew that may be half an hour or more away. To further support this community protection, Rob Schweitzer told us how, while BCWS previously was able to send contract crews anywhere in the province, they have shifted to a more flexible approach whereby if a First Nations crew wants to remain in their territory, that is permitted.

In addition to direct involvement in suppression activities both on and off-reserve, there is a desire to be involved in ‘line locating’ to minimize or mitigate impacts of fireguard construction on archaeological sites or other cultural heritage values. While both Travis Peters (former Natural Resource Manager at Ts’kw’aylaxw) and one BCWS staff recalled a common practice of First Nations representatives being out with line locators during earlier fires near Lillooet, and Ts’kw’aylaxw and neighbouring St’at’imc communities were involved in this for the 2021 McKay Creek fire, this does not seem to be a standard practice.

One Wildfire Officer was skeptical of how this would work, citing safety concerns and questioning how this would function if the First Nations representative was not experienced in operating heavy equipment of the kind used to construct fireguards. However, numerous other BCWS staff we spoke with – including one who worked as a heavy equipment supervisor – emphasized the value of having a First Nations representative involved in line locating, both in terms of planning and, when safe, on the ground during fireguard construction.

Brad Litke (Senior Operations Officer, Kamloops Fire Centre) cautioned against ‘overcomplicating things’ with specific training requirements:

“An ideal [situation] is a line locator that possesses all of it – somebody that works in the forest industry and has familiarity with heavy equipment and they do road layout, and [someone] from that First Nations community because they would have awareness on the cultural values. But I think we don’t need to wait; we don’t need to create that perfect position. We can simply just say if we know, from each of the First Nations, they have a certain handful of people that have awareness of the cultural values, that are reasonably physically fit and they’ve got the appropriate personal protective equipment, we can pick them up put them on the team and they can just be a part of the heavy equipment branch. So that they can go with the line locators to hang the ribbons, or they could watch the equipment when they’re working at the time. I just don’t think we need to over complicate it with trying to get that one ideal person... They don’t necessarily need to be walking right beside the heavy equipment but if they are there with all the planning they’ll have an idea if we’re in a hot zone of arch values so that they can then get out onto sites and help guide and identify. And that also plays into the rehabilitation of when we create disturbances on the land base.”

- BRAD LITKE, BCWS
However, each community has different capacities and different ways in which they may or may not wish to be actively involved during a wildfire or emergency response. As such, a key priority is to identify and formalize the role of First Nation liaison officers who can work closely with agency firefighters to inform them of community capacities and resources and ensure community needs are addressed.

**First Nation liaison officers**

A key recommendation emphasized again and again by Secwépemc staff and leadership – as well as select people from fire agencies – is to further formalize and strengthen the program for integrating First Nations liaison officers into Incident Management Teams for any major fire event in their territory. The role of this liaison would include:

- ensuring Secwépemc knowledge (e.g., of localized weather patterns, natural firebreaks or access/egress routes, and burning practices in their territory) is utilized in wildfire response and suppression tactics;
- identifying significant ‘values’, such as archaeological or cultural sites, to prioritize protection from both fire suppression activities (e.g., fireguard construction) and wildfire itself;
- connecting BCWS firefighters with local resources, such as heavy equipment operators; and
- accessing up-to-date information to share with local communities.

The concept of community liaison officers is not new to government agencies or corporations. For example, BC Hydro and Ministry of Transportation frequently bring out liaisons from local First Nations whenever they are conducting major works. Community liaisons have also long been used within BCWS, and as highlighted in the previous Chapter there has been progress in establishing a structure and process for First Nations liaisons.

One BCWS staff described how community liaisons have tended to operate within the Incident Command structure:

“Usually that liaison is kind of part of the command group. So the Incident Commander (IC) has the information officer and safety officer attached, right to the IC. And through the information officer, that’s a lot of times where we plug in the liaison. So, they’re part of that smaller group, right with the IC. That command group often has meetings during the day, but the liaison, the information office and safety officer report directly to the IC. So, that group is always working together and generally reside in the Incident Command post together. So, that information is kind of flowing almost on a continual basis.”

- BCWS STAFF

Dave Horne recounted his experience working as a community liaison for Lillooet in 2004. Having lived in that community for over a decade, Dave was approached by a good friend, who happened to be the Incident Commander on that fire, to act as a liaison between the IMT and the community more broadly. In this role Dave was able to connect BCWS firefighters with the local First Nation to provide BCWS helicopter access to their reserve to improve access to water sources; diffuse tensions with locals who were concerned about potential impacts to local watercourses; and negotiate access to private land and associated resources.

One Wildfire Officer spoke to this value of having a community liaison, saying:

“That does a few things for us. Keeps us out of trouble by kind of following what that local community would like to happen on the ground. But it also makes sure that our messaging to that community group is a lot clearer, ‘cos it’s coming from one of their own. Those folks are on the team, they’re at the meetings, and they can deliver nice clear messages to the community and the community knows that person and trusts that person. So it benefits us because we get better buy in. And we perform our operations on the ground better because of the information that we’re getting through that person to us, and the communication back to the community.”

- BCWS STAFF
In 2021, communities continued to experience substantial differences in the willingness or openness of Incident Commanders or other BCWS operational staff to working with and taking input from Indigenous and local communities.

As such, this ‘encouragement’ does not appear to be translating to widespread changes within BCWS. On multiple occasions, fire agency staff hinted at sensitivities within BCWS around managers explicitly directing operational staff: something that once again speaks to the culture and organizational rigidity of fire agencies.

In July 2020, Hugh Murdoch (Incident Commander and Wildfire Officer, Kamloops Fire Zone) attended a meeting of the First Nations Technical Committee at the invitation of Angie Kane, to discuss Secwépemc communities’ interest in the liaison officer role. In this meeting Hugh said the role of community liaisons is “critically valuable, particularly for someone coming in from a different part of the province”. However, he described this role as someone who helps coordinate, and is a contact point for, multiple interest groups and organizations, rather than specific to the First Nation whose territory is affected.

The above quotes and anecdotes from 2018 and 2021 wildfire seasons, and what we have heard at the First Nations Technical Committee, speak to three ongoing points of tension:

- the hesitance of BCWS management to explicitly direct Incident Commanders or other leads within IMTs to utilize community liaisons – let alone First Nations liaisons – or local/Indigenous knowledge in operational decision-making
- the different levels of willingness of Incident Commanders or other BCWS staff to actively collaborate with local liaisons, and the different views on the role of a liaison officer – e.g., from being a more passive transmitter of information, to actively informing suppression tactics; or as a representative of one community versus multiple communities or stakeholder groups
- different expectations from BCWS and local and Indigenous communities regarding responsibilities to initiate and sustain engagement pre, during and post-wildfire seasons (discussed in the previous Chapter)

These barriers pose particular challenges for widespread and consistent implementation of a First Nation liaison officer program.

Staff from both Secwépemc communities and BCWS emphasized the importance of pre-planning and establishing contacts for potential liaisons prior to the wildfire season. BCWS Fire Zones have ‘pre-org’ plans and contact lists for key contacts in municipalities, First Nations and other organizations (e.g., infrastructure providers). However, many BCWS staff acknowledged that these were often out of date. As such, they expressed a desire for First Nations to identify:

“Points of contact they need to have people that can rotate through a prolonged event... if a First Nation had a bit of a pre-plan where they have people that they trust, there’s no super special training required it’s just more of having a very good understanding of the values of the First Nation and that they know who to talk to.”

- BRAD LITKE, BCWS

This person could potentially be someone already working in the natural resource department, who is called upon as needed. Another BCWS Wildfire Officer also said he wanted contact information both for someone to “speak to about fire on the landscape, it could be for prevention, prescribed burns or the unwanted wildfire summer” as well as for decision-makers to speak to about evacuations and wildfire updates.

However, as Joanne Hammond (Skeetchestn Natural Resources) noted:

“A fire liaison who would have knowledge of more than just archaeology and cultural heritage resources. Somebody like Don Ignace who knows the community, knows the people, knows the capacity and resources that are available, so can quickly connect Wildfire with resources that are locally available, and reduce the reliance on going outside and contracting people who don’t really know the terrain, to increase the use of local knowledge.”
Since the July 2020 meeting described above, the SRSS has compiled up to date contact lists for all member communities (comprising contacts for the current Chief; band administrator; natural resource manager; cultural heritage manager; and emergency management coordinator, if present). Prior to the 2021 fire season, some of these key contacts were provided to the Kamloops Fire Zone.

As described earlier, the local Kamloops Fire Zone Wildfire Officer did briefly introduce Don Ignace to the Incident Commander for the Sparks Lake fire, and liaison contracts were quickly established between BCWS and key personnel from Skeetchestn such as Mike Anderson and Darrell Peters. However, the Incident Commander described this initial phone call with Don Ignace as more about “trying to get to know who all the players were that I needed to be communicating with” rather than immediately establishing Don as a liaison embedded within the IMT structure, and it took a number of days before they met face-to-face and the closer working relationship started.

In contrast, Neville Anderson – the NSW Rural Fire Service firefighter deployed as Branch Manager on Elephant Hill – emphasized the need for liaisons to be appointed on day one, as soon as the IMT is formed:

“What needs to happen is when an Incident Management Team is put together, there needs to be a liaison officer appointed into that Incident Management Team. At the point of the formation of that Incident Management Team. Not brought in days or week or months later. But at the formation of an Incident Management Team.”

Neville felt that having an established First Nations liaison program and formalizing this position as a core component of IMTs would highlight the importance of this role and overcome the hesitance that some firefighters may feel about openly collaborating with and taking input from First Nations. He went on to describe how this role might be structured and function:

“Their role should be direct liaison with the operations officer...It’s pretty easy for the big organizations to say right, we need an operations officer, we need an incident commander, we need a couple of deputy incident controllers, we need operations, logistics, mapping, fire behaviour experts, you know aviation personnel and all that. Send them in from a different province, a different state, a different country. Different nation. And [those fire agency staff] are there primarily to protect life and structures. They have no idea whatsoever of the importance of other aspects of the countryside...If someone like Mike [Anderson] could be appointed to an Incident Management Team, he needn’t be there 24 hours a day. [He could come] in for a couple of hours in the morning to get a handle on what had taken place over night, and then a couple of hours in the evening after the witching hour, and the big fire runs during the day to see what other damage had occurred. And keep ahead of the fire, with feeding information back through the operations officer to the crews on the ground of the importance of strategic areas...that would be the role of a liaison officer.”

Strengthening such a program within BCWS, including establishing clear expectations of this role, are key recommendations from the First Nations Technical Committee, and of this report (see final recommendations).
PRESCRIBED AND CULTURAL BURNING

The 2018 Flood and Fire Review recommended that “BC increase the use of traditional and prescribed burning as a tool to reduce the risk associated with landscape and local-level hazards, and to regenerate ecosystems”. This comes amidst increasing calls from forest scientists and managers throughout western North America to restore historical fire regimes that have been disrupted by fire suppression and exclusion of Indigenous burning, and to use prescribed and managed wildfire to restore vegetation patterns and ecosystem processes that confer both climate and wildfire resilience. Yet despite additional funding provided for prescribed burning since 2018 and other changes summarized above, multiple barriers remain.

Many government and agency staff echoed this desire to ‘get fire back on the land’ and to manage for multiple objectives such as wildlife habitat or fuels mitigation:

“With wildfire recovery, it would be great if we can – now that we have this blank canvas, quote unquote – start over, if we can put our mind to some of those things and recover the landscape to a more natural state. But to me natural means having fire part of that landscape. And not uncontrolled, catastrophic fire, but well managed, well thought out fires on a periodic basis so you don’t get to that same state.”

- MAHRUSA SHERSTOBITOFF, FLNRORD – DTR

“Our hazard reductions are getting far, far too long apart. And we’re changing our vegetation here [in Australia] because of lack of burning. And I suspect the same is happening over there. And that’s where, outside of fire season, the First Nation people should be managing BC wildfires, to a greater benefit of hazard reduction burning to protect their assets. And when I say assets I mean as I said before, all of their assets.”

- NEVILLE ANDERSON, NSW RURAL FIRE SERVICE

Indigenous fire stewardship (also referred to as traditional burning or cultural burning) historically shaped many of BC’s ecosystems that are now the focus of wildfire recovery or restoration and remains an important practice for many First Nations.

Cultural burning is distinct from agency-led prescribed fire, in particular in terms of the diverse burn objectives of cultural burning; techniques used to burn; who participates; and the connection to culture and stewardship roles.
Historically our ancestors used fire. Long ago. They had different people to take care of that, whose roles and responsibility was to use burns to reduce fuel on the ground. So, we never had to face devastating fires, forest fires like that... that [burn] because of the amount of fuel that’s on the ground. That was taken away from us, the right to burn and traditionally use fire to reduce the threat of forest fires in our Nation. So we had people that go around every spring or every fall and every winter to do burns of different areas and every other year was a different mountain. Different areas for these burnings and looking after the forest and that helped the wildlife also, bring some new and fresh grass or whatever they’re eating. Bringing back some new growth, willows and stuff like that.”

– COUNCILOR MARSHALL GONZALEZ, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND
Former Kukpi7 Ron Ignace describes fire as a ‘healer’; in the first leadership meeting in October 2017, he stressed the need for legislative change to facilitate Indigenous-led burning as a management tool. He often recounts stories of riding the mountains as a child with his great-grandfather Edward Eneas, who was tasked with burning in mountain meadows and at forest edges to renew grassland habitat for ungulate forage, enhance berry patches and keep meadows open.

Ron continues to burn the meadows at his ranch at Skeetchestn, in early spring just after the snow has melted. He described travelling up in the mountains one day and seeing the snow line, and thinking “‘wow this would be, if I had a match right now I’d drop it because it would burn up the hill and hit the snow line and it would go out’ And that would create a big nice firebreak down the road”.

Numerous other Secwépemc community members have expertise in prescribed and cultural burning and continue to burn in and around their communities:

“A lot of the Elders talk about how they used to get rid of the grassland interface areas. We still burn in the spring under the control of the community, in our grass and everything.”

- JOHN LISCOMB, STSWECEM’C XGAT’TEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“A lot of community members, we still do controlled burns in the community, in our yards. A lot of people burn all their weeds around the houses and some people have properties they own, land that they burn, to reduce the fuel on their property to help protect their house when it gets to the drought time of the year and high risk of forest fires.”

- COUNCILOR MARSHALL GONZALEZ, SKEETCHESTN INDIAN BAND

Yet despite renewed interest from fire management agencies in Canada in prescribed burning, increasing media attention to ‘Indigenous fire’, and the completion of small-scale or pilot cultural burn projects, First Nations continue to face major barriers to implementing cultural fire outside of reserve lands (i.e., on ‘Crown’ land in their territories). One key barrier is the continued lack of understanding within fire agencies of the relationships between Indigenous peoples and fire, and the distinctions between prescribed and cultural burning. As Brad Litke (BCWS) acknowledged, “we’re (BCWS and First Nations’ fire keepers) both using fire, but we have slightly different objectives”.

Wildfire professionals’ focus on accreditation and training on how to fight a fire, specific to control measures, is distinct from the more holistic community and culturally-embedded practice of cultural burning.

One recommendation to build this mutual understanding and promote shared learning is to expand a program of collaborative burning, jointly led by interested First Nations and BCWS:

“We need to develop a program in BC whereby the Ministry of Forests firefighters work very closely with First Nations on controlled burning programs in the spring, so that they start working with each other and start knowing each other...so that they guys work together, prior to the fire season, and start building those levels of trust, those levels of understanding. And it starts sharing information back and forth because First Nations got an awful lot of information and knowledge they could share with the Fire Centre, as the fire centre has a fair bit of knowledge and information they could share with First Nations. But we need to see that kind of a program happening.”

- MIKE ANDERSON, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES

Rob Schweitzer (BCWS) further highlighted ongoing issues with smoke regulations and safety concerns operating in wildland-urban interface areas, or heavy fuel loads. However, he went on to admit that:

“The will’s there. There’s all these other things that make it difficult to pull off the right venting, the right weather conditions and so on. But I tend to find there’s a lot of arbitrary hurdles that we use as excuses from time to time that we’re trying to eliminate. And I just say we gotta get out and do it.”
PROTECTING CULTURAL HERITAGE

Fire management activities, in particular those associated with wildfire suppression such as construction of fireguards, have the potential to disturb or damage archaeological and other cultural heritage values on the land base. A number of findings and recommendations included in this report seek to address this, for example the establishment of First Nations liaisons and the use of First Nations members and staff to assist with line locating during a wildfire.

Detailed recommendations and supporting resources were provided to BCWS in 2017 to address this very challenge. The First Nations Data Assembly Project mentioned earlier – a collaborative project between FNess and BCWS, with input from EMBC, GeoBC and other government representatives – submitted its final report (co-authored by Joanne Hammond) in April 2017 to identify the range of areas in which First Nations “values and interests may be affected in the course of planning for and managing wildland fires in BC”.

This project identified relevant datasets (e.g., archaeological sites, heritage trails, First Nations areas of interest) to support fire and emergency management response; describes specific measures and actionable recommendations for BCWS to better manage for Indigenous cultural heritage; and created BCWS training modules and other tools (e.g., chance find protocols) to mitigate impacts.

Yet Joanne Hammond described how this report was never formally acknowledged by BCWS, and that the recommendations and resources developed were never implemented. Then, in 2020, the SRSS became aware of a new BCWS-led project ‘Culturally Sensitive Sites Protection: Development of Training Program and Standard Operating Guidelines’. This project aims to "develop training and operating procedures for crews to be able to identify and protect culturally sensitive sites" and is described as a “firm action towards reconciliation and building trust with First Nations”.

While an internal BCWS project document notes that there was "guidance developed in 2017", there was a strong sense of frustration at the First Nations Technical Table that this new project was duplicating or ignoring previous work and, more significantly, was not engaging with First Nations from the outset. From the perspective of Secwépemc communities, this only serves to further erode trust and again speaks to vastly different expectations as to what respectful and adequate ‘engagement’ entails.

As one Secwépemc staff said, “projects that don’t involve First Nations from the get-go don’t work”.

Supporting First Nations-led stewardship of cultural heritage, including through taking ownership of cultural heritage monitoring; promoting training and a greater understanding of statutory obligations; and ensuring First Nation involvement and leadership in any initiatives relating to their cultural heritage, remain key priorities moving forward.
12 KEY FINDINGS

12.1 Establishing “Indigenous Peoples as true partners and leaders in emergency management” requires recognizing and strengthening the diverse capacities that exist within First Nation communities and supporting First Nations’ leadership in emergency management and response processes.

12.2 There is a hesitance within BCWS executive to explicitly direct Incident Commanders or other operational staff to utilize community liaisons; different levels of willingness of Incident Commanders or other BCWS staff to actively collaborate with local liaisons; and different views on the role of a liaison officer (information sharing vs. informing decision-making).

12.3 Priorities for Secwépemc communities include:

→ building emergency management firefighting capacity (training and resources, including emergency management stewardship offices);

→ supporting First Nation involvement in activities such as ‘line locating’ (informing where fireguards will be constructed) in order to protect archaeological, cultural heritage and other values on the land base;

→ strengthening the role of First Nation liaison officers;

→ promoting collaboration in prescribed/cultural burning; and

→ ensuring First Nation involvement and leadership in managing the protecting their cultural heritage.

*Photo credit: Joanne Hammond/Skeetchestn Natural Resources*
CHAPTER 13

‘Healing the land and bringing our people together’: Visions for restoration and stewardship in Secwépemcúlécw

A ‘MODEL’ FOR COLLABORATION AND RECOVERY?

In the years since Elephant Hill, the joint process for wildfire recovery has been widely promoted as a ‘model’ for government-to-government collaboration (particularly in the context of disaster recovery): from media coverage and provincial government discourse to SRSS funding applications and project briefs that aim to demonstrate the strong relationships and value of Secwépemc led recovery and restoration.

At the time of writing this report, Secwépemc leadership and staff, and the provincial government, are turning back to Elephant Hill to inform recovery efforts from the 2021 wildfires.

However, throughout our interviews and through sitting in on meetings of the First Nations Technical Committee, it became clear that views on this ‘model’ – what it is, and how well it has been applied – were anything but consistent.

Unsurprisingly, multiple provincial staff spoke of the Elephant Hill joint recovery process as demonstration of government’s commitment to reconciliation and willingness to work collaboratively with First Nations:

“I think it’s been a true demonstration of our commitment to UNDRIP, and our ability to work collaboratively together on a project, in an emergent situation.”

– FLNRORD STAFF

“...So government said that they wanted reconciliation. They committed to reconciliation. But a challenge for us in the provincial government is that they didn’t give us any specific direction for what reconciliation looks like. Well of course they didn’t, they don’t know! They just know that it’s critical for BC and have committed to making it happen. And so what we do, when that happens, is we float up ideas and examples. Like, is this what reconciliation looks like? Or maybe this is what reconciliation looks like? And so we float up Elephant Hill and say this is kind of what we did, is this what reconciliation looks like? And what I can tell you is that Kukpi7 Ron says yes. And Mike says yes. And I don’t know for sure what Ryan would say but I think he would say it was a good try! And I know that from senior government, what we heard was that yeah, there’s some things that we should have done better...but in terms of the reconciliation piece, it’s moving in the right direction.”

– RACHAEL POLLARD, FLNRORD – DTR

However, this quote should be seen in light of Ryan Day’s words in Chapter 8: that while this process may have been better than what First Nations experienced in the past, it’s not even close to what they want.

Rachael Pollard and Eric Valdal both spoke about how the Elephant Hill governance model – in particular, the leadership council and technical committee structure – was transferred, with great success, to the management of the Big Bar landslide that occurred in a narrow section of the Fraser River within the territories of Sts’wecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation and High Bar First Nation (and was first reported to the B.C. government in June 2019). However, this view is strongly countered by a number of Secwépemc staff who have been directly involved in the Big Bar response.
Specifically, we heard how Secwépemc communities had to actively push to be involved in this recovery process (rather than being the ones guiding collaboration). Further, while Secwépemc staff and community members acknowledged the significant impacts of this slide beyond their territories (e.g., to salmon populations and communities' rights and abilities to fish upstream), we heard concerns that the technical Joint Executive Steering Committee was making decisions that affected Secwépemc territories and cultural heritage (e.g., approving ‘emergency measures’ that involved impacting archaeological sites); decisions which directly speak to (and could be seen as overriding or bypassing) Secwépemc rights and title within their territories. These concerns speak to the challenge of ensuring appropriate representation at these government-to-government tables, and the need to ensure that First Nations whose territories are directly impacted are the ones guiding this process from the beginning.

“Eventually I’d really like for us to get our full rights, which would be full management

Similarly, all Secwépemc staff and leadership we spoke with were more cautious in making any claims to have successfully developed a model for co-management. Many agreed that the Elephant Hill process was a first step in the right direction of upholding Indigenous rights and supporting First Nations in jointly stewarding the land, rather than a successful demonstration of reconciliation:

“I think it’s the start of a model... But really you know if we’re to co-manage, and we’re to get serious about that, we have to have adequate representation, we have to have informed representation, it has to be on a regular basis. But we also need resources in order to do that... The Chiefs in 1910 agreed to share fifty-fifty with the settlers. And that’s still our position. That’s one of the background documents to the Qwelminte Secwépemc agreement, the Sir Wilfred Laurier memorial. Well, if that’s the case, it’s co-management of the land is what that speaks to, it speaks to a fifty fifty ownership of the land. And fifty fifty division of the profits from the land.”

- MIKE ANDERSON, SKEETCHESTN NATURAL RESOURCES
“It’s a start, co-management, I think is one way. But you know eventually I’d really like for us to get our full rights, which would be full management of a lot of these things.”

- STEWART FLETCHER, HIGH BAR FIRST NATION

Others raised the challenge of truly achieving ‘co-management’ while power imbalances persist, and the provincial and federal governments continue to hold statutory decision-making authority:

“I think we’re kind of getting close to that [co-management]. But when the government has all the money and all the influence and all the laws, I don’t think that would be co-management right? It’s like when you’re seven years old and your mum’s saying: ‘hey we’re going to co-management your’, insert a situation. Not the same, Sarah right? But when you’re an adult with another adult and let’s say you’re going to co-manage your apartment and your little property, that’s more co-managing because you have the same level of influence and you’re going to get the same amount out as well. Where there’s that power balance. So I’d like to say it’s called co-management, but I don’t think that’s the proper term for it right? Again like I said when you’re a little kid, you can give your influence but at the end of the day mom and dad are still going to do more or less whatever they want.”

- GREG CROOKES, FORMERLY WITH BONAPARTE FIRST NATION

“Building on the ’model’ of Elephant Hill means First Nations determining the approach to wildfire recovery (and associated government-to-government collaboration) in their territories; spending time developing shared understandings, principles and goals; investing in long-term capacity building; addressing legacies and ongoing processes of resource extraction and forest (mis)management; and supporting First Nations decision-making and ‘doing the work’ of recovering their territories in months, years and decades to come.

And for former Kukpi7 Ryan Day, whose letter to the Premier – calling for governments to action their commitments to UNDRIP and to support Secwépemc leadership in the restoration and stewardship of this landscape in the months, years and decades to come – catalyzed this process, his view on the extent to which Elephant Hill could or would serve as a model going forward was clear:

“It’s a good process. But it’s not a model for something. It’s a step in the right direction, [but] it only happened because the stars aligned where our land was destroyed.”

Despite these limitations, and the cautious views of many in communities, one thing is clear: the Elephant Hill joint recovery demonstrated a process of how to build relationships and trust on a government-to-government level.

In this context, many cautioned against directly applying aspects of Elephant Hill, from the leadership or technical tables to the collaborative principles for salvage and silviculture, as a ‘template’ or standard ‘model’ to fast-track future recovery activities. While these will likely be useful starting points to guide future recovery efforts, the ‘model’ is more than a specific governance structure, or the tools and resources developed; more than First Nations and the provincial government working together to recover fire-affected landscapes.

“Building on the ‘model’ of Elephant Hill means First Nations determining the approach to wildfire recovery (and associated government-to-government collaboration) in their territories; spending time developing shared understandings, principles and goals; investing in long-term capacity building; addressing legacies and ongoing processes of resource extraction and forest (mis)management; and supporting First Nations decision-making and ‘doing the work’ of recovering their territories in months, years and decades to come.

Bert William similarly spoke to this power imbalance between First Nations and the provincial government, and the need to be ‘diplomatic’ and collaborate within this restrained context, on uneven terms:

“In the end, like I say the government runs everything. So they give you a little line to play with and they pull you back in. So you’ve got to learn how to work together.”

And for former Kukpi7 Ryan Day, whose letter to the Premier – calling for governments to action their commitments to UNDRIP and to support Secwépemc leadership in the restoration and stewardship of this landscape in the months, years and decades to come – catalyzed this process, his view on the extent to which Elephant Hill could or would serve as a model going forward was clear:

“It’s a good process. But it’s not a model for something. It’s a step in the right direction, [but] it only happened because the stars aligned where our land was destroyed.”

Despite these limitations, and the cautious views of many in communities, one thing is clear: the Elephant Hill joint recovery demonstrated a process of how to build relationships and trust on a government-to-government level.

In this context, many cautioned against directly applying aspects of Elephant Hill, from the leadership or technical tables to the collaborative principles for salvage and silviculture, as a ‘template’ or standard ‘model’ to fast-track future recovery activities. While these will likely be useful starting points to guide future recovery efforts, the ‘model’ is more than a specific governance structure, or the tools and resources developed; more than First Nations and the provincial government working together to recover fire-affected landscapes.
THE ROLE OF THE SECWEPEMCÚLECW RESTORATION AND STEWARDSHIP SOCIETY

As the governance model of and active participation in the JLC and JTC has slowly been brought to a close, the legacy of Elephant Hill is now being carried forward through the work of the SRSS: a platform for collaborative stewardship that emerged from the fire. Since 2019 the SRSS has continued to grow and evolve from its initial emphasis on managing wildfire recovery funding and coordinating land-based recovery activities, to develop partnerships and access funding to support First Nations-led initiatives across Elephant Hill.

Guided largely by the First Nations Technical Table, the SRSS has continued to strengthen collaborations with the Provincial Government while seeking to advance the mandate of the JLC to pursue collaborative, long-term and landscape-level approaches to post-wildfire recovery and restoration.

Through monthly meetings of the First Nations Technical Table the SRSS continues to facilitate collaboration and dialogue between Secwépemc communities to address common challenges and advance shared visions for restoration and stewardship. Numerous Secwépemc staff emphasized the ongoing value of the SRSS and this Technical Table in bringing communities together, financially supporting participation, and maintaining a ‘united voice’:

“It brings the voice together and I think if this (a major wildfire) were to happen again, the SRSS group is going to be super beneficial...hopefully it sticks around for the long term...we want to be involved because we care about our community.”

- TANNER LEBOURDAIS, SECOND PASS FORESTRY & WHISPERING PINES/CLINTON INDIAN BAND

“We want to be able to voice our concerns...[and] I understand this kind of process enough to know that if there’s anywhere that I can speak openly, it’s with the NStQ it’s with the SRSS, it’s with groups that are actually focussed on the First Nations perspective, leading these types of efforts to improve our response to emergencies on the land.”

- JUDAH MELTON, RIGHTS AND TITLE MANAGER, STSWECÉM’C XGAT’EM FIRST NATION

Through the SRSS, participating Secwépemc communities have been able to collectively advocate for issues with the provincial government and forest licensees, such as protecting water resources from industrial extraction; developing principles or standards for information to be provided in development referrals; and asserting sovereignty over cultural heritage monitoring and management. Given the successes in bringing together diverse Secwépemc communities who are affiliated with different governance or government-to-government tables (e.g., NStQ, SNTC, QS), the SRSS is seeking to expand membership to all 17 Secwépemc communities and establish a ‘non-political’ (i.e., operational focussed) Secwépemc Natural Resource Board.

The SRSS also continues to partner with FLNRORD as well as not-for-profit organizations including the World Wildlife Fund Canada to access funding and opportunities for monitoring (e.g., within the FREP program, wildlife monitoring) and to promote First Nation involvement in land-based research projects within their territories. Current and proposed projects include:

- Elephant Hill wildfire riparian restoration project: $2.6 million over 5 years, funded by the BC Salmon Restoration and Innovation Program, to restore riparian vegetation and monitor water quality throughout the Elephant Hill wildfire with the aim of protecting salmon habitats and populations

- in-stream restoration of key areas of the Bonaparte River to protect salmon habitats and mitigate impacts of erosion and flooding
→ developing and implementing a Nation-wide Secwépemc cultural heritage monitoring protocol
→ developing a Secwépemc Nation water declaration to assert Secwépemc rights and sovereignty over the waters of Secwepemcúl’ecw

However, the SRSS has faced similar challenges to the Elephant Hill process, in particular relating to establishing trust; developing clear governance structures and processes; capacity and funding constraints; and lack of clear mandate or vision.

Despite being proposed and endorsed by the JLC, and discussed at the JTC, there was initially a sense of distrust and a hesitancy from Secwépemc staff in the SRSS playing a coordinating role in wildfire recovery or, in particular, seeking further funding and project opportunities on behalf of the member communities. This was in part driven by a lack of clarity regarding SRSS’s governance structure (or more accurately, a lack of clear governance structure or decision-making processes) and a perception that decisions were being influenced by external (e.g., government or private sector) actors.

As the JLC met less and less frequently but the First Nations Technical Table continued its monthly meetings (facilitated by Angie Kane of the SRSS), there was also a growing disconnect between the leadership and technical levels that reinforced these concerns relating to SRSS’s decision authority or mandate. As with Elephant Hill, there has also been an ongoing challenge of understanding how the SRSS, as a ‘technical’ or ‘operational’ organization, can support and work with higher level government-to-government tables such as the Qwelmitne Secwépemc or Secwépemc tribal councils.

Finally, the issues of capacity and sustainable funding underpin many of these concerns. While the SRSS has been successful in accessing funding for Secwépemc communities and projects, there is often limited capacity within communities to manage these projects or sustain participation in the Technical Table.

Capacity issues are unlikely to be resolved without sustainable and long-term funding and investment in capacity building and professional development, in place of project-based funding, ad hoc training, and project participation largely confined to field work.

Recognizing these internal challenges and the pressing challenges of climate change and ongoing ecological degradation, the SRSS is now seeking to build on its strengths – its strong working relationships between communities and the provincial government, focus on community-community knowledge sharing and capacity building, technical expertise and support, and foundation in land-based, ‘boots on the ground’ restoration and recovery – to clarify its governance and vision. At a strategic planning and visioning day in early 2021, leadership and staff from member communities came together to define a vision, mandate and direction for the organization moving forward. Then, only a few months later, BC suffered another significant wildfire season.

The SRSS is supporting a number of its member communities as they once again start to navigate the process of collaborative wildfire recovery. As an organization that emerged from a wildfire recovery process, and that is grounded in supporting collaboration between First Nations and the provincial government on the many aspects of recovery, the SRSS is well placed to support recovery efforts.

This is particularly the case in 2021, when the majority of large wildfires again occurred within the territories of SRSS member communities. This support may come in the form of coordinating government-to-government engagement (either as a central platform or supporting existing governance or G2G tables), sharing resources developed during Elephant Hill recovery, providing guidance to Secwépemc communities (e.g., highlighting opportunities and challenges for participation) or facilitating collaborative monitoring and on-ground restoration.
Given the extensive impacts of the 2021 wildfire season on an already highly impacted landscape, it is more important than ever to ensure a coordinated and landscape-level approach to recovery that extends beyond short-term goals of rehabilitation to longer-term goals of Secwépemc-led stewardship and restoration in their fire-adapted and fire-affected territories.

Indigenous-led rehabilitation, recovery and restoration are all steps along this pathway of recovering Secwepemcúl’ecw; of recovering from more than just these fires.

**Walking on two legs: Secwépemc-led restoration and stewardship in fire-adapted territories**

At a recent strategic planning and visioning day, SRSS leadership (elected Kukukpi7) reaffirmed the SRSS’s mandate of continuing to advance restoration within Secwepemcúlecw, both within and beyond the Elephant Hill wildfire area. This mandate is underpinned by key principles of unity and collaboration (including promoting collaboration within the Secwépemc Nation); resilience, restoration and revitalization; advocacy and stewardship; trust; and ‘walking on two legs’: the one leg of Indigenous knowledge and science, the other of western science, guided by a Secwépemc worldview and stewardship ethic.

These principles build on those developed by the SRSS First Nations Technical Table for advancing collaborative stewardship and restoration, which similarly included 'walking on two legs'; a community-driven and Nation-based approach; promoting full involvement of First Nations in across all areas of land and resource management; strengthening and sharing capacities; interconnections between cultural heritage and all aspects of land stewardship; and fostering landscape resilience.

In expanding this mandate and achieving the overarching goals of promoting nationhood and the sustainable management and revitalization of Secwepemcúlecw, the SRSS is seeking to expand its membership through the creation of a 'Secwépemc Natural Resource Board'. This board would bring together Secwépemc natural resource and cultural heritage staff to share knowledge and best practices and strengthen the united voice to advocate for Secwépemc leadership in land and fire stewardship.

These goals and guiding principles for the SRSS could be seen as an expansion of the original mandate of supporting the recovery of Elephant Hill. Similarly, recent SRSS projects and proposals have encompassed a diversity of goals ranging from building the capacity of Secwépemc territorial patrol to promoting resource road deactivation to fish and wildlife habitat restoration. However, as Secwépemc Kukukpi7 outlined in their letter to Premier Horgan, wildfire recovery was always about supporting Secwépemc leadership in the restoration of their territory: not just involvement in short term rehabilitation, but leadership in the long-term management and regeneration of this land in the decades to come.

**Elephant Hill was just the first step; from devastation came an opportunity to promote a new way of working together to advance the greater changes that need to be made.**

Coming back to the words of Kukpi7 Ryan Day: *“We want control and resources to do it right, and not just the outcome based, but the identity that comes with doing that work, the skills, the way that it helps people to live, and rebuild who we are and our relationship to the land.”*

Looking forward to the enormity and significance of the challenges we face – of recovering the land and communities after another wildfire season, of mitigating and adapting to climate change, of meaningfully implementing UNDRIP – it is our hope that this report offers some insights into a way forward.

**Amidst the lessons described here – the successes, strengths and persistent challenges – one thing is clear: First Nations need to be at the forefront of (wild)fire management from day one.**
In highlighting the incredible strengths and capacities within Indigenous communities; the persistent challenges faced by Indigenous communities in ensuring equal partnerships and leadership in (wild)fire management, and upholding their roles and rights as decision-makers within their territories; as well as key findings, principles and recommendations, this report shows the critical role that Indigenous peoples can and should play in leading the work of recovering and restoring their territories.

Elephant Hill was just the beginning.

Loon Lake from Bonaparte First Nation’s reserve. Photo credit: Sarah Dickson-Hoyle
Summary of findings and recommendations
Summary of findings

This report presents 70 key findings relating to Secwépemc and provincial government experiences and perspectives on the Elephant Hill wildfire response and subsequent joint recovery.

These findings highlight:

- challenges faced by both Secwépemc communities and federal and provincial government agencies during the 2017 Elephant Hill wildfire;
- drivers and processes of establishing a joint approach to wildfire recovery;
- diverse perspectives and definitions of ‘success’ in relation to wildfire recovery;
- strengths and lessons for future collaborations;
- key challenges faced throughout the recovery process;
- persistent barriers that First Nations face in achieving ‘equal partnerships’ in (wild)fire management; and,
- priorities for First Nations leadership in fire and emergency management.

Below, we summarize the 70 key findings across the four Parts of this report. Detailed findings can be found at the end of each Chapter (see page references below).

PART 1: THE ELEPHANT HILL WILDFIRE

→ Chapter 1: The 2017 wildfire season in British Columbia (key findings 1.1 – 1.2, p.13)

→ Chapter 2: The experiences of Secwépemc communities (key findings 2.1 – 2.5, p.21)

→ Chapter 3: Wildfire response and the leadership of Secwépemc communities (key findings 3.1 – 3.7, p.39)

→ Chapter 4: Priorities for land-based recovery (key findings 4.1 – 4.4, p.46)

There was widespread acknowledgement amongst both Secwépemc and provincial government representatives that the 2017 ’mega-fires’ – and the ongoing wildfire risk and loss of ecological resilience throughout Secwepemcúl’ecw – were the direct result of timber-focused forest (mis)management practices combined with the history of fire suppression and impacts of climate change. The resulting Elephant Hill wildfire caused deep and lasting impacts to Secwépemc territories and communities that have not been adequately recognized, addressed or compensated by provincial or federal governments.

In 2017 Secwépemc communities experienced poor communication and a lack of guidance from provincial and federal authorities regarding immediate wildfire threats or evacuations. Negative experiences of evacuation by Secwépemc and neighbouring ranching communities created widespread opposition to evacuating in future.

BC Wildfire Service staff admit that engagement with First Nations occurred too late, if at all, and that there was no explicit expectation on Incident Management Teams to collaborate with Indigenous and local communities. While Secwépemc communities played a leadership role through on-ground fire response and fuels mitigation, emergency coordination and supporting agency response, there was widespread frustration that Secwépemc knowledge and capacities were ignored and disrespected. As such, a deep mistrust of fire agencies and a strong feeling of ‘being on your own’ remain.
PART 2: THE JOINT PROCESS OF WILDFIRE RECOVERY

→ Chapter 5: Catalyzing a new approach (key findings 5.1 – 5.4, p.58)

→ Chapter 6: Negotiating the scope and process for joint wildfire recovery (key findings 6.1 – 6.9, p.77)

→ Chapter 7: Wildfire recovery activities on Elephant Hill (key findings 7.1 – 7.6, p.94)

The scale and significance of impacts of the Elephant Hill wildfire, along with a newly elected provincial government with stated commitments to implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, created a ‘window of opportunity’ for change. However, it was the strong leadership and advocacy from Secwépemc communities that catalyzed the collaborative approach to wildfire recovery.

Commitments to joint leadership were enacted through a Joint Leadership Council, Joint Technical Committee and sub-committees that emerged following the fire. Nevertheless, the limited mandates or decision-making authority of provincial government representatives at these tables, and challenges in accessing higher-level decision-makers, posed a barrier to advancing Secwépemc recovery priorities and interconnected stewardship goals.

In their letter to Premier Horgan, and over the months and years following the Elephant Hill wildfire, Kukukpi7 (Chiefs) emphasized that ‘healing the land’ and actioning commitments to reconciliation requires addressing the cumulative impacts and pressures that form the broader context for land-based recovery, and supporting Secwépemc leadership “in the months, years and decades to come”. This vision conflicted with a narrower focus on ‘recovery’ that was defined by short-term funding, a lack of strategic or landscape-level planning, and the ‘three great goals’ of fireguard rehabilitation, range recovery and salvage harvesting.

PART 3: REFLECTIONS ON ‘SUCCESS’ AND LESSONS LEARNED

→ Chapter 8: Reflections on recovery, success and the value of joint leadership (key findings 8.1 – 8.9, p.117)

→ Chapter 9: Strengths and lessons for future collaborations (key findings 9.1 – 9.8, p.133)

→ Chapter 10: Barriers and persistent challenges to collaborative recovery (key findings 10.1 – 10.11, p.159)

Overall, the majority of Secwépemc and provincial government representatives we spoke to felt that the joint process of wildfire recovery was a success. While the lack of clearly defined recovery goals posed a challenge to evaluating the success of land-based recovery, ‘success’ was largely defined in terms of less tangible outcomes such as confidence in the ability to work together. The value of this process was seen in terms of new relationships and trust; promoting collaboration and a united voice amongst Secwépemc communities; economic and training opportunities; and supporting First Nations-led archaeology.

These successes were made possible by the strong leadership and coordination from both Secwépemc communities and FLNRORD Natural Resource Regions and Districts; flexibility and willingness to work outside of usual policies and processes; a strong governance structure, co-designed by communities and the provincial government; spending time to develop shared understandings and identify shared values; and open, honest communication in communities to build trust. Jointly making decisions about land-based recovery requires getting together on the land and bringing together – rather than siloing – multiple communities and jurisdictions.
Key challenges related to capacity; a lack of strategic or landscape-level planning; conflicting perspectives as to the scope of ‘wildfire recovery’; ensuring adequate and appropriate participation; and jurisdictional silos and conflicts within government. Many of these challenges have not been overcome and pose potential barriers to future collaboration. There remains a disconnect between high-level government (stated) commitments to reconciliation, and (inadequate) provision of funding, resourcing and access to decision-authorities to advance First Nation priorities or cede management authority to Indigenous peoples.

The Elephant Hill ‘model’ has created new expectations for joint leadership and government-to-government technical collaboration. However, for Secwépemc communities, it was just the first step along a pathway to true co-management. An over-emphasis on distilling Elephant Hill into a generalized process risks prioritizing ‘operational’ outcomes and ‘efficiency’ over meaningful collaboration and joint decision-making.

PART 4: BEYOND ELEPHANT HILL

Chapter 11: Barriers to achieving equal partnerships in (wild)fire management (key findings 11.1 – 11.9, p.180)

Chapter 12: Priorities for First Nations leadership in (wild)fire management (key findings 12.1 – 12.3, p.192)

Chapter 13: Visions for restoration and stewardship in Secwepemcúlecw

The provincial government, and BC Wildfire Service specifically, highlight substantial progress and changes since 2017, in particular improved public communication, funding for mitigation, and strategic agreements. However, Secwépemc community representatives experience persistent barriers to active involvement in wildfire management and remain frustrated at a lack of consistent and meaningful engagement.

Conflicting understandings of when and how ‘engagement’ should take place, combined with an unwillingness within BC Wildfire Service to explicitly direct operational staff or address views that devalue Indigenous knowledge and fire expertise, mean that on-ground engagement during fire season still depends on the particular Incident Commander/operational staff, posing a barrier to widespread change. As such, ‘shared responsibility’ and ‘equal partnerships’ remain largely confined to the mitigation, preparation and recovery phases of wildfire management. During wildfire events, BC Wildfire Service effectively retains or assumes control and responsibility for response.

Priorities for advancing Secwépemc leadership in (wild)fire management include establishing community-based emergency management offices and territorial patrols; strengthening the role of First Nation liaison officers; promoting collaboration in prescribed and cultural burning; and asserting sovereignty and leadership in managing and protecting cultural heritage.

Building on the ‘model’ of Elephant Hill means First Nations determine the approach to wildfire recovery and associated government-to-government collaboration in their territories. Simultaneously, the provincial government must spend time developing shared understandings, principles and goals with local First Nations; invest in long-term capacity building; address legacies and ongoing processes of resource extraction and forest (mis)management; and support First Nations decision-making and ‘doing the work’ of recovering their territories in months, years and decades to come.

Elephant Hill was just the beginning.
Recommendations

The following recommendations – framed as ‘calls to action’ – address critical needs and priorities for advancing First Nation engagement and leadership across all stages of wildfire management and upholding commitments to reconciliation.

These recommendations are categorized across the four pillars of emergency management: mitigation and preparation (grouped together), response and recovery.

Meaningfully implementing these recommendations will require going beyond the common approach of attempting to ‘integrate’ Indigenous knowledge or practices into existing state-run institutions and programs: it means supporting, and ceding power and decision-authorities to, the true caretakers of Secwepemcúlécw.

MITIGATION AND PREPARATION

Emergency management coordination and wildfire response planning

1. We call on the Government of Canada to provide long-term funding to establish First Nations Emergency Management Offices, including resources and training for Emergency Management Coordinator roles and Initial Attack crews and funding for First Nations firekeepers.

2. We call on BC Wildfire Service to strengthen and further formalize the First Nation liaison officer role within the BC Wildfire Service Incident Command structure, including through establishing a formal role description and developing and implementing training modules for Incident Commanders, crew supervisors and other Operational/Planning staff. These should be developed in collaboration with the First Nations Emergency Services Society and with input from individual First Nations, including those directly impacted by the 2017-2021 wildfire seasons.

3. We call on BC Wildfire Service Fire Zones, in partnership with local First Nations, to identify points of contact to serve as First Nation liaison/s and to meet with these contacts to confirm priorities and processes for engagement prior to each fire season.

4. We call on the Government of British Columbia to establish a First Nations Emergency Management Secretariat, comprising Emergency Management BC, Indigenous Services Canada, the First Nations Emergency Services Society, the Union of BC Municipalities and BC Wildfire Service, to provide a coordinated approach to emergency management funding, emergency services support and capacity building with First Nations.

Pre-fire season engagement

5. We call on BC Wildfire Service to establish and maintain a user-driven database of First Nation contacts and resources relevant to fire management and response. And, BCWS Fire Zone officers to share this database with First Nations and facilitate updates during the winter and spring prior to each fire season.

This online database would be managed at the Fire Zone level. Relevant information would include key contact information (names, position, role/responsibility pre – and during wildfire event, phone and email for Chief and Council, Band Administrator, Natural Resource/Stewardship staff, Emergency Management staff, Archaeology/Cultural Heritage staff, and identified First Nation liaison/s); band owned/operated contractors (e.g., heavy equipment) and associated resources; training register (e.g., S100/S185) and other resources (e.g., fire truck).

6. We call on BC Wildfire Service Fire Zone and Emergency Management BC Regional staff, in consultation with First Nation staff, to coordinate pre-season planning and engagement meetings in First Nations communities (in
person, Covid-protocols allowing) to identify key contacts, responsibilities and needs for emergency management and wildfire response.

**Equipment sign up and resource sharing**

7. We call on BC Wildfire Service to create online sign-up form for ‘as and when required’ equipment.

   *Equipment sign-up currently requires reaching out to BCWS Zone Officers. No templates or forms are publicly available.*

**Archaeology**

8. We call on BC Wildfire Service to respond to and action the key recommendations provided in the First Nations Emergency Services Society’s *First Nations Data Assembly Project* (Price and Hammond, 2017), including but not limited to:

   8.1 BC Wildfire Service or individual Fire Centres to contract an archaeologist to obtain a blanket permit in advance (as early as six months) of each fire season, to be on-call to respond to wildland fires as they occur. Blanket permits may also be structured to allow for pre-work assessment of planned fire activities and post-impact assessment following unplanned fires.

   8.2 BC Wildfire Service managers and planners to work with local First Nations and archaeologists to identify which community-specific protocols and processes should be followed when working with Indigenous cultural heritage resources.

   8.3 Contracted archaeologists to collaborate with First Nations fire liaisons to identify and assess potential risks to archaeological and other cultural heritage sites and to provide management recommendations to BC Wildfire Service field staff. Incident Command/Planners may accept and apply management direction as appropriate and safe, given their expertise and knowledge of each individual situation.

   8.4 BC Wildfire Service to revisit and implement the crew training module, chance find procedure and field cards developed and provided to BC Wildfire Service through the *First Nations Data Assembly Project*.

   8.5 BC Wildfire Service to collaborate with local First Nations and a qualified archaeologist in advance of any planned work (e.g., prescribed burning) to discuss any community specific heritage policies or goals, preferred site management strategies, and preferred consulting archaeologist.

   *The First Nations Data Assembly Project also developed training modules, field cards and Chance Find Management Procedures to accompany the report. These provide specific guidance for BC Wildfire Service staff to ensure the protection of archaeological sites.*

   *Where unplanned impacts to sites are likely, as in the case of wildland fires, archaeologists will be available to BC Wildfire Service or individual Fire Centres and can offer real-time management advice to the Incident Commander that takes into account the practical constraints of the situation.*

   *Note: recommendations regarding obtaining blanket permit may be addressed by Archaeology Branch approach of taking out a province-wide wildfire blanket permit. Current permit to expire 2023.*

   *Additional or complementary recommendations may arise from the BC Wildfire Service initiated ‘Culturally Sensitive Sites Protection: Development of Training Program and Standard Operating Guidelines’*

**Recovery planning**

9. We call on the Thompson Rivers Natural Resource District, with support from the 100 Mile House Natural Resource District, Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource Region and BC Wildfire Service to compile documentation (principles, guidance documents, best practices) from the 2017 and subsequent wildfires and create public-facing website providing these resources and guidance for wildfire recovery and rehabilitation.
10. We call on the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development to develop and publish a high-level land-based recovery framework. This would identify: roles and mandates for land-based recovery activities within the Ministry (decision authorities, technical expertise); commitments to joint wildfire recovery with First Nations; land-based wildfire recovery and rehabilitation activities within the jurisdiction of FLNRORD and other Ministries; critical post-wildfire decision/activity timelines and other time-sensitive planning considerations; and framework for collaboration across FLNRORD Regions and Districts. This could be initially be developed for the Regional Operations – South area under the direction of the Director for Wildfire Recovery.

Prescribed and cultural burning

11. We call on BC Wildfire Service to establish partnerships with local First Nations to facilitate active involvement in prescribed burns within their respective traditional territories as and when desired. The form and extent of First Nation involvement in prescribed fire activities is to be determined through consultation between BC Wildfire Service and First Nation representatives, and may include (but is by no means limited to): conducting pre-burn cultural heritage assessments; informing burn objectives and burn plan development; and participating in burns.

12. We call on the First Nations Emergency Services Society to establish regional Indigenous fire stewardship networks. These networks would bring together community-based Indigenous fire practitioners and resource/stewardship managers to support knowledge sharing and connections within and between Indigenous Nations. In partnership with BC Wildfire Service Fire Centres and local First Nations, these networks could also facilitate cultural burning workshops and provide support and training opportunities for Indigenous community staff and representatives.

13. We call on BC Wildfire Service to enable a First Nations led cultural burning permit system that empowers First Nations communities and fire knowledge keepers to determine cultural burn objectives; allows for the incorporation of community knowledge and language, and community participation; and would be flexible to allow wider burn periods and reduced oversight. Note: many of these recommendations will be presented in a forthcoming paper on barriers and opportunities for advancing Indigenous fire stewardship, informed by multiple Nations (and this report) Canada wide.

RESPONSE

14. We call on BC Wildfire Service to establish regular (e.g., daily) partnership table conference calls for all large/project fires, to provide updates and briefings and seek local input. These partnership tables will bring together representatives from BC Wildfire Service (Incident Command/Information Officer), First Nations/First Nations liaison(s), Regional Districts, Natural Resource Districts, and other key stakeholders (e.g., infrastructure providers, industry).

15. We call on BC Wildfire Service to address persistent issues resulting from changeover of Incident Management Teams/Incident Commanders and prioritize previous recommendations to ensure consistent and respectful engagement with First Nations/First Nations liaison(s) during all large/project fires.

---

16. We call on the Thompson Nicola Regional District and its member municipalities, in consultation with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and local First Nations, to establish protocols for 1) contracting local First Nation/s representatives to assist at traffic control/evacuation checkpoints in proximity to reserve lands and 2) providing adequate and consistent briefing information on local First Nations (reserve locations, contact information) and access permits issued to authorities enforcing evacuations and road closures.

**First Nations liaison officers**

17. We call on BC Wildfire Service to provide direction to Incident Commanders to make contact with local First Nations representatives immediately upon appointment and, where desired by the First Nation, to establish and fill a First Nation liaison position within the Incident Command Structure upon establishment.

As and when desired by individual First Nations communities, First Nations liaison officer(s) will be appointed upon establishment of an Incident Management Team. The liaison(s) will be the point of communication for the Incident Commander as well as other BC Wildfire Service staff and contractors. The liaison(s) responsibilities will include facilitating information exchange with the community (e.g., regarding evacuations/wildfire threat); connecting BC Wildfire Service with community resources; advising on cultural heritage concerns (including identifying potential impacts and mitigation measures); facilitating collaboration between community fire knowledge keepers/fire experts and agency operational staff; and providing input to guide suppression strategies and the use of prescribed fire.

**RECOVERY**

18. We call on FLNRORD Regional Operations and/or BC Wildfire Service representative(s) coordinating and undertaking rehabilitation activities to establish partnerships with, and actively engage, local First Nations throughout the planning, decision-making and implementation processes.

**Governance and planning**

19. We call on FLNRORD Natural Resource Districts, in partnership with local and affected First Nations, to collectively define the desired approach to joint wildfire recovery. This includes jointly defining governance approach (e.g., leadership, technical or sub-committee structure); participation; relationship if any to existing governance bodies (e.g., Tribal Councils, government-to-government tables); and scope and scale (e.g., single or multiple fires; single Nation or Nation to Nation).

20. We call on joint wildfire recovery governance bodies (i.e., FLNRORD Natural Resource Districts in partnership with participating and affected First Nations) to define a mechanism for elevating higher-level decisions and issues to leadership (Ministerial or Regional Executive Director) level within the provincial government.

21. We call on joint wildfire recovery governance bodies (i.e., FLNRORD Natural Resource Districts in partnership with local and affected First Nations) to jointly develop a strategic and landscape-level wildfire recovery plan prior to commencing land-based recovery activities. This plan should: set short, medium and long-term priorities and objectives for recovery; articulate the roles and responsibilities of all involved; identify capacity and resourcing needs; identify capacity and desired involvement of First Nation communities in recovery activities; and establish a monitoring and evaluation plan that incorporates targets for rehabilitation/recovery activities, a plan for monitoring post-wildfire impacts, and mechanisms to promote compliance with principles.
22. We call on FLNRORD Natural Resource Districts, in partnership with local First Nations, to develop a strategic post-wildfire salvage and retention plan to proactively direct salvage operations across the affected land base.

Funding and resources

23. We call on the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development to provide funding to support wildfire coordinator positions at both the Resource District level and within First Nation/s or designated coordinating First Nation governance body.

24. We call on the Government of Canada and the Government of British Columbia to ensure that allocated wildfire recovery funding adequately supports First Nation involvement in joint decision-making and considers the inherent costs of recovery activities (e.g., archaeology, coordinator role/s).

Stakeholder engagement

25. We call on FLNRORD Natural Resource District range and stewardship staff to provide timely and regular briefings on the approach to and progress of joint wildfire recovery to tenure license holders (e.g., range, forestry).

26. We call on FLNRORD Natural Resource Districts and local First Nations engaged in joint wildfire recovery to collectively determine appropriate strategies and formats for inviting participation of or input from key stakeholders in the development and implementation of recovery plans and principles.

Archaeology

27. We call on the BC Archaeology Branch to appoint a dedicated archaeologist to coordinate wildfire-related archaeology (managing blanket permits, briefing BCWS and Districts on statutory obligation, and supporting First Nations, as needed, in post-fire archaeological assessments and reporting).

28. We call on Secwépemc First Nations, with the support of professional industry (archaeology) associations and the BC Archaeology Branch as required, to develop a guidance document outlining the process, rationale, best practices and budgetary considerations for wildfire-related archaeology.

29. We call on Secwépemc First Nations, with the support of the British Columbia Association of Professional Archaeologists and the BC Archaeology Branch if and when requested, to develop and implement a data collection template and online data management system to support post-wildfire archaeology.

30. We call on FLNRORD Natural Resource Districts, in consultation with local First Nations, to contract a qualified archaeologist to support a coordinated approach to First Nations-led post-wildfire archaeological assessment and reporting (including site registration). This contract would include stipulations for training and mentoring of First Nations staff and building capacity within First Nations who do not have a qualified archaeologist on-staff.
### Table 1: Secwépemc leadership, staff and community members
(n=21; note: including participants who chose not to be identified below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRSS</td>
<td>Angie Kane</td>
<td>CEO; former Band, Lands and Natural Resource Manager at High Bar First Nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonaparte First Nation</td>
<td>Bert William</td>
<td>Senior Archaeological advisor, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonaparte First Nation</td>
<td>Jenny Allen</td>
<td>Former Forestry Team Lead, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonaparte First Nation</td>
<td>Ryan Day</td>
<td>Former Kukpi7, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonaparte First Nation</td>
<td>Fawn Pierro-Zabatel</td>
<td>Forestry Technician, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonaparte First Nation</td>
<td>Melanie Minnabarriet</td>
<td>Assistant Natural Resource Manager, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Bar First Nation</td>
<td>Greg Crookes</td>
<td>Former Natural Resource Manager; previously Natural Resource Manager at Bonaparte First Nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Bar First Nation</td>
<td>Stewart Fletcher</td>
<td>Archaeology and Cultural Heritage lead, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeetchestn Indian Band</td>
<td>Joanne Hammond</td>
<td>Director of Heritage, Assistant CEO Skeetchestn Natural Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeetchestn Indian Band</td>
<td>Ron Ignace</td>
<td>Former Kukpi7, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeetchestn Indian Band</td>
<td>Don Ignace</td>
<td>Operations Manager, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeetchestn Indian Band</td>
<td>Mike Anderson</td>
<td>CEO, Skeetchestn Natural Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeetchestn Indian Band</td>
<td>Sam Draney</td>
<td>GIS Analyst and Cultural Heritage Officer, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeetchestn Indian Band</td>
<td>Marshall Gonzalez</td>
<td>Councilor, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stswcem’c Xgat’tem First Nation</td>
<td>John Liscomb</td>
<td>Registered Professional Forester, Stswelem’c Xgat’tem Development Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stswcem’c Xgat’tem First Nation</td>
<td>Georgina Preston</td>
<td>Former Stewardship Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stswcem’c Xgat’tem First Nation</td>
<td>Judah Melton</td>
<td>Rights and Title Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stswcem’c Xgat’tem First Nation</td>
<td>Jimmy Rosette</td>
<td>Field Technician, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band</td>
<td>Darcy LeBourdais</td>
<td>Registered Professional Forester, Second Pass Forestry, community member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band</td>
<td>Tanner LeBourdais</td>
<td>Registered Professional Forester, Second Pass Forestry, community member</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2: BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD) – Region and District staff and Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MECC)
(n = 14; note: including participants who chose not to be identified below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Thompson Rivers District</td>
<td>Marina Irwin</td>
<td>Resource Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Thompson Rivers District</td>
<td>Rachael Pollard</td>
<td>Former District Manager (now Manager, Sustainable Resource Manager, Resource Practices Branch, Office of the Chief Forester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Thompson Rivers District</td>
<td>Mahrusa Sherstobitoff</td>
<td>Former First Nations Advisor (now Forest Values Coordinator, Resource Practices Branch, Office of the Chief Forester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Thompson Okanagan Region</td>
<td>Chelsea Enslow</td>
<td>Land and Resource Coordinator (formerly Natural Resource Manager at Bonaparte)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Thompson Okanagan Region</td>
<td>Francis Iredale</td>
<td>Wildlife Biologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Thompson Okanagan Region</td>
<td>Nina Sigloch</td>
<td>Team Lead, Silviculture and Forest Stewardship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Thompson Okanagan Region</td>
<td>Eric Valdal</td>
<td>Director Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – 100 Mile House District</td>
<td>Diane Brown</td>
<td>Range Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – 100 Mile House District</td>
<td>David Majcher</td>
<td>Stewardship Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Range Branch</td>
<td>Danielle Cuthbertson</td>
<td>Deputy Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Research</td>
<td>Lorraine Maclauchlan</td>
<td>Entomologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNRORD – Resource Planning and Assessment Branch</td>
<td>Doug Lewis</td>
<td>Stewardship Evaluation Forester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MECC – BC Parks and Conservation Officer Service</td>
<td>Andy Mackay</td>
<td>Sargeant, Thompson Fraser Division</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Fire and emergency management agency staff
(n = 13; note: including participants who chose not to be identified below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC Wildfire Service</td>
<td>Cliff Chapman</td>
<td>Director Provincial Operations, former Kamloops Fire Centre Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC Wildfire Service</td>
<td>Ken Conway-Brown</td>
<td>Former Rehabilitation Supervisor and Heavy Equipment Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC Wildfire Service</td>
<td>Dave Horne</td>
<td>Former Rehabilitation Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC Wildfire Service</td>
<td>Brad Litke</td>
<td>Senior Wildfire Officer, Operations – Kamloops Fire Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC Wildfire Service</td>
<td>Jamie Jeffreys</td>
<td>Director Strategic Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC Wildfire Service</td>
<td>Rob Schweitzer</td>
<td>Director Fire Centre Operations, former Kamloops Fire Centre Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC Wildfire Service</td>
<td>Reg Trapp</td>
<td>Wildfire Officer – 100 Mile House Fire Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Management BC</td>
<td>Sylvia Chow</td>
<td>Regional Manager – EMBC Central Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Management BC</td>
<td>Mike Knauff</td>
<td>Regional Manager – EMBC Central Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Management BC</td>
<td>Andrew Morrison</td>
<td>Senior Regional Manager – EMBC Central Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Nations Emergency Services Society</td>
<td>Jeff Eustache</td>
<td>Former Forest Fuels Management Program Liaison (current at time of interview)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW Rural Fire Service (Australia)</td>
<td>Neville Anderson</td>
<td>Branch Director (Elephant Hill); Senior Field Officer and Training Officer NSW RFS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Additional stakeholders**  
(n = 6)

- Forest licensee staff x 2 (note: one contributed written additions to an interview)
- Local rancher x 3
- Consultant silviculture specialist x 1
September 5, 2017

Hon. John Horgan
Premier, Province of British Columbia

Hon. Doug Donaldson
Min. Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development

Hon. Scott Fraser
Min. Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation

Hon. George Heyman
Min. Environment and Climate Change Strategy

RE: Wildfire in Secwépemcúlecw, Elephant Hill Fire

I am writing to on behalf of Bonaparte Indian Band in conjunction with Kukpi7 Ignace of Skeetchestn Indian Band and Kukpi7 Larry Fletcher of High Bar First Nation and the other bands whose lands were most affected by the Elephant Hill Wildfire including Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian Band with the support of the remaining communities of Ts’kw’alaxw First Nation, Simpcw First Nation, Stswecem’c/Xgat’tem First Nation, Eketemc First Nation, Xats’ull First Nation, Williams Lake Indian Band, Tk’emlups te Secwepemc, Neskonlith Indian Band, Adams Lake Indian Band, Little Shuswap Lake Indian Band, Splatsin Indian Band and Shuswap Indian Band.

As you may or may not be aware, the Elephant Hill Fire burned around two of our three populated reserves as well as two of our seasonal camp reserves at Loon Lake and Hihium Lake, and has burned nearly entirely within the Bonaparte River Watershed, which our people have depended upon for thousands of years for its fish, game, plants, trees and water. At the time of writing the fire has burned upwards of 192, 725 hectares, more than half of our traditional territory and is slowly heading north towards Canim Lake Indian Band’s back yard.
For the last 60 days our people have witnessed devastation to our lands that we have not seen in the memories of our oldest elders. We’ve witnessed and continue to witness devastation at a magnitude which should never have been reached, a fire intensity which would not have been possible with proper management of our forests. As was stated in the province of BC Wildfire Management Strategy paper in 2010: “When the natural fire cycle is interrupted, however, there is a reduction in the health and vigour of the forest and, as forests age, fuels build to unnatural levels increasing the risk of catastrophic wildfires that are difficult to control and that may seriously impact communities and resource values.” Which is precisely the outcome we are experiencing now.

As the segment of the population which suffers the greatest levels of poverty and poorest levels of health we rely on the entire ecosystem to provide us with the quality foods more than any other population. Our economic marginalization is due to legislation and policies forced upon us by the crown and enforced by the RCMP; this makes the fish, plant and animal values in our watersheds and forests even more valuable to us to survive, despite the destruction of the stock of value by forest and range activity.

While we lament the fact that the intensity of the fire will greatly lengthen the time of recovery for the forest, we see the process of assessment, rehabilitation and regeneration as an immense opportunity to learn from the errors in management of the past; it is an opportunity to use Indigenous Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) and the wealth of research in Forest Science to restore the forest not only for its timber value but as a source of wealth in its values of: cultural heritage, ecological diversity, hydrologic management, carbon capture, non-timber forest products, wildlife habitat, and education of young people of how to live as a member of an ecosystem. A strong, sustainable, innovative economy begins here; one that connects people to place, creates and flattens wealth, and provides a buffer to climate change.

Over the course of this fire, Bonaparte Indian Band and Skeetchestn Indian Band have worked hand in hand with the BC Wildfire Service as a recognized and respected wealth of invaluable knowledge about our lands. Our people are experts on knowing fuel types, winds, terrain, and back roads; they advised forest fire fighters physically in aerial and on the ground reconnaissance. We know our forests and their ecological value better than anyone. There is no one better to lead the way in recovery than the knowledge of the people of this land, the Secwépemc.

The time of marginalizing Indigenous peoples in forest management must come to an end. In your ministerial mandate letters you were tasked with implementing with First Nations: the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples; the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s 94 Calls-to-Action; and the 2014 Supreme Court of Canada Tsilhqot’inn Decision. It is time for the rubber to hit the road and there can be no greater opportunity to action this commitment than by supporting the Secwépemc People’s leadership in the regeneration of the ecosystem affected by the Elephant Hill Fire over the months, years and decades to come.

We urge you not to make any decisions on this land; forest, range, water or wildlife; without first engaging with us; we no longer ask to be consulted, instead, we require to be engaged in the planning, management and rehabilitation of this land as we are the true caretakers of it-yucminmenkucw.
To be clear, we are fully committed to lead this work with: our Traditional Ecological Knowledge keepers of all bands affected by the Elephant Hill Fire; academic institutions specializing in Forest Science; and experienced provincial experts in forest management.

We ask of you, as government officials, to enable this new approach by standing down any legislative or policy impediments by way of your commitment to the documents cited above; creating new relationship with the Secwepemc, which respects our knowledge, experience, and rights to our lands and the management thereof, for the benefit of all those who depend upon it.

In the wake of devastation is always creation, our people know this better than anyone.

Kukstsetsemc,

Kukpi7 Ryan Day
St’uxwtews | Bonaparte Indian Band
Kukpi7.Stuxwtews@bonaparteindianband.com
250-457-1522

Kukpi7 Ron Ignace
Skeetchestn Indian Band

Kukpi7 Steve Tresierra
Whispering Pines/Clinton Indian band

Kukpi7 Charlene Belleau
Esketemic First Nation

Kukpi7 Larry Fletcher
High Bar First Nation

Kukpi7 Frances Alec
Ts’kw’a:yłaxw First Nation

Kukpi7 Patrick Harry
Stswećem’c/Xgat’tem First Nation
Unavailable
Kukpi7 Donna Dixon
Xats’ull First Nation

Under Review
Kukpi7 Ann Louie
Williams Lake Indian Band

Kukpi7 Paul Michel
Adams Lake Indian Band

Kukpi7 Wayne Christian
Splatsin Indian Band

Kukpi7 Fred Seymour
Tk’emlups te Secwepemc

Kukpi7 Nathan Matthew
Simpcew First Nation

Kukpi7 Judy Wilson
Neskonlith Indian Band

Unavailable
Kukpi7 Oliver Arnouse
Little Shuswap Lake Indian Band

Kukpi7 Barb Cote
Shuswap Indian Band

Under Review
Kukpi7 Mike Archie
Canim Lake Indian Band
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Response letter from Minister Donaldson

Reference: 231261

October 27, 2017

Kukpi7 Ryan Day, Bonaparte Indian Band  
kukpi7.stuxwtews@bonaparteindianband.com

Kukpi7 Ron Ignace, Skeetchestn Indian Band
Kukpi7.ignace@gmail.com

Kukpi7 Steve Tresierra
Whispering Pines / Clinton Indian Band
steve.tresierra@wpcib.com

Kukpi7 Charlene Belleau,
Esk'etemc First Nation
charleneb@eskteme.ca

Kukpi7 Donna Dixon, Xats’ull First Nation
bandadmin@xatsull.com

Kukpi7 Ann Louie, Williams Lake Indian Band
ann.louie@williamslakeband.ca

Kukpi7 Paul Michel, Adams Lake Indian Band
paulmichel@alib.ca

Kukpi7 Wayne Christian, Splatsin Indian Band
Kukpi7_Christian@splatsin.ca

Kukpi7 Fred Seymour,
Tk'emlúps te Secwépemc  kukpi7@kib.ca

Kukpi7 Larry Fletcher, High Bar First Nation
chieflarryfletcher@hbfn.ca

Kukpi7 Francis Alec,
Ts’kw’aylaxw First Nation
falec@tskwaylaxw.com

Kukpi7 Patrick Harry,
Stswecem’c Xgat’tem First Nation
chief@canoeckreekband.ca

Kukpi7 Nathan Matthew, Simpcw First Nation
nathan.matthew@simpcw.com

Kukpi7 Judy Wilson, Neskonlith Indian Band
judywilson@neskonlith.net

Kukpi7 Oliver Arnouse, Little Shuswap Lake
Indian Band oarnouse@lslib.ca

Kukpi7 Barb Cote, Shuswap Indian Band
ea@shuswapnation.org

Kukpi7 Mike Archie, Canim Lake Indian Band
chief@canimlakeband.com

Dear Chiefs:

Thank you for your letters of September 5 and October 10, 2017, to Premier Horgan, Ministers Fraser and Heyman and me, regarding a strategic, landscape level approach to post-wildfire recovery on the Elephant Hill fire. I apologize for the delayed response.

Let me start by expressing my sincere condolences and acknowledgement for the profound impact that the 2017 wildfires have had on your community members. Our thoughts are with all those impacted by these devastating wildfires.
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You asked about our government’s commitment to true and lasting reconciliation with First Nations in British Columbia, and our commitment to adopting and implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) and the Calls to Action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. We are fully committed to both and are pursuing ways to implement the UNDRIP and the Calls to Action. To begin with, I will be reviewing ministry policies and programs to ensure the UNDRIP principles are incorporated, including the policies and guidance related to wildfire recovery. This is a high priority for all agencies, including the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development given our responsibility for managing Crown land. I will also be looking for examples to demonstrate our new relationship and commitment to working together, and I believe post-wildfire recovery on Elephant Hill provides an opportunity to demonstrate the positive outcomes we can achieve by working together.

Ministry staff and I were pleased at the proposal for a collaborative approach to post-wildfire recovery on Elephant Hill outlined in your letter of September 5, 2017. I am also pleased to hear that progress has already been made and that your meetings with my staff have been productive. I understand you are working together to develop a shared approach where your communities have a role in the planning, management and rehabilitation of the Elephant Hill wildfire, and where your communities also share the economic benefit from post-wildfire activities. I also understand that this approach will be founded on the principle of “walking on the two legs of Traditional Ecological Knowledge” coupled with other sources of scientific research. My hope is that this joint table will include all First Nations communities impacted by the Elephant Hill fire, and I look forward to updates on how this work is progressing.

I hope to build a cooperative relationship with you in order to achieve more by working together, and I believe this approach will result in better outcomes for the land and people impacted by the Elephant Hill fire.

I expect my staff to continue working with you in an open, honest and transparent manner. I also recognize – as you have stated – that pressure will mount to make decisions regarding salvage and other actions required to protect environmental values and stabilize local economies. While I am not able to fetter their decision making, I do commit to staff engaging through the joint table on decisions that may need to be made in the short term in order to address the issues around the environment and economic stabilization. I am hopeful that the ability to make priority decisions can be part of the development of a shared path, and I am pleased to hear that you have already had some success working together on initial priority decisions.

In closing, I want to reiterate the province’s commitment to the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and to collaborating with First Nations to seek resolutions in British Columbia. We appreciate that much work remains to be done; however, we remain committed to working with you on rehabilitation of the Elephant Hill fire and recovery of your communities.
Thank you again for your letters. I appreciate the opportunity to build on our relationships and encourage productive dialogue. Working together to keep communication open will provide a strong foundation as we move toward achieving reconciliation.

Sincerely,

Doug Donaldson
Minister

pc: Honourable John Horgan, Premier of British Columbia
Honourable Scott Fraser, Minister of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation
Honourable George Heyman, Minister of Environment and Climate Change Strategy
Doug Caul, Deputy Minister of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation
Bobbi Plecas, Deputy Minister of Climate Change, Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy
Tim Sheldan, Deputy Minister of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development
Mark Zacharias, Deputy Minister of Environment, Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy
Pat Byrne, District Manager, 100 Mile House Natural Resource District
Rachael Pollard, District Manager, Thompson Rivers Natural Resource District
Rob Schweitzer, Fire Centre Manager, BC Wildfire Service – Kamloops
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Elephant Hill Joint Leadership Council and Joint Technical Committee Terms of Reference

**Mandate**

Our goal in working together is a long-term, strategic and landscape level approach to post-wildfire recovery, where Indigenous Communities are involved in recovery efforts and have a central role in determining what post-wildfire recovery looks like. As we work together, we are using the principle of "walking on two legs: western science and First Nations science together". This approach is an example of the B.C. Government’s commitment to true and lasting reconciliation with Indigenous Communities.

**Purpose**

**Joint Leadership Council**

The Joint Leadership Council will guide the direction for Wildfire Recovery. The committee will act as a governing body over the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery process. The Joint Leadership Council will make decisions to be implemented by the Technical Committee.

- Promote landscape level planning
- Focus on Wildfire Recovery with a long term goal of land base Resiliency.

**Elephant Hill Wildfire Technical Committee**

EHWTC will make recommendations to inform implementation, monitoring and the development of operational plans to support wildfire recovery efforts as outlined by the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Plan, a living document under development as the working groups and initiatives develop. The Recovery Plan document produced will form the foundation for a guide for future wildfire recovery in the Province. The specific purposes of the Committee may include the following responsibilities:

- Provide advice and recommendations to the JLC regarding wildfire recovery within the bounds of the Elephant Hill wildfire, in a timely manner to allow departmentally approved decisions and adjustments to proceed
- Provide operational and technical expertise to develop recommendations, guidance, principles and strategies for wildfire recovery on Elephant Hill using a lens of landscape level planning
- Including but not limited to: range, wildlife, fisheries, soil, water, fire, ecological and any other pertinent to land use
- Execute requests of the JLC
- Guide the production of deliverables that will be used as part of a framework for future fire events
- Endorse plans for Silviculture activities beyond 2020
- Provide a mechanism for stakeholders to contribute to the implementation of the Wildfire Recovery Plan
- Make recommendations regarding, and participating in, education and communication initiatives
- Assist in the further development and implementation of the monitoring process, including participation in data collection and interpretation
- Make recommendations for; use, seasonal use, permit conditions, and evaluation of baseline status and future desired status, as well as for reclamation and development standards
Relationship of EHWTC to Joint Leadership Council

The JLC collectively endorses decisions on a number of aspects of post-wildfire recovery, including development of a range recovery strategy, fireguard rehabilitation strategy, access management, silviculture principles and salvage retention principles. EHWTC is expected to offer recommendations for programs, pilots, monitoring, and methodology and to provide recommendations to the JLC for endorsement.

Membership

Joint Leadership Council

- Composition
  - Senior managers of FLNRORD.
  - Chiefs from the impacted First Nations; Bonaparte, Canim Lake, Canoe Creek/ Dog Creek, High Bar, Whispering Pines, Skeetchestn, Ts’kw’aylaxw, T’kemlups

Technical Committee

- Appointment
  - Technical committee members are appointed by their respective organizations. An alternate organizational representative will be assigned to attend committee meetings in their absence

- Composition (Committee List to be Appended)
  - Each organization, including First Nations communities, DTR, DMH, BCWS and RM Caribou must be represented by at least one individual

Best Practices

- Representatives do not represent individuals or organizations, but their community as a whole
- Opportunities will be provided for the addition of new members or alternates
- Members who feel they are no longer able to participate in good faith, on the basis of the Terms of Reference are expected to voluntarily withdraw from the membership
- Members are expected to show respect for each other’s time and personal integrity. Respect means listening carefully with the intent of clearly understanding what the other is saying before responding. It means treating one another with professional cordiality and deference, even if there is a disagreement over stated positions on an issue. Members are expected to participate in good faith, in agreement with the intended purpose of the group. Members should be prepared and willing to work with others to achieve the committee’s stated objectives of the Mandate and Scope of the committee
- Committee members through sub working groups or in the normal course of action will collaborate with technical team members outside of scheduled meetings.

Organizational Structure

Joint Leadership Council

- Committee Co-Chair: Kukpi7 Day
- Committee Co-Chair: Thompson Rivers District Manager, Rachael Pollard
- Secretariat: Thompson Rivers District Wildfire Recovery Manager

EHW Technical Committee

- Committee Co-Chair: Thompson Rivers District Wildfire Recovery Manager
- Committee Co-Chair: First Nations Resource Manager
- Secretariat: Thompson Rivers District
- Co-Chairs will alternate leading meetings.
- Meeting schedules will be clearly defined
- Meeting minutes will be taken at each meeting and will include action items
- Minutes from the previous meeting and agendas will be released the Friday prior to each meeting. Agendas will include key items for decision
• The location of meetings will be determined based on agreement by the committee

• Committee members agree to:
  ◦ Make attendance a priority and read material provided in advance;
  ◦ Appoint a colleague as a designated alternate empowered to make decisions and briefed on previous decisions and discussions

• All interests will be considered but decision-making/endorsement is by members/their proxy who are in attendance

Procedural Provisions

• The committees will strive to operate by consensus to provide constructive recommendations to the JLC and/or provide decisions/direction to the technical committee. Consensus is defined as a decision-making process in which all parties that are involved agree to the final recommendation. Consensus does not mean that all parties are completely satisfied with the final outcome.

• If consensus cannot be reached after ample discussion, a vote may be taken with the results of that vote forwarded with the advice given to the JLC. The views of dissenting voters will be presented with the vote results.

• Committee members will not publicly represent any views of the committee other than the recommendations that have been clearly made and recorded through the committee process.

• It is the role of any alternate committee members to be well-informed of the business of the committee. They may not vote in discussions at the table while attending if the primary representative is present.

• Subcommittees may be formed to address particular issues or to perform specific tasks. These subcommittees will be formed and the composition determined by consensus. The subcommittee will report to EHWTC.

• Applications to make a presentation to the committee will be made through the committee chairperson to have the item considered to be included on the meeting agenda.

• It is the chairperson's responsibility to manage the time of the committee effectively and afford equitable time for all representatives (but may limit the time of any representative so that all representatives can address issues).

Funding

• The District will fund approved meeting costs including such items as meeting room rental, refreshments, advertising, and/or mail-outs. There will be no honorariums or travel subsistence for members to attend meetings.

• Funding for implementing actions will be based upon the department’s approved budgets, and upon any partnership agreements developed through or by the department.

Communications

• Internal, External, and data
• FTP Site-Enhance investigate SharePoint or other
• Any public facing (external) communications will be discussed by the Joint Leadership Council

Terms of Reference Review

• The Terms of Reference will be a living document and can be changed to reflect the changing needs and evolution of the committees.

• At a minimum the Terms of Reference will be reviewed on an annual basis.
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Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council Principles for Timber Salvage

The 2017 Wildfire season has been the most damaging and challenging wildfire season in the Province’s history. The Elephant Hill wildfire complex has had severe impacts to the landscape. The Recovery of the land and its ecosystems will be guided by strategic and collaboratively developed recovery plans.

To support timber salvage with an ecosystem-based approach, the Joint Technical Working Group, under guidance from the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council, has developed a first version of principles for timber salvage within the Elephant Hill wildfire complex perimeter.

1. No harvesting in OGMAs
2. No green trees harvested unless for safety
3. No operating in known archaeological and/or cultural heritage sites. Buffer size to be determined by working with applicable communities and will be site specific
4. The Skeetchestn Cultural Resource Management Zones (CRMZ’s) will be applied to streams, lakes, wetlands, and marshes. Since attenuation of water flow, sediment control and shading are priorities for management, as well as an expected rise in the water table post wildfire is likely, riparian wet areas have been analyzed and mapped. These areas exceed CRMZ’s in some cases and retention of both live and dead trees in these areas is proposed. Mapping of these areas will be provided
5. No salvaging in Hydrologically Sensitive Zones (approximately the snow line at April 1); This will include the MS, ESSF, SBS and SBPS Bec zones in specific watersheds. Mapping will be provided
6. No harvesting in live stands (low burn severity areas) in legal and proposed ungulate winter range and consistent with the Cariboo Region signed variance for this objective
7. No salvage in VQO polygons of Retention or Preservation
8. No salvage on slopes >40% regardless of severity burn areas and no salvage on slopes >30% on high severity areas. Mapping will be provided
9. No reforestation in areas identified as Grasslands Benchmark Areas
10. Harvest blocks that have already been assessed for Archeological/Cultural Heritage Sites first, if block boundary has not changed since assessments and other guidelines in this document are met
11. Retain trees > 65cm Diameter at Breast Height
12. Review Biodiversity Guidebook for potential guidance and possible implementation

These principles are dynamic and may be improved upon as land based recovery activities progress. The Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council will work to reach consensus and may modify these principles as needed. Strategic retention proposed by the province may change. Legal objectives that result in retention of the land-base apply unless there is a signed variance.

These principles have been endorsed by the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council members on February 5, 2018.

---

1. Definition of green trees and green stands will be outlined in a further document
2. Spatially defined Grassland Benchmark Areas are pending review
3. More detailed guidance relating to this recommendation is forthcoming
Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council Principles for Silviculture and Reforestation in Elephant Hill

The 2017 Wildfire season has been the most damaging and challenging wildfire season in the Province’s history. The Elephant Hill wildfire complex has had severe impacts to the landscape. The recovery of the land and its ecosystems will be guided by the strategic and collaboratively developed recovery plans.

To support silviculture and reforestation, the Joint Technical Committee, under the guidance of the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council, has developed principles for silviculture and reforestation within the Elephant Hill wildfire:

1. Safety is an overarching principle that may influence treatment decisions
2. Reforestation strategies and standards shall consider facilitation of natural succession pathways in consideration of climate change: species, genetic diversity, densities and areas to not reforest (grasslands, natural reforestation)
3. Facilitate natural succession pathways with ecologically appropriate species
4. Deciduous will be maintained within Elephant Hill
   a) Consider deciduous as beneficial (non-deleterious) within Elephant Hill perimeter
5. Post fire salvage harvested stands have to be on the trajectory to pre salvage species composition
6. Reforestation in fire damaged plantations – riparian planting consists of riparian tree species
7. Reforestation strategies that consider variable densities and/or structures across the landscape
8. If trees harvested for safety reasons debris will be left on site and may be piled and stubbing should occur
9. Browse species and culturally important plants should be protected in silviculture activities
10. Stand tending activities will consider variable densities that create landscape diversity for multiple values
11. Wait until salvage complete before doing evaluation of areas of non-salvage forests for recovery except where it can be incorporated into existing work or research
12. Prevent ecological damage
    b) No unauthorized off road vehicle use (all vehicles restricted to the roads and fireguards)
13. These Silviculture principles apply to all reforestation including on rehabilitated roads. Principles and guidance for road/linear disturbance rehabilitation will be provided by the Elephant Hill Wildfire Joint Leadership Council in the near future.

These principles are dynamic and may be improved upon as land based recovery activities progress. The Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council will work to reach consensus and may modify these principles as needed.

These principles have been endorsed by the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council members on July 13, 2018.
APPENDIX 7  
Access management principles

The Joint Technical Working Group, under guidance from the Elephant Hill Wildfire Recovery Joint Leadership Council, has developed Access Management Principles for within the Elephant Hill Wildfire perimeter. The principles have been broken down into two categories. Access Principles for New Development which are intended to guide access development during timber salvage at the Cutting Permit level. The second category are Principles for Landscape Level Access Management Planning which are intended to guide access planning at the watershed scale after the majority of the timber salvage planning has been completed.

Access Principles for New Development

- Minimize new road development
  - Utilize existing roads
  - No loop roads
  - No new Connector Road
  - Construct roads to a minimum width and length

- Aim to achieve Net Zero New Roads
  - Create Rehabilitation Plan for each Cutting Permit
  - Plan for temporary roads¹,² rehabilitate³ roads not needed for long term use
  - Where temporary road is required for silviculture access only, consider leaving a quad trail for crew access on rehabilitated roadway
  - Where appropriate, install access controls on new permanent roads
  - Consider roads outside of Cutting Permit for access management to mitigate cumulative effects of new roads

- Manage for invasive Species
  - Complete grass seeding within 1 year of disturbance
  - Manage hydrologic risk
  - Maintain natural drainage patterns
  - Manage for peak flows - increase drainage structure size
  - Enhanced water control, install more waterbars and cross ditches prior to spring freshet
  - Increased inspection frequency of roads and infrastructure
  - Identify issues with existing infrastructure, plan/appraise for upgrade or replacement if needed

- Minimize/avoid roads near sensitive habitats, Ungulate Winter Range, wetlands, fish streams, Wildlife Habitat Areas, or other areas designed to provide for habitat recovery such as Wildlife Tree Retention, and Riparian Reserves

Principles for landscape Level Access Management Planning

- First Nation involvement at all levels of access management including prioritization of watersheds, planning, implementation, and effectiveness monitoring.

- Prioritize watersheds for access management planning
  - Identify environmental risks, values to protect, and cultural significance
  - Complete inventory of roads and infrastructure - roads/km²
  - Use cumulative effects and/or modelling tools to help determine priority

- Collaboration with stakeholders and license holders at planning stage
  - Engage with stakeholders and licensees to determine road use needs

---

¹ Temporary Roads are access structures in a cutblock that do not provide access for future timber harvesting or access to other activities that are outside of the cutblock.

² Rehabilitate: de-compact soils, redistribute side cast material and coarse woody debris over disturbed area, revegetate exposed mineral soil, and reforest.

³ Permanent Roads are access structures in a cutblock that are needed to provide long term access to future timber harvesting or other activities that are not wholly contained within the cutblock.
• Strategic approach to what roads stay
  ◦ Egress/safety
  ◦ Infrastructure maintenance
  ◦ Recreation
  ◦ Access to resources and existing obligations

• Reduce loop and connector roads
  ◦ Legacy connector and loop roads have high risks to wildlife and cultural values

• Identify other high risk roads and infrastructure
  ◦ Barriers to fish
  ◦ Terrain stability
  ◦ Roads near critical habitat

• Increase Productive Landbase (THLB)
  ◦ Rehabilitate and reforest. Consider alternate species for reforestation where ecologically appropriate (deciduous)

• Public/stakeholders education and outreach
  ◦ Provide opportunity for public to provide input into plan
  ◦Advertisements and/or information bulletins
  ◦ Signage for information and safety
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Additional wildfire recovery resources – links

Seeding of areas burned by wildfires. (July 2017, BC Range Branch)

This document provides an overview of the objectives for and approach to seeding of burnt areas, including potential seed mixes and application rates for different biogeoclimatic zones.

It is available online at: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-natural-resources-and-industry/rangelands/postfire_wildfire_seeding_revised_2017.pdf

Post-wildfire natural hazards risk analysis: Elephant Hill wildfire (K20637, 2017). SNT Geotechnical, December 2017

This report was commissioned by the FLNRORD Thompson Okanagan Natural Resource District. The project involved desktop and field reconnaissance-based analysis to identify elements (e.g., houses, other assets) at risk and potential hazards such as debris flow channels. A detailed risk analysis was conducted, with recommendations for mitigation measures.

The full report and appendices, including Appendix D: Detailed risk analysis and summary tables, are available online at: https://tnrd.civicweb.net/filepro/documents/140623

Post-natural disturbance forest retention guidance. (January 2018, Office of the Chief Forester and Resource Stewardship Division, FLNRORD)

This document provides guidance for forest professionals to plan and implement retention strategies in areas that have experienced extensive natural disturbance such as wildfire. The report outlines the provincial government’s expectation that licensees who will conduct salvage logging will undertake retention planning in full partnership with affected communities (including First Nations). It outlines six points of overarching guidance plus additional guidance for considering human safety, legally protected areas, timber supply, forest health, soil conservation and riparian management.

This guidance supported the salvage principles later developed and issued by the Elephant Hill JTC and JLC. The document is available online at: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-natural-resources-and-industry/forestry/2017_fire_report_revised.pdf

Douglas-fir beetle sub-group: guidance document and control beetle strategy. (September 2019, Lorraine Maclauchlan and David Majcher, FLNRORD)

The Elephant Hill Douglas-fir beetle sub-committee developed two key documents outlining strategies for the post-wildfire management of Douglas-fir beetle populations in areas within and adjacent to the Elephant Hill wildfire area. These documents identify key forest health objectives post-wildfire, and describe tools (e.g., mass trapping with funnel traps, trap trees and use of MCH pheromone) and control treatment strategies (including survey/monitoring methodologies) for containing and concentrating Douglas-fir beetle in pre-determined areas for salvage harvest, and to protect green tree reserves and other priority areas from Douglas-fir beetle attack.

One document (tools for management) available online at:


Wildfire suppression activities with heavy equipment: construction and rehabilitation guidance. (April 2021, Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development)

This booklet, developed by the ‘Wildfire suppression rehabilitation community of practice’, outlines legislative requirements, best practices and guidance for wildfire suppression and rehabilitation activities (e.g., constructing and rehabilitating control lines, managing impacts to sensitive areas and cultural heritage, erosion control) involving the use of heavy equipment.
Section 11: First Nations Collaboration & Critical Works emphasizes the critical importance of collaboration, communication and community engagement with affected First Nations and stakeholders. First Nations collaboration involves establishing partnerships with local First Nations throughout planning, implementation and decision-making processes and requires a close working relationship between the rehabilitation supervisor and local First Nations representatives.

**11 First Nation Collaboration & Critical Works**

Collaboration, communication and community engagement are integral to the success of conducting rehabilitation activities. Regular and early sharing of information is required. External communication and engagement with affected First Nations and community stakeholders is important during all phases of rehabilitation activities.

**First Nations Collaboration**

Regional Operations Representative(s) undertaking rehabilitation activities should establish partnerships with local First Nations throughout the planning, decision making and implementation processes. Collaboration should be initiated at the earliest possible opportunity. The Rehabilitation Specialist should determine if any strategic approaches with First Nations are already in place prior to developing a rehabilitation plan.

Archaeological Overview Assessments (AOA) and/or Archaeological Impact Assessments (AIA) may be required prior to initiating rehabilitation works and should be considered during the plan development.

Sharing of information at the earliest possible opportunity is critical to implementation success. This is especially important in situations where there is significant/imminent risk associated with delaying rehabilitation activities.

**Critical Works**

Critical rehabilitation work includes emergency treatments. This work is critical to:

- minimize identified risks to the public;
- mitigate significant detrimental environmental effects (e.g. sedimentation in fish streams); and,
- mitigate compounding stressors resulting from heavy equipment use (e.g. hunting pressures, new access to private property).

**Post-Wildfire Natural Hazards Risk Analysis** consists of analyzing potential increased risks to public safety, buildings, and infrastructure from natural hazard events following severe wildfires. This analysis is outside of the scope of wildfire suppression rehabilitation and follows separate policy & procedures.

**Critical Work Best Practice**

Critical work addresses situations where significant rainfall events or spring freshet are expected to result in risks to public safety and/or the environment in relation to the constructed control line.

- Mitigation work should be completed as soon as possible and may occur prior to the completion of the rehabilitation plan.
- Communication with affected stakeholders should occur where significant critical work is required.
APPENDIX 9

Declaration on understory in the forests of Secwepemcúlecw

WHEREAS: The people of the Secwepemc Nation have been managing and utilizing the forests including their understory within Secwepemcúlecw since time immemorial.

- Te m-sq7es re syecwmíns-kucw re tmicws-kucw ell re séwllkwe ne Secwepemcúlecw,  
  ell wellnewi7s-kucw re syecwmíntem-kucw. Me7 re syecwmíntem-kucw me7 re syecwmíntels-kucw ell wel me7 yews.

- We have been managing and using the forests since time immemorial.

Tel ri7 wel re tsreprép ell xwexwéytes k stémi w7ec te kwelkúltes ne lluqwlecw m-kectéls-kucw te melámen, te stsíllen, te téelksten ell te séwllkwses-kucw. Re tmicws-kucw m-kectéls te tmsescéen, te sewwll ell te spipyúye es le7es es wumécs s-kucw ell es eykemintem-kucw wel me7 yews.

And WHEREAS the forests and waters of Secwepemcúlecw, including all forest understory plants and non-timber forest products, have provided the Secwepemc economy since time immemorial.

- Te m-sq7es re smetéls-kucw xwexwéyt re stem ne tmicws-kucw yúmel re séwllkwe. Well ye7éne tsilem yerı7 te swumécs-kucw.
- The forests and waters provide our economy (as if it were our life itself)

Pyin k stsílem-kucw ey te m-sq7es, tslexemstém-kucw ey es yecwmíntem xwexwéytes k stemi w7ec te kwelkúltes ne lluqwlecw, ell re tsreprép ell re séwllkwe, es le7es es wumécs te tmsescéen, te spipyúye ell re sewwll, tsílem-kucw wellnewi7s te kectmentsút.s-kucw.

And WHEREAS Secwepemc people continue to manage and utilize all these understory related values including the plants, animals and various habitats within the understory.

- Pyin k stsiílem-kucw re syecwmíntem xwexwéyt re stem ne tmicws-kucw te metéls.
- We continue to use and manage all the forests, plants and medicines.

Tehrı7 re kukúkwpi7s-kucw ell re tkwekwem7íplems-kucw ne Secwepemcúlecw te m-tselístėm-kucw re spellqlwlüt.s ne xwexwéytes k stem w7ec te kwelkúltes ne tmicws-kucw. Tsítem-kucw cui7tem es yecwmíntem el es pelqentem re tmicw te m-qwempúlecwmentem te tseptserpúlecw, es tsílem te m-sq7es re spelqülecwmentem-kucw cu7tem xwexwéyt re stem, es kúlentem  
  ell es eykeminem-kucw cui7tem tek melámen, tek tsíllenn (sepqép, s7e7llq, st7íqwelqw, smetqín), ell te téelkstens-kucw, ell es knúcwentem es wumécs cu7tem re tmséceen, re spipyuy7e ell re sewwll, ell xwexwéyt re stem.

THEREFORE, the Secwepemc Nation as represented by the appropriate caretaker, statutory decision makers declare jurisdiction over the understory within the forests of Secwepemcúlecw and the authority to license, manage and control such values for our use and benefit and for purposes of conservation and enhancement.

- Tehrı7 yem re stseqyulecwtełs re tqtelt kukúkwpi7 te kectels-kucw re tmicws-kucw es yecwménulecwmentem re tsreprép, xwexwéyt k  
  stemi ne tmicws-kucw ell re sewllkwe te metels-kucw es wumécs s-kucw wel me7 yews.
- THEREFORE, we declare the right to use, manage and control all these values.